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Capillary ripples on liquids are distinguished from 
waves on the basis of their driving force and wave length. 
The more familiar waves have gravitational acceleration 
(gravitational head) as their principal restoring stress 
and have longer wave, length. The pressure drop across 
curved interfaces due to surface tension provides the 
principal restoring stress for the shorter wave length 
ripples. One centimeter is usually taken as the rather 
arbitrary division between ripples and waves (29). 
The effects of ripple propagation have been of interest 
for many years (9-12, 15-18, 51), but the subject has had a 
recent increase in popularity. This Laboratory has been 
active in extensions of the theory of capillary ripple 
propagation for the past ten years (3, 20-22, 37). Experi­
mental verification of theory was attempted by J. Mann (40, 
41) using apparatus which consists essentially of a wire 
lying in the interface which can be driven vertically by a 
loudspeaker connected to an audio oscillator. A second wire 
lying parallel to the first is connected to a phonograph 
crystal cartridge to provide a method of transducing the 
mechanical wave formed by the first wire into an electrical 
signal at the second wire. This second wire can be moved 
closer to the first wire. By observing the wave at various 
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separations between the two wires, it is possible to determine 
the wave length and rate of damping. When these data are 
combined with other parameters, it is possible to compare 
the experimental nature of the wave with the theoretical 
calculations. The technique is most useful when the nature 
of the surface of the liquid is altered by additions of 
surface active chemicals. 
While this experiment is quite simple conceptually, it 
is considerably more difficult in practice. Mann devised 
and constructed the somewhat involved instrumentation required 
for experimental measurement of wave properties (40). More­
over, he did extensive work demonstrating the validity of 
the techniques. These methods were applied to several 
surfactant systems at air/water surfaces (41). Although 
these results did not confirm the theory due to lack of 
necessary accuracy, they were sufficiently encouraging to 
continue the investigation. 
S. Grossman made extensive measurements on carboxylic 
acids (19). He was followed by J. Lucassen on sabbatical 
leave from Unilever in Holland. Lucassen was concerned with 
air/water waves as modified by the presence of insoluble and 
sparingly soluble surfactants (22, 37). This study was the 
first to lend real support to the ripple propagation theory. 
Once again lack of suitable precision prohibited detailed 
confirmation of theoretical predictions. 
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The purpose of this work is to confirm the theoretical 
predictions with better experimental reliability. Moreover, 
it is desired to extend the experimental methods which have 
been so successful at air/water interfaces to the more 
complicated oil/water interfaces. Oils in surface chemistry 
refer to non polar liquids such as hydrocarbons. Interfacial 
data will be used to check the validity of ripple propagation 
theory for liquid/liquid systems. 
Ripple propagation at air/water interfaces involves 
parameters which are believed to be important in foam 
stability theories (50). The surface may be considered to 
act like an elastic membrane. The magnitude of the strain 
in this membrane for a given stress is a function of an 
elastic modulus. If stress and strain are in phase in 
periodic motion the elastic modulus is real, but if there is 
a time delay, as would be expected if some relaxation process 
occurs in the film, the elastic modulus is a complex number 
with real and imaginary components (3, 20). In this experi­
ment, the membrane is formed by surfactant molecules 
localized to the interface between the upper and lower 
fluids. 
Similarly, propagation at oil/water interfaces should 
lead to information pertinent to emulsion stability studies. 
Historical background and considerably more involved 
discussion of the work in this Laboratory are contained in 
the references from this Laboratory. 
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THEORY 
The theory of capillary ripple propagation has received 
considerable attention in the past several years, much of it 
from this Laboratory (5, 13, 16, 17, 20-25, 27, 28, 33, 34, 
43, 45, 46, 47-49, 52). As this material is published else­
where, only the features that are of importance to this 
study will be discussed. 
The theory of capillary waves is based on continuum 
hydrodynamics. The motion of a fluid is described by the 
Navier-Stokes equation, obtained by application of Newton's 
Laws of Motion to a fluid (31). Balances of normal and 
tangential stresses at the interface furnish boundary 
conditions which must be satisfied by physically significant 
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation; surface properties 
enter the theory through these boundary conditions. The 
Navier Stokes equation is non-linear, but can be developed 
in power series in the ratio of ripple amplitude to wave 
length. If this ratio is sufficiently small only terms in 
first power of this ratio need be considered; the linearized 
Navier Stokes equation results, and the corresponding 
boundary value problem has been solved (35). 
If experiments are to be compared with predictions 
obtained by solution of the linearized boundary value 
problem, the experiments must be so designed that the 
% 
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amplitude to wave length ratio is in fact small. Since wave 
amplitudes are of the order of a micron and wave lengths are 
of the order of a millimeter, this parameter is about .001, 
As the wave progresses from the sending probe, its amplitude 
will decrease but its wave length will not. Hence the 
amplitude to wave length ratio decreases as the distance 
from the generator is increased. Performing experiments at 
larger separations will lead to acceptably small ratios. 
The ripple has the equation (20) 
A = A^g -aXgiCoit - kx) 
where A is the amplitude and A^ the amplitude at zero distance, 
X = 0. This is an oscillating wave with exponential damping. 
Alpha is the damping coefficient expressed"in reciprocal 
centimeters while x is the distance from the source of the 
wave in cm. The wave is formed by causing a wire lying in 
the interface to oscillate while a second wire parallel to 
this one and separated by a distance x is used to detect 
the ripple. This second wire, the sensor, is attached to 
a phonograph cartridge which transduces mechanical motion 
into an electrical signal. A standing wave pattern is set 
up between these two wires (40). 
Movement of the sensor relative to the first wire, the 
generator, permits determination of the wave length and 
damping coefficient. The wave length is obtained by obser­
ving the distance between two crests of the wave and the 
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damping coefficient is determined by observing the decrease 
in wave amplitude with distance. 
Ten variables are involved in the ripple propagation 
theory. These include the viscosities of the upper and 
lower phases, |x', n (poises), the densities of the upper 
and lower phases, p, p' (g/cm ), the frequency of the wave, 
o (HZ), or, equivalently the cyclic frequency, m (m= 2nu), 
the interfacial tension,-y (dynes/cm), the wave length, X (cm), 
or equivalently the wave number, k (k = 2irA), the damping 
coefficient, a(cm ^), the real component of the complex 
elastic modulus, E' (dynes/cm), and the imaginary component 
of the complex elastic modulus, E" (dynes/cm). 
There are two dimensionless groups of these variables 
which prove convenient for theoretical discussion and for 
display of experimental results. Y1 is the Kelvin function 
defined as 
(p + p ' )û)^ 
and Y2 a dimensionless damping coefficient defined as 
Y2 = a/k 
If energy dissipation in the ripple propagation is neglected, 
it can be shown that Y1 will equal unity and Y2 will be zero. 
When energy dissipation is considered, Y1 and Y2 become 
functions of the nature of the interface. The elasticity 
components, E' and E", determine this dependence. 
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Theory predicts that both Y1 and Y2 should show limiting 
behavior when the complex elastic modulus approaches zero 
and also when it approaches infinity. Between these two 
limiting forms the Y1 and Y2 curves exhibit behavior which 
depends on the relationship of E' and E" and on the values 
of the viscosities and densities of the bulk phases. One 
of the most surprising results of theoretical calculations 
for the air/water interface was the prediction of maxima in 
the Y1 and Y2 curves at intermediate elasticities (20). 
It turns out that the region of intermediate elasticities 
where the maxima are expected is somewhat difficult to study 
experimentally. This is the result of the method in which 
experiments must be performed. Ideally only the elasticity, 
E = E' - iE", would be varied during the course of an experi­
ment. The changes in ripple wave length and damping 
coefficient caused by these elasticity changes would lead 
to changes in values of Y1 and Y2. However, since the 
interface corresponds to a monolayer of surfactant molecules 
rather than an elastic membrane, its properties must be 
altered by changing the surface concentration of surfactant. 
Changing the concentration of surfactant will also change 
the surface tension. The rate of change of surface tension 
with surface concentration is a primary contributor to the 
elasticity, and this rate of change of surface tension can 
be quite rapid for many surfactants (37). Consequently, the 
elasticity changes extremely rapidly for very minor changes 
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in surface concentration. The net result is that the Y1 and 
Y2 functions jump from their zero elasticity values to their 
infinite elasticity values almost completely skipping 
through the intermediate ranges where the maxima are 
predicted. 
Early theoretical work for air/water systems resulted 
in two plots for Y1 and Y2 as a function of elasticity. 
These expected results are shown in the Appendix in Figure 1 
and 2. Theory was extended to allow for non zero viscosity 
and density in the upper phase. Details of this extension 
are being published (22). The result of the calculation is 
that the ten principal variables can be related by one 
complex equation. This equation (42) takes the form 
5 i 
F •= L C. (k + ia)J = 0 . 
j=l ^ 
The Cj are complex coefficients which involve all eight 
variables except k and a. Since a complex equation implies 
the existence of two real equations, two of the ten variables 
are dependent upon the remaining eight independent ones. Any 
two variables may be chosen as dependent, however, the 
equation may not be solved with equal ease for different 
choices. 
For theoretical work, it is useful to choose k and a 
as the dependent variables. This choice allows comparison 
of theory with an experiment which will measure k and a. 
Generation of these theoretical plots requires statement 
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of frequency, interfacial tension, E', E", and the viscosities 
and densities. The bulk phase viscosities and densities are 
easily assigned with adequate precision, but treatment of 
the remaining four independent variables for theoretical 
curve calculation is somewhat arbitrary. Frequency may be 
assumed to be constant. Assumption of an equation of state 
allows calculation of interfacial tension and E' as functions 
of surface coverage. E" must be varied arbitrarily. This 
kind of calculation corresponds most closely to a variable L, 
constant frequency experiment (40, 41). 
Constant k experiments (3) are somewhat more difficult 
to model theoretically. This and other model building 
efforts are under active investigation in the field of 
capillary ripple propagation (36, 42, 46). Figures 3 and 
4 show some theoretically expected constant frequency 
results for oil/water interfaces. 
Several observations may be made relating the air/water 
and oil/water results. Both systems exhibit limiting cases 
for both elasticity extremes, however, the differences 
between low elasticity and high elasticity limits of Y1 
and Y2 are much less for oil/water systems than for air/ 
water systems. Both Y1 and Y2 exhibit pronounced maxima 
at intermediate elasticities for air/water systems, but 
these are almost absent at oil/water systems. 
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The existence of maxima in Y1 and Y2 plots has been of 
considerable interest in the capillary ripple field. It 
turns out that the height and even the existence of the 
maxima depend on the difference between upper and lower 
phase viscosity and density. It is also a function of the 
equation of state used in the calculation. Lucassen has 
been investigating this feature for air/water systems (36). 
Theoretical plots for oil/water interfaces were 
prepared using a programmed calculation for the roots of 
the F equation which was prepared by Mann (41). Note in 
Figures 3 and 4 that the frequency shifts the curves 
vertically, but has little effect on curve shape. A slight 
Y1 maximum can be seen for heptane/water systems but not 
for nonane/water systems. Moreover, the Y2 curves differ 
appreciably for these two cases. As the upper phase density 
and viscosity approach the lower phase values the difference 




The purity of chemical compounds is always of concern, 
but surface chemistry research is particularly subject 
to errors of contamination. The experimental techniques 
are designed to minimize the chances for accidental contamina­
tion and to provide for cleaning operations. Furthermore, 
particular attention must be paid to the type of contamina­
tion as discussed in standard works in surface chemistry 
(1, 11, 14, 23). 
The serious impurities are those which interfere with 
the surface properties being studied. The bulk properties 
of density, viscosity, and solvency are not greatly affected 
by the small contamination which is possible. Substances 
altering the surface tension of an interface, however, 
must be scrupulously avoided. Surfactants are the prime 
source of this difficulty. One must be careful to avoid 
substances which can interact with surfactants which have 
deliberately been added. Thus multivalent ions can alter 
the monolayer behavior of oppositely charged surfactants (1). 
The natural organic substances present on skin are often 
very effective surfactants, thus contact with the experi­
mental materials must be avoided. 
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Surface properties depend on the total amount of surface 
active material in the interface. Thus a small impurity in 
the surfactant which is intentionally added is considerably 
less important than a similar fraction in one of the bulk 
phases. Water is particularly subject to surfactant 
contamination; hydrocarbons are somewhat less critical 
because of their lower surface tension. 
Reagent grade zinc chloride, sodium chloride, potassium 
bromide, and sodium sulfate were used as received from Baker. 
Fisher reagent grade glycerol was used as received. 
The water used in these experiments was distilled 
water available from the taps of the Chemistry Building 
which had been further purified. A block tin still located 
in the Physical Chemistry Laboratories (113 Chemistry) was 
charged with roughly 200 grams of potassium permanganate 
and 200 grams of sodium hydroxide (both MallLnckrodt reagent 
grade) along with sufficient tap distilled water to fill it. 
This steam heated still was operated for at least half an 
hour before collecting any distillate. Water was collected 
in two gallon polyethylene bottles which had been cleaned 
with alcoholic potassium hydroxide and cleaning solution 
(potassium dichromate dissolved in concentrated sulfuric 
acid). This permanganate water was used as feed to a two 
stage all quartz still (model BI-16 available from Amersil 
Quartz Division of Englehard Industries, Inc., Hillside, 
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New Jersey). After at least 30 minutes of operation, the 
distillate was collected in cleaned polyethylene bottles 
and used within three days of preparation. 
The hydrocarbons were distilled from a three liter 
standard taper glass still with a Vigreaux column and 
only the middle cut saved. The distillate was collected 
in cleaned glassware with ground glass stoppers. Again 
the substances were used as near to the distillation time 
as possible; the heptane used for the majority of the two 
phase experiments was distilled within an hour of its use. 
Petroleum ether feed was 30°-60° Baker and Adamson brand; 
hexane was Malinckrodt; Phillips heptane, octane, and 
nonane were used. 
Most of the surfactants had been purified before use. 
The ethanol used by the author for recrystallizations was 
distilled on a 30 plate Oldershaw column. Glassware and 
fritted glass funnels used in the recrystallization were 
cleaned with both alcoholic KOH and cleaning solution before 
use. The crystals were repeatedly washed with portions of 
the solvent and then placed in cleaned ground glass stoppered 
bottles and placed in a dessicator to dry. This dessicator 
was evacuated with a water aspirator and calcium sulfate 
(Drierite) completed the drying. The accompanying table 
lists the surfactants, their molecular structure, a code 
name, and the purification procedure. 

























from ethanol (ETOH) 
by J. Lucassen 
CH3-(CH2)i5-OH As received from 
Calbiochem 
CH3-CCH2)J3-OH Recryst. from ETOH 
by J. Lucassen 
H 
I 
CH2-(CH2)^i - N - H CI 
H 
Recryst. from ETOH 
by J. Lucassen 
0 
1 




CHg-(CH2)^g - S - O Na 
O 
Recryst, from ETOH 
Recryst. from ETOH 
Table 1. (Continued) 
Compounds Code Structure 
Sodium hexadecyl NAC16S03 
sulfonate 












0 Recryst. from ETCH 
1 





S - O Na 
I 
0 
Recryst. from ETOH 
CH„ Recryst. from ETOH 
I ^ 
N - CK Br 
I 
CH3 
CH„ Recryst. from ETOH 
I 
N - CK„ Br 
I 
CH3 
CH„ Recryst. from ETOH 
I 
N - CE Br 
I 
CH3 
Table 1. (Continued) 







Tetradecanoic acid C1400H 
CH3-(^#2)12 
Docosanoic acid C2200H 
CH3-(^^2)20 
Hexanol C60H CH3- (CHg); 
Decanol ClOOH CH3-(CHgig 
Tetradecanol C140H CH3-(CH2)i3 
Eicosanol C200H CH3-(^^2^19 
Purification 
CH„ Recryst. from ETOH 
I ^ 
N - CH^ CI 
I ^ 
0 
H Recryst. from ETOH 
N - H CI 
I 
H 





0 Recryst. from ETOH 
C - OH 
OH Distilled before use 
OH Distilled before use 
OH Recryst. from ETOH 
OH Recryst. from ETOH 





Octadecyl aldehyde C18ALD 
3-octadecanone C18-30NE 
Octadecyl acetate C1800ET 
Octadecyl amide C18AMD 
Polyvinyl acetate PVACE 
Polyvinyl stearate PVSTE 
Structure Purification 
Recryst. from ETOH 
CHg C-0 
H C 0 
ë 
n niT rnw  ^ n Recryst. from ETOH 
O 
CHg-CCHg)^^ - C - CHg - CHg Recryst. from ETOH 
O 
Q Recryst. from ETOH 
O - CHg - CHg 
^O Recryst. from ETOH 
CH3-(CH2)ig - c'- NHg 
P 9 
-fC - 64 As received from 
Ù \ City Chemical, 
O - C - CH N. Y. 
II à 
O 
H H As received from 
AIRCO 
H ' 
is - "9 - In 
° - g - <™2>16 -
0 
Table 1. (Continued) 









C - O 
CHg - O 





O - P 
I 
0 
As received from 
J, Mann (white 
crystalline material) 
As received from 
O J. Mann (white 
II crystalline material) 
C - (C=2)l5 - CH3 
- + f3 





Most of the compounds studied at the air/water interface 
were highly insoluble in water, thus they formed typical 
monolayers. Use of this fact was made both for ease of film 
handling and for surface tension determination. A Cenco 
film balance was used for the earlier water/air work, while 
the automatic recording film balance first constructed by 
J. Mann was resurrected for later work (38, 39). 
A film balance consists of a shallow trough which has 
been made hydrophobic, a movable barrier which slides down 
the length of the trough, and a confining barrier or float. 
The float is attached to a torsion wire via a rigid tongue, 
while a pointer indicates the null position of this torsion 
wire. In practice a small amount of surfactant is placed 
on the surface of the balance in the large area between 
the compression barrier and the float, leaving the surface 
of water behind the float and the surface of water behind 
the barrier free of surfactant. The surface tension is lower 
on the surfactant side of the float than on the clean side, 
hence a pull is exerted towards the clean surface. This 
is traditionally called the "pressure" due to the surfactant. 
IT = 7q - 7 
where tt is the surface pressure, 7^ the pure water surface 
tension, and 7 the surfactant covered water surface tension. 
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all in dynes/cm (1, 11, 14, 23). 
The surfactant was weighed and dissolved in a known 
volume of distilled spreading solvent. Freshly distilled 
40-50° petroleum ether was the usual solvent, but occasionally 
a few drops of ethanol were required to induce solubility. 
The trough was filled with 4X water and the surface was 
cleaned by sweeping with a barrier and sucking off the water 
and contamination with an aspirator and fine tipped tube. 
The surfactant was now spread on the surface between the 
probes by squirting small increments of spreading solution 
from a 250 microliter syringe equipped with an adapter which 
moved the plunger 1/50 of its range at a time. The tip of 
the syringe was held close to the surface and at a slight 
angle to it while a five microliter increment was squeezed 
out. The tip was moved to another part of the surface and 
the process repeated until the desired amount of solution 
was on the surface. The volatile solvent escaped leaving 
the surfactant molecules spread at the interface. It was 
necessary to spread surfactant at a concentration which 
corresponded to the low elasticity region at the maximum 
barrier separation and to the high elasticity region for 
the minimum barrier separation. Some experience was needed 
to realize this requirement, but adding enough surfactant 
to allow each molecule three times its close packed area 
was a good first guess. 
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After some time was allowed for solvent evaporation and 
monolayer equilibration, it was possible to proceed with 
the ripple experiment. After one set of ripple data was 
taken, the compression' barrier was advanced so that the 
area available for the monolayer was reduced. Another set 
of data could be taken and the monolayer could be further 
compressed as desired. At each compression the surface 
pressure was measured so that the surface tension of the 
surfactant covered system could be calculated. 
This particular method of procedure was convenient 
because surface tensions were easily obtained and the surfac­
tant coverage required for any desired elastic? y was quickly 
attained by moving the compression barrier. If the monolayer 
was reversible, it was even possible to lower the surface 
coverage if too large a compression increment was made 
The compression barrier technique was so successful for 
air/water work that a similar method for oil/water systems 
was sought. The Cenco film balance could not be readily 
converted to an interfacial film balance. 
Blight (4) has described a rather elaborate interfacial 
compression barrier requiring considerable machine shop 
fabrication. A simplified version of this device was 
prepared in the following way. A glass frame about 
7 X 10 X 3 inches was constructed. A 2 1/2 x 7 inch 
rectangle of glass rod had glass tubes mounted parallel 
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to the length of the frame fused on the sides; thus the 
rectangle could slide back and forth on the frame. A 
continuous strip of Teflon film (1 inch wide, 5 mil thick) 
was placed around the rectangle and one end of the frame. 
A wind-up crank on the movable rectangle served to keep the 
film tightly against the glass supports. This assembly 
was placed inside a plastic dish pan. Water came about half 
way up the Teflon and heptane covered the upper portion, 
while the surfactant was placed at the interface inside the 
square of ribbon along with the ripple apparatus. After 
taking a data point the area available to the surfactant 
was reduced by winding up some of the ribbon and hence 
pulling the rectangle closer to the end of the frame. 
This prototype worked reasonably well, allowing free 
flow of upper and lower phases over and under the ribbon. 
It was difficult to maintain ribbon tension throughout 
the compression area, prevent surfactant loss on ribbon wind-
up, and find a spreadable surfactant which was truly 
insoluble in both water and heptane. 
Soluble surfactants 
Air/water or oil/water systems in which the surfactant 
is soluble in the water phase could be easily handled. The 
surfactant was dissolved in water to make a concentrated 
solution. After each ripple data point, a volume of liquid 
was removed from the ripple tank. The desired volume of 
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concentrated surfactant was diluted with pure lower phase 
fluid and the same volume of fluid that had been removed was 
now returned. The aliquot that had been removed could be 
saved for interfacial tension determination if an independent 
method was being used. Surfactant was added to a 25 ml 
volumetric flask from a buret and then diluted to volume 
from a separate supply of pure solvent. A 15 ml portion of 
this was then returned to the ripple tank after 15 ml of 
solution had been removed. 
Thorough mixing of the solution in the trough was assured 
by use of a water-driven magnetic stirrer. The Teflon 
coated magnetic bar lay entirely within the lower phase, 
while the magnetic water-powered wheel was below the dish 
containing both phases. A G. Frederick Smith stirrer was 
used because it was only 3/4 inch thick and could be slipped 
under the ripple dish which had been elevated on rubber 
stoppers. The water pressure had to be increased to start 
agitation and then reduced to maintain a sufficiently slow 
rate of stirring; if this was not done, it was possible to 
throw solution out of the trough from violent action. 
Additional force was required to start the stirring motion 
due to static friction. 
Surfactants which were not sufficiently soluble in the 
lower phase could be dissolved in spreading solvents and 
injected into the interface. Distilled ethanol was useful 
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because it dissolved most of the long chain surfactants 
rather well. Ethanol spread at the oil/water interface 
dragging in the surfactant with it, but the alcohol • 
was quite soluble in both phases and rapidly diffused out 
of the interface, leaving the surfactant at the interface (11). 
Surfactant solution was injected just above the interface 
since the density of the solvent was between that of the 
bulk phases so that gravity would favor location of the 
surfactant at the interface. Since the surfactant was not 
necessarily insoluble in the bulk phases, this technique 
did not permit determination of the molecular areas. In 
fact, most of the surfactants examined had appreciable oil 
phase solubility and several had slight aqueous phase 
solubility. Solubility of surfactant in either phase would 
lead to eventual diffusion out of the interface. It was 
possible to study surfactant with solubility sufficiently 
low that no appreciable depletion of the surface concentra­
tion occurred during the time required for data acquisition. 
After each ripple data set was taken, further injections 
of surfactant could be made. 
Interfacial Tension 
One of the most difficult phases of this project has 
been the determination of interfacial tensions with suitable 
accuracy. Several methods have been employed including 
film balances, Wilhelmy plates, and drop volumes (1,11,14,23). 
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Air/water systems with insoluble surfactants were readily 
studied with capillary ripple techniques since they were easy 
to handle and their surface tension was readily calculated 
from easily measured surface pressures and assumed pure 
system surface tensions. The previously described Cenco 
Hydrophil Film Balance was modified to improve the accuracy 
of surface pressure measurements. 
The film balance was cleaned and coated with paraffin 
while the float and torsion head were removed. Coating was 
performed by heating the metal trough with heat lamps, 
pouring excess wax into it, and then spreading the paraffin 
by tilting the trough until all surfaces were covered. 
Excess wax was poured off and the heat sources removed. 
The torsion head was repaired several times. The 
torsion wire supplied by Cenco was too large for adequate 
sensitivity, so a .008 inch diameter piano wire was substi­
tuted. The change in diameter made adequate clamping 
difficult. Clamping was achieved by means of two plates 
held together with two screws. A groove in the middle of 
the plates fit around the wire. The plates were flattened 
and filed down to reduce the size of the groove. New brass 
screws were obtained, as it appeared that the original 
aluminum ones were slipping. 
A Shick razor blade was chipped by holding it in a 
vise and tapping carefully with a, hammer until its dimensions 
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were about 5 by 8 nun, as an oval hole in this blade was 
just the proper size to accomodate the two screws present in 
the float tongue clamp. The blade fragment was soldered to 
the wire with the wire perpendicular to the length of the 
oval. Good cleaning of the wire and the blade with acetone 
and an acid flux was essential for solid joints. The 
solder blob was filed to form a rectangular projection or 
key and the base of the clamp was filed to accomodate this 
key. The wire was now covered with epoxy resin and clamped 
firmly. This procedure prevented any slip of the wire in 
the torsion head clamp. 
One mil Teflon film was used to fashion the float 
ribbons; these replaced the platinum foil provided by Cenco. 
The Teflon could be bonded to the mica float and the metal 
trough with hot paraffin if it was immobilized during 
cooling. The float was attached to the tongue by means of 
Nylon thread cemented with DuPont's Duco to the mica and 
the tongue. The float was coated by holding a hot paraffin 
covered spatula against the mica, allowing the wax to run 
on to the float. 
The mechanical pointer did not permit returning the 
float to its null position with sufficient accuracy, so an 
optical lever was added. The float tongue has a side arm 
for holding calibration weights. A 1/4 inch diameter front-
surface mirror was cemented to a small cork 
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and this cork was forced onto the arm. A light source was 
constructed by taking line voltage through a transformer with 
6.3 volt secondary, a IK potentiometer, and to a GE 851K 
light bulb in a socket. This bulb has a line filament 
instead of the usual spiral so that its image is a line. 
A 50 cm focal length 4 cm diameter lens was used to focus 
this light on the mirror while a second similar lens focused 
the reflected light spot on a black ruled white scale. Light 
source and scale were about three feet distant from the mirror 
on the film balance. The potentiometer permitted adjusting 
the light intensity. Some dispersion of the light took 
place, so that it was necessary to pick one color of the 
resulting spot of light as the reference. 
The apparatus was calibrated by hanging weights from the 
horizontal arm, measuring the lengths of the two arms, the 
length of the float, and the amount of deflection of the 
torsion wire required to maintain the null position. The 
sensitivity was calculated from 
8 = w g Ig/deg Ij L 
where S is the sensitivity in dynes/cm, w is the weight, g 
is the acceleration of gravity pertinent to the units of w, 
1^ is the length of the calibration arm, deg is the number 
of degrees of deflection of the torsion wire, 1^ the length 
of the float arm, and L the length of the float in cm. L is 
normally the actual length of the mica plus one half the sum 
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of the spaces between the mica and trough wall. A sensitivity 
of .17 dynes/cm per degree was attained, but the standard 
deviation was at least .1 dynes/cm. The flexibility of the 
float ribbons was probably the limiting factor in both 
sensitivity and reproducibility. 
Surface tensions were obtained by the following formula; 
7 = 7q - S X deg 
where is the assumed value for pure water. 
J. Mann has described a film balance which is suitable 
for automatic recording of the surface pressure (39, 40). 
This was similar to the Langmuir trough, but was fabricated 
from a solid Teflon slab. The torsion head has a much 
stiffer torsion wire whose deflection is sensed by a LVDT 
position transducer. The Linear Variable Differential 
Transformer permits extremely accurate position determination 
of the transformer core with respect to the coils of the 
transformer. Moreover, the electrical signal is a linear 
function of the core position. This balance is not a null 
device, but the float displacement is so small that it may 
be neglected. 
Mann's electrical circuit was replaced with considerable 
improvement in ease of operation, sensitivity, and noise. 
The primary of the LVDT was excited by a Hewlett Packard 
200CD oscillator. Operation was normally at 2000 Hz with 
four volts across the load. The output from the series 
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opposing secondaries was fed to a HP3400A RMS voltmeter. 
This instrument has a DC output of 0-1 volt which is propor­
tional to the meter position which could be opposed by a DC 
offset supplied by a mercury cell voltage divider. This 
bucking voltage permitted offset of up to 99% of the voltmeter 
signal. The difference signal was smoothed by placing a 500 
microfarad capacitor across the terminals of the Sargent SR 
strip chart recorder. This 125 mV recorder was normally 
used with a 25 or 50 mV range, but operation down to 5 to 10 
mV was possible. 
This circuit was quite satisfactory; the key point was 
that stability was quite essential since almost all of the 
signal was being bucked out and the difference signalwas being 
amplified. The capacitor filter was quite essential as the 
RMS meter exhibited small "breathing" in which the needle 
oscillated slightly. This slight oscillation was quite a 
problem when the lower 99% of the signal was suppressed. 
Sensitivity of the instrument was calculated as before 
with divisions of chart paper replacing degrees of torsion. 
A typical sensitivity which permitted performing the entire 
ripple experiment without changing scales was .02 dynes/cm 
per division. A sensitivity of .001 dynes/cm/division was 
easily attainable, but this limited the film pressure to a 
fraction of a dynes/cm; also the noise became somewhat 
objectionable at these sensitivities. All measurements were 
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performed with the rather heavy torsion wire in use; if 
greater sensitivity were desired it would be possible to 
replace this with a finer one as long as only low pressure 
data were sought. 
Continuous recording of film pressure made it possible 
to observe the time effect on surface tension. This in 
itself could easily provide an interesting subject for study. 
This film balance was so useful at water/air surfaces 
that its modification at oil/water interfaces was attempted. 
A float was fashioned from Teflon which presented its 
broad side to the interface. Small Loles were drilled 
vertically through the strip and the ends were split 
vertically with a razor blade. Twenty gauge platinum wire 
was soldered to the tongue attached to the torsion wire. 
The platinum wire passed through the holes in the Teflon slab 
and then was bent to hold the float in place. One mil 
Teflon film was slipped between the slit ends of the float 
while the slit was held open. When the spreading force 
was removed, the film was held reasonably securely. Teflon 
slabs were cut 1 inch x 2 inch x 1/4 inch and holes were 
drilled to correspond to the threads on the torsion head 
base. These slabs were partially slit and the free ends of 
the float ribbons slipped into the slit. The Teflon slabs 
were then fastened to the torsion head and served as the 
support for this head when on the trough. 
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A compression barrier was constructed from a piece of 
Teflon which had L cuts in the ends which permitted the top 
to glide along the trough rim and the bottom to pass by the 
trough side easily. Note that this barrier was vertical 
with respect to the surface of the water. Holes were drilled 
in the upper portion of the barrier to permit free motion 
of the oil phase through the barrier since it was essential 
to maintain hydrostatic equilibrium to avoid float movement 
from liquid flows. Five mil Teflon strips were cut and 
mounted in the compression barrier with the slit technique. 
These stiffer strips made contact with the trough wall and 
acted as brushes to contain the monolayer while still 
permitting barrier motion. 
This modified barrier seemed to work quite well with a 
pure water/heptane interface. Sensitivity and stability were 
quite good as long as the float was kept immersed in the 
heptane. If the float became exposed a changing buoyant 
force resulted in a distinct drift in the recorder trace. 
Talc particles were placed in the interface and the effec­
tiveness of the compression barrier brushes noted. The 
procedure seemed valid until soma surfactant was added in 
addition to the talc. Although the brushes did not leak 
in the interface plane, the particles seemed to follow the 
edge of the brush strip as the barrier was moved. One of 
the. techniques that proved quite useful at the water/air 
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interface for preventing monolayer leakage was to pile up 
some talc particles near the leading edge of the barrier. 
Possibly a modification of this idea could prove practical 
with the interfacial leaks. Moreover, it was difficult to 
find surfactants which could be spread and still remain 
insoluble at the oil/water interface. 
Other authors have had considerable difficulty with 
manipulation of interfacial films (1, 7, 8). The general 
conclusion is that it is possible to manipulate the films, 
but there do not seem to be any general methods for measuring 
the surface pressure at the same time. Most researchers 
resort to an independent surface tension determination. 
One of the simplest surface tension measuring techniques 
determines the force required to balance an object of known 
perimeter in an interface. A Wilhelmy plate was fashioned 
from mica sheet, roughed with sand paper, and suspended from 
a Federal Pacific torsion balance in an air/water interface. 
If the surface tension acts parallel to the plate, the 
surface tension may be simply calculated from 
7 = (w - w^) X, g/p 
where w is the weight to keep the plate from moving, w^ is 
the weight of the plate, g is the acceleration of gravity, 
and p is the perimeter of the plate in cm. Surface tensions 
were calculated by both the Wilhelmy plate method and the 
film balance for an insoluble monolayer. It was found that 
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at very low surface pressures the two agreed, but at higher 
pressures the plate was increasingly inaccurate. This was 
attributed to the development of a non-zero contact angle 
when enough surfactant was present to lower the surface 
tension appreciably. Consequently the method was abandoned. 
Apparatus was constructed for measuring the interfacial 
tension by drop volumes. This method was chosen because it 
could be applied to air/water or oil/water systems and it 
should be free of contact angle difficulties. The method 
consists of forming a drop of the denser solution at the 
base of a capillary tip which has been ground flat. The 
volume of liquid which just falls determines the interfacial 
tension from 
7 = Vg(p - p') 2%T@ 
where V is the volume of the drop in ml, p is the heavier 
fluid density, p' is the lighter fluid density, r is the 
radius of the tip, and @ is an empirical correction factor 
which is a function of r/V^^^ (24). 
Fabrication of the dropping tip was rather critical (32). 
The following procedure proved to be reasonably successful. 
A 10 cm length of 8 mm capillary tubing was heated near its 
center and the thick wall blown to form a taper, then the 
glass was cut in the middle of the resulting bubble. A strip 
of paper 1 inch wide was wrapped around this capillary tube 
until the capillary and paper would just fit into a segment 
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of 14 mm normal wall tubing. Woods metal was melted and eye 
droppered into the space between the two tube segments while 
a teasing needle was used to dislodge any entrapped air 
bubbles. After the metal had solidified a water-cooled 
silica carbide cutting wheel was used to cut through the 
entire assembly of tube, metal, and capillary. The fresh 
cut ends of two such tips were held against the flat side of 
the wheel from opposite directions until a suitable tip end 
resulted. The outer glass frequently split away during 
this operation, but the metal matrix usually remained intact. 
Hot water now served to melt the Woods metal and clean the 
glass capillary. The ground glass tip of an L adapter for 
Micro-Metric Syringe Microburets was cemented to the upper 
tapered portion of the tip with Duco, taking care that no 
cement was near the opening of the ground glass. 
This tip assembly was held on a syringe of a few ml 
capacity by the ground glass fitting at the top of the 
adapter. The syringe was driven by a micrometer plunger 
mounted on a block which held the syringe and micrometer 
parallel. This block was fastened to a hex angle frame with 
standard chemical hardware. A flat plate had been previously 
leveled and this served as a reference for aligning the tip. 
The syringe assembly was moved until the dropping tip end 
was parallel with the reference plate. Attempted leveling 
with a cathetometer was no more successful than aligning 
by eye. 
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The drop volume technique requires that the drop just 
fall. Considerable time was required for equilibration of 
the drop but it proved possible to form the first 90-98% of 
the drop rather rapidly, and then allow 2-10 minutes for the 
final portion formation. The aqueous phase which contained 
the soluble surfactants under investigation was placed in the 
cleaned syringe while the heptane was contained in a glass 
thermostat consisting of a double walled glass cup with over­
all height 3 inches and diameter 2 inches connected to a water 
bath via the bath's circulating pump. Temperature control 
was .01 degree, with temperature maintained near 25°. After 
time for temperature equilibrium, two or three drop volumes 
were measured for each sample. More points were taken if 
.001 ml precision was not achieved. 
The value of the tip radius was quite critical. Direct 
micrometer readings gave reasonable surface tensions, but it 
was decided to calculate the radius of the tip based on 
measurement of the volume for pure water/pure heptane and 
the assumed interfacial tension. For this purpose water 
was taken from the still while it was still hot and cooled 
in the apparatus to insure freshness. Note that the 
dependence of the function « on r requires a successive 
approximations solution. 
Precision with this technique was quite acceptable 
until very high concentrations of surfactant were present. 
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These low interfacial tensions allowed only small drops with 
consequent poor relative precision. Proper measurement would 
require a set of tips of varying radii so that the best compro­
mise tip radius could be used for each interfacial tension. 
For lower surfactant concentrations, it was important to 
allow sufficient time for equilibrium. The method of measure­
ment increases the surface area, thus requiring more surfac­
tant molecules to diffuse from the bulk system into the inter­
face and for lower surfactant concentrations this diffusion 
time can be significant. The primary disadvantages of the 
method are that it is suitable only for truly water soluble 
systems which do not have any oil solubility and it requires 
15-20 minutes per surface tension measurement. This method 
was used when aliquots were removed from the ripple tank 
for independent interfacial tension determination. 
Many of these objections were overcome by use of an 
oleophilic Wilhelmy plate (7, 11). This was similar to the 
usual plate, but it was wet by the oil phase and not by the 
aqueous phase. Surface tension was pulling up rather than 
down, hence it was necessary to attach a weight to the plate 
which was sufficient to overcome the maximum surface tension. 
A torsion balance was used to provide the balancing vertical 
force. The contact angle problem was less severe because 
the surfactants tend to be water soluble. Davies and Rideal 
report that carbon forms the most satisfactory oil wetted 
surface (11). 
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Once again the plate fabrication proved to be critical. 
A thin sheet of mica was split from a thicker one by gentle 
prying of one sheet from another with spatulas and razor 
blades while keeping the opening wet with water. Possibly 
the water served to transmit the force more evenly. This 
thin sheet of mica was placed on a wet Petri dish bottom 
and roughened by gentle sanding with wet sandpaper. The wet 
dish prevented movement of the mica. The plate was removed 
by water flooding and the opposite side roughened similarly. 
The Physics Instrument Shop cut the mica into about 1.5 cm 
squares. A hole was punched on a center line near the bot­
tom of the plate and near each upper corner. Punching without 
tearing the mica could be done by puncturing the mica on 
top of a pad of paper with a sharp small diameter sewing 
needle. Better holes resulted if the hole was punched 
through with a very fine dental pick and then enlarged with 
the sewing needle. Coating the mica with carbon utilized a 
sooty gas flame with almost no oxygen feed. A pair of 
forceps held the mica against a glass microscope slide 
while a pair of longer tongs could be used to hold the 
smaller forceps. The mica and slide were held at an angle 
over the top of the flame until an even coating of carbon 
was obtained. This procedure was repeated with the opposite 
side and a new glass slide. It was essential not to move 
the carboned mica against the glass or the coating would be 
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scratched off. The heat stress on the slides resulted in 
numerous cracks, hence the one use only instruction. A 
weight was fashioned from fine platinum wire and fastened 
through the bottom hole. Nylon threads were passed through 
the upper holes and cemented to form a loop through each 
hole and the two larger loops were fastened together with 
another strand of thread which suspended the plate from the 
balance hook. The large loops around the plate kept the 
cement from being in contact with the upper phase. 
The plate was kept in a bath of upper phase liquid when 
not in use. The oil wet plate was lowered through the oil/ 
water interface until the weight was covered by the lower 
phase. It took some time and effort to displace the heptane 
from this weight so that the plate would glide easily up and 
down through the interface. The plate was held in the inter­
face with about half of the plate showing above the apparent 
interfacial plane. Measurement of the force on the torsion 
balance required to keep the plate at this position 
determined interfacial tension through 
T " f *w " '•'^ 8 - (1 - trx) x 
- frx P/Ppit - X 
where p is the plate perimeter in cm, w^ the weight of 
the mica in mg, w^ the weight of the platinum in mg, rdg 
the torsion balance reading in mg, frx the fraction of 
plate immersed, p' the upper phase density, p the lower 
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phase density, the plate density, and the weight 
density. 
Again absolute measurements were in reasonable agreement 
with theory, but it proved advantageous to use the observed 
reading for a pure system and its assumed interfacial tension 
to calculate the perimeter of the plate. As the surface 
tension was lowered, the plate tended to sink further into 
the interface. The torsion balance was mounted on a Lab 
Jack so that it could be raised during an experiment to 
keep the plate at the same immersion depth. Precision with 
this method appeared to be about .03 dynes/cm, but accuracy 
was difficult to check since the systems of interest were 
pure solvents to which various surfactants had been added. 
For water/heptane agreement was within 1 dyne/cm of litera­
ture values. Contact angles were a possible problem. 
Whenever erratic plate movements took place, the plate was 
removed and cleaned with the upper phase liquid. This 
technique seemed to be quite acceptable in the ranges of 
the usual experiments where surface pressures of up to 15 
dynes/cm were observed. Plate performance at higher 
pressures where contact angle difficulties would appear 
more likely is unknown. 
The advantages of the plate are considerable. The 
measurement requires about 20 seconds and it can be done 
at the same time as the ripple data are being collected. 
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It is suitable for oil soluble surfactants as well as water 
soluble and insoluble ones. Evolution of this particular 
technique was the necessary step for useful interfacial 
capillary ripple experiments. Disadvantages of the method 
could be overcome by use of deeper liquid layers, large 
perimenter plates, and an automatic null position detection 
system (such as a spring loaded LVDT). If the interface in 
which the plate was immersed was curved, the plate would be 
drawn towards the edge of the container, This problem was 
solved by employing a larger trough which enabled positioning 
the plate a few centimeters from the trough edges while still 
having enough surface area for unimpeded ripple propagation. 
Instrumentation 
The success of this Laboratory in measuring ripple 
parameters was a result of the novel instrumentation involved. 
The essential method was to set up mechanical waves with a 
wire lying in the interface which was driven by a loudspeaker. 
A second wire lying parallel to this one and a few centimeters 
away formed a boundary from which standing waves were set 
up. This second wire was connected to a phonograph cartridge 
which converted the mechanical motion to an electrical signal. 
The present techniques were fundamentally those first 
discussed by Mann (40). 
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Numerous seemingly minor modifications were made in the 
original instrumentation (3, 22). These alterations were 
essential for operation at two phase interfaces. Moreover, 
the modifications permitted measurement at air liquid inter­
faces with considerably more ease, precision, and accuracy. 
A schematic of the original instrumentation is shown in 
Figure 5. Details are discussed in Propagation Character­
istics of Capillary Ripples, II (40). The oscillator provided 
the AC signal for driving the generating probe, but a power 
amplifier was used to increase the power to the speaker. The 
frequency counter gave a .1 Hz accuracy, while the attenuator 
was used to control the power to the generating probe and 
hence its amplitude. The speaker had been highly modified. 
The cone was removed and replaced by an assembly which 
maintained the motion of the probe in the vertical direction, 
damped out motion in other directions, and provided the 
restoring force to position the speaker coil near the perma­
nent magnet. The moving probe set up the capillary ripples 
which were sensed by the second probe. This probe was 
mounted on a micromanipulator which allowed positioning the 
cartridge in three mutually perpendicular directions. A 
variable resistance potentiometer was geared to the manipula­
tor in the in-out direction. This resistance formed one 
leg of a Wheatstone bridge circuit which allowed distance 
measurement by balancing the bridge. Besides being more 
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convenient, one more decimal place was obtained by this 
procedure. The output from the crystal cartridge was ampli­
fied by a wide-band battery powered preamplifier. The 
amplified signal was monitored with, a voltmeter, filtered, 
and fed to the Y axis of an oscilloscope. The signal from 
the oscillator was filtered and fed to the X axis of the 
oscilloscope. Several numbers were recorded for each position 
of the sensor; frequency entered the calculations directly, 
input voltage was used to correct the sending probe amplitude 
for a slight frequency dependence, output signal was a 
measure of the capillary ripple amplitude, and the relation­
ship of input and output signals as measured by the Lissajous 
figures on the oscilloscope provided a reference position 
on the waveform. Measurement of the resistance of the poten­
tiometer on the micromanipulator provided a measurement of 
the position of the cartridge. 
The instrumentation has gone through numerous alterations. 
The original apparatus was contained within an air thermostat. 
It was discovered that this box acted as an antenna for 
mechanical noise. Naturally, with a system capable of 
measuring mechanical waves only a fraction of a micron high, 
all sorts of mechanical vibrations appeared as noise signals. 
Four commercial vibration dampers were used to support the 
air thermostat. When these were removed the metal framework 
used to support the speaker rested on rubber pads which were 
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on a 500 pound stone slab. The slab was supported by several 
layers of rubber sheeting. All mechanical connections between 
the metal framework, or cage, and rods supporting the speaker 
were insulated with rubber washers between the nut and bolt. 
Although the micromanipulator base was quite heavy, the best 
results were obtained when this base rested on rubber sheeting 
and lead bricks were placed on the manipulator base to pro­
vide even more weight. Best noise insulation was provided by 
a spongy rubber sheet combined with a firmer one. Rubber 
stoppers were used to elevate the ripple trough when necessary. 
The cage was covered with Lucite on the ends, back, and top. 
These provided a dust and air current shield. The front was 
open, but sheets of Saran Wrap were draped from the top down. 
This provided easy access to work inside the cage while giv­
ing an almost closed working space. Figure 6 shows the final 
arrangement. 
Mann's apparatus has been modified in a number of 
respects to increase accuracy of parameter determination. 
Frequency was originally counted by beating the working 
oscillator against a standard oscillator and using the counter 
to observe the ratio. The standard oscillator was removed 
and frequency counted directly when it was discovered that 
the beat method had an accuracy of one part in 5000 at best, 
while direct counting was good to one part in 2000. Moreover, 
the standard oscillator was difficult to keep in top working 
condition. The original scope was replaced with a Hewlett-
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Packard Model 130C. This permitted considerably more 
sensitivity and a variety of attenuation possibilities. 
One of the key points of the technique was that the 
Lissajous figures providetl a reference point on which further 
measurements could be based. Although the position of the 
sensor was known fairly well, the absolute distance between 
the probes was less well known in large part because probe 
diameters were not small compared to wave length. It was 
assumed that the electrical phase measurements corresponded 
to the mechanical phases of the wave. Thus if the sensor 
was moved from one position where the Lissajous pattern was 
a positive sloping straight line to the next position where 
a similar pattern was obtained, it was assumed that one wave 
length had been traversed. Thus the wave length resolution 
depended ultimately on the resolution of the phase pattern. 
It was possible to record the output signal as a function 
of distance and obtain the wave length from this plot in 
some cases. As Mann has shown (40), when the two probes 
were close together the output signal underwent periodic 
variations, and these variations corresponded to known 
fractions of a wave length. However, for larger separa­
tions the output signal decreased exponentially with 
distance. Thus a plot of signal against separation distance 
would not provide a measure of the wave length. Use of the 
phase patterns, however, permitted wave length measurement 
for all situations, provided the signals were sufficiently 
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sinusoidal to form sharp Lissajous figures. Although any 
point on the wave could be taken for reference, the point 
which corresponded to a straight line Lissajous figure was 
the most suitable, since a straight line was easier to 
reproduce than any intermediate form of the ellipse. 
Probe design for interfacial systems appeared to involve 
more art than science. Air/water system sensors could be 
paraffined to assure a non-wetting surface. Moreover, since 
coupling through air was anall, a relatively large object 
could serve very well as a sensor. The sharp edge of a razor 
blade formed the sensor in early work. The presence of a 
liquid upper phase, however, ruled out both larger objects 
and paraffin coatings which were oil soluble. The original 
generating probe was a wire inverted T framework in which 
the bottom edge was ground to form a right angle with the 
front surface. Presumably the front corner formed the 
actual generating line. 
First interfacial probes consisted of the same generator 
with a sensor consisting of a piece of wire. Numerous sizes 
of wire and orientations were investigated. L shaped sensors 
were much more effective than T shaped ones. A sensor 
similar to the generating probe, only smaller was rather 
ineffective. A U shaped sensor indicated that the output 
signal was a function of the orientation of the free arm of 
the U. These observations suggested that the mode of 
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coupling of the mechanical wave was considerably more complex 
than simple vertical displacement. The piezoelectric effect 
was manifested as a tensor quantity in which an electrical 
signal would result from a stress in almost any direction on 
the crystal. Thus all motions of the sensor resulted in a 
contribution to the output signal; however, it was quite 
likely that some of these orientations were preferred over 
others. Torque, buoyant force, and displacement could all 
have been important in the production of a signal. It is 
important to note that although the signal and signal to 
noise ratio were functions of probe design, the capillary 
ripple parameters that were measured in these various modes 
were not dependent on design. Of course, reductions of signal 
to noise ratio and signal reduced accuracy of determination 
of the ripple parameters. 
The generator probe was converted to interfacial use by 
fashioning an A frame in which the feet of the A held a thin 
wire. This wire touched the interface, while the bulk of 
the supporting frame was above the upper phase. The bulkier 
supporting legs might be expected to lead to wave form 
distortion; to avoid errors from this source the generating 
probe was made considerably longer than the sensor probe, so 
that only the central portion of the wave contacted the 
sensor. 
The contact angle between the probe and the lower phase 
affected the magnitude of the signal drastically. If the 
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lower phase wet the generator, its vertical motion would not 
be coupled very strongly to the interface. Similarly, the 
sensor had to be non-wet table if the wave motion was to 
couple with the sensor. Wetting properties of several 
substances were examined. These included Desicote, Silastic 
adhesive, mold release compounds. Teflon tape, and Teflon 
ribbon. The effectiveness of each modification was ascertain­
ed by performing a voltage distance experiment and examining 
both the wave forms and the signals obtained. 
After considerable experimentation the following 
procedure was adopted. Sensing probes were made from a steel 
paper clip of 40 mil diameter. The clip was unfolded and 
part of the wire cut off to form an L about 3 x 4 cm in 
which the base of the L was left with a small foot. The 
generating probe was fashioned from 70 mil stainless steel 
rod. The supporting form consisted of three 3 inch pieces 
forming the upright and sides of the A and a 3 1/2 inch cross 
bar holding the sides at 45° angles to the upright all spot 
welded together. This resulted in the sides extending 1/2 
inch vertically below the cross bar. Molybdenum wire with a 
15 mil diameter was spot welded to one leg. The legs of the 
frame were compressed by squeezing them firmly towards each 
other. While pulling on the free end of the wire with pliers, 
the weld on the second foot was made. Proper construction 
required a fair amount of experience. Use of a wire puller 
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aided keeping the tension on the wire high, but adjustment 
of the spot welder heat and pressure was more critical. The 
metal parts were cleaned with acetone and hydrochloric acid 
before welding. The frame was easier to weld if the ends of 
the rod are ground flat on one side; this also exposed fresh 
metal for better bonding. It was important that the frame 
be compressed reversiblyj too much force would permanently 
deform the legs so that they did not exert any tension on 
the wire. 
A hydrophobic surface was obtained on both probes by 
coating them with DuPont FEP 856-301 Teflon Resin. A mixture 
10:7 by volume of resin and VM 7799 accelerator was agitated 
with a magnetic stirrer and carefully filtered through a 
Kim Wipe to remove froth. The probe parts could be dipped 
into the liquid or a small brush could be used to cover them. 
A little care was needed to get an even coat on the wire 
without any excess resin drops or air bubbles. Mounting the 
generating probe so that the wire was vertical coupled with 
careful drawing of the brush from top to bottom resulted in 
a good coat after several tries. The trick to good coating 
was to adjust the viscosity so that the coat flowed enough 
to even out while it remained high enough to stay on the 
wire. The small diameter of the wire was the feature which 
made its coating rather difficult. After a smooth coat was 
obtained, the solvent was driven off the probes by placing 
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them in a moderate air stream for at least 1/2 hour. The 
Teflon coating was fused by baking the probes in a muffle 
furnace at 350* C for 20 to 30 minutes. After the parts 
had cooled they were ready for service if they passed a 
visual inspection for coat integrity. 
Addition of a Lock-In Amplifier, a Princeton Model HR-8, 
improved data acquisition considerably. This amplifier has 
several modes of operation. The instrument is essentially a 
frequency tuned phase sensitive voltmeter in which phase 
control is established from a desired reference source. The 
AC input signal can be rectified and filter circuits used 
for averaging the resultant DC signal. Early work used the 
amplifier to supplant the oscilloscope as a phase sensing 
device. The maximum signal was adopted as the criterion which 
established the reference point on the wave. The adjustable 
phase feature enabled any point on the wave to be selected 
for reference. Results indicated that it did not make much 
difference what point was taken, so the point where the maxi­
mum signal from a wide band amplifier occurred was used. Wave 
lengths calculated from the maxima in the voltage were not 
as accurate as desired, since a slight mismatch in frequency 
tuning resulted in a response curve which was not smooth 
enough to locate the maximum voltage easily. That is, 
although there was always a unique maximum signal, searching 
for this maximum was difficult because of adjacent relative 
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maxima. This would not normally be a problem in a constant 
frequency experiment, but the preferred mode of operation 
attempted to keep the wave length constant while altering 
the frequency. The zero crossing of the signal was tested 
as a reference point for wave length calculation. At zero 
signal it should be possible to increase the sensivity by 
several orders of magnitude, and hence determine the zero 
quite accurately. 
Experiments with this method were performed at several 
phase settings. Voltage distance curves were plotted with 
the result that the shape of the voltage distance curve 
depended on the phase setting employed. The distance from 
one zero crossing to the next depended upon the phase, but 
the distance from one zero crossing to the third crossing 
gave reasonable wave length estimates. These rather surprir. 
ing results prompted a further examination of the expected 
response from the crystal cartridge. The time dependence 
of the mechanical wave was removed in the original method by 
use of a voltmeter for signal display. This AC instrument 
time averaged the input signal, however, the LIA made use 
of the time information in the signal. Thus the output 
changed polarities periodically. The phase sensitive nature 
of the detection system further complicated the interpreta­
tion by adding another factor in the response equation. 
Further analysis of the equations expected indicated that 
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this phase problem could be resolved by working at probe 
separations at which the signal could be adequately repre­
sented as exponential. If the probe separation times the 
damping coefficient was larger than about 2,5, exponential 
behavior resulted and the phase problem with the LIA dis­
appeared. Consequently all further work was carried out 
under these conditions. 
One of the advantages of the LIA is that it was possible 
to suppress the output up to a factor of 10. This means that 
it was possible to buck out 90% of the signal and then amplify 
the remaining fraction by a factor of 10 for display. This 
corresponded to a factor of 10 better sensitivity, although 
the experiment is somewhat more difficult because numerous 
dials must be turned. Adjustment of all the dials for a 
given data point was difficult because an external oscillator 
and the internal reference oscillator had to be adjusted 
independently, and the detection system depended on the 
setting of both of these. 
This problem was surmounted by yet another modification 
of technique. The final arrangement is shown schematically in 
Figure 6. It was possible to operate the Lock In Amplifier 
in a mode in which it acted like an oscillator, thus 
eliminating the external oscillator. 
The Lock In Amplifier may be represented as a preamplifier 
followed by an intermediate amplifier, followed by a tuned 
amplifier, Figure 7. The first two are wide band devices 
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which also incorporate the sensitivity control. The tuned 
amplifier narrows the frequency spectrum down to a desired 
fraction of the input frequency. The half width of the 
bandpass peak is normally operated at 1/10 of the nominal 
input frequency, but the Q may be adjusted until only 1/25 
of the spectrum is passed. Although some stability was lost 
by this selectivity increase, most measurements were taken 
with Q = 25. The feedback network operating on the tuned 
amplifier constitutes the internal oscillator. The signal 
is fed through an attenuator to the output jack. This 
oscillator in conjunction with phase control and trigger 
circuits provides the reference at the phase sensitive mixer. 
The amplified input signal is beat against the reference 
signal of the mixer to provide sum and difference signals. 
The difference signal is now DC and can be filtered with any 
desired time constant, amplified at the DC amplifier, and 
displayed on the panel meter. The output is also available 
at the meter for external display. 
The oscillations from the LIA were amplified by a 
Heathkit W-5M power amplifier and fed to the loudspeaker. 
An Astatic 81-002 cartridge was mounted on the original 
Brinkman 3050 Micromanipulator and its output fed to the 
Type A preamplifier on the LIA. The LIA was operated on 
Internal Mode, with Q = 25, Freq Trim = 0, Zero Suppress = 0, 
Time Constant = 3-10 sec, Meter/Monitor on either SIG for 
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scope monitoring or OUT for signal averaging. The sensitivity 
was adjusted for various purposes. The oscilloscope was used 
for Lissajous pattern phase determination with the X signal 
taken across the speaker coil and the Y from the output of 
the signal tuned amplifier operated in the SIG mode. The 
OUT mode included the rectifying and averaging functions. 
The output was displayed on a Fairchild Model 7100 Inte­
grating Digital Voltmeter. The LIA meter has a 10 volt full 
scale output; this was reduced by a voltage divider consis­
ting of a IK potentiometer and fed to the digital voltmeter 
on its .15 volt scale. Although five digits were displayed, 
the terminal digit appeared to have no significance. 
A HP 450A amplifier produced an amplified pattern of 
the oscillator signal whose frequency could be monitored by 
a Computer Measurements Model 225C Universal Counter-Timer. 
The power amplified signal intensity was monitored with an 
HP 400K voltmeter. The Wheatstone bridge was powered from 
a mercury cell, while a Kintel Model 203 Microvolt-Ammeter 
was used for null detection. 
The filter circuits originally in the instrument train 
are absent from the final version, as is the battery operated 
preamplifier. The preamplifier appeared to add a moderate 
amount of noise, ana was replaced with the LIA preamplifier. 
The filter circuits were originally tuned to shunt noise of 
20 to 60 cycle frequency to ground. This function was 
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achieved reasonably well, but at the cost of almost unaccept­
able power loss in the output signal. Moreover, the filters 
led to some wave form phase distortion at low frequencies 
which was particularly critical for oil/water work since the 
high damping coefficients favored low frequency operation. 
A slab of Teflon was fashioned into a rectangular trough 
with overall dimensions of 6 inch x 9 inch x 1 inch with 
1/2 inch walls and a 1/4 inch bottom which sat inside a glass 
baking dish 8 inch x 12 inch. The inner trough could be 
filled with the lower phase solution by overflowing while 
the upper phase could be layered over the lower and the 
interface cleaned. When interfacial tensions were measured 
with the plate, a Federal Pacific LG torsion balance provided 
the restoring force. 
Procedure 
Capillary Ripple Propagation involves ten fundamental 
variables. Theory relates these ten variables with two 
equations so that independent measurement of any eight 
determines the remaining two. Four of the variables are 
reasonably simple to obtain with requisite accuracy. The 
density and viscosity of the upper and lower phases can be 
obtained from the literature provided the choice of phases 
is made with some care. The remaining quantities are the 
wave length,X, or the wave number, k, the damping coefficient, 
a, the wave frequency ti, or cyclic wave frequency, m, the 
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interfacial tension, y, the real component of the complex 
elastic modulus, E*, and the imaginary component of the complex 
elastic modulus, E". Generally the last two quantities are 
calculated from values of the first eight. 
Frequently the quantity actually measured must be 
manipulated with further variables and constants to attain 
the desired form. Several techniques for data acquisition 
have been used. These included Vary L, Min-Max Vary L, Vary 
Frequency, Constant k, and Multiple Constant k methods. They 
differed in which variables they altered and kept constant, 
ease of data acquisition, and interpretation. 
A quantity known as the reference independent variable 
was associated with a ripple experiment, and furnished an 
abscissa for graphical presentation of data. The reference 
independent variable was usually a concentration of some 
sort. A point consisted of all the information required to 
compute the desired ripple parameters for each value of the 
reference independent variable. 
The surface concentration was a convenient reference 
independent variable for insoluble monolayers at the air/ 
water interface. If a trough was used for compression of the 
monolayer, the length available for the surfactant was 
recorded and the surface concentration calculated from 
r = wtmup X voladd/(Jvtraol x volmup x width x length) 
where r is the surface concentration in moles per square 
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cm, wtmup is the weight of surfactant in g dissolved in 
VOLMUP liters of solution; voladd liters of solution are 
added to the trough width cm wide; length cm remain between 
the compression and float barriers; and the surfactant has 
a molecular weight of wtmol g. The surface tension was 
calculated from the amount of torsion produced in the float 
torsion wire as discussed in the surface tension measurements 
section. 
Slightly soluble or soluble surfactants were normally 
run in a constant area experiment in which the available 
surface was kept constant but more molecules of surfactant 
were added to the system. If the surfactant was soluble in 
the lower phase so that lower phase mixing was part of the 
experimental procedure,. the reference independent variable 
was the log of the bulk phase concentration. It was 
calculated from 
log c = log (voladd x wtmup/^oltot x wtmol x volmup)) 
where c is the concentration in moles/1, the volume in 
liters of solution voladd added is being recorded, and 
voltot is the volume of the lower phase in liters. Less 
soluble surfactants had the surface concentration as a 
reference independent variable, but their solubility made 
interpretation of this number essentially meaningless. These 
systems usually resulted from spreading solvent injections 
near the interface. The surface concentration was calculated 
from 
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r = wtmup X voladd/jvtmol x volmup x area) 
where the cumulative volume of solution added, voladd,was 
recorded and area is the number of square cm of surface 
available at the interface. When soluble surfactants were 
handled by removing and adding aliquots of the lower phase, 
the concentration was calculated from a running total in 
which the number of moles of surfactant present was counted 
to produce the next concentration value. 
Cleaning operations for an air/water systems have been 
discussed. An oil/water experiment began with both the 
Teflon trough and glass dish immersed in cleaning solution 
consisting of potassium dichromate and sulfuric acid. The 
containers were rinsed several times with distilled water and 
then two more times with 4X water and the dish and trough were 
placed in the ripple cage. The generating probe was held in 
the speaker assembly with a set screw. The entire assembly 
was mounted so that vertical motion was quite simple, but so 
that leveling could be performed when needed. The trough 
was filled with 4X water until the water level was even with 
the trough edge and the generating probe lowered until it 
just depressed the surface of the water. If the probe did 
not meet the surface evenly, the support rods were adjusted 
until it did. The sensing probe was held in the crystal 
cartridge by another set screw. The micromanipulator was 
placed on a sheet of graph paper with its bottom edge along 
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a line. The sensing probe was adjusted until the bottom of 
the L also lay along a parallel line. Rubber gloves were 
used for any operations where contact with wet end equip­
ment was likely. The manipulator and attached sensor were 
positioned over the water so that the two probes were 
reasonably parallel and the sensor was lowered until it just 
depressed the surface of the water. The cartridge and sensor 
were adjusted until the sensor met the surface evenly and 
moved in until it just touched the generating probe at the 
surface of the water. Parallel alignment could be checked 
visually since the end of the case had a transparent cover. 
The entire manipulator assembly was adjusted until alignment 
was obtained. Lead bricks were placed on the manipulator 
base to improve noise properties and to prevent accidental 
movement of the aligned manipulator. The resistance from 
the Wheatstone bridge circuit when the probes just touched 
was recorded as RESGN in K ohms. 
The water in the trough was next removed by suction from 
a water aspirator. During suction the tip was kept at the 
surface so that a mixture of air and water was removed 
simultaneously; this procedure aided in removing surface 
contamination. The lower trough was filled with a portion 
of lower phase solution which was usually 4X water, but 
sometimes contained small concentrations of various counter-
ions. After some time was allowed for contamination to 
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diffuse to the surface, a small diameter tip was used to suck 
off a portion of the water, with special care to take the 
water right at the surface. 
The upper phase was poured into the outer dish until it 
covered the lower phase by 1-2 cm. After more time for 
equilibration, this interface could be cleaned by sweeping 
with Teflon bars with the probes raised, or by careful 
aspirating with the probes in place. It was important that 
attention be paid to the positioning of the two probes with 
respect to the level of the lower phase. Since the cleaning 
operations might have lowered the water level, it was some­
times necessary to lower the probes to compensate. Best 
results were obtained with the probes depressing the lower 
phase surface slightly. 
If a plate method of interfacial tension determination 
was used, the oil cleaned plate was carefully immersed from 
the top and the balance height adjusted so that the plate 
remained in the interface. The relatively small depths of 
both phases compared to the plate dimensions made this 
particular operation somewhat difficult. Modification of 
the equipment to permit three or four centimeter depths 
would require deeper troughs and dishes as well as a longer 
arm on the sensing probe. 
The clean system almost always provided one of the 
points desired, so a set of ripple data was taken for this 
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value of the reference independent variable. In any of the 
constant area techniques a small.addition of surfactant was 
made and time allowed for equilibrium. This time was con­
siderable if the compound had a moderate solubility and 
diffused out of the interface. The real requirement was not 
that of final equilibrium, but a situation in which the 
measured properties did not change in the time required to 
measure them. Nevertheless, this time was one of the chief 
reasons why data taking was slow. Each surfactant addition 
constituted one value of the reference independent variable 
and was accompanied by recording of all the variables needed 
to calculate ripple parameters. 
Vary L 
This method (40) was the basic technique for which the 
instrumental method was designed. The frequency was kept 
constant throughout the experiment. For each reference 
independent variable value a complete plot of output signal 
as a function of probe separation was obtained. Although the 
interpretation of the results was easiest here, the data 
acquisition was quite time consuming and involved. 
The initial probe separation was at least 10 wave 
lengths; the resistance corresponding to this distance was 
recorded as a value of RES in Kohms. The output signal as 
indicated by the digital voltmeter, DVM, was recorded, then 
the sensor was moved out slightly and the new resistance 
and signal recorded. The distance increment was 1/50 to 1/10 
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of a wave length. This procedure was continued until three 
or more wave lengths had been traversed. These 30 to 200 
pairs of numbers could be converted to output signals as a 
function of distance and plotted; actually, the distance 
was an almost linear function of resistance, so that over 
separations of only a fdw wave lengths a plot of signal as 
a function of resistance was quite acceptable. The wave 
length was obtained by subtracting the distance corresponding 
to some point on the plot from the distance corresponding 
to a point one wave further out on the plot. Note that in 
this method the absolute probe separation was immaterial so 
long as several waves were between the probes. The logical 
point for wave length calculation was the one which could 
be most clearly resolved. Mann and Hansen (41) have shown 
that for RMS meter sensing of the output signal the signal 
was approximately an exponential curve which executed 
oscillations periodic in the wave length. The peak of one 
such oscillation was the best place to choose for a reference 
mark. Similarly, the damping coefficient could be obtained 
from this plot. If the curve was truly exponential, a semi­
log plot would yield the damping coefficient immediately; 
if the curve was still oscillating the more complex formulas 
of Mann and Hansen were required. 
It turned out that the envelope curves of the oscillating 
exponential are of major significance. If the maxima and 
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minima of the voltage-distance curve were determined, the 
envelope curves could be determined with the lower number of 
points suggested above. The accuracy of the wave length 
determination could be increased by using the phase informa­
tion contained in the Lissajous pattern. If one of the 
voltage distance points included the probe position where 
this pattern is a straight line during each wave length, 
then the reference point was determined more accurately than 
by the maximum of the voltage distance oscillations. All 
of this work coupled with the direct frequency measurement 
and an independent surface tension measurement constituted 
one damping coefficient, a, and one wave length, X, for 
one value of the reference independent variable. 
This entire procedure had to be repeated for each level 
of the reference independent variable desired, so that the 
amount of data taken for one complete plot was large. There 
was a further difficulty in that the output signal did not 
form curves which conformed exactly to those expected. Noise 
was always a problem, and the many adjustments required to 
perform the experiment were all subject to their own errors. 
It was particularly difficult to draw an unambiguous envelope 
curve through the maxima and minimaj this led to an ambiguity 
in the damping coefficient such that its standard deviation 
was around 10% of the value of the damping coefficient 
itself. The standard deviation of the wave length was about 
1% of its value. 
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Min-Max 
J. Lucassen (37) favored a modification of this vary L 
procedure in which only a few points needed to be taken per 
wave length. The distance corresponding to a probe separa­
tion where the Lissajous figure was a straight line was re­
corded for each wave length. This was the in phase position. 
A straight line with opposite slope was encountered in the 
same wave length and was termed the out phase position. 
For each wave length the maximum signal and minimum signal 
which occurred nearest to the OP and IP positions 
were recorded along with their corresponding resistances. 
The distances at successive IP's provided estimates of the 
wave length, while the damping coefficients were calculated 
from an approximation to the envelope curve 
- "n' 
where V is the signal at the maximum, V_._ is the signal 
max mm 
at the minimum, x refers to the distance, and n and n + 1 
indicate two adjacent IP positions. was normally 
taken to be the average of minimum preceding the particular 
maximum and the minimum following it. The damping coefficients 
determined this way exhibited considerable scatter, hence 
5 to 10 wave lengths would be covered to provide enough 
values for averaging. It turned out that for air/water 
systems the IP position corresponded closely to the maximum 
in output signal for that wave length. 
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This Min-Max modification of the Vary L procedure 
obviously required much less work per damping coefficient 
measured. It was possible to get a set of data for one value 
of the reference independent variable in about 15-30 minutes 
3d that several levels could be examined. The principal 
loss was that the voltage distance curve was no longer 
available for reference. Once the more difficult full Vary 
L had confirmed the essential behavior of a system, the 
abbreviated Min-Max procedure could be effectively employed. 
Vary Frequency 
The 1% standard deviation for wave lengths appeared as 
a precision and an accuracy error in the above methods. A 
technique for avoiding some of this scatter made use of the 
very good precision available from the oscilloscope phase 
determination. This method was originally used by Mann and 
Hansen for accumulating a large block of data for the pure 
water/air interface (40). Once a suitable probe separation 
was obtained, the probes were kept fixed relative to each 
other. Thus this was a constant separation, or constant L, 
method. The frequency was varied until an IP condition 
resulted and was recorded. The frequency was then advanced 
until the next IP and so on. It was originally assumed that 
only an integral number of waves existed between the probes 
at an IP condition; hence if the number of waves between 
the probes was known for the first frequency, this number 
could be increased by one for each new IP frequency. The 
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new wave length was simply obtained by dividing the probe 
separation L by the number of wave lengths. This procedure 
gave the wave lengths for a given set of frequencies. The 
probe could now be moved slightly to L' and the process 
repeated. This enabled determination of the wave length 
for the entire frequency spectrum with a reasonably simple 
experiment. The spectrum from 200 to 1200 Hz could be spanned 
in about 1/2 hour. 
The major difficulty with this method was that the 
assumption of an integral number of waves existing between 
the probes at IP was not true in general. It was particularly 
not true with the recent instrumental modifications. Further­
more, it was not true that going from one IP frequency to 
the next increased the number of waves by one. This assump­
tion, however, was only mildly violated in the higher fre­
quency regions, particularly for air/water systems. These 
phase problems will be discussed in more detail, but it 
can be seen that the application, of this technique requires 
careful examination of the conditions applying in the region 
where it is to be used. Nevertheless, the ease and rapidity 
of the method suggest that the technique be considered where 
it is applicable. 
Constant k 
The Constant k technique made use of the excellent 
resolution possible with oscilloscope phase detection while 
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providing damping coefficients from a single output signal 
measurement (3). This method attempted to keep the wave 
length, or equivalently the wave number, constant, thus 
requiring that the frequency be free to vary. 
The absolute separation of the probes was needed for 
calculation of the damping coefficient, but lack of precise 
knowledge of this value was not particularly critical. The 
separation was obtained by recording the resistance, RESGN 
when the generator and sensor were just touchii;^ ihe re­
sistance, RES FN, and when they were about 3-4 cm apart. This 
allowed calculation of the separation by conversion of the 
resistances into their corresponding positions and subtraction. 
The frequency was now adjusted until an in phase condition 
resulted on the pure system. 
Measurement of the frequency, surface tension, input 
voltage to the speaker, and the output signal from the 
cartridge served to determine Y1 and Y2. The procedures 
required for calculation are slightly involved and will be 
discussed in a separate section. Essentially an exponential 
relationship between output signal and the damping coefficient 
was assumed, so that a single value of the output signal 
led to a value of the damping coefficient. 
Next the concentration of surfactant was altered slightly, 
the changing surface chemistry resulting in a new wave 
length and damping coefficient. The new wave length caused 
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a phase change so that the Lissajous pattern was no longer 
IP; next the frequency was adjusted until a new IP was 
obtained. It was essential to make changes gradually so 
that no confusion as to which IP was desired occurred; that 
is, one had to be careful not to lose a wave. In practice 
the frequency change desired was of the order of a few 
tenths of a Hz, but 2-3 Hz increments were possible. By 
adjusting the frequency so that the same number of waves 
was between the fixed probes, the wave number was kept con­
stant. Of course the surface tension, frequency, and input 
and output signals were recorded, along with the value of 
the quantity which would allow calculation of the reference 
independent variable. 
The relative nature of this experiment is apparent when 
it is realized that the ripple parameters are measured rela­
tive to the first point taken. Thus, if the wave length was 
figured from absolute probe separation, the accuracy would 
not be very great, but changes from this first value could be 
monitored quite well. The actual k that was being used might 
not be known with great accuracy but this quantity could be 
kept constant with considerably greater precision. Similarly, 
the calculation of the constant in the equation containing 
the damping coefficient required information not obtained 
from a Constant k experiment. However, once this constant 
was obtained, all subsequent signals led to damping coef­
ficients with the accuracy of the output signal determination. 
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A reasonably good way to get all this information was to 
perform a Vary L experiment on the clean system to get the 
wave length and damping coefficient for the first point, 
and then continue with the constant k experiment for all 
subsequent values. A second possibility was to calculate 
the values at the first point and then base all subsequent 
values on constants obtained from these calculations. 
Y1 involves a third power of the wave number, k; thus 
a 1% error in k will lead to a 3% error in Yl. The total 
change expected in Yl throughout the experiment from zero 
surface coverage until tightly compressed coverage was about 
5%, and the detail of this function was a fraction of a per 
cent. Thus it is seen that a 1% error in k would prohibit 
acquiring any information about the Yl function which would 
distinguish it from a constant. The Constant k technique 
kept this error from obliterating the experiment, since the 
constancy of k was probably .01 to .3% depending on the 
ease of phase resolution. The convenience of one point 
damping coefficient measurement allowed the entire range of 
surface coverages to be measured in a few hours of data 
acquisition. 
Multiple Constant k 
The advantages of the Constant k technique were combined 
with the advantage of the Vary Frequency technique in this 
new method. Essentially several Constant k experiments were 
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performed simultaneously. This permitted an examination of 
the frequency dependence of the ripple parameters. 
The probes were positioned as for a Constant k technique, 
but after recording the frequency, surface tension, input 
signal, and output signal, the frequency was advanced until 
a new IP condition resulted. This corresponded to increas­
ing the number of waves by as many IP's as were passed 
during the frequency sweep. The same data were taken as 
at the first constant k frequency. The frequency could be 
advanced again as many times as were desired. In the 
present work, the frequency was advanced in two wave incre­
ments, and three to seven constant k positions were 
observed. 
After conclusion of the last constant k position data 
collection, the frequency was reduced to the first value. 
The occurrence of the in phase condition at the same frequency 
as originally recorded could be used as an indication that 
the nature of the surface had not altered during the time 
required to measure the remaining constant k positions. 
Next a small change in surface concentration could be made. 
This would cause lack of phase registry so that the frequency 
would need to be altered slightly to attain IP. The data for 
this frequency were recorded just as in the Constant k method. 
Now the frequency was advanced to the value observed for 
the second constant k position for the first value of the 
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reference independent variable. Since the surface state 
had been altered, this frequency would not correspond 
to IP, but had to be altered slightly for proper phase 
alignment. This procedure was repeated for the' remainder 
of the constant k positions and then the frequency was 
returned to the value observed for the first constant k 
position. Again the stability of the data supported the 
unchanging nature of the surface state. 
Thus a Constant k experiment was done at each of several 
frequencies. There are two magnitudes of frequency changes 
being discussed. Large frequency changes were associated 
with increasing the number of waves between the probes while 
the surface concentration was held constant. Small changes 
of frequency resulted from changing the surface concentration 
while holding the number of waves constant. It is essential 
that no confusion result from these two magnitudes of varia­
tion. The change of frequency required for unit increase 
in waves between probes was 10-40 Hz. The changes at a 
given constant k position resulting from surface concentra­
tion changes were less than 2 Hz at a time. The total change 
in frequency at a constant position might approach 20-30 Hz, 
but this change was brought about gradually so that con­
fusion was avoided. 
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The advantages of this method included all of the 
advantages of the Constant k method which resulted from 
keeping difficultly measured variables constant. The amount 
of ripple information was directly proportional to the amount 
of data taken, so that performing a single Multiple Constant 
k experiment with five constant k positions yielded the 
same information as performing five separate Constant k 
experiments at the same initial frequencies. There was an 
additional advantage in the Multiple Constant k method when 
the time required for surface steady state was considerable. 
Frequently the slowest part of an experiment was the delay 
required for the surface properties to come to steady state. 
With the Multiple Constant k technique, this delay was paid 
only once, whereas for separate Constant k experiments the 
delay was paid each time. After some practice it was possible 
to record all the data for a single value of the reference 
independent variable in a five position Constant k experi­
ment in about eight minutes. The time required for surface 
equilibration was generally 3-30 minutes or more. Full use 
of the Multiple Constant k technique required that the sur­
face tension be measured at the same time as the remainder 
of the data were taken. The plate or surface balance were 
quite acceptable, but the drop volume method which required 
aliquot removal obliterated most of the advantages due to 
increased time consumption. 
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The validity of one point measurements required some 
assumptions about the behavior of the mechanical waves and 
the assumptions required for interpretation of their trans­
duced electrical analog. In particular the phase behavior 
was not quite as simple as the above discussion of multiple 
k techniques implies. Moreover, the accurate characteriza­
tion of one point damping coefficients required some cali­
bration corrections, which will be discussed in detail in 
the calculation section. Regardless of the corrections 
which Constant k methods required, they were without doubt 
the best way to obtain capillary ripple parameters. 
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CALCULATIONS 
The calculation of the damping coefficient, a, depends 
on the relationship of output signal and probe separation. 
Mann and Hansen (40) report that the output signal is 
represented by 
C exp (-2aL) exp i (cot - Q) 
V(L, t) = 7-75 
fl-2 exp[-2 O+aL)] cos2kL + exp [-4 0+aL)]4 
(1) 
where tan © = cothO + aL) tan KL and V(L, t) is the 
output signal as a function of probe separation L and time t, 
C is a constant, m is the cyclic frequency, and P allows for 
an amplitude change of the reflected wave. 
Time dependence was removed experimentally by the 
voltmeter which responded to the RMS value of a sinusoidal 
wave. However, the lock in amplifier responded to the 
product of the input signal and the cosine of the angle 
between the input signal and the reference signal. It was 
this final product which was time averaged. 
The reference signal may be represented as VR(t) = 
B(aj) e^^^^ where g indicates all the phase dependency 
in the transduction of the mechanical wave to the observed 
electrical image. 
Our time averaged LIA output now appears as 
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V(L) VP exp (-gp cos (@ - Q) 
•tl - 2e-2(P+*L) cos 2kL + 
where VO replaces the product of C and B(m). The ft dependence 
is unknown precisely, as all the intimate details of the 
coupling and sensing mechanisms between mechanical values and 
the displayed Lissajous figure are unknown. 
A RMS meter detection system permits removal of the 
cos (@-@) term. This was the situation for earlier workers 
as well as for the early work in the present study. For 
those cases two situations are possible. 
If the denominator can be replaced by 1, V(L) = Ce"*^^. 
For constant frequency C is a constant and so 
, in V(L,) - in V(L,) 
« 
where the subscripts refer to the probe positions involved. 
Choosing the positions as successive in phase positions 
yields wave lengths concurrently. This is the simplest Vary 
L calculation procedure. 
If the denominator oscillates rather than holding 
constant the maximum value of the signal V(L) occurs when 
cos 2kL = +1 and the minimum value V(L) occurs when cos 
2kL = -1. It can be shown with 3=0 that 
1 f (VCLg) + V(L,)|_ /V(L,) + V(Vn 
" " 2(L2-Lj) Hva^) - VCLg)/ nv(Lj) - V(L^)|J '•*'> 
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It is also true that (36) 
- L^) [^^(vCLg) VCLg))"'^" vap V(L^))] 
which is more accurate when V(L) and V.(L) are close together. 
These two equations may be used to calculate a from Vary L 
or Max-Min experiments. 
Obviously the oscillation of the denominator complicates 
damping coefficient calculation. Table 2 lists values of the 
denominator for the extremes which are possible for p •= 0. 
Table 2. Denominator extremes 
aL 1 - e^oL i + 
1.4 .938 1.062 
2.0 .982 1.018 
2.4 .992 1.008 
2.8 .996 1,004 
3.0 .9975 1.0025 
3.6 .9992 1.0008 
For aL = 2.4 a maximum error of 2% results if the denominator 
in Equation 1 is replaced by unity. With larger aL this 
error is even less and amplitude decay may safely be taken 
as exponential. In this case V(L) = VO e~°'^, and a may 
be obtained in a constant L experiment from a single output 
voltage measurement 
a = - Y 4n V(L)/VO (6) 
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One point damping coefficients thus depend on knowledge of 
the probe separation, L, and the quantity VO. VO may be 
considered the amplitude of the wave at the generating probe 
as seen by the receiving probe. This approach will allow 
for proportional error cancellation. 
The earliest Constant k work took VO to be a constant 
independent of frequency. The probe separation actually 
measured, L^, was combined with the observed V^(L^) and 
independently determined initial damping coefficient, a^, to 
obtain VO. Subsequent damping coefficients could be ; 
expressed relative to this first one independent of L^. 
a ^ Jin V/VO 
lîTv^TvÔ 
Thus the initial value of a may not be known particularly 
o 
well if it results from a Vary L experiment, but subsequent 
a's are known as well as V and VO are. 
This fortunate situation will not obtain with a LIA 
detection system. Recall the cos (@-@) term in Equation 2. 
Since a relative system is being proposed, let us use the 
adjustable phase control when the pure system first point 
is being determined. The phase fi is now replaced with a 
phase which is associated with the first damping coeffic­
ient a^. It can be shown from the definition of © and 
considerable algebra that 
cos (e -9) » 1 - i (coth apL - coth gL)^ (g) 
° 2 1 + tan^kL coth^ a^L 
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It turns out that this quantity does not differ greatly 
from 1 as long as a does not differ greatly from and aL 
is not too small. The quantity depends on the value of kL, 
but the largest deviations from unity occur as kL approaches 
a multiple of ir/2 radians. For aL near .5 the cosine term 
may vary 4%, For aL near 1 this is down to 1% and decreases 
rapidly. A 40% variation in a was assumed for these calcula­
tions. Thus it is obvious that the cosine term variation 
will bo negligible in regions where the denominator varia­
tion in Equation 2 may be neglected. 
It is essential to observe that this fortunate situation 
is only true if can be equated to 0^. A Constant k experi­
ment provides the best method of approximating this condition. 
In a Vary L experiment it is quite possible that @ would not 
behave this way. In fact the LIA has been used in a mode 
where ® was arbitrarily adjusted to maximize V for the first 
point. Thereafter variations in V were attributed only to 
changes in an exponential a. 
Part of the uncertainty in the proper calculation for 
a is removed when it is realized that VO is not a constant 
but is a function of frequency. This function is determined 
independently and used to calculate damping coefficients 
from 
a = - Y 4n V/VO(co) 
where L is measured directly and VO(cd) is known from other 
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experiments. This formula should be satisfactorily accurate 
if aL > 2.4, and it was only used for interpretation of 
experiments satisfying this condition. 
At separations sufficiently great to satisfy aL > 2.4 
the output signals were generally small. The noise was 
approximately independent of L, so on increasing L the 
signal to noise ratio continuously decreased. Thus the 
probe separation was a compromise between large separations 
where the behavior was very convenient and small separations 
where the signal to noise ratio permited good damping 
coefficient resolution. 
A characteristic of oscillating mechanical systems which 
had been overlooked for some time was the nature of the 
resonance peak. The modifications of the loudspeaker which 
permitted vertical motion introduced elastic membranes into 
the system. The fluids touching the generating probes intro­
duced more damping. These factors interacted with the for­
cing function causing oscillation in such a way that the 
vertical amplitude of the generating probe depended on the 
frequency, especially near the resonance frequency. The 
generator amplitude was reflected in the value of VO which 
became frequency dependent. 
Since VO was an essential part of the damping coefficient 
calculation, it was important to determine VO as a function 
of frequency with considerable accuracy. The following 
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experiment was performed towards this end. The absolute 
probe separation was measured for a given number of waves 
between the probes and a given frequency; a twenty wave 
separation was convenient. The system was adjusted so that 
these conditions were occurring at an in phase condition. 
Next the frequency was advanced slightly. This lack of 
phase registry was compensated for by decreasing the probe 
separation and the frequency, output signal, and resistance 
reading at this new in phase condition were recorded. Pre­
sumably the same number of waves was between the probes, 
but at any rate the same Lissajous figure was retained. This 
procedure was continued until the entire frequency spectrum 
had been covered. All of the observed resistances were 
converted into distances and these were used to calculate 
probe separations based on the original resistance when 
two probes were touching. Since this experiment took place 
on a pure system, theory could be used to calculate the 
expected damping coefficient for the particular experimental 
frequency. The observed output signal and probe separation 
were used with the theoretically calculated damping coef­
ficient to establish the quantity VO for each frequency. 
Since calculated damping coefficients were used, any 
calculations based upon this VO curve were based on the 
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theoretical values. Since the curve was obtained by measuring 
values in the same way that unknown damping coefficients were 
determined, one should hope for cancellation of errors. Thus 
it was differences in behavior between the clean and surfac­
tant covered surfaces that became important. If the output 
signal depended on contact angle, and if this contact angle 
changed between clean and covered systems differently on 
the generating and sensing probes, then the one point damp­
ing coefficient would be in error. Many sources of error 
could be imagined. For example in the aliquot removal tech­
niques the level of the interface was lowered, contact be­
tween probes and lower phase was lost, and the probes became 
immersed entirely in the upper phase fluid. When the aliquot 
was returned the level raised and agitation with the stirring 
bar caused the interface to be disrupted. The fact that damp­
ing coefficients based on a one point output signal determina­
tion were even in moderate agreement was surprising. Nat­
urally, the precision of multiple determinations of damping 
coefficients with this technique was lower than for less 
violent methods, but the numbers were still useful. 
Many questions about the propriety of various damping 
coefficient calculational short cuts could be ignored when 
the experimental uncertainty in the best possible method, the 
Vary L technique, was recalled. Since in this simplest 
experiment the uncertainty was about 10% for various methods 
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of drawing the envelope curves, alterations used in more 
approximate calculations which did not exceed this value 
could be accepted. That is not to say that the precision 
could not be made better than 10%, but only the accuracy 
of the first point upon which others were based'was no 
better than that. 
As can be seen by the representative VO curve. Figure 8, 
the resonance maximum was in the frequency region which was 
of interest. As a matter of fact, for oil/water systems the 
signal to noise problem was such that good measurements 
could only be taken when the generator amplitude was accentu­
ated because of the resonance maximum. For air/water systems 
the immensely better signal/noise ratio permitted data 
accumulation at higher frequencies where the dependence of 
VO on frequency was much less. There was another resonance 
peak around 640 Hz. The curves with and without the presence 
of a liquid upper phase were similar, but the amplitude was 
somewhat reduced when an oil phase was present. Multiple 
determination of the VO curve resulted in similar plots, 
but they were not identical. These duplicates came closer 
to superimposing if the vertical scale was shifted. That is, 
the frequency dependence was pretty well known, but the 
amplitude varied somewhat. 
The output signal was assumed to be directly proportional 
to the input signal. This was observed to be true as long 
as the input signal was not increased too far. It was 
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probably true as long as the wave amplitude was not made so 
large that the physical assumptions required for lineariza­
tion of the Navier-Stokes equation broke down. When the LIA 
was used for output signal determination in conjunction with 
the digital voltmeter, the DVM was set to read as a fraction 
of full scale of the LIA regardless of what scale of the 
LIA was being used. Thus it was necessary to record what 
sensitivity setting was associated with a given DVM output. 
The assumption of exponential damping thus resulted in the 
following equation to determine the damping coefficient 
X .n (10) 
where ALPHA is the damping coefficient in cm~^, SEP is the 
probe separation in cm, VOONU is the amplitude function 
previously called VO in volte, EOUT is the observed output 
signal in volts, BIN is the observed input signal in volts, 
and SKAL is the observed sensitivity setting in mV. EINO 
and SKALO refer to the input voltage and sensitivity setting 
for the first point. FACT is a scale factor which effectively 
shifts the VOONU curve vertically. It was calculated by 
assuming the theoretical value of the damping coefficient 
which was associated with the output data for the first 
clean system point. FACT was usually between .9 and 1.1. 
The value of FACT could be used to ascertain that the experi­
ments were being performed similarly. 
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Oscillatory systems which have amplitude resonances 
undergo phase shifts at the same time. If no damping were 
present, an 180° phase shift would occur on passing the 
resonance frequency. The corners of this step function phase 
shift are increasingly rounded as the damping in the system 
increases. 
In reality the Constant k experiments were more properly 
called constant Lissajous pattern experiments, or constant 
phase experiments. It became obvious that the phase should 
not be invariant with frequency. Since the experiments 
involved frequency changes, it was essential to know what 
was happening to the phase. The original assumption that 
an^Lntegral number of waves resided between the probes when 
an IP Lissajous pattern was observed was not true. Several 
reasons why this assumption may fail can be suggested. First, 
the electrical phase determination may not correspond to the 
mechanical system. The tuned amplifier and frequency de­
pendent filters in the measuring circuit could easily lead 
to such lack of correspondence. Second, the wave pattern 
near the generator was probably not sinusoidal. Third, the 
probes were not infinite boundaries, but were in fact in 
motion. 
The same calibration experiment which established VOONU 
could be used to determine the phase correction. If infor­
mation was gathered for a pure system, theory could be used 
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to calculate the expected wave length as well as the 
expected damping coefficient. The absolute probe separation 
was measured, although it was not known too well, The 
number of waves between the probes was simply obtained by 
dividing the observed probe separation by the calculated 
wave length. A number resulted which was not integral. 
Similar numbers resulted from each point of this constant 
phase calibration. 
Even though the absolute probe separation was not known 
well, differences in sensor position were known with con­
siderably more accuracy. Thus the number of waves pre­
sumably between the probes for the first position could be 
inaccurate by up to 1/2 wave; differences due to subsequent 
positions at higher frequeacies were known to be nearer .01 
wave. The apparent number of waves could now be plotted as 
a function of frequency. It was particularly true for 
air/water systems that these plots looked very much like 
plots of the phase as a function of frequency for damped 
oscillatory systems. Then the apparent number of waves 
could be corrected by reference to a plot of the deviation 
of the number of waves for the pure system from a constant. 
This calibration technique kept the apparent number, 
of waves constant while varying the frequency. Thus if 20 
waves were between the probes at the first point, by the 
time that the frequency had been increased to its final 
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value, only 19.5 waves might be between them. 
This calibration could be performed in a second way 
which was similar to the Vary Frequency technique. The 
probes were placed about 4 cm apart and at an IP condition 
and the frequency and probe position noted. Now the frequency 
was advanced at constant probe position until a new IP re­
sulted. This corresponded to increasing the number of waves 
by about one. This procedure was repeated until the end of 
the desired frequency range was reached; then the probes 
were moved slightly and the entire procedure repeated. The 
IP's occurred at different frequencies for this new position. 
This procedure was used to scan the frequency range as close­
ly as desired and the same calculation of number of waves 
based on observed separations and calculated wave lengths 
was repeated. This time the number of waves was expected 
to increase by 1.0 for each new phase position. Thus if 
20.0 waves were between the probes at first, the next posi­
tion should have corresponded to 21.0 and so on. It was 
observed that this was approximately true, but not quite. 
Thus the second position might have resulted in a value 
of 20.98 waves instead. A correction plot could be made as 
a function of frequency by subtracting the original number 
of waves increased by the integral number of IP positions 
' passed. 
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Such a plot for a heptane/water calibration is shown in 
Figure 9. Since the original absolute probe separation was 
somewhat uncertain, the starting value for the number of 
waves was essentially arbitrary. The accuracy of changes in 
separation was demonstrated by the degree to which the points 
from different positions superimposed on the curve. 
The two methods of phase correction resulted in similar 
correction plots. The error made by assuming no correction 
at all, i.e., that phase was independent of frequency, rarely 
exceeded 5% from one side of the frequency range to the 
other. For low damping systems the assumption of simple 
1/2 wave step decreases at resonance frequencies reduced 
error to 1-2%. For higher damping systems the step functions 
were not very realistic. Consequently the phase correction 
plots were used for adjusting the nominal values of k. It 
is interesting to note that with a little care in selection 
of frequency ranges for Constant k experiments, the total 
change in k could easily be kept under 1%. That is, even 
if no phase correction were made, the maximum error due to 
omission of this correction was 1%. Nevertheless, this 1% 
error was too large for Y1 determination, so the correction 
was made. 
The second method of phase correction was preferred, 
since it corresponded most closely to the way in which a 
Constant k experiment was performed. Also, the fractional 
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error in probe separation was smaller for this method, since 
the probes were kept several cm apart. When the first type 
of correction was made and the probes moved closer together, 
the separation at higher frequencies could be less than a 
centimeter. 
Computer Programs 
A number of computer programs have been written to 
handle the calculations in converting raw data into the 
more useful variables of interest in capillary ripple 
propagation. Programs were written in Full Fortran IV 
language and implemented using the Fortran G compiler under 
OS control on an IBM 360/65 computer. Earlier work was 
done with a smaller system which did not permit all of the 
features of Full Fortran. 
EXPT 
A listing of the program with the name EXPT is found in 
Appendix B. An extensive series of comment cards details 
the data deck structure and there are a few further comments 
in the source listing, but the main logic will be discussed 
here. The purpose of this program is to convert the raw 
data from a variety of Constant k type experimental modes 
into useful ripple parameters, produce compact data summaries, 
and supervise the graphing of this data. The graphing is 
greatly simplified by the utilization of a plotter and con­




A number of arrays are defined. All real variables are 
implicitly made double precision to avoid roundoff errors, 
A few variables.are explicitly single precision to conform 
with subroutine requirements. Most of the array names should 
be obvious. X and Y are arrays which contain the 10 variables 
pertinent to ripple propagation. They are respectively 
damping coefficient, wave number; lower phase viscosity, upper 
phase viscosity, lower phase density, upper phase density, 
interfacial tension, cyclic frequency, real component of 
elasticity, and the imaginary component of elasticity. The 
next four arrays contain literal data for output listing 
labels. VARIND contains the number which will be converted 
to the reference independent variable. XVAL will hold the 
reference independent variables calculated from VARIND. 
BNOWV is an alternate array for holding the contents of 
ANOWV, both of which refer to the set of numbers representing 
how many waves are between the probes. RELFQ stands for the 
relative frequency which results from dividing subsequent 
frequencies by the first position frequency. HZOAMP, AAMP, 
and BAMP refer to polynomial equations fitting the VOONU 
curve as a function of frequency. The first gives values of 
the frequency which begin a section, the second gives the 
intercept, while the third holds the coefficients of the 
polynomial equation. The next three arrays perform a 
similar job for the phase correction curve. 
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The program begins by transferring some literal data 
to the title page of the output set and listing the system 
constants. Statements 23-27 cause reading of data which 
include parameters to control the further flow of the 
program. NOK is the number of constant k positions involved 
in the experiment. IINDVR and ISFTN detail the type of 
reference independent variable and type of surface tension 
measurement. The remaining variables specify how the data 
should be presented at output. The first call to Subroutines 
INDVAR snd SURFTN causes branching which depends on the kind 
of experiment being done. On this first call the additional 
constants needed for calculation of the reference independent 
variable and the interfacial tension are read in under Sub­
routine control. Subroutine DISTNC converts a resistance 
reading to a distance reading. The probe separation is 
computed and converted to double precision. 
At Statement 35 the X array is loaded with the initial 
guesses for the damping coefficient, wave number, and surface 
tension. After some titles the ^nput data for the first 
constant k position are read in. The two dimensional arrays 
have the following subscript pattern: 
(I,J) where J refers to the constant k position number, 
and I refers to the reference independent variable 
number. 
Using the observed base frequencies the POLZRO Subroutine 
is used to calculate the theoretical damping coefficient 
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and Wave number. The apparent number of waves is calculated 
from the observed probe separation. Since POLZRO uses an 
iteration solution, the initial guess for subsequent calcula­
tions is always set equal to the final result of the 
previous step. 
The call to AMPLTD at Statement 53 calculates the VOONU 
value pertinent to the supplied frequency value. Using the 
calculated damping coefficient and observed signal, the 
factor VOOFAC is determined. Subsequent damping coefficients 
will use this factor to adjust the vertical scale of VOONU 
curve. Similarly the phase correction in terms of number 
of waves is obtained from the PHSCOR call at Statement 56. 
Note that on this first call to PHSCOR the corrections are 
stored in an array in PHSCOR; on subsequent calls to PHSCOR 
the correction obtained will be subtracted from this first 
correction. In other words, the first call establishes the 
reference to which further calls are compared. This is 
essential because of the arbitrary nature of the PHSCOR 
curve starting position. The first calculated wave number 
is taken as correct and the observed wave, numbers are deter­
mined relative to it. These results are listed and this 
procedure looped until all the constant k positions are 
treated. 
The second call to INDVAR at Statement 62 causes 
writing of the data which this subroutine is using to 
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calculate the reference independent variable values. Again 
the output will depend on the type of experiment performed. 
Similar behavior occurs on the second call to SURFTN. Note 
that this subroutine has used the measured first value of a 
surface tension determination and the surface tension assumed 
for this point to calculate the constant involved in sub­
sequent calls. This makes all values relative to the first 
one. 
The remainder of the data is now read in and listed. 
Note that the input data are searched for a sentinel card 
which sets the number of independent variable values 
involved. 
At Statement 82 the main calculation loop begins. 
INDVAR converts the observed data to a value of the reference 
independent variable. SURFTN calculates the interfacial 
tension. DMCOEF supervises a call to AMPLTD and then calcu­
lates the damping coefficient assuming an exponential rela^ 
tionship and using the sliding factor. PHSCOR calculates 
the phase correction, compares this to the first correction 
calculated, and uses this difference to calculate the number 
of waves and the wave number. ELASCX now calculates the real 
and imaginary components of the complex elastic modulus by 
inverting the theoretical calculation in POLZRO. Note that 
when POLZRO is used to calculate the damping coefficient 
and wave numbei;, it is necessary to supply the values of 
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the elasticities. These are normally both taken to be zero, 
hence the elasticity results obtained are relative to this 
initial assumption. Yl, Y2 and the relative frequency are 
now straightforwardly calculated. 
Result outputs may be obtained in a variety of ways, 
including different types of printed output and punched 
cards. GRPHRT is called to supervise graphing options and 
the main program is repeated for as many data sets as 
desired. 
Subroutine DI$TNC is self explanatory. INDVAR branches 
to one of three sections depending on whether a constant 
area insoluble, variable area insoluble, or constant area 
soluble type experiment is done. The calculational methods 
have already been discussed and are obvious. The first call 
is used to input the various constants, the second call is 
used to list them, and subsequent calls perform the desired 
calculations. Note that the value assigned to a zero input 
is arbitrarily specified. This avoids dividng by zero 
or taking the log of zero which would terminate program 
execution. 
AMPLTD represents the VOONU curve in segments by a 
polynomial in the coded frequency. Up to a tenth order 
polynomial may be used in each of ten segments. The data 
for this routine are entered so that changing calibrations 
can be accommodated without rewriting the source program. 
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PHSCOR is quite similar with the addition that the first 
call stores the correction in an array called RES. ANWV 
is the apparent number of waves while BNWV incorporates 
the correction to the number of waves. ANWV is calculated 
from the observed probe separation and the calculated wave 
length. This method of calculation means that the PHSCOR 
curve has an arbitrary additive constant. 
SURFTN branches to sections pertinent to an oleophilic 
Wilhelmy plate calculation or to a film balance measurement. 
On the first call to either section the input parameters are 
read in. On the second call if a Wilhelmy plate calculation 
is desired, the immersed fraction of the plate is arbitrarily 
varied to obtain the interfacial tension closest to the 
assumed value and observed force. This calculation uses the 
input plate perimeter which is now regarded as determined 
from the assumed interfacial tension, calculated depth of 
immersion, and observed force. Regardless of which method 
is being used, the Subroutine lists the constants which are 
to be used for subsequent surface tension calculation. The 
formulas used have already been discussed. 
DMCOEF is obvious except that all denominator terms 
are checked to avoid division by zero. An arbitrary value 
of ALPHA is assumed so that subsequent calculations do not 
attempt to take the log of zero. ELASCX calculates the 
components of the elasticity when all the quantities of the 
X array are known except EP and EPP, the real and imaginary 
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elasticity components. 
POLZRO, FNCALC, COEF and CCOEF are subroutines provided 
by J. Mann (42) which solve the complex equation relating 
the 10 capillary ripple parameters. Theory may be expressed 
in the equation 
5 . 
F => E C. (k + ia)J = 0 
j=l 
where Cj are functions of all ten variables, k is the wave 
number, a is the damping coefficient, i is the square root 
of -1, Solution of the equation is possible because the 
coefficients are not very strong functions of the rapidly 
changing variables. Determination of the two elasticity 
variables given the other eight usually results in 1 to 4 
— 8  — 8  
loops where F is required to be less than 10 + i 10 
Occasional convergence problems arise if the proper roots 
are too far from the initial guess. The program converges, 
but it produces the wrong roots. The required agreement 
between initial and final guesses depends on the remainder 
of the variables in the experiment, but no major difficulties 
result from this situation. 
GRPHRT supervises labeling and calling the subroutines 
which produce graphs of the ripple parameters. The loops 
around each CALL GRAPH are used to cause superposition of 
all constant k positions on the same graph. Considerable 
transferring of literal data is required to make the routine 
versatile enough to handle any number of constant k positions 
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from 1 to 10 without knowing how many until object time. 
Most of the graphs have the reference independent variable 
for their x axis, but it is also possible to obtain Y1 and 
Y2 plots with the surface pressure as ordinate. 
NWV 
The Appendix contains a listing and typical output 
results for the program NWV. This program handles calculation 
of the number of waves and the VOONU function for pure sys­
tem calibration. The calculations are similar to parts of 
EXPT and should be easy to follow with that program's 
details in mind. 
CALB 
The amplitude curve and the phase correction curve which 
resulted from application of NWV could be fit with polynomials 
with the use of a program, CALB, programmed by G. Bierwagen. 
This program, which is listed in the Appendix, codes the 
input data and supervises calls to OPLSPA. OPLSPA is a 
subroutine provided by the system which calculates least 
squares polynomials by the orthogonal polynomial method. 
This program is extremely rapid in operation. 
Although numerous other programs have been used, the 
ones discussed handled most of the experimental data work 
up. EXPT could be extended to handle drop volume surface 
tensions. 
A rather extensive program, CRT, was written to 
perform theoretical calculations. At the time that it was 
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written the Computation Center did not have Eull Fortran 
available. This meant that all computations had to be done 
in purely real numbers. The complex theory was expressed 
in real and imaginary components by exceedingly tiresome 
algebra and programmed. Shortly after this task was com­
pleted the complex number capability of full Fortran became 
available so that the theory could be programmed directly. 
J. Mann was interested in theoretical interpretation and 
carried out this programming task. Mann also programmed 
a numerical differential error calculation to study error 
propagation. These and other programs will be published by 
Mann elsewhere (42). Some of the results of these programs 
will be presented as they pertain to the interpretation of 
experimental data. 
Propagation of Error 
Improvement in error level was a continuing challenge 
throughout this project. Determination of the quantities 
Y1 and Y2 was fairly difficult, but the propagation of error 
in the calculation of the derived components of the elastici­
ties was astoundingly rapid. 
It is important to distinguish accuracy from precision. 
Thus a Constant k experiment did nothing to improve the 
accuracy of the wave number, but its precision was as good 
as the phase resolution permitted. The accuracy of k was 
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probably not better than 1%, but under favorable phase 
resolution conditions the precision could have been fifty 
times better than this. Although the phase error correction 
was small, if this correction was not made the error was 
near 1% again. This was particularly difficult, since it 
was a systematic error which might otherwise have been 
attributed to behavior of the surfactant. 
The best possible error levels were those associated 
with the reading limit of the instruments involved. The 
following reading limits were pertinent to a Constant k 
experiment. The output signal could be read to four places, 
the force on the plate to .1 mg, the input signal to three 
places, and the frequency to .1 Hz. 
More realistic error levels depended on the type of 
experiment performed. Thus if aliquots were removed the 
system was not as reproducible as if the interface level 
remained unchanged. Similarly, the output signal tended 
to fluctuate badly. The various filter systems in the LIA 
and.DVM smoothed random noise very nicely, but slower 
trends were sometimes visible. It was possible that slight 
changes in the surface state were taking place to cause 
these, but the unknown sensing mechanism made detailed 
analysis difficult. 
It was observed that the stability of the output signal 
was reasonably good for the pure system and for high coverages 
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of surfactant, but tended to deteriorate at moderate surface 
coverages. Sometimes one could observe fluctuations in the 
output signal and the phase pattern which were correlated. 
These observations suggested that the nature of the surface 
was changing with time. This was particularly apparent with 
insoluble films at the air/water interface, perhaps due to 
islands of surfactant. It must be remembered that this 
experiment was at best a steady-state and not equilibrium 
one. Energy was constantly being fed into the system to 
maintain the wave motion and was being dissipated by fric-
tional forces in the bulk phases and the interfacial film. 
The accuracy of the damping coefficient was about 
10-20%. This figure was a result of Vary L calculations in 
which the method of calculation was slightly ambiguous due 
to lack of data which follow the theoretical voltage dis­
tance curve precisely. The accuracy also depended on the 
error in measuring probe separation and the error in the 
amplitude, VOONU, curve. The absolute probe separation was 
known to about 1/2 a wave length. The amplitude of the 
VOONU curve was a strong function of frequency, hence the 
error in replicate determinations of this curve would depend 
on the frequency. A 50% error was possible in the steepest 
parts of the curve, but 10% was a more reasonable figure. 
The precision of the damping coefficient was considerably 
better in a Constant k experiment. This was particularly 
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true when the first value of alpha was calculated and used 
to vertically shift the amplitude curve. Here the probe 
separation was unchanged and its error could be taken to 
correspond to the error in phase resolution, about .01 wave 
or better. The error in the amplitude curve could be taken 
as a fraction of per cent. The input signal was known to 
about .2% while the various scales on the LIA appeared to 
be calibrated correctly to at least 1%. The output signal 
was unquestionably the limiting variable in precision. How 
good this was depended very much on the kind of experiment, 
the surface coverage, the type of compound, and numerous 
other unidentified quantities. Sometimes the signal seemed 
to be stable to three places or about .5%, while at other 
times a 10% or more variation occurred. Several of the 
relatively minor technique modifications introduced were 
for the purpose of improving stability of signal. 
The accuracy of the frequency measurement was probably 
the same as its precision, .1 Hz. However, when an aliquot 
type experiment was done, the frequency for corresponding 
in phase positions on duplicate determinations could have 
been .5 Hz. This was not really a reflection of poorer 
frequency measurement, but an indication that the surface 
state was not readily repeated when the surface level was 
moved. 
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The accuracy of the interfacial tension measurements was 
more difficult to assess, as the right answer was unknown. 
Obviously, the surface balance measurements had better 
precision than the absolute method. Contact angles could 
produce quite serious systematic errors nearing a few dynes/ 
cm for higher surface coverages, but it was felt that .1 to 
.5 dynes/cm was the probable error range. 
Accuracy in the reference independent variable was not 
really important in this experiment, as this quantity really 
served only as a scale for plotting and reference. For 
truly insoluble surfactants, the surface concentrations 
were probably good to 10%. For the interfacial cases the 
solubility of the surfactant was again probably known to 
10% assuming there was no oil phase solubility. For spread 
surfactants the apparent calculated surface concentration 
had little significance due to bulk phase solubility. 
Surfactant was adsorbed at the interface while At was being 
squirted into the ripple trough and its distribution was far 
from equilibrium. The numbers calculated could be incorrect 
by several orders of magnitude. It was precisely this reason 
that suggested that surface pressure might be a more useful 
reference independent variable. If all surfactants behaved 
identically, the results for various surfactants should 
superimpose. 
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The errors in the viscosities and densities of the 
upper and lower phases were essentially negligible. The 
precision error was negligible and the accuracy error depended 
upon how well the system under study conformed to the system 
for which these constants were determined. Viscosity was 
highly temperature dependent so the room was maintained at 
25® with .1" control. The use of dilute salt solutions as 
the lower phase could have altered the density slightly. 
All these errors were neglected compared to the errors in 
the variables which changed during the course of an 
experiment. 
The two principal display parameters combining the 
results of each experiment are Y1 and Y2. Y1 = (p + p')m / 
Q 
7k and Y2 = a/k. It can be seen that a maximum differential 
error analysis leads to 
dYl __ 2dm . d(p + p') . d'y . 3dk 
- Y Î  +  < ? + ? • )  + 7  +  —  
dY2 da . dk 
-T2 "ET + T 
Q 
Taking do) = .1 Hz, dp = .001 g/cm , d7 = .1 dynes/cm, dk = 
-1 -1 
.01 cm , and da = .01 cm . The fractional error in Y1 is 
.4% and that in Y2 is .2%. Note that these are the lowest 
reasonable reading errors and represent the best possible 
accuracy. Error is mainly due to surface tension. 
The more reasonable values of dm = .1, dy = .3, dk = 
.1, and da = ,03 lead to a 1.7% error in Y1 and 4% error 
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in Y2. Here the wavenumber is becoming more critical. Note 
that this is only a .3% error in wave number. 
A more pessimistic set of values would assign dm = .5, 
d'Y = .5, dk = .5, and da = .1. These lead to relative errors 
of 4.5% in Y1 and 12% in Y2 in which errors in k and a are 
the most significant factors. 
The reasons that these errors are so serious are obvious 
when the expected range of the Y1 and Y2 variables are con­
sidered. The change expected for Y1 from a pure system with 
zero elasticity to a completely covered one with infinite 
elasticity is only 5% for an air/water interface. The change 
expected for an oil/water interface is even less. The Y2 
change for an air/water system is 100% but only 10% for an 
oil/water interface. Thus in all cases the Y1 curve is dif­
ficult to obtain with sufficient accuracy to be informative. 
This is not true for Y2 at the air/water interface but for the 
oil/water interface the Y2 range is almost of the same order 
of magnitude as the expected error in Y2. 
Another criterion of precision and accuracy is the 
signal to noise ratio. Although this is not required for 
maximum differential error, it is a good indication of the 
accuracy of phase resolution and of output signal. In a 
Constant k experiment the question of how to determine the 
noise was important, if the output signal was measured with 
no input signal, the noise was negligible with the instrument­
al modifications discussed. If the LIA was not used, the 
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zero input noise was sufficiently large that extensive 
modifications, previously discussed, were made to reduce 
it. The noise for air/water and oil/water systems was 
about the same, but the signal for air/water systems was 
100 times greater than the signal for oil/water systems. 
A S/N ratio of 1000 or better held at the air/water inter­
face; this dropped to 30 for the oil/water interface. 
It was observed that a driven generator produced very 
appreciable signals from the sensor even when the sensor 
was not in the interface, so long as it remained in the 
oil phase. Moreover, these signals were sinusoidal and 
resulted in phase patterns. It was even possible to get 
some phase patterns when the sensor was completely external 
to the ripple trough. These surprising results were attribu­
ted to the existence of mechanical coupling of the generator 
and sensor through both the bulk phase and the rack support­
ing the experiment. This coupling was negligible for air/ 
water work because the signals were so much larger at the 
interface. As the signals at the oil/water interface be­
came smaller, higher and higher sensitivities were required 
to detect the wave. Another way of stating this is that 
the interfacial properties did not dominate the oil/water 
interface as strongly as they did the air/water system. 
This mechanical coupling persisted up to quite high 
frequencies. It was the reason why oil/water experiments 
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were best done around the speaker's resonance maximum. At 
the maximum the signal to noise ratio was highest, since the 
signal was a factor of 10 higher while no noise increase 
took place. Increasing the power to the generator increased 
the non interface coupling at the same time, hence no rela­
tive increase in surface effect was observed. As mentioned 
earlier, the random noise was no problem because of the 
signal averaging filters. 
Some simple solutions to this problem were attempted. 
A second crystal cartridge was used to provide the noise 
signal for a differential input. If this noise sensor were 
properly positioned, the mechanical coupling component 
should be reduced. Unfortunately, the position of this 
noise sensor was critical. This idea might be pursued with 
a second micromanipulator by placing the noise sensor in 
the ripple trough at right angles to the wave propagation 
direction. An attenuator and phase shifting network would 
also be essential. Another possibility might be to work 
at the out of phase position rather than the in phase one. 
Mechanical coupling appeared to be smaller there. 
An even more serious problem than the high levels of 
experimental error compared to the range of Y1 and Y2 was 
the propagation of error in calculations. It was desired 
to calculate the real component of the complex elastic 
modulus, E', and the imaginary component, E", when the 
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remaining eight variables were known. The theoretical 
equation had been programmed for this as discussed under 
programming. It turned out that rather moderate uncertainties 
in the input variables led to quite large uncertainties 
in the elasticities. 
J. Mann programmed an error analysis calculation to 
demonstrate this problem. The calculation was a maximum 
differential error type calculation, but was complicated by 
the great difficulty in differentiating the function F. 
Estimates of these required derivatives were obtained 
numerically. 
Table 3 presents the error analysis for a few points 
of the octadecyl acetate data. Three surface pressures 
were chosen for examination, one at the beginning of the 
experiment, one at low pressures, and one at higher pressures. 
The associated values for the elasticities are zero, low, 
and intermediate. The absolute error assumed for each compu­
tation of the standard deviation is indicated in the table. 
All the values in this table are associated with essentially 
known viscosities and densities. The error assigned to these 
constants is one in the last place. 
The first set shows the expected errors if all input 
variables are known to the reading accuracy. This indicates 
that perhaps one place elasticities are theoretically possible. 
The remainder of the table shows the results of more 
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Table 3, Standard deviations of elasticity components for 
octadecyl acetate experiment 
TT E' E" 
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 » = Ap = .00001 
2 .9 -.7 .1 Ap ' = Ap = ,0001 
3 4.9 4.9 1.3 
No. ®E" Aa AK A'y Ao 
1.1 .03 .02 .0001 .001 .0001 .01 
1.2 .08 .06 
1.3 .03 .01 
2.1 .23 .14 .001 .01 .01 .1 
2.2 .24 .47 
2.3 .28 .02 
3.1 .24 .19 .01 .01 .01 .1 
3.2 .77 .67 
3.3 .28 .16 
4.1 .80 1.4 .1 .01 .01 .1 
4.2 2.0 4.7 
4.3 .28 1.5 
5.1 .38 .26 .01 .01 .1 .1 
5.2 1.2 .92 
5.3 .48 .16 
6.1 . 85 1.4 .1 .01 .1 .1 
6.2 2.2 4.8 
6.3 .48 1.5 
7.1 .63 .41 .01 .01 .2 .1 
7.2 2.0 1.4 
7.3 .83 .16 
8.1 1.5 .94 .01 .01 .5 .1 
8.2 4.7 3.2 
8.3 2.0 .17 
9.1 1.4 .80 .01 .1 .1 .1 
9.2 4.3 2.7 
9.3 1.6 .16 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
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reasonable error estimates. Note that the low elasticities 
have extremely high standard deviations. It is evident why 
elasticity plots were quite erratic in this region; the 
standard deviation could easily be 10-50 times the value of 
the elasticity itself. This means that the elasticity is 
known to only one or two orders of magnitude. At higher 
surface coverages the ratio of standard deviation to the 
value of the elasticity is not quite as unreasonable. Again 
the behavior of elasticity plots reflects this. Note that 
a .01 error in k is a .03% error which is probably the error 
expected in phase resolution for a Constant k experiment 
at an oil/water interface. A .01 error in damping coefficient 
is only 1%, It is easily seen that accuracy and precision 
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must be extremely good to enable prediction of elasticities 
with any degree of confidence. 
Even use of relative techniques with their lower 
uncertainties was not good enough to obtain reasonable 
elasticities. It can easily be seen that with a pessimistic 
input like .1 on alpha and .5 on the wave number that there 
would be no point in calculating elasticities at all. 
Unfortunately, the nature of the elasticities provides the 
information necessary to build models of interfacial 
behavior. This could not be done with the present data, 
and it is unlikely that a factor of 10 improvement would do 
more than put the elasticities on the verge of usefulness. 
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RESULTS 
Use of the Constant k technique with the modified film 
balance provided the first precise documentation of Y1 and 
Y2 maxima. Study of surfactants at air/water interfaces was 
easiest for insoluble monolayers. Figures 10-12 display 
Yl, Y2, and the surface tension for distearyldimethyl ammonium 
chloride, hexadecanol, and tetradecanol monolayers (3) as 
functions of surface concentration. Although Y2 maxima 
have been previously observed, their precise characterization 
had been difficult. These are believed to be the first Yl 
maxima observed, although Lucassen published some wave 
length data which suggested the possibility of a maximum (37). 
Several points of interest are exhibited in these 
figures. First the existence of maxima in accord with theory 
is demonstrated. Note that the Yl maximum preceeds the Y2 
maximum. Both maxima have occurred at rather low surface 
pressures, only a few dynes/cm. A further point of interest 
is summarized in the accompanying Table 4 which relates the 
theoretically predicted values for Yl and Y2 with the 
observed ones. 
The theoretical values result from assuming that the 
elasticity is purely real. Deviation from this assumption 
will result in a lowering of the maximum values. In all 
cases the agreement between theory and experiment for the 













0.0074 1.021 0.0201 0.968 0.0400 1.062 
0.0077 1.018 0.0216 0,966 0.0360 1.0324 
0.0088 1.015 0.0214 0.970 0.0334 1.0274 
0.0116 1.017 0.0218 0.965 0.0318 1.022 
Ill 
limiting values is reasonable to good. The experimental 
values for the maxima fall considerably short of prediction, 
especially for Yl. It is interesting to note that the agree­
ment is best for the molecule which is intuitively the most 
flexible, and worst for the molecule which is more rigid. 
It is seen that the height of the Yl maxima is most sensi­
tive to these interpretations of molecular behavior. 
A second series of water/air experiments was performed 
with compounds of biological interest. Choiestrol, lecithin, 
and mixed cholesterol-lecithin monolayers were formed on the 
recording film balance for ripple investigation. The Multi­
ple Constant k technique was used for these experiments to 
see if any frequency dependence could be observed. The 
imaginary component of the complex elastic modulus, E", was 
expected to be manifested in a relaxation time for the 
interfacial film. Thus performing experiments at different 
frequencies should have yielded anomalous behavior in the 
region where the frequency was of the order of magnitude of 
the time involved for the relaxation process. 
The corrections for amplitude of the generator and for 
phase error in Constant k experiments were made in these 
data and the EXPT computer program was used to handle the 
data. Figures 13-24 exhibit Yl and Y2 plots along with 
calculated values of both components of the elastic modulus, 
E' and E". Once again maxima are displayed in both functions. 
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As indicated in the error propagation discussion, the 
significance attached to elasticity values is rather low. 
Nevertheless, distinct differences are readily seen between 
the two pure surfactants and the mixed monolayers. The 
mixed monolayer has been used for a model of the cell wall. 
A great deal of data has been generated for oil/water 
systems. During preliminary studies the bulk phase para­
meters were altered. Some of the systems studied included 
aqueous lower phases coupled with hydrocarbon upper phases. 
The normal hydrocarbons, hexane, heptane, octane, and nonane 
all served as nonpolar oil phases. Aqueous phase density 
and viscosity were systematically varied by addition of 
glycerol and zinc chloride. At the time these experiments 
were performed the measurement techniques were not perfected 
so that the results are somewhat inconclusive. However, it 
does appear that the difference in density and viscosity 
between the two phases is the main source of changes in Y1 
and Y2 behavior. Naturally the surfactant concentration 
will cause the change from zero elastic to infinite elastic 
behavior, but the bulk phases establish the zero elastic 
level and the infinite elastic level. Moreover, they 
interact to establish the degree to which elasticity changes 
will be reflected in Y1 and Y2 maxima. 
The heptane/water interface has been selected for 
extensive study with various surfactants. Several classes 
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of compounds have been examined using the Multiple Constant 
k method. The questions of interest are how the measured 
properties compare with theory, whether any frequency de­
pendence can be detected, and what effect molecular structure 
of the surfactant has on the results. The length of the 
hydrocarbon tail was varied while keeping the polar head 
group the same, the head group was changed for constant 
length surfactants, and polymeric and mixed surfactants 
were examined. 
Appendix C contains reductions of the output from the 
program converting raw data to ripple information. At the 
same time a series of graphs displaying this information are 
plotted. The full set of graphs for octadecyl acetate, 
Figures 25-32, are included to show the type of output.. 
The remainder of the graphs are not included due to the 
large number involved. However, all the information on these 
plots is available from the output listings. 
/ 
The effect of changing chain length while keeping the 
same head group in ionic surfactants was ascertained by 
studies of the negatively charged sulfonates and the positively 
charged trimethyl ammonium bromides. Sodium sulfonates of 
chain length 12, 14, 16, and 18 were spread on .01 M sodium 
sulfate solution. Sulfonates rather than sulfates were used 
since it was hoped that purification would be easier. The 
hydrolysis of long chain sulfates has long been known as a 
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serious source of contamination of surface chemistry studies 
(11). TAB's of length 16, 18, and 20 were spread on .01 M 
potassium bromide. Ionic surfactants were spread on dilute 
electrolytes with a common ion to repress hydrolysis and 
solubility. Dimethylstearylbenzyl ammonium chloride was 
used since it had a more complex structure than the TAB's. 
Octadecyltrimethyl ammonium chloride provided a comparison 
between the TAB's as well as the nonionic octadecyl compounds. 
C14 and C22 straight chain carboxylic acids were 
studied along with straight chain alcohols of length 6, 10, 
14, and 20. Note that these provided series in which the 
polar group was kept the same while the length of the tail 
was varied. The chain length varied over such a wide range 
that the shorter compounds were handled as water soluble 
while the longer ones were spread from an organic solvent. 
Octadecylsuccinic anhydride, octadecyl aldehyde, 3-
octadecanone, octadecyl acetate, and octadecyl amide 
demonstrated the effect of changing non-charged head groups 
on 18 carbon chains. 
Polyvinyl acetate and polyvinyl stearate, sodium 
octadecyl sulfonate-octadecyl trimethyl ammonium bromide, 
and cholesterol-sodium hexadecyl sulfonate provided examples 
of polymeric and mixed surfactants. 
Several general conclusions can be obtained by comparing 
the results for these various compounds. They are all in 
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general agreement with theory. In some early preliminary 
work, the relative methods of calculation of EXPT were not 
used. Absolute values of Y1 and Y2 agreed with predictions 
within experimental error. Once this was established, theory 
was freely used to calculate the first point on Y1 and Y2 
curves. This makes comparison between the various compounds 
simpler, since they all start at the same place. 
The second question concerned a frequency dependence. 
A slight frequency dependence of Y1 and Y2 is expected theo­
retically. As can be seen from the Multiple Constant k 
figures, this slight expected difference serves very nicely 
to displace the various Constant k curves. However, all 
these curves remain parallel over the range of the reference 
independent variable, so that no anomalous frequency depen­
dence can be detected over the range of frequencies studied. 
Note that the range of frequency available for examination 
is quite restricted. It is hoped that extension to higher 
frequencies may result in more extensive information on 
the relaxation process in interfacial films. It is inter­
esting to note that Davies and Vose have seen a small 
frequency effect for air/water insoluble monolayers (12). 
The third point concerned the effect of molecular 
structure on ripple parameters. In these experiments Y1 
cannot be significantly distinguished from a constant. 
However, the value of the constant is not 1.0 as predicted 
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by Kelvin equation level theory, but about .94 for these 
experiments. Similarly, Y2 does not show much difference 
between compounds. However, there are a few points of 
dissimilarity. The results of the error analysis suggest 
considerable doubt must be applied to a given curve, but if 
the results are accepted at face value a comparison may 
be useful. 
Figure 33 shows the Y2 curves resulting from the first 
Constant k position for each of the compounds studied at the 
heptane/water interface. They are plotted in groups which 
correspond to their general functionality. Note that they 
all have the same starting point which corresponds to the 
zero elasticity value. No surfactant is present at this 
point. The starting frequency for these curves is about 
160 Hz. The initial value of Y2 is .023, with the damping 
coefficient being about .7 cm"^ and the wave length being 
about 1.9 mm. Notice that all Y2 curves tend towards an 
infinite level of about .028. 
It is the difference in change from the low level to 
the high level that distinguishes the various compounds. 
The surface pressure is chosen for the independent variable. 
Naturally the nature of the surfactant requires that different 
concentrations of surfactant are required to produce the same 
surface tension lowering. If all surfactants affected 
ripple propagation only through surface tension, all these 
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curves should superimpose. The chain length of the compound 
appears to have no effect for the straight chain surfactants. 
All the ionics, including the mixed system, follow essential­
ly the same curve. For these compounds the infinite level 
is reached after a few dynes/cm of surface pressure and the 
break between low and high levels is fairly sharp. 
The simple straight chain acids and alcohols are all 
much alike. However, they do differ from the ionics in that 
they do not show the sharp break from low to high value. In 
fact, it appears even after 9 dynes/cm surface tension 
lowering that the infinite elasticity range has not been 
reached. With the more complicated polar groups of the 
octadecyl surfactants some differences in the surface pres­
sure at which the break occurs can be seen. It is interesting 
that the anhydride and ketone which differ from the usual 
pattern are both surfactants in which the head group is 
quite bulky. However, the failure of the acetate to differ 
from the simple polar group pattern indicates that this 
explanation cannot be pushed very far. 
The polymeric surfactants show the most individual 
character. The break from low value of Y2 to high value at 
very low film pressures for polyvinyl acetate is particularly 
interesting, as it suggests that the surfactant has strong 
interactions. 
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The final question to be answered is the behavior of 
the components of the elasticity. The error propagation 
discussion indicates that this answer must also be quite 
well hedged. Nevertheless it is observed that both the 
real and imaginary components exhibit an initial minimum 
followed by a leveling off at higher film pressures. Note 
that elasticities are forced to equal 0 at the first point. 
The leveling off in the elasticity components corresponds 
to the leveling off in the Y2 curves. Since the depth of 
the minimum is considerably less than the standard deviation 
of the elasticity, this may be a spurious result of the 
necessary numerical calculation. The level value of E' 
is around 5 dynes/cm while that of E" is 1 to 4 dynes/cm. 
The sign of the observed imaginary component of the elas­
ticity is opposite that expected theoretically for the higher 
film pressures and at low pressures the sign may change from 
negative to positive. 
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DISCUSSION 
Several conclusions can be drawn from the work presented. 
A principal result is that the theory of ripple propagation 
as presented by Hansen and Mann for air/water systems has 
been confirmed with considerable precision. The extended 
theory for oil/water systems has likewise been confirmed. 
The relaxation process predicted for interfacial films was 
not observed experimentally, but this is believed to be due 
to the extremely short range of experimentally available 
frequencies. Molecular structure is observed to exert a 
pronounced and reasonably well interpretable effect on 
ripple propagation at air/water systems. At oil/water 
systems the structure produced differences are much smaller. 
The essential conclusion from oil/water experiments is 
that surfactant equations of state, while not identical, 
must be closely similar. Complex molecules are more likely 
to have interactions which simple equations do not predict. 
Many of the difficulties in oil/water work are a result of 
the small differences being examined. When the total change 
in a quantity to be measured is only 1 to 20%, it is not 
surprising that even rather good measurements do not answer 
critical questions. 
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The most important result of this work, however, is not 
in the numbers being produced, but in the discovery of 
techniques which permit their being produced at all. The 
development of the Multiple Constant k technique and methods 
suitable for oil/water interfaces were the most interesting 
and novel phases of the work. Devising the programs for 
data handling also represents significant and interesting 
advances. 
A number of suggestions for future work might improve 
the accuracy and precision of the results. The resonance 
phenomena of the loudspeaker suggest a study of. various 
speaker designs to obtain a larger output amplitude in the 
frequency independent regions. A flat frequency response 
of sufficient heightwould simplify the correction problems. 
Use of a second sensing probe to obtain a noise figure which 
can be subtracted from the signal might improve the signal 
to noise ratio considerably. Better mechanical isolation 
of the generator and sensor could be coupled with the 
second sensor to reduce the mechanical coupling problem. 
The depth of the lower phase trough should be increased; 
this will require longer sensing probes. Use of a larger 
Wilhelmy plate with possible LVDT null position detection 
should improve the interfacial tension measurement. A 
smoother elevating system for moving the torsion balance 
and plate is needed. 
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Perhaps the best solution is to abandon liquid/liquid 
interfacial work in favor of air/liquid interfaces. Insol­
uble monolayers are especially convenient to study, and the 
compounds exhibit relatively large differences. 
This study has indicated that the procedure is sufficiently 
well worked out to constitute a standard procedure. This 
semiroutine procedure could be used like any other tool to 
study other areas. Monitoring surface reactions or correlat­
ing foam properties are two obvious possibilities. The 
precision possible at air/liquid systems is such that the 
calculated elasticities are almost on the verge of being 
useful. The suggested modifications might provide the 
factor of ten improvement which will yield this result. 
It may very well turn out that the fluctuations and lack 
of reproducibility observed will limit the accuracy of this 




Capillary ripples provide a method of studying the 
surface properties of interfacial systems. The experimental 
techniques first employed in this Laboratory have been 
extended and modified. Use of a relative method has per-
2 3 
mitted the determination of the functions Y1 «= po) /7k and 
Y2 = a/k where p is the density,m is the cyclic frequency 
(2ir X frequency in Hz), k is the wave number (27r/wave length, 
X), 7 is the surface tension, and a is the damping coefficient 
for liquid/air interfaces with greater precision than pre­
viously possible. The theory of ripple propagation predicts 
maxima in both Y1 and Y2 with increasing film elastic modulus 
and these are observed. The form of the maxima is used to 
interpret the elastic behavior of surfactant molecules. 
The experimental methods have been altered to study 
surfactants at liquid/liquid intefaces in order to check the 
extended theory for such systems. Observed results are in 
excellent agreement with predictions. However, the combina­
tion of considerably more difficult measurements and smaller 
ranges for the variables, limits the resolution severely. 
Several classes of compounds have been studied to see if 
Y1 and Y2 for oil/water interfaces exhibit any dependence 
on surfactant structure. For these systems Y1 is independent 
of surface pressure (ir «= 7^^^^ - 7) within the experimental 
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error. The shape of Y2 vs. ir plots is quite similar for 
all the surfactants investigated. At low pressures Y2 is 
constant; at higher pressures Y2 is again constant with a 
higher value. The class of surfactant has an effect on how 
the transition from low to high value occurs, and on what 
surface pressure corresponds to the high value. The lower 
constant value of Y2 corresponds to a small value of the 
elastic modulus, while the higher constant value corresponds 
to a very large value of this modulus. Surfactants consist­
ing of a long hydrocarbon chain and an ionic head group 
behave similarly regardless of the type and charge of head 
group and the length of the chain. The high value of Y2 
occurs at pressures of a few dynes/cm and the transition is 
fairly abrupt. Although the chain length for non ionic 
surfactants has little effect, the type of polar head group 
does result in different Y2 behavior. For small head groups 
such as acids and alcohols the high value of Y2 occurs at 
pressures around 10 dynes/cm with a gradual transition from 
low to high. With bulkier head groups the high value of Y2 
occurs at lower pressures with more abrupt transitions. For 
polymeric surfactants the transition is quite sharp and 
occurs at pressures under one dyne/cm. 
Computer programs have been written to handle data 
work-up and calculations. The real and imaginary components 
of the complex elastic modulus are calculated. Although the 
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measured data have rather good precision, the propagation of 
error in the elasticity equation is so severe that the values 
obtained are quite uncertain. Nevertheless, both the real 
and imaginary components tend towards a minium at low surface 
pressures and approach a constant at higher pressures. 
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APPENDIX A 
The cited Figures follow; 
Figures 1-4 Theoretical Y1 and Y2 plots 
Figures 5-7 Instrumentation 
Figures 8-10 Air/water results for simple surfactants 
Figures 11 - 24 Air/water results for biological surfactants 
Figures 25 - 32 Heptane/water results for octadecyl acetate 
Figure 33 Y2 plots for heptane/water systems. 
Figure 1. Theoretically calculated Y1 values as a function of elasticity, u , 
for an air/water interface. The variables u^ and G were used in 
early theoretical work as elements of the complex elastic modulus 
defined by Ug exp (i©) = k /-y - i(o(k /-y) where k and k are 
viscoelastic parameters. Note that two limiting cases Xccur for 
low and high values of the elasticity and that for intermediate 
values a pronounced maximum exists. The nature of this maximum 
depends on 0 which reflects the inclusion of a complex elastic 
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Figure 2. Theoretically calculated Y2 values as a function of elasticity. 
Up, for an air/water interface. Y2 also has limiting levels 
wnich are connected by a maximum for intermediate elasticities. 
Prediction of Y1 and Y2 maxima preceeded experimental verification 
of this phenomena. 
0° 
-45" CO to 
L 
LOG U2 0 
Figure 3, Theoretically calculated Y1 values as a function of the area per 
molecule for an oil/water interface. A gaseous equation of state 
is assumed to be valid for the heptane/water or nonane/water inter­
face. This equation of state permits computation of the surface 
tension and real component of elasticity as a function of the area 
per molecule at the interface. The imaginary part of the elasticity 
is varied arbitrarily through the k term by calculating E" as k 
times the cyclic frequency. Although limiting values still resuït 
at low and high elasticities, the maximum is almost absent. For 
nonane/water there is no maximum. Also the change from low level 
to high level is considerably smaller than for air/water systems. 
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Figure 4. Theoretically calculated Y2 values as a function of area per molecule 
for an oil/water interface. Again the limiting behavior occurs but 
the maximum does not. Frequency changes shift the curve, but do not 
alter its shape. Figures 3 and 4 suggest that the bulk phase density 
and viscosity properties determine the existence and characteristics 
of maxima in Y1 and Y2 for intermediate elasticities. More complex 
behavior of the surfactant would also lead to changes in the properties 
of the maxima. 
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Figure 5. Block diagram of early experimental arrangement. 
An audio oscillator drives a speaker which pro­
duces the mechanical ripples. The phonograph 
cartridge transduces this mechanical motion to 
an electrical signal which can be displayed. 
By observing the signal as a function of cartidge 
position it is possible to infer the wave length 
and damping coefficient. The frequency of the 
wave may be counted directly. Filtering the 
signal is essential to remove objectionable 
noise frequencies. 
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TROUGH ON THREE DEGREE OF 
FREEDOM 
MICROMANIPULATOR 
Figure 6. Block diagram of final instrument arrangement. 
The lock in amplifier performs many of the 
functions which required several devices in 
the earlier design. Note that the tuned filters 
have been removed to improve low frequency phase 
resolution. The oscillator and preamplifier 
have also been supplanted. 
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Figure 7. Block diagram of lock in amplifier detail. This instrument consists 
of two wideband amplifiers incorporating the sensitivity control 
followed by a tuned amplifier. A feedback network can be used to 
create oscillations in the tuned amplifier. When the input signal 
and reference signal are mixed, sum and difference signals result. 
The difference signal approaches DC and may be smoothed with 
resistance-capacitance filters and displayed. The input signal 
is also tapped for external oscilloscope display to form Lissajous 
patterns. 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF LOCK IN AMPLIFIER 
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PREAMPURER INTERMED 
























Figure 8. Generating probe amplitude as a function of ripple frequency. This 
calibration curve exhibits the calculated probe amplitude, VOONU, 
based on measurements of output voltage on clean heptane/water 
systems and theoretically calculated damping coefficients. 
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Figure 9. Phase correction as a function of ripple frequency. The phase change 
of the generating probe is expressed as the number of waves to be 
subtracted from the nominal number of waves in a Constant k experiment. 
The data were obtained from several Vary Frequency, constant probe 
separation experiments at a heptane/water interface. Absolute probe 
separation ambiguity leads to an arbitrary additive constant. 
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MULTIPLE CONSTANT 
POSITION CALIBRATION 
( VARY U METHOD) 
PHASE ERROR AS A FUNCTION 
OF FREQUENCY FOR WATER/HEPTANE 
NOMINAL PROBE SEPARATION 
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Figure 10. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics 
on distearyldiraethyl ammonium chloride mono­
layers. The dependence of surface tension, 7, 
Yl, and Y2 on surface concentration, r, is shown 
for an air/water system. The maxima in Yl and 
Y2 for intermediate concentration are quite 
pronounced and are well documented. 
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DISTEARYL DIMETHYL AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 
. yj = pwvyk'3 
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Figure 11. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics 
on tetradecanol monolayers. For this air/water 
system the Y1 and Y2 maxima are still present, 
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Figure 12. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics 
on hexadecanol monolayers. The maxima are 
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Figure 13. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on cholesterol monolayers. 
The dependence of Y1 on surface concentration is shown for a Multiple 
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Figure 14. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on cholesterol monolayers. 
The dependence of Y2 on surface concentration is shown for this afir/ 
water system. Note that pronounced maxima result at all frequencies. 
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Figure 15, Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on cholesterol monolayers. 
The dependence of the real component of the complex elastic modulus, 
E', on surface concentration is shown for a Multiple Constant k experi­
ment at an air/water interface. Although the scatter is more severe 
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Figure 16. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on cholesterol monolayers. 
The dependence of the imaginary component of the complex elastic 
modulus, E", on surface concentration is shown for a Multiple Constant 
k experiment at an air/water interface. Again the various frequency 
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Figure 17. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on lecithin monolayers. 
The dependence of Y1 on surface concentration is shown for a Multiple 
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Figure 18. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on lecithin monolayers. 
The dependence of Y2 on surface concentration is shown for this air/ 
water system. Note that pronounced maxima result at all frequencies 
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Figure 19. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on lecithin monolayers. 
The dependence of the real component of the complex elastic modulus, 
E*, on surface concentration is shown for a Multiple Constaii 
experiment at an air/water interface. Although the scatter is more 
severe than for Y1 or Y2, the curves for various frequencies are 
similar. 
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Figure 20. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on lecithin monolayers. 
The dependence of the imaginary component of the complex elastic 
modulus, E", on surface concentration is shown for a Multiple Constant 
k experiment at an air/water interface. Again the various frequency 
curves are similar. 
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Figure 21. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on 1:1 mixture of 
cholesterol and lecithin monolayers. The dependence of Y1 on 
surface concentration is shown for a Multiple Constant k experiment 
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Figure 22. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on equimolar mixture 
of cholesterol and lecithin monolayers. The dependence of Y2 on 
surface concentration (using the average molecular weight) is 
shown for this air/water system. Note that pronounced maxima 
result at all frequencies, and that these maxima are sharper 
than for the pure components. 
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Figure 23. Capillary ripple propagation characteristics on 1:1 mixture of 
cholesterol and lecithin monolayers. The dependence of the real 
component of the complex elastic modulus, E', on surface concentration 
is shown for a Multiple Constant k experiment at an air/water interface. 
Although the scatter is more severe than for Y1 or Y2, the curves for 
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Figure 25. Typical capillary ripple propagation characteristics at heptane/water 
interfaces. The dependence of Y1 on surface concentration for 
octadecyl acetate in a Multiple Constant k experiment is shown. 
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Figure 26. Typical capillary ripple propagation characteristics at heptane/water 
interfaces. The dependence of Y2 on surface concentration for 
octadecyl acetate in a Multiple Constant k experiment is shown. 
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Figure 27, Typical capillary ripple propagation characteristics at heptane/water 
interfaces. The dependence of interfacial tension, 7, on surface 
concentration for ocatedcyl acetate in a Multiple Constant k experiment 
is shown. 
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Figure 28. Typical capillary ripple propagation characteristics at heptane/water 
interfaces. The dependence of real component of the complex elastic 
modulus, E', on surface concentration for octadecyl acetate in a 
Multiple Constant k experiment is shown. 
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Figure 29. Typical capillary ripple propagation characteristics at heptane/water 
interfaces. The dependence of imaginary component of the complex 
elastic modulus, E", on surface concentration for octadecyl acetate 
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Figure 30. Typical capillary ripple propagation characteristics at heptane/water 
interfaces. The dependence of reduced frequency, u/'o , on surface 
concentration for octadecyl acetate in a Multiple Constant k experiment 
is shown. 
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Figure 31. Typical capillary ripple propagation character­
istics at heptane/water interfaces. The 
dependence of Y1 on surface pressure, it, for 
octadecyl acetate in a Multiple Constant k 
experiment is shown. Use of surface pressure 
makes comparison between various surfactants 
simpler. 
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Figure 32. Typical capillary ripple propagation characteristics at heptane/water 
interfaces. The dependence of Y2 on surface pressure, tt, for octa-
decyl acetate in a Multiple Constant k experiment is shown. Use of 
surface pressure makes comparison between various surfactants simpler. 
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Figure 33. Comparison of Y2 as a function of surface 
pressure, ir, for various surfactants. The 
first constant k position data for various 
surfactants at the heptane/water interface 
are superimposed in groups. Overall behavior 
is similar, but the effects of head group 
type can be seen. The uncharged simple 
surfactants do not change from low elastic 
limit to high elastic limit as abruptly as the 
ionic surfactants do. The low pressure transi­
tions of the polymeric surfactants suggest 
stronger interfactions for these molecules than 
for monomeric surfactants. 
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The cited Computer Program listings follow: 
EXPT This is the main program and its subroutines used 
to convert experimental data into capillary 
ripple parameters. Page 196 
NWV This program utilizes much of the logic of EXPT. 
Its purpose is to compute the calibration curves 
allowing for generating probe amplitude and phase 
dependence on frequency. Page 206 
CALB Calibration data may be readily expressed as 
polynomial equations by utilizing this program. 
Least squares fits of the dependent variable 
on powers of the independent variable up to 10 
are achieved by orthogonal polynomial calculations. 
Page 211 
r> - IS  PRORRAN IS  CES ICNEO TO CONVERT DATA OBTAINEO FROM A MUIT IMF  
CONSTANT K  EXPERIMENT INTC MORE USEFUL PARAMETERS*  THE  EXTENOEO 
INTkRPar i  A l  THEORY OF  R ,  S ,  HANSEN AND J ,  A .  MANN IS  USFP TO 
CALCULATE THE REAL AND IMAGINARY CQMBONENTS DP  THE TOMPLFX MASTIC  "OOLLUK.  
SUDROUTINES POLZRO,  FNCALC»  CQEF,  AND CCOEF WERE SUPPL IED RY J .  A .  MANN.  
FULL  «ORTRM IV  (G t  IS  UT IL IZED,  THE GRAPHING OPT IONS UT IL IZE  
S IMPLOTTER»  TH IS  PRCCRAM HAS BEEN RUN ON AN | 9M  (NOER ns  
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ÇXPT 
DECK MAKE UP  
CARC 1  COL l -RO T ITLE  
CAKC 2  COL NAME OF  UPPgR PHASE 
CARD COLt l -qO  NME OF LOW E t  PHASE 
c a r o  3  COL l -MQ NAME OF  SWFACTANT 
CAHO 4  CCL  I - IO  LOWER PHASE DENSITY  (G /ML)  
C  wn  COL 11"20  UPPfR  PHASE OENSITY  
CAPO CCL21 -J0  LOWER PHASE V ISCOSITY  IPn iSFS I  
CARD C0L31 -40  UPPER PHASE V ISCOSITY  I  POIS  ES  I  
CARD COL41 -50  ELAST IC ITY  ( 5 *1  ASSUME")  FOR CA I IRPAT ION 
CARD CCL51 -60  ELAST IC ITY  lEPP»  ASSUMED FOR CAL IRRATIPN 
CARD C n i 6 1 -T0  EST IMATED MAVENUMBER TO STA^T  CA I IA .  CMC.  
CART CaT I -^O  FST I -ATEO OAiP lNG CHf -K ,  T f )  « r««T  C« l | r t  r « tC ,  
CARD 5  cm I - IO  RFFERfNCE OUTPUT MFTFR SCAi r  (MV I  
c a r c  c n l u * ? 0  i n t e r f a c i a l  t e n  s u n  o f  Pl»P  î y s t ç h  tnVNf / rK»  
C A R O  CnLCI -JO  RtP fRtNCe  INP ' IT  VC lTAf l f  (YO i rS  I  
c a r o  h  c n  1 - 1 0  u f s i ^ t a n c e  a t  t h e  g e n e r a  m a  
CAkn  cnLU-?o  r e s i s t a n c e  a t  t h e  l ewr *  
CA9C&A Cf 'L  ? -®0  NAM E l  1ST  I ' JOUT  DATA PO"  eOLVNO^IA l  P  Vâ l  I 'AT  |  Pfc  
rn  IN  SUPROUTINFS  AMPLTO Asn  PMSrO» ,  TW6 repQI fNCY 
6 x  RANGES ARE IN  H fn ,  THE INTERCEPT IN  A ANC THF  
. rnEFF IC IENTÇ ARF IN I .  NAMfL lST  NA*1  «AV HE  IN  »HF  
FCLLCWihG rCRX— 
( n a m !  HZO& m p *  u c  NUMRPRSI  .  a a p p . I IO*  ,  
RAMP»!  10»  lD I»H2QPHS* ( in )  «APHS«(  101  »RPHS«(  1  0 .101  CE NO 
CAkn  7  COL 5 -  n u m h f p  OP m ^ s t a n t  k  p o s !  i p n t  
CAKH q  cn i  -  CCNTSr i  CAf lD  
CARD cm 5 -  INDFPENOFNT VARIABLE TYPE 
CAhO cm -  I  •  CrNSTA^ lT  *^FA  F«PE-< tMCNT,  THF  VP lU^c  
CAwn COL -  CF  SOIN  AnJEC IS  RFAO IN  ( «« I fan  I  I  
LAWn cm -  ?  •  LANGMIJ IB  fBCUCH EXPERIMFNT.  THE I  FKC.TW 
CAkr  rm  -  fo#  F i t *  IS  HEAD IN .  i r .M i  
CAW1 cm -  ^  "  ^PLURl  E  SJRFACTANT FXPT .  THF  vmUMF 'mN 
CAM cm -  ADHEO ISWCAO |N  I  w |cwn  I  TPR^ I  
tAwn  C ' t lO -  SUB FACE TENSI ÎN  TYPf  
CAk l  r .n  -  I  •  I  IEOPMILL IC  WILHELMY P I  ATE ,  FAL /NCF  
CAun  cm -  APAOIN^  IS  USED 
c a b i î  cm -  2  •  l a k c « « i i 8  t r f j u o h  -  n i v i s u n s  o p  n i s p u  
c a k i )  c ' l l  .  a r e  r p a n  i n  
c » ' < i :  cm 1 5 -  p i i n c u n r .  i n s t ^ i / t . t i h n s  
c a 4 n  c h l  -  I p j n c h  niirp»ir r e s u l t s  i n  s a m f  npns# i n  
c a m * )  cm -  ?  PUNCH nUtP IT  PF^ULTS IN  PATCHES WITH  
c a r d  COL -  VALUES I F  K THE SA^F  
c a r d  c c l  -  i  PUNCH ROTH WAYS 
CAU1  cm -  4  PUNCH INPUT  VALUES WITH  K  CONSTANT 
CARD COL -  5  P iJKCH INPUT  AND I  
c a r d  c o l  -  6  p u n c h  i n p u t  k  2  
LAMO CU  -  7  PUNCH INPUT  C  3  
CAWS Cn iZO-  ALTERNATIVE  WRIT ING INSTRUCTION*  
LAW% cm -  ?  WRITE  OUTPUT WITH  VALUES OF  K  CONSTANT 
CAKC COL -  AS WELL  AS  IN  TARLFS OF  INDE P .  VA» .  CP^^ ,  
f .AMn rm?5-  GRAPHING OPT  HNS 
CAk ' l  COL  -  1  G«APH Y l  AND Y?  AS  FUSCTICKS OF  INDEP.  VAB.  
c a r d  CfU  -  7  GRAPH Y l .  Y? ,  SFTN.  
c a r d  c c l  -  ^  g r a p h  v i .  y » ,  s f t n ,  f l a s r l ,  e l a ^ - g  
c a k d  r m  -  4  g r a p h  y | ,  y ? ,  p t n ,  f i a s « l ,  e l a s ^ ' g ,  p f l f c  
CARD CCI  -  4  GRAPH V I  t  Y2  AS FXNS OF  INTF# .  T rNS .  
c a r !  cm -  f 0 »  c o n s t a n t  a r e a  e x p e r i m e n t  w i t h  a t d i t c n s  t f  
c a r d  c m  -  s u r f a c t a n t  
C A k D  S CCL  I - IO  kT .  OF  S ' lRFACTAKT IK  MG 
CARl  COL 11 -20  MOL.  WT.  IN  1  
CARD cm?l -10  VOLUME SURFACTANT D ISSOLVED IN  I I I  
CARO CU l l l - 40  TOTAL AVAILABLE AREA (CM SO.»  
CAKD COL -  FOR LANGSUIR  TROUGH F  PER.  WITH  CEC.REASING 
CARD COL -  AVAILABLE LENGTH (CM|  
CARD COL 1 *10  NT .  OF  SUPFACATANT IN  
CARD COL 11 -20  MOL.  WT.  IN  3  
CARD C0121 - )0  VOLUME SURFACTANT O ISSOLVFO IN  (L I  
CARD C0L Î1 -4C  VOL.  SURF.  ADDED IN  P ICRCLITER* .  
CARD CPL^ l -^O  WIDTH OF  TROUGH IN  CM 
CARD COL •  FCR SOLUBLE SURFACTANT WITH  ADDIT IONS OF  
CARD COL -  SURFACTANT 
CARD COL 1 -10  WT.  SURF.  IN  NG 
CARO COL l l - 'O  MOLECULAR WT.  IN  G 
c a r o  c m  ?1 .30  VOLUMF SURFACTANT IS  D ISSOLVED IN  IL t  
c a r d  CCL) l -40  TOTAL BULK PHASE VOLUME (L I  
LARCH COL SURFACE TFNSION TYPE CONTROL CARO 
L A P ! )  C M  -  FCR fLFPPMILL IC  WILH lMY PLATE 
LAko  r ru  1 -10  a c c e l f p a t i i i n  or  g r a v i t y  ( h g i  












00? 3 Cv24 00?5 0024 0027 
0 0 2 d  




0 0  M  0050 
•>0 40 
197 
CARO COL U-?C WT. OF HICA PLATE ("Gl CARO COL21-30 WT, OF IMMERSION WEIGHT ( *01 CARO CCL31-40 DENSITY OF WEIGHT CARO COL 41-50 DENSITY ]F PLATE CAHC Cni51-60 PERIMETER PLATE (CM| CARO COLftl-70 FRACTION OF PLATE INERSEO CARO CnL71-80 ASSUMED INTERFACIAL TENSION CARO COL - FCR LANGMUIR TRPUOH CARO COL 1-10 SENSITIVITY OF fETHCO IN OYNFS/CH PFB CAHC COL - 01VI SON, DIVISONS hlLL RE PPAO | N CARO CCLU-20 PURE SYSTEM SURFACE TENSION 
DATA FRO* 11 TO N-3 CAROll COL 1-10 INDEPENDENT VAWIAHIE CARO C0Lll-?0 FREQUENCY (Wf 1 N-3 C0L21-30 INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS* CARD CCL31-40 OUTPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS» CARO C0L41-S0 OUTPUT METER SCALE CV) CARO CCL51-60 SURFACE TENSny VARUfïLE CARO N-2 CCLll-20 BLANK (NOTE THAT OAT A MiJST RE MOCK F 0 IN CARO COL - GROUPS EQUAL TO MAX. NO. TF K PrSITirss 
CARD N-1 CCL l-?0 IF CRAOHS ARE DESIRED, A GRAPH L AHFL MUST RE CARO COL - SUPPLIFO 
CARn n  CCL I- 5 CONTINUATION CAPO-PPS IT IV E NO, Will CAll«F CAkO COL - r e c v c i i n ;  t o  f i p s t  b f a o  s t a t e m e n t  
IMPLICI T (A.M. 0-21 
«EAl»4 RESCN. PPSFN, PBftSP » TlSTf.s. niSTFN , rnoti 
REAl$n KAPPA, 54U. MUP, KV, WTZ^T CnS0LE**l6 Cl» RIIO)» CH. CKC» E. F 
DIMFMSION KdOI.YMO». T I  TLC (  10 J.  4NHUP (  » i \NMl.o(SJ, f tN«$»rno),  
I  UANOtSOaOU WAVELtlOl» V AR INCMO, 101, ANnuVIIOI,  
: v7p;iso,u), vTCUTiîo.U). vPBFi;{«;o.ioi. vAcsftno, ir.j, 
1 SCAIF (50, lOh SFTNl^O, 101. X VAL (  «C .1 01 .  0 «C 111 50 ,  1 f  I  .  
4 FLASKL UO.IOI •  r tAS»'Cl '5) ,  10) » Y1 MO^IQ I  ,  Y?«' ,0,101, 
VOUNiM 90, 101 • h vnOFACIlOl, WVNMBUO I, 4N0WVI lOh HFlFQ |<n, mt COMHflN CI .X»Y,H,tP,LKi XVALiYl. Y? , SFTS, FIAS 01, Fl A'iMr,, •'fl ro CCMSON /cns]/ H;nAMpi low AANPIIOJ, n4Mpiio,io» / crn? / 
1 • l inPMSIl t ) ! ,  APHS<lf l l ,  WOKS (10,  101 
e o u i  v a l p n c f  (  x i  ) !  . A l P H A t  *  (  k (  ; i  ,  k  a p p  a |  ,  (  x  1 )  i ,  v  t  s h f  v  i  .  ( x  ( 4  i .  v  ! < ;  i  ( t  ) .  
1  IK  (« i  1 ,8  HpHEV) ,  IK (M,R- in i l  n  , (  X I  71  . 1  * (  q»  .P -P r .A i  .  
2 (X(9) ,EPI , (X ( !3 I  , fPP) 
NA46I.  IS* /NAMl/  M/OAMJ>, AAMi>, MMIHHS, Af»,S ,  "PHS LR • \ Ik • ^ 
H • R 
N » n 
c i  i  ( 0 . 0 ,  1 . 0 *  
c 
r  ICENT i f  ICAr KIN AND p u i k  s y s t f 4  p a r a m e t r a s  ARE i m t e o  
101 REAC (1,1) r iT i r ,  AKMP, ANHlfP, ANHSRF 
1 FORMAT (  l o a r i  WR ITE (3,21 TITLE, ANMLR , ANSUP, ANMSRF 
2  f h k w a t c  r  , t ) l  a n a i y s  i s  C f  e x p e r i m e n t a l  d a t a  f o h  CAPJlLABY 
1 •RtPPLE ExPf RIMENT5W/*0* ,l'>4R/*0* ,*E*PfRI«»fKTS PfPFOB-fr», 
2  •  a t  t h e  • ,  s a « ,  v s  s a r ,  « i n t e r f a c e . ' / ' o ' t h e  s y ^ t c m  i < k n f 9 * ,  A •  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  i s  ',10A8/ i  
MEAD I  I ,  ) |  RHit- iCV, Pwni l  T,  VI WE V, VlUIT, fO. PPO, WAMT,' : " r rn,  
I  SCALEtt ,  SFINH, EINO 
1 FdhWAT ( f f lO.C) 
MR ITF (  3,4JPMIIHFV, HMOLIT, V|SHFV, VI Si  I  T ,E P , r  PP. WANfT, P-r f r" ,  I scALtn, SFrsn , Em 
4 FLVAT ( •  C* ,T SI  , •  SYSTE" PAP A-ET F^S • / / •  ' ,T?|  , ' inwFO DH^SI r tNS|Tv» 1 ,F 4.4, ' G/wi ',TM,*UP = ER p h\SE OFNSI TY' ,F«.4 ,' r./-L'/« 
2  T)), «V ISCnSITY', • oniSFS STY), «VI scnsi TY»,F c, «,,» t>r.», ) M SES'//• 0» ,T4l ,M M TI AL VALUES ASSU-EC IN CALCUl AT ION •// 
4 •  STPl. 'BtAL ELASnCITY (EPP,FIO.S, TAl, ' IMAGINARY FIA'  ,  
5 'STICITY (FPPr,F10.S,/ i  sr  21, •WAVFN'MHFO •  QK" | l " ,  
6 'BI ICAI L" '  ,  TM,«OA^P|SC CHEFFICI FNT« ,  F|O.S, '  C", / ,  • ,  
?  t 2 1 , ' r e f f ' f n c e  m f t e b  s t a l e s  f  « , ? , •  m v .  • ,  t m  , m  n t f » ' ,  
h  « l - a c i m  t  r w  i p n *  , f r . 4 ,  •  o y n e s / c m  v  '  s t ? » ,  
o »«EFFRENCfc INPUT VTC. ' , F 7. ) , • VT,'» 
REA[(LR ,11 RfSGN, RESFN 
RE AO (  LR ,  hht>\ )  
R F A t )  ( i » ,  m  n i 1 k  
1 FI:P-AT ( ISI  
KKAH ( IP ,  101 I IKCVR, ISFTN, IPCH, IMRT, IGPH 
10 FIIRHAT (  16( 4K, I  n I  
t h e  FIRST CALL t c  IKOVAR a n c  SU^FTN CAUSES RFAniNG OF p a p a m f t f p s  
that ABFPHTINENT to the TYPE of EXPFRIM6NT a KO IKTEBFACIAL TENSIfK Mp/SUREHENT 
CALL INOVAR (tINOVR, VLD, RFSO, It CALL StIPFTN (ISFTN. ROCO, CAMiAO, i i  CALL OISTNC (RESGk, CISTCN, CHRR. INTERVl CALL CISTNC (RESEN, OISTFN* CORR , INTERVI PRRSP • A(% (CISTFN - OISTCNI PRQSPO • PRRSP f 
r THE K ARB AY 15 ICACFC WITH THE INT ITAL CUFSSFS C X( II • OMCOn X(2 ) « HASmi M 71 i SF TNU CKU • ncMPi X (wANno, oMcooj WRIT E (LW, 5 I PBftSPn, BF.SCN, RES FN, HISTON, 3ISTFN S FORMAT I • 0', TSl ,• PROBE POSITION OATAV I «OS'THE CALCUlATEn PRORE SEPARATION IS',FR.5,» CM. BASFD ?0N *, 'RFSGN,' ,FR.5,' RES FN* • FR .5, ' CISfCN" S FB.5, • PI STFN. 3', FP.5/'0ST41,«CALCULATION OF ZERC ELASTICITY PARAMFTEP5V 4 'O'.'POS. NU. ',?X,'FREQUENCY»,SX.'OMP. COFF , • .6 X, • hA VE N0,*,6X, 
198 
0 0 4 1  
0 0 4 2  
0 0 4 3  
0 0 4 4  
0 0 4 9  
0 0 4 6  
0C4f  
0 0 4 8  
0 0 4 9  QÛ9Q 0091 0092 
0 0 9 )  
0 0 9 4  
nob9 
CQ96 
0 0 9 ?  
0 0 9  n  
0 0 9 9  
COfrC OOM 
5 * H 4 V a E N C T h*»6*» »N0, W A V E S S  3X» • P H S,C0H.H4N0»i2K.*6N, PP, # , 
6  S C L < F C T P # *  I  
o n  1 2  J * 1 ( N 0 K  
U  R U O  V A B j N O t l . J » .  V F M O t U J h  V T M U U h  V r O U T U . J l  ,  I SCALE 111 J; » VAffS^lliJI U FORMAT («P10.0I 00 699 4*\t HOK 
X ( a )  a  6 , 2 I I 1 6  0 0  «  V F M Q  U  » J I  
F O R  " H E  P O I N T  k H f  T H C S E  
G A L L  P O L  N O  ( C K O ,  C K |  I S T O P »  i ,  N ,  F J  
t i V N M H t U I  •  C K  
o m c o (  i t j i  •  - C t  #  c k  
X U )  >  D M C O l  I W  )  
X ( 2 )  "  h V K N B t J l  
A N U W V W I  •  F R H S F O  •  W V N N B U I  /  6 « 2 6 9 1 f l O O  
C K C  •  C K  
C A L L  A S P L T O  i V F i f O l l i J I .  V O n N I M  l » J  U  O U M |  
VOOFACIJI "VTCUTIlUI*SGAlEUW(/&GAlE0#EIXn/VT1NU,j1* \ nSXPlCMGUdWl * PRRSPOl / VOOSUUiJJ KAVFLIJ) " 6,2911000/WVNNMU I 
i s  â l l n | I « l « * ,  s i n c f  t k  i b s o w t i  m o m  s  ( *  w i t  i i s  h » <  «  » 4 | «  
SEP»ii»rinN TO oerMMiKi the nuhbcii i» kivis. 
67! FORKIT 116, PIJ,2. fPM.m 
•• WIT: UMi »on 
• 0 1  F U « » * T  I  ' 0 '  , T H , ' I N I ) : MNO : N T  V H I I F K  e» T l ' I  
I H 6  S F C P N O  f i l l .  T t  I M ) » » »  I N K  ^ H I F T I  I S  I I S E l  T "  I  1 S T  T H (  
A î S U H F n  V A L U E *  
006? 
0061 
0 0 6 4  1069 
0066 0n67 
006R 0064 
C 0 7 0  
0 0 7 1  
C C 7 2  
n o ? )  
0 0 7 4  
0 0 1 9  0o?6 
0 0 7 7  
C C T «  
0 0 7 9  
O O R O  lOtl 
00P2 00fl3 00fl4 CnP5 )n(i6 
C A L L  U O V A R  U t N O V R .  V A I I t N n <  1  * l  I  *  X V A L l l t l l t  7 1  
I 4 R I T E  l l H i  4 0 2 1  
4 0 2  F U R W A T  ( /  * 0 *  « Î 9 t » *  I K T E R F A C U L  T E N S t R N  R A T A  M  
C A L L  S U R F T N  I M F  I N #  V A R 9 F I I  * 1 1  ( S F T N U  i l )  t  7 i  
T H t  n o i N  C F  T M E  d a t a  A R E  R E A C  I N  A N O  L  M T F R .  
WRIT! IL#,)M 
) 2  F O R M A T  < M *  • T 9 1 i '  t K F U T  O A T A V O * # '  1 0  , K  S 9 X « M N n E F .  V A R . S ^ X ,  
I  •F« P 0 « J f N C Y'»9X»» I N » U T  V O L  T ,  •  t4 * <  •  P I ^ T  # U T  V H I T , » , * * ,  ? **«PFR S C A L E S  4X$ « S F T N .  V W ,  V / t  
o n  1 3  I  •  ? (  9 0  
m 13 J "I, NUK REAC tLRaU VAttlNCUtJti VFREOtliiW VtmUtJIt VTnuTlttJ)» 1 SCALFUfJIi VAR^F(IiJ) 
I K J . E O . i . A N O . V T M l  Î , j l . L E . O . O I  3 1  T O  9 C C  00 TC n 
9 0 0  N O I N O  •  i  -  1  
C O  r n  9 0 1  
n  C O N T I N U E  
9 0 1  n n  1 4  ! •  1 »  N U I N D  
C O  1 4  J  •  I t  N I K  
14  W R I T E  (Lk ,  I R i  U J*  V A R l N C n , j W V F R E Q M $ j%,VT  1 , jUVTm*T( | , j% ,  
1  S C A L F U iJ I I V A R ^ M IJ I  
1 9  F O F W A T  M  • <  i 1 | (  • M 2 ( F l l , 9 i  9 F 1 9 . 9 #  HRITE (LW, 161 
1 6  F U K M A T  ( M S T b t i  » T A R L F  O F  R E  S U L T S W O ' » •  M  , K  '  , l X , U K n F F $  V A R . S  
1  2 K . * t U - P .  C 0 E F . i , 2 X , ' W A V F  N n . S 4 X ,  * R P L ,  F O .  • #  2 X ,  •  | » I T | » F ,  T E N S ,  '  
2  »  U »  ' O E N .  A M P l , '  $ 4 X , ' Y U  $ 1 1 X , I Y 2 '  , 4 X * ' R E A L  E L Î . S  
9  ? X ,  •  f H A O .  E L A S ,  V / l  
T H I S  I S  T H E  M A I N  L C n p  F O R  C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  P A R A « F T E M .  T H F  R E S U L T S  
H A V  R E  L I S T E D  I N  V A R I O U S  F O R M S  O E P E N D I N O  O N  O P T I O N S  S P E f  I ' I F O .  
D I S P L A Y  P A R A M E T E R S  A R E  C A L C U L A T  I 0  H E R E  
I N O V A H  c n f < V E R T S  T m F  P A R T I C U L A R  F X P E R I M F N T A L  N U M R E R  T O  A  f  n N C E W T R A T  I O N  
O F  T H E  D E S I R E O  T Y P E  
S U R F  I k  C C N V E A T S  T H E  P A R T I C U L A R  E X P E R I M E N T A L  N H  " R R  T O  A N  
I N T E R F A C I A L  T F N S t O N  
O N C C E F  C O D E I N E S  «  C A L L  T O  A M P L T O  W I T H  O R S E R V E O  S I G N A L S  A N H  C A L C U L A  T E n  
P A R A M E T E R S  T O  A  O A M P t K C  C O E F F I C I E N T .  
A M P L r n  R B .  A T E S  T H F  H E N E R A T I N C  P R O B E  O l S P L A C E M E S T  T C  T H E  f P F O U f N C V  
P H 5 C 0 B  W A K E S  A  S L I G H T  f O R R E C T I C N  T O  T H E  N U M B »  I F  W A V E S  A  F U N T i n N  
O F  F R f f l U C N C Y  
E L A S C K  C A L C U L A T E S  T H E  E L A S T I C I T I E S  U S I N G  F K P F R l M E N T A L  D A H P I N P ,  
C O E F F I C I E N T S .  P H A S E  C P P R E C T E ' )  W A V E N U M R E R S ,  A N O  P O W R O  A N D  
A S S O C t A T E O  R O U T I N E S ,  
0 0  1 7  I  •  1  ,  K C Î K D  
nn 17 J > If NCK 
I F  (VTh l l t J )  . I E .  0 .0 )  G O  n  111  
C & L 1  I K O V A R  IMKOVRi V  A R I N C  t l  >  J  ) ( X i / A t  t  I »  J  M  )  







5 •W4VfLENGTHS6*» "«0. WAVeS' i  3Xt «PMS.COR.WANOSZX, 'RN. PP. •  ,  
6 «SCUFCTR.M 
00 12 J"  I ,NOR 
12 READ ( IRt in VARINOILtJK VFRFOd.J», VT|N(1,JI ,  VTOUTiUJI *  
I  SCALMl »J) » VARSFd >Jt  
II FORMAT (4FIO9OI 
DC 669 J ' l ,  NOK 
X(6I  •  6.2M18 no •  VFREQ ( t  iJ t  
POLZRC IS USED TO CALCULATE THE lERH ÊLASTICITY OAHP [NO COEFFICirNT 
AND H&VENUNSER BASEO ON THE FREQUENCY OF THE FIRST POINT 
^T EACH CONSTANT X POSITION, OATi FIS THIS POINT ARE MPTE 
FOR THE PURE SYSTEM 
0046 CALL POL fRO UKO. CK, ISTOP» "4,  N» F) 
CC4r kVNWWU) •  CK 
0040 OSCO< l iJ)  •  -CI •  CK 3040 xm ' Df'coiuj I 
0050 X12) •  kVkWQI 
oon UNUWVUI > PHHSPQ *  WVNM8UI /  6t2«MR00 
005? CKC •  CK 
THE CALCULATE?) OAHPIW, IS USEO TO CALCULATE A FACTCR 
f ly WHICH Al l  THE AN PL TO 9ESUI TS A* E SUlTniFl ,  THIS MLOW; 
VERTICAL SLIDING OF THE AMPITC CURVE RUT NO FREOUENCY SHIFTS. 
005) CALL AHPLTO (VFR(0( l iJ I .  VOnNUdiJ)* OU* I  
0054 VnCFACt J» sVTCUTtI  .JJ «SCALE I I  ,41/SCAUC*EIN'VVT INt l ,  J »• 
I  nEXPl C^CUC l»JI  •  PRUSPOJ /  VOONUll  .J» 
oobs ;a v f l i j )  a  6,:miaco/uvNHRtJ ï  
0056 
0357 























THE FIRST PHSCIIR CALL ESTABLISHES T4lf  HFFFHENCt VALUS, THF 
CORRECTION TO THE NUMBER OF WAVES IS BASED ON THE DIFFFPTNfr CiCtWïEN SUnSfQUENT CALL RESULTS :N0 THE BrrrapNCF VfilUr. T) r. r. 
ESSENTIAL SINCE THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE VERTICAL PHSCOP <rAic 
IS ARRITRABY, SINCE Tkg A AS GLUT E PROBE SEPARAT MN WAS A FAIR 
UNCERTAINTY» THE ACTUAL kUWBF# OF WAVES IS UNCERTAIN TO ABOUT HAIF 
A WAVE, d i f ferences are MUCH AFTTEt KNOWN. NO TF THAT TMF CAiniLATEO 
PURE SYSTfP WAVENUMPCPS IRE COMBINED WITH TMF MEASl l«EO PHOPf 
SEPARATION TO OETFRWINP THE NUMRFB OF kAVES. 
CALL PHSCCB (VFRfCII  «Jl fPPPSFD* BSOriV (  J > *  U ANH (  1.  J ) .  1,  J I  
ANÙWVUI •  WANlKltJI  •  PRPSPO/ 6.2^1^00 
672 FORMAT 116, F15.2,  6F15,B I  
6M1 WW I  TE Uwi 6721 J* VFREOUfJ),  OwCOU.Jt.  UVNMntJ).  wAvHIJI .  
I  ANOWVlJt*  HANOUtJI i  VOnrAClJI  
hRITE ILWi 401 I  
401 FORMAT I  «O» iTSltMNOFPENOENT VARIAPLE CATAM 
THE SFCTNO CALL TC IKOVAR ANT S' IRFTN IS USEO T'^ LIST TMf 
PAR4MCTFBS FOR THIS ROUTINF. NOTF THAT THE SURFACE TFNSIHK R^'TINF 
CALCULATES A BA<A«ETER RASED ON THE OBSERVED F|R<T VALUE ANO THF 
ASSUMFO VALUE. 
CALL INOVAR I I INDVP, VARtND(t«n, XVALU»!)*  ?t  
WRITE ILW, 4021 
402 FUWMAT </ *0* .T5U* IKTERFAflAL TENSinN CATAM 
CALL SURFTN ( ISFTN,  VAR SFU iH  »bF  TN(  I  1  H  ,  ? l  
THE B' IL* CF THE DATA APE REAC I \  A NO L lSlFT, 
WRITE UW07) 
?2 FJK-AT IM* iT5l .» IKPUT DATAW'O* ,M0 .K ' .SX.MNDEP. VAP.*.  •>*.  
1 * fRF0UENCY*i5*»MNPUT VOL T,  •  , 4  X, •PUTPUT VPLT.*,** ,  
2 'METER SCALE*, 4« ,  «SFTN. VA^.V/I  
O' l  13 I  « 7,  50 
DO 13 J •  I .  Nl)K 
READ ILR. l l  I  VAP|hCII ,JI*  VFREQ(i ,J>« VTINd.JI ,  VTOl lTl l . j l ,  
1 SCALFI I  ,J» I  VARSF I I  ,  j |  
IFU .EO.l .ANO.VTINI I ,  JI .LE.O.OI TtO TO 5CQ 
CO TC 13 
500 NOINO >1 -  1 
CO Tn 501 
13 CONTINUE 
501 00 14 I> I ,  NUIW 
CO 14 J •  1,  N(% 
14 WRITE I  Lk, l * l |  I ,  J.  V«R!Nr(I ,J)«VFRFQ(|,J) ,vr  INI l ,J I ,vrni lT( | ,JI ,  
I  SCALF* | ,J I ,  VARSFII  , j )  
15 FORMAT C« * ,  t3»> 12,F13.5,  5F15.5» 
HRITE (LW, 161 
16 FUW^AT (  *1 * ,  T^l ,  «TABLF OF RE 5UL T S*0* .*  |n .  K ••K.M^'^FP. V i " , * ,  
1 2X.«U«P. C0EF. ' ,2X,«WAVF N0. ' ,4X, 'RFL. FO. ?X, MNTfPF, Tr^ 'S.  •  
2  ,  IK .  «CEN.  AMPL,  •  . 4X , *Y I *  , 1 )<  . 'Y? '  R fA l  ELS . * ,  
3 7X ,  '  IHAG. EIA<. V/ l  
THIS IS THE MAIN LCnP FCR CALCULATION OF PARA«FTEBS. THf PFSltLTS 
MAY RE LISTED IN VARIOUS FORMS DEPENDING ON OPTION? SPFf lFIFO. 
DISPLAY PARAMETERS APE CALCULATED HERE 
INOVAR CONVERTS THE PARTICUIAR FXPERIMFNTAL NUMRER TO A rONCENT BAT ION 
OF THE 0C5IREC TYPE 
SURF TK CCNVERTS THE PARTIQIIAR EXPERIMENTAL NUMBER TO AN 
INTERFACIAL TENSION 
OMCCEF COMBINES A CALL TO AHPLTO WITH OBSERVED SIGNALS AND CALCULATED 
PARAMETERS TO A OAMPIKO CCEFFICIFNT. AM PL I  n RELATES THF GENERATING PROBE DISPLACEMENT Tf THF FPFQUENCY 
PHSCOR WAKES A SLIGHT fTRRECriCN TO THE NUMBER IF WAVES A< A FLNT|nN 
OF FREQUENCY 
ELASCX CALCULATES THE ELASTIC! TIES USING EXPERIMENTAL DAMPING 
COEFFICIENTS, PHASE fPRRECTEO WAVENUMAERS, AND POl 7R0 AND 
ASSOCIATED ROUTINES. 
00H2 00 17 I  * 1,  NCINC 
00H3 Oi l  17 J •  1,  NCK 
00H4 IF (VTINII .JI  .LE. 0.01 GO TO 111 
CCPS CALL INDVAR 111 NOVR, V AR tNC( (» J I  ,XV AL (  I ,  J ) ,  M 
jnR6 CALL SURFTN ( ISFTN,VARSF(I  * *  SFTN(I»JI ,M 
200 
0P87 CALL OMCOEF (  VTI N (  t  ,  J) ,  VTOUTt I  ,  JI ,  VFREOt t  ,  Jl  ,  SCALE (  I  ,  JI ,  
1 SCALED ,DMCO( I tJ  I tPRBSPOtElNOtVOnNUt r ,J 1) VOOFACUM 
008R CALL PHSCOR (VFREQdtJI ,  PR8SP0. BNOWV (  J» «WANQ (  I t  J I ,  0,  J I  
0009 CALL EL A sex (MCOII tJ) ,  HANOtl .JI ,  SFTNd.Jl ,  VFRECd.JI ,  
1 ELASRLd,JI ,ELASMG( I ,J) t  
0010 YUI.J)  » t  RHUME V » WHOLl T l  *3 9.  4783500 *  VFREO d,  J ) **2 /  
I  (SFTNd.JI  *  WANO (  I ,  J I  **31 
C091 Y2d,JI  « OMCCdtJI  /  WANOd.JI  
0092 RELFO d.J)  .  VFREQd.JI /VFRECJd iJ I  
00 93 WRITE(LW,l8n. J.  XV AL d ,  J I ,  OMCO (  I .  J » tWANOt I ,  J I ,  RELFOd ,J)  ,  
1 SFTNd ,JI  ,  VQQNUt I  ,J I  ,  
2 Yld.JI  ,Y2( I ,J KELASRLd ,JI  lELASMGd ,Jt  
0094 18 FORMAT (< ' ,  13, '  12, FIO.5,  9F12.5) 
0095 IFdPCH.EQ.UOR.IPCH,E0.3,aR. lPCU,EQ.5.CP.IPCn.EO,T)Ga TO 19 
0096 GO Tn 17 
0097 19 WHITE(2 ,20I*VAL( l ,JI ,DfCC( I ,  J),SFTN( I ,  J l ,VOnNU( t ,  J I ,  
1 YKl ,  Jl  ,Y2d ,J)  ,ELASRL(I  .  J) ,ELASHG( I ,  Jl  
0098 20 FORMAT (8F10.5I  
C099 GO TO 17 
0100 111 WRITE (LW, 112) I ,  J 
0101 112 FCRfAT ( •  13, 121 
0102 17 CONTINUE 
0103 IF (  IWRT.EQ.2I GO TO 41 
0104 IF (  I  PCH.GT .2 .ANO. IPCMZ E.7 I  GO T1 41 
0105 GO TO 222 
0106 41 m 22 J « 1,  NOK 
01 07 WRITE ILW, 127 I  J,  WANOd, J l ,  WAVELt J  I ,  VFREQI l ,J t  
0108 127 FORMAT ( • ! • ,  T41,«TABLE CF RESULTS FOR' ,  13, '  POSITION'/  
1 «O», Ti l , 'CALCULATED WAVENUHBER» ' ,  F9. 5,  '  RECIP. CM. WAVE' ,  
2 'LENGTH»',  F7.5,  '  CM. INITIAL FREQUENCY = ' ,  FP.2,  '  HZ. '  
3 /  'O' . ' ID .K '  ,1X , '  INOEP. VAP. ' ,  
4 2X, 'OMP, C0EF. ' ,2X, 'WAVE NO. ' ,  4X, 'REL. FQ.X. ' INTERF. TENS. '  
5 ,  IX, 'GEN. AHPL. ' ,4X, 'Yl ' ,  IDX, 'Y2' ,6X, 'REAL ELS. ' ,  
6 2X, MMAG. ELAS. ' / / I  
0109 00 22 I  = 1,  NCINC 
one IF (  VTI Ni l  ,JI  .LE. O.Ol GO TO 113 
0111 WRITE ILW, IRI I ,  J,  XVALII  ,J l  ,OMCOd ,J)  ,  WANOd,Jl ,  RELFQd.JI ,  
2 SFTN(I ,JI ,  VOONUI I ,J  I ,  
1 Yld ,JI  ,Y2 d,JI  ,ELASRLd, J l  ,ELASMGI I ,  J l  
0112 IF dPCH.GT.4, AN0.IPCH.LE.7I  GO TO 25 
0113 GO TO 22 
0114 25 WRITE 12,261 VARINDI I ,  Jl  ,  VTI NI  ,  Jl ,  VTCUT ( I ,  J I  ,S CAL E (  I ,  J 1,  
1  VARSFI I ,  J I  
0115 26 FORMAT I  6F10.5 I  
0116 GO TO 2? 
0117 113 WRITE ILW, 1121 I ,  J 
OUR 22 CONTINUE 
0119 222 CONTINUE 
C 
C THE SIIBRCUTINE DATA ARE LISTED, GRAPHS ARE CALLED FOR, AND 
C RECYCLING PARAMETER IS EXAMINED. 
C 
WRITE ILW, 3871 
387 FORMAT I ' l ' ,  Ti l ,  'THE DATA USED FOR EVALUATING THE POLYNOMIALS',  
I  '  IN SUBROUTINES AMPLTD AND PHSCCR FOLLOW-- ' / /  I  
WRITE ILW, NAMI 
117 CALL GRPHRT I IGPH, NCINO, NOK I  
118 READ ILK, 1011 NEXT 
101 FORMAT I  15 I  
IF INEXTI 102, 102, 100 













































SUBROUTINE DISTNC (RESIS, DIST, CORRECi INTERVI DIS 











CM WHEN GIVEN THE RESISTANCE READINGS IN K0W4S. A LINEAR 
EQUATION IS SUPPLE ME NTED BY VARIOUS CORRECTICNS DEPENDING CN 
THE VALUE OF THE RESISTANCE. 
VARIABLES. 
RFSIS -  OBSERVED RESISTANCE (KOHM) 
DIST -  CALCULATED DISTANCE tCMI 
CORREC -  CORRECTION TERM TO LINEAR FIT 
INTERV -  INTERVAL IN WHICH CORRECTION IS FCUND IRFS. UNITS! 
C 10 - .125 LT .40 
c  11 - .40 LT 1.60 
c  12 1.  60 LT 2.  75 
c  13 2.75 LT 3.60 
c  14 3.  60 LT 4.20 
c  15 4.  20 LT 5.00 
c  16 5.00 LT 5.25 
c  17 5.25 LT 6.50 
c  18 6.50 LT 6.95 
c  19 6.95 LT 7.65 
c  20 7.  65 LT 8.05 

























01 S 15 








n i  S 25 
THE REGRESSION EO. WAS BASED ON CALIBRATION CF THE ORIGINAL DIS 26 
MICROMANIPULATOR BY J.  LUCASSEN. THE CORRECTIONS ARE BASFO ONDIS 27 
VARIOUS FITTINGS OF THE DEVIATIONS FROM THE LINEAR REGRESSION DIS 28 
OF THE ORIGINAL CALIB. DATA. CIS 29 
A RANGE CHECK IS MADE AND THEN THE APPROPRIATE BRANCHING DONE DIS 30 
R = RESIS DIS 30! 
CORR = CORREC DIS 332 
IF (R -  .12511,2,2 DIS 31 
WRITE (3,31 DIS 32 
FORMAT (  '  IDIST TERM WITH RESISTANCE LESS THAN .125'  I  DIS 33 
RETURN n iS 34 
IF (R- 9.0015,4,4 DIS 35 
WRITE (3,361 DIS 36 
FORMAT I ' lDIST TERM WITH RESISTANCE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO o.OMOIS 37 
RETURN CIS 38 
IF (  R -  .40)6,7,7 niS 39 
CORR = - l .OE-03 •  3.636E-03 •  (RESIS -  .1251 DIS 40 
INTERV = 10 DIS 41 
GO TO 100 DIS 42 
IF ( R -  1.600001 8,9,9 OIS 43 
CORR = + 2.3C0E-03 •  SIN ((RESIS -  .  400001 » 3.14159 /1.20n0l  CIS 44 
INTERV =11 DIS 45 
GO TO IOC DIS 46 
IF (  R -  2.751 10, 11, 11 DIS 47 
CORR = -7.400E-03 » SIN ((RESIS -1.6 000 1*3.14159/1.  150001 DIS 48 
INTFRV = 12 CIS 49 
GO T C 100 01 S 50 
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StJBROUTlNf i  OMCnFF UIN, EOUT, A NU, SKftLt  SKMC, âL^HA, SFP, H NO, 
1 VCCKU, FACT) 
àH FXPONfNTIAl RELATION OF PUTPUT SIGNAI TO OAHPfNO CnFFFff fFk'T |5 
ASSUMED. THE VARIAALE FACTfR CORRECTS FOR UNCPTA (NT |ES |N THF 
ACTUAL PROBE SEPARATION, OUTOUT IS ASSUMED PPCPCRTICNAL TT INPUT. 
IMPLICIT REAL*A IA-Htr*Z) 
21 C&Ll AHPLTD lANUi VOHNU» CAl%1 
IF t  EOIT «LE.O.O) CO TO 10 
IF (EIN .LE.0.0) ne TC 10 
IF (VOnNU.LE. O.Ot ao TU 10 
|F (EIKC.LE, 0.01 en TO 10 
22 ALPHA > l .CDO /  SEP •  CLOG IVOHNIJ •  FACT •  SKALn •  FIN/ 
1 { EOUT •  E INO •  SKAl l l  
2 i  KKTi lBK 
10 ALPHA m 10.0 
2 RETURN 
END 
SIBROUTINE ELASf* IDfCC. hVNDS, r .AHMA, h7,  FLA<>Pl,  FLA^T.I  
r  
C FULL IKTERFACIAL ThfOBY UNCL UD IN G Gt A V 11 > » JS 1^0 Trr.FT THF F U K. I  TIF «i» 
C 
( "••LICIT kEAL^A U-W,r- 2 »  
COMPlFX*lh E, CI* Al lOI,  C(5).  0121, G, CK CQHNCNri, X(IO),  Vl lO),  P, LK, LW 
*( l) - n"cti 
* ti I • wVKtlH 
X( 71 > GAMMA 
X i m  •  6 . 2 Q ^ 1 A  •  »l 
1 CK 1 CCPL* U<2 I ( I  H 
CALL CCOEF ICK, C, Dl  C . 11. * : (  6U / I  : (  7) *CK#$2H 
C •  («ni? i«((7 >*G -  c(5 i  1/(Ci i )« i i7 i«c •  n i in 
tLASRL •  E 
El  ASM C •  -CI*F 2 RETURN 
END 
SUH^nUTINE PULZRC'ICKO, CK, ISTOP, 4,  N,F|  
POLfRC AKD ASSnClATEC SUBRCUÎISFS " t t  PE CCKSinEPEO RI AC* KUF^ 
WHlCh SOLVE THE FUNCTION 0 •  F .  SUM CU» •  K • •  I  FRC« 1 TO « 
WHERE K « UAVEMIMFCP •  CI •  DAMPING COEFFICIENT AVO TME C(I I  
CIIMPIF X FUNCTIONS OF AIL THF TPN PRINCIPAL VARIABLES I I .F. ,  THF 
X ARRAy», A PATTFBNEO OIRff t  SÇ^RCH ITFRATIHS "F TMOO IS LSFO. 
TME INITIAL GUESS MiSI BE SUCH THAT CONVERGENCF TO THE PBHOHB PO^T 
OCCURS. THE REOUlPfD CLOSENESS OF THE GUFSSEO A\n aCTi iAl  VALUfS 
UEkENCS STaf lNCLV ON FREQUENCY AS WELL AS THE RF-AINO^R Pf 'Hf  
VARIABLES, 
IWPl IC IT REAL#ft  I  f-H,0-(  I  
REAL*P KAPPA. KAFFC 
c u m p l e «t* i 6  rK, CKP» f ,  f p ,  k i o n c f ,  f p p  .or* 
DIMENS IPK X 1101, vei l  » Cn^HON fit «, Y, R, LB, LW 
c THIS PROGRAM RbJUIPFS Rl n THknillH RIM cnwPLPX ANO INTfor.FoS *•  
c STCPED IN CfMON, "  ANC K S FT 11#» ( -1 I  FPR nq ATIVF P^ECI^ION rc f t lPM 
r  A 4V0 RAPfA CALCULA TFD IN THIS SU^PHUTINF, 
CUT ALI» •  I . / IO.**"  
CUTKAP •  l .nO.**K 
ISTOP « 0 
I  ISTTP •  ISTOP *  I  
CAL! F^CALCICKC#FfFP,FPP» 
IF (crABS IFP) .LT. I .0-2C» GO TO 50 
0CK.I-F/fP|*ll ,*(F#FPPl/(2.*FP##2n 
CK'CKltOCK 
KAPPA « (CR*0C0NJGICK )  ) /2.  
ALPHA •  -C1 • ICK-CCrKJGICK IU2, 
KAPPd •  ICKU*OCnNjGICKOI 1/2.  
KPHO •  -CI*ICKr-OCQNJG(CKO)l /?.  
I F ( O A R S  M  A L P H A - A L P H C I / A L P H A ) . L T « G I T  A L P  .ANO, P & 6 < ( I K A P P A - K A P P P I  
I  / K A P P A I  . L T ,  r . U T K A P  I  C O  T O  5 0 0  
I F L  I S T C P  . L T ,  1 0 0 1  C N  T O  5 3  
H H I T E  I L W , 1 0 3 I  A L P H A ,  K A P P A ,  A L P H O ,  K A P P C  
1 0 3  F O R W A T R O V / *  I S T O P  . F O . I C O  W I T H  A L P H A  »  '  , F  L A .  7 ,  S X , • K A P P A  •  » ,  
1  E 1 6 . 7 , / / *  A L P H P  •  * , 0 1 6 , 7 ,  •  K A P P O  «  ' , 0  1 6 .  7 |  
STnn 
5 )  f .Kf l  •  r.K 
GC TC I  
5 0  K R I T E L L W ,  1  C I  I F P ,  F ,  I S T C P  
i m  F O R M A T P C ' , / / / * FI B S T  OERIVA T I V F  o f  P P L Y N C m I A L  1 5  T C P  f l P S F  T P  
I  ( E R O . F P  .  • , 2 0 1 ' . . 7 ,  / / ' T H F  P O L Y N O M I A L  »  • , 2 0 1 6 , 7 . / / '  T H F *  
? ' L  T F  R A T I  ( I N  N U H R F R  I S  *  , C 3 I  
S T O P  
5 0 1  R E  T U R N  
L N O  
silsi iiiiiillll I llll lis II I illllsilHIllill ill 
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r. OHOr.UftM KJR FlTriNC CIIRVE OF 4MBLr TURE CFECUFNCYI CFPFKPENCF CF l 
r .  WAVF GENERAT INC PBOmF OF INTERFACUl «IPPLE APPARATUS 7 C DESCRIPTION UF NECESSARY DATA CARDS FCllCWS* 1 C CARD 11 NPARTS • NO. OF SECTIONS OF CURVE (Cni.l-?) 4 C CADC 2 t  KPTSt hC. CF PCtNTS IN SECTION J (J^liNPTSI (COI. S C INTSt IF PTi, NUr WEIGWTPn,LEAVE (01,3-4 BIAM h 
r IF OTS. WEIGHTED,PUT POSITIVE INTEGER IN m.3-4 7 C CAROS 3 Tr(NPTS*2l (CATA I FREQUENCY COI.l-IO,AMPLITUDE COL.Ït-èC 4 C IF PTS. WCr.HTED ,kT. CF PT, IK CCL.Tl-Rf» i C M 
r RFPFAT CARDS 2 TC NPTS*2 FOR EACH SECT ICN PF OIRVE INPARTK) \\ 
C  1 2  C 13 OUOl K&AL«« KdOOt, ruddt, WILÔAU Otli), PFSllOOU fRftORMdAI* «FAT. |4 1 STOEVUO» , OSORT, SUM, FMIN, l, A(IOO) l* C 14 0002 KEAOU ,601 NPARTS H 3002 60 FORMATn 21 M C 19 0004 UO 10 I "I ,NPAHTS ?Q 
')nu5 •AITEOflM 21 0006 1 FORMATPISZOXt'CURVE SECTION NO. - SI?) 2 ?  C ?? C 7^ 
lUOT KEACIl»? INOTStlMTS 
COCe 2 FO«"AT(? 12 » ?t  
OûOQ IFI  IWTSU5.15,16 27 0010 U AEAC(l,3IU<Jl,Y(JUW<J),J-UNPTS) ? = 0011 1 FOKUAT(F10.0,10X,F10,0,nx,FlO«0) 
,01? Gi) TH 1? in 
J013 M OC 100 J 'UNPTS M 0014 IQO Wt "1. OOC ""M 0015 «gADnt4MA(J),>(J» ,J-l,NPTSI OOio •» i *10,0, flf',')! 0017 • 18 C'iKTlNLF 
) 0 h  n u  s o i  j « 1 » n 0 t 5  
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r  0020 T'J-nC •  1.0 1021 -RITC»?,<;» I ?" 3022 1 FOBMflT ( «PULYNUMIAL COEFF |C IFNTS ne SFCTIOS *,1?» 
r tr 
)02î WT ?î  ))24 CALL nPCSfc'4|S0FG»Nffrs.X,Y,»i,O, riMVLOl 4) 
cc:5 lUkYLO"! ,n 102b WITCC ^ .SlNntG 44 0027 5 F'JWWAri///' MX, 'CnEFFICIPNTS '1= M?.' TH nff.PFÇ FIT IK ASCPKf^I 
UO PCkFRS OF THt FRFOUEKCY'I  46 0026 NOEIl'NnFG*! 0021 en 20n KsUNHEGl CC3C NN«K-l }Uil MITfi 1,7)Q(K),NK 
00?i y Ft)NM4T( ' •,20X,')2C, 10.4X,*FREQUFNCY*»* ,121 4-0013 ?00 CCSTIMIF 
'' 49 
"10^4 WRITFI 2,?»NnFG «n 0(^ 3 5 I FUUf'irt «CrEfF ICIfNTS Of M2,' TH OEGREF MTM 51 
r *-i io?6 w |TP| ?,tngc K*,K*i,KnEGn s 
")0T7 s rCa^M (4C20.ni  S4 
c f 7 
r FVÛLMATt PrLYKCIflL ANC COMP&RF TO INPUT CATA •»« 
SO )0*H S'JM . O.C 60 onf, w u r M j . u i  M  
»04U 12 H rPMAT t f / r  • ,ix»« FBEQUJ-NCY» .5*,«ccrf0 FPEC,',4X,*F<P, AWP| 1 •>*, «CALr., AH»L,«» 7X. «ERR'JBM 
r  64 
Wtl r)n 11 j-i ,Nf»T5 00t,2 RESU I" 'XI I 
c c 4 3  ne 1oni l « 2 , n c e c i  J044 -tEbUl- 4ÇSI J1 •CJlMXU»«*(L-n M4'j l)ni C'INT IVI = J04t ÉRwrui j» iv ( J|-PFS Ul t-» )'^47 hRITF (î,n» A(J), ml J| , VU), RFSUl , EPRQRI J* 4^ 004 1 I \ FCPWAT I , ,, SFIS.SI TC CL-e SLM.SUt" • rHRCRUI**2 71 Xl")J 11 CJNriNHF 7? C 71 OOîl SIf)FV(KnEr,» »GSORT(SLW/INPTS-NDEP-l H 74 
C 7S OrS2 ,.MlTFn,l4» STDEVCNCECI 7A CC53 14 FORMAT*///' • ,• S ! AAD ARC CFVI AT I TNm SFll.RI 77 3154 CiINTlNUÇ 7fl 
r 7P 
c FISn FIT WHICH GIVES SMALLEST 5T«N0ARD PFVtATirN FC 
M 
0 0 5 i  f m i n  • sTrfv<5» a? 
CCÎ6 M - S 10S7 nu »o l'f, ic 14 0O54 IFISTCEVILJ .LT, FM|N| 00 TT 40 R5 
•)05S 'îfj rr '0 4A TJftO 4) FH IN «SrrFVU » 47 
*1061 k « l Ra Onti iû C'i'iTlNLT Rn 
r  qn  C0o4 WW |T » ( j ,40 l*", STOCVC * «1 
""1 F jkw4T( //' ' ST F I T I S CF CPntR • »t? ANf) |T< STANPAPP PfV lAT I 9? lus » Fil.H 1 ot 
C I C4 lOcJ'*T|SIJ£ TOS 3066 «în»» 104 
)(,h7 (.kîi 107 
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1001 SUBROUTINE QPLSPA 1 NtîEG ,  NPTS ,X ,Y ,W ,  O.TIJWY LC1 OPLSPAOl 
0002 OnUHLE PRECISION X(1 t,YI lt,W( 11 CPlSOAn? 
0003 OCURIF PRECISION 0(11, PN(2l t .  PNl (20 1, SUM (  41,  R, C, PNX, TMP nPLSPtO? 
5004 IF 1 TUkYLO) 2,1,2 rptSPAn4 
OÛÛ'3 1 N-0 ro| .S PAOn 
CCC6 C «0. OPL<;PACè 
0007 P N l  1»«1. 0 OPLSPAOr 
OUOM c;c TC A OPL SPAOR 
ccc; 2 C=-SU>'131 /SU>'14I PPL SP^C9 
00 10 3 Bï-SUM ( 1 l/SUM (31 PPLSOAIO 
0011 SlJ^(4 1 =SUM(3 1 nPLSPAl l  
J012 N»N» 1 OPLSP» 12 
001? PNl(NI=Oi rPLSPA13 
0014 P^(^+l  1 = 0. 0PLSPA14 
0015 05 4 J=1,N 0PLSPM5 
OOlh TMP=PN (J t CPLSPMft 
0C17 PN( Jt=D*FM Jl  *C*FM (J) nPLSPAW 
0018 4 PNK JUTMP OPLS» "IB 
0019 CC 5 J = 1,N CPLSPA19 
0020 5 P\( OUI =PN( J<-11 •PM ( Jl nPL SPA 20 
00 21 6 on 7 K«l ,3 OPLSP421 
0022 7 SUM(K 1=0 .0 OPLSOA22 
0023 DO 11 I  »1 ,NP1S OPL SPA23 
0024 PNX= 1.0 rPLS PA24 
nc25 J:h • PL SPA 75 
0026 8 IF ( Jl 10,1 C,9 0PLSPA76 
0077 9 PNX=PN(J l+P^IX*X( I) rPLSPA77 
cc2e J = J-1 OPL SPA2S 
0029 GO TO 9  0PLSPA2q 
003 0 n Si|f( 1 l=SIJW(l l*W (I l*X( I |«PNX*PNX CPLSPA30 
1)0 31 SLI^( 21 =SUH(?)»W( II«Y( M* PNX OPL SPA31 
0032 11 SUM( 3)»SUM( 3)+W(Il*PMX»PNX CPLSP612 
0033 S(N*1 l»SIIM(2 l/SIIM(3 1 OPL5PA33 
00 •>4 IF INI 3,3,12 (IPL SPA 34 
003» 12 CO 13 J = 1,N CPtS PA35 
0036 13 t (  JI  = .C(J l+C(N»l l«PN( Jl  OPLSPA 3^ 
00'<7 IF (N-NOEGI 2,14,14 CPLSPA37 
00 31 14 RETURN CPLSPA3H 
CC3S END 
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lEDUENlY  CLn= ! )  FRE). EXP.  4MDL.  CÛLC.  AHOL.  E  p t?nR 
1  OUOO-3  1 .37000  U  36939  0 .  00C71  
l 4 t - .  OJOCO C .  C20CC 1 .1660O I . 16656  -0 .00056  
l4 tUQJ10D 0 .04000  1 ,36 .CCG 1 .  16142  - 0 .  001  4? 
IH ' .  ' ,CCCC 0 ,  04000  1 .35500  1  o .non i ' - .  
l ! i 2 .u0 fJC)  o .oqouo  I .  34AC0  U  34  73  4  O .OOOh?  
u  .10000  I . 34000  1 .33^21  c .  roo7«^  
i s t . cccc :  c .  u r cc  1.33100 1.33040 0 .00060  
158. L  JOO"»  U.14000 1.32200 1. 32092 0. 001 OA 
160 .00000  o . i sooo  1.31100 I. 11072 0. 000?P lh2.COOCO 0 .  i nooc  1.29800 1.29976 -O.OOJ 76 
164,OOOJ1 o . ' onoo  1.2R700 1. 2PPC2 -0. 00102 
Itfr.CCCCO 0 .22000  I .27500 U 27554  -O,noc54 
1<SR»COOOO c .  ?4 f ; cc  1. ?62C0 1.26236 -0 .00016  
170 .0000  J  a .2600  J  I.24R00 1.24057 -C. 00057 
I  72.ccacc  0 .2mooo  1.23400 U?3424 -0 ,O0n î>4  174,00 »0) 0 .  30000  I. 220CC 1.21947 0 .00053  
1  76 .C00 '>J  >.32000 1.20500 I. )0433 0.'>0067 
l7o. OÙDn 0. 6400C 1.19000 1.IB8PR 0.0011? 
IHU.O'JOO") 0 .^6000 1.17SC0 1. 17?15 C. 00195 
l f l 2»OJO0" )  0 .39000  1.15800 1.15715 0. OOOR5 ia4.CQCCC 0. 4C00C 1.142 00 I. 1404 4 0 .00116  
MA.OOOOJ 0 .4 2000 1.12400 I. 12420 -P. 0O02 0 
IÇS .  cccco  0.44000 1 .10600  1. 10714 -0.00114 
lOu .COCOC (;. 46000 1 .  ceeco  U 0A95Q -0.0015" 
I 92 .0 j0 jn  J .4'iOOO 1.0O9CO 1.07147 -0 .  0O247 
IS^.fCCCC I'. 5-)OOC 1.C5100 l.J52f/ -0.0017? 
lO f .UO '^ ) ' »  0.S200C 1. 03200 U 0332 7 •0.00127 
I )q.00000 V.«14000  1.01200 1.01309 -O.OOlOO 
)uû .cJo r r  0 .  56c rc  r.«9300 0 .71219 O.OOO"! 
2o ; .uooon  U .59000  C.97300 0. 97062 C. 00239 2L4. COOCC 0 .60000  0.95100 0,94845 0.002=5 
^Ct>m LOOO'J  L.62000  C. 92RQ0 0. iZ5 92 0 .002  IB 0.h4000 0.90600 C. 902P9 0 .  001 !  )  
2 :  c .  co rcc  0 .  66000  O.PA100 0.97990 0 .00110  
2U .10000  U.6^0CU C. A56C0 0. 95707 -0.00107 0 .70000 n ,9?2on  0.93469 -0 .  00?6«  216.tCOUO <.. 72C0C C.8100Û 0.9 1104 -O .n0304  2IJ.0)O0.J 0.7400C 0.76900 0. 7Q240 -0. C0340 
U.0 )000  0 .  ?6000  0.77200 U.77307 -0.CC107 22?.COOOO C. 7BCCC 0. 75500 0. 75527 -0,03027 
^24 .0J )00  0.95000 0.74000 0. 73923 C.00077 
22  6 .  LCCCC O.R'OOO 0.72700 0.72509 O.OOIQI 22H.C0CCC L.P400C C. 716CC 0. 71296 0.00306 23C.OJOOO 0 .1600  0  0.70500 0.70204 0 .00216  
22? .COOCC 0 .49000  0 .6«600  0.60467 0.00113 
234 .OJO0J  U . ^0000  c .  6Peco  0. 68631 -0 .00011  
2  36 .G0"J00  C.92000 0 .68200  0.69353 -0.00153 23P.COCOO C. 94000 C.67700 0.68003 -0.00301 
; 40»u0000  C.96000 C. 67400 0. 67744 -0.00344 
^42.0000C 0.9^000 0.67100 0.67534 -0. 00414 244.CJ0CC U COCOC 0.65300 0 .  67310 0.01470 246.00000 1. 02000  0.666CO 0. 67rR5 -C. 004 «5 
24 t .  cc rcc  1.04000 0.66500 0.66754 -0.00254 25Ù.0CCCC I.06000  C. 664C0 0. 662 96 0.00104 
ÇTANCÛKC OtV lAT ION* U.00105667 
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APPENDIX C 
Data and result listings for various surfactants in Multiple 
Constant k experiments at the heptane/water interface follow; 
Compound Page 
Sodium dodecyl sulfonate 216 
A, B, PHS Data 219 
Sodium tetradecyl sulfonate 220 
Octadecyl ammonium chloride 222 
Sodium octadecyl sulfonate: Octadecyltri- 225 
methyl ammonium bromide (1:1) 
Tetradecanoic acid 228 





Octadecyl succinic anhydride 248 
Octadecyl aldehyde • 251 
3-octadecanone 254 
Octadecyl acetate 257 
Octadecyl amide 260 
Polyvinyl acetate 263 
Polyvinyl stearate 268 
215 
Compound Page 
Sodium hexadecyl sulfonate: Cholesterol (1:1) 273 
Sodium hexadecyl sulfonate 279 
A, B, PES Data 282 
Sodium octadecyl sulfonate 283 
Hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide 286 
Octadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide 289 
Eicosyltrimethyl ammonium bromide 292 
Dimethylstearylbenzyl ammonium chloride 295 
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL !)AT 4 FCB CAPILLARY RlPPlE EXPERIMENTS 
CrNStAST ARbA SCUIHIE ICMC SUBFACTâNTÇ -  LIA I  NO FILTRAS )  FEB I^ÔP HLR 
F-XPPKlMtNU DCRrURMCn a t  Tut .01 m  snoiuf SULFATT tmesn 4 k  H20» /FRESMIY OtSTILLCn N HEPTANE INTERPflCF. 
THE SYSre^ jNTER INVES Tlr. AT ICN IS NACl?Snii - SOniUM ODOCCVL SULFnSATE (I * F»0*» 01 ST. AI) 5. ETHANHLI ETON 2/7/64 
s y s t e m  p a r a m e t e r s  
LCWER OHASE CENSITY 0.99f l0 G/ML UPPER PHASE DENSITY C.6780 G/ML 
VISCOSITY O.OOP96 POISES VISCOSITY 0.003R6 POISFS 
INITIAL VALUES ASSUMED IN CALCULATIDN 
HEAL ELASTICITY (  EPI C.O IMAGINARY ELASTICITY tFPP» 0.0 
WAVEMJMPER 31 .00000 RECIPROCAL CM DAMPING COEFFICIENT 0.70000 
•REFERENCE METER SCALE 1.00 "V, INTEPFACIAL TENSION 50.2000 DYNES/CM 
REFERENCE INPUT VTG. 0.100 VT. 
PROBE POSITION DATA 
THE CALCULATED PKOHE SEPARATION IS 3.42829 CM. BASED ON RFSGK» 0,25*80 RESFN» * ,R2570 OISTGN* 6.0*565 OISTFN« 2.61735 






i0 i . ro 
206. 70 
231.50 



















3 5.  79519787 
39.03368910 
*2.12021230 




INDEPENDENT VARIABLE DATA 
THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IS THE LUGARI THIM OF THE BULK PHASE SURFACTANT CONCENTRAT ION (MOLES/L).  
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE- WT. OF Si /RFACTANT •  PI.  40000 MG. MOLECULAR kT. «,  2T6.0000n G. 
^AKE-LP VOL. •  0.02500 L.  TCTAL SCLUTICK VOLUME « 0.49500 L 
SUHFACTANT SOLUTION IS AnOED TO RULK PHASE AND MIXED* THE VOLUME AOOED IN MCRCLITERS IS REAR IN. 
INTERFACIK TENSION DATA 
INTERFACI«L TENSIONS WILL 4E CALCULATED USING AN HLEOPHILLIC WILHELMY PLATF ANO THESE PARAMETERS* 
ACCEL. CF GRAVITY" 0.9HO WEIGHT OF PLATE- 3*.33MG. WEIGHT OF WEIGHT- 171. *C MG. DENSITY PF HT*?1.40000 
OENfvITY OF PLATE" 2.20000 CALCULATED PERIME TERCF PLATE- 2.88*13 CM. CALCULATED FRACTION IN LOWER PHASE#0.200 
WHERE THE CALCULATIONS ASSUME AN INITIAL INTERFACIAL TENSION OF 50.20000 OYNES/CM. 
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INPUT OâTA 
K INCEP, VAN. FREQUENCY INPUT VOLT. fJUTPUT vniT.  "ETER SCi lE SPTN. V 
1  0»0 157,50000 0,46200 C.C92C0 r .  40000 )H.430^10 
2  0,  0  1BU70000 0.46300 0,13240 0.90000 38.  40300 
3 OiO 2C6.7000C 0.  46600 0.10750 0.40300 38.40000 
4 n,o 231.50000 0.46600 0.1M50 C. ?C000 3P.40000 
1 0,00300 197*40000 0,46200 0.09480 0.90000 ?P. 60000 
? o.oosoo iH% 40000 C.46ÎCC 0.134^0 o.soooo ir t .ho '^on 
3 0*00530 206.40000 0,46700 0.10980 C.  40000 ^«.60000 
4 0.00500 231.4000C 0,46000 0.13100 0. 20000 '8 ,>,0000 
1 0.<>2030 157.1C000 C,462C0 0. 09270 0,  90000 39.00000 
2 0«02 000 If l l .20000 0.46300 0.13190 0.90000 39.  30000 
3 0,  07000 7Cft« CCOOO 0.4 6900 3,099*0 0,90000 39.00000 
4 0.02000 230.90000 0.46600 0.  124 (0 C .2000O >9,00000 
1 0.  C4C00 196.80000 0.46200 0.08630 0.90000 >9. 4000C 
2 0.04010 tec .^0000 C. 46300 0,12740 0.90000 
3 0.04030 204,90000 0.46300 C.C9»2G C. 90000 39. 90000 
4 C. C4 0CO 230.3000C 0.46600 0.12440 0.20000 '9 ,5000r  
1 0.07000 146.  eoooo 0.46100 0,08680 0,90000 40,00330 
2 0.07000 imo.60000 n.46200 0,12260 C. 4000 0 40. 00000 
1 0. C 7000 2CS.COCOC 0.46300 0.09 300 0.9 0000 40.30*^00 
0.37000 229.90000 0,46400 0,  121*0 0.20000 io .oof^ao 
1 0.  l?COO IS6.30QOO 0.46200 0.08100 C.4roCC 40. 40030 
2 0.12030 l»C.2CC0Q 0,  4».Î0C O.VVITO o.sr isoQ 
3 3.13030 204.9QOOO 0* 46900 C. 01830 0.40000 40.40000 
4 o.unco 229.60000 0.46600 0.11800 O,20n0n 4C. 40on 
1 3.22DU0 nf- .coooo 0.  46300 0.07700 a.scnso 40,700n 
2 0.22000 lAO.10000 Oi4A?Ç0 fs iun n.^rooc tc.  7010'"1 
J 0* 22000 204, 9000C 0,46AOO 0.04940 0.40000 40.10000 
n.22000 229. 30000 0,46SC0 0,11720 0.70000 40,70003 
I  J.42030 149,40000 0.46 300 0,07450 0.  50000 6| ,2-^000 
2 0.42000 179, 1C00C 0.46703 o. ios-^n 0.4 0?O0 4 J.  20030 
3 n»4?0' ' jn 204.20000 0.46803 0,  c«440 0,5rnom 4l .20f>3l  
C. 42000 724.90000 0.46900 0,11220 C.20CCP 41,2ocor 
I  o. i2o. i r  l55.bCCOO 0.46600 0.071)0 0,41000 41,81001 
2 O.4PO00 179.40000 0.46P00 0.  1C140 C. 40000 41,ami 
1 C. R2 00C 203. 73000 0.44900 0.08340 0.90000 41.80000 
4 .1.9 2000 228.40C0Q 0.  46900 0.11060 0,?tD33 Al ."OOT) 
I  U%?000 149,40000 C»467C0 3.06900 n,  Konoo <•?.  00130 
2  1.^2030 m. ICCOC 0.46900 0.09800 0.90000 4?,C0P03 
3 U 12030 203.40000 C.469C0 n.OPl  )C 0.40'^C0 fc>.00130 
4 I .32030 224,10000 0.4 7000 0.1C810 r .  20000 <.?,  OOOCO 
I  ' •<12000 1)9.  2C000 0.46800 0.0^6"* n.soo^o fc?,40130 
2 2.429)0 IT"» ,00000 C.47C00 f .  C93?0 0.4OOCO 42.43030 
j  2,42 one 203.4QOUO 3.47000 0.08010 0.40000 &2. 4000" 
4 2.A2CCC 22". lonoc C.47C00 0.10490 0,20000 42.40030 
4.42033 194.90000 0.46900 0.  <0n00 41.70003 
? S wccc 174.é0O30 C.47003 0.0»440 0.90000 u\  70000 
3 4 .42030 202.9000C C.4 7C00 0.  07640 0.43333 41.23000 
9.4200C 227.33000 0.4 7000 0.10420 r .  2O000 4>. 70001 
12. 42000 194. ?CCOO 0.46900 0.09700 0.40000 44,10030 
2 12,42 no 178.30000 C.47000 C. PBC90 C.40000 4 4 , moo 
3 12. "2QCC 202.23000 0.47000 0.072*0 c.4foro 44. lOOQ -» 
I? .  42030 226. éCOOC 0.  4 7000 0.10080 o. 'nooj  4 4 , lOOOO 
^f .42030 141,10000 0,46900 05100 0,40000 ^4,  130)1 
2 i U  42 00C 176.70000 0.47033 0.04690 0.4O0' '0 f tS 10100 
27.12030 201. COOOC C.47CL3 0.06440 0.50000 44.10030 
2 r .VTJO 224.10030 C.47000 P. 10040 0.  2CO0C 46. 1 OQOO 
19. I  47, 470)0 14?.4CC^0 C,47000 3.04 780 0.40000 47,10001 
19. < 47,470)0 176.33000 0.47000 0.  06620 0.  50000 47, 1 3311 
19. 3 4 7,  ®2C00 2 00.10000 0.47000 0,06740 0.40000 4?. IQOQC^ 
19.  4 47,R2CCC 274. 40000 0.47irc 0.  0964 3 0.70000 47,  11010 
16. 1 77,17033 191.70009 c.47000 C.C4690 0,  *0000 48,40000 
16. 2 Tf ,  47000 ITÎ .CCCUC 0.4TOO3 0.06430 0.90000 4*,»,OO0O 
14. 3 77,42030 199. lOOCO 0.47100 C. 0404 0 3,90000 48.60000 
14. 4 77,420J0 222,93000 0.47100 0.09910 C, 70000 fcP,#.0O00 
17. 1 117,42000 19C, eccco 0.47000 0.10910 0.20000 40,20000 
U.  2 117,42000 174,00000 0.47100 C.OtO'O 0,9*^000 90,70330 
17. 1 117. "2GCC 19?,1J030 0.47200 0,09760 o.9rnco «0. 7Q00O 
17. 4 117.42C0C 221, 60COO 0.47200 0.09470 0.20000 50,70000 
18. I  177,42030 140,80000 0.47000 C.C9610 0,  70000 97.00000 
IP.  2 177.42000 173,00000 0.47100 0,13920 0,20000 47. oooor 
14.  )  177,42000 196.70000 C.4 720C 0,13200 0,20000 42.00000 
18, 4 177,42030 220.60030 0.47200 0,09810 C, 70000 42.00000 
19. 1 277,42030 148.  40C00 0.47100 0.09040 0.20000 94.7C00C 
H.  2 277,42000 171,60000 C. 47200 0.  12790 0,20000 99.70030 
19. 3 ^77,42000 194,90000 0,47200 0.11980 c .  20000 94,70000 
19.  4  277«82C0C 718» 7C000 0,47300 0.094)3 0,20000 49.70000 
20.  I  477,42000 146,20000 0,47100 C. 04020 0.70000 49.31000 
20, 2 477,42000 169,30000 0,47200 0.11820 0,70000 4 9 , inooo 
70, 3 477.82COO 192* (0000 0,47200 0 . 11940 0,20000 40,30000 
20, 4 477,42000 216,20000 0,47400 C.C967C 0.  20000 4 9 . 10000 
21, I  927, «CCf 143.300fC 0,47200 0,06780 0,70000 44.10000 
21.  2 927,82000 149,80000 0,  47300 0.10090 0.20033 49.10001 
21, )  927,82000 148.90000 0.47300 0,10730 0,  70000 69.10000 
21,  4  92 7,  82090 211. 9000C 0.47600 0.10880 0,20000 fr5,10000 
22, 1 1927,42090 137,10000 0.49900 C. 04 730 0,20000 74.400 '^0 
22, 2 1427. 82COO 160,20000 0.47500 0.06930 0 .20000 74.40000 
22, 3 1427. 87C00 182, 9conc 0.4 7700 0.07830 0.20000 74.40000 
2?,  4 1927.42000 704,30000 0,47800 0. 09 790 0.20000 74,40003 
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âNALYSt^ CP PERIMENT AL QATk FO» CAPILLARY RIPPIF FXPFHI^FNT^ 
t'CNSTii^T iiki» lOLVMie ICNtC SURFACTANTS - LIA INH SlLTÇRSl FfR lSt»R #L5 
tf*i>CRMéNTS PEftPORHÏU AT THE .01 w SCDlUf SULFATE IPRGM 4X HZni ^FRFSHLY Of'TlLLFD N HPPTANF iV'rKA/' 
' Mê S*>Ul 'nOfK INVOTlOATltm IS NAf. ÏAVn • 5CDI US TETBAOFCVL SULFONATf II* fPC rfSf, Ans » fTHANHL l fTHn 
SYSTfM PARAMETERS 
lOwM PHA^g CENS ITY O499R0n/HL UOPFR PHASf nfSÎIT* r.^fgO CZ-'L VtSCnSfTY 0«03«9ft POISRS VlSCHSlTY 0»0P1B6PHV^ 
INITIAL VALUES ASSUMED IN CALCULATIOK 
REAL ELASTICITY tFPl 0,0 IMAGINARY ELASTICITY (FPP I 0.0 WAV EYM4ER M.OOOOO RECIPRHCAL CM OAMPINU CHfFPIClFNT C.70000 C 4EPERPSCE METtR SCALf UOO MV, tNTERFfcT.IAL TÇNM'JH W.?0P0 OYNFS/C-REFERCNCE INPUT VTG* 0*100 VT. 
PRORE POSITION DATA 
Th e  CAlCUlArED PRIME SfPAHATICN IS CP# RASED CM RFSCN# 0.I617P RFSFN» 5 . tO?fn n iSMN« 6,  U)*? ni<îc».« 
CALCUATinS OF ÏE*n FLASTICITY PARAPfTfP^ 
PAS. NO. PMECUFNCY r^P. CCEf. WAVE NU. 4AV ElENCTH NO. WA VF S PHS.CM.hlNr IN. pn. sri.FCTR. 1 Hn«C 0,T?UIR75 S7.S719752^ a.U29Q1TR n.l7??03R4 i.OTU«<^>* 2 IRO.80 0,R10R0f7? 1».6?5nS0SA 0.17AIIR0R ?1.00407051 l.nwT^Q) |R 3 204,60 D.90l4i5?9 14.7668571? 0*16?07A0<) ??.P?4P0«n Tf.*.*»?!? r.CQl!«3a| 
ISDEPENDtNT VAPIA^IF RftTA 
TME UOEPENCFNT VARIAPLf 15 YHE LOCARlTHlM nf THF OlILI PHASE SL« F AC MNT C HM* F • TPA T| r> «•riFS/U. INPUT PARAMETERS ARE- WT. OF SURF AC TANT « ^^.ROOQO "Q. WCLff.ULAR WT. «, ^ O^.OOOOC C. 
MAKf-UP VOL. • 3.92)00 L* TOTAL SOLUTION VHLUMF • 0.44500 L SLRFAC TANT SOLIlTICN IS ACCECTC MLK PI-ASF ANC MINED, TNI; VOKHF AOnff IN MCPPLI TFRS I S PFAH |\. 
INTERFACIAI. TENSION PAT A 
CNTERFAf.lAL TFNSITNS WILL PE CALCULATED USING AN OLEOPHILLIC WlLHFLWY PLAtF AND TMV S* PAPA'^etpBS: 
ACCEL. OF GRAVITY# 0.9*0 WEIGHT HF PLATE* Î4.J0MG. WEIGHT OF WFIGKT. 171.*0 "G. OF'^SITY OP hr.? 1,'^rf>» 
OfNSITY CF PLATE" 2.20000 CALCULATED PFRIMETERDF PLATE" 2.R6461 C». CALCULATED FRAfTITN IN I rwfti PHfSE«A.?0O 
WHERC THE CALCULATIONS ASSUME AN INITIAL INTERFACIAL TENSION OF 50.70010 OYNFS/CM. 
r4  S "  
<N 5 
CM ^ J 
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H! mmmmiim 
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Ï: Ï 233SSZ2S1S%?S%1%C 
^ u, S%ZSSS5:53Zs222SS 
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" : 2222%22:s%22222%: 
\ i  iiliflltfill 
« *  o3aoooooooooÔoou— 
i : OSHnîsîîiSflll 
«  ^ - ^ 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 , 1 1 , 1 1 , 1  
«  • • • • • • « • • • • « • • • • •  f -« f  y  ^  «r <  p.  
222 
rAHLE Of  NRSUirS FCR ? PHS IT ICN 
CALCUL AT ED WAVENU4AER" 35,67595 RFCIP.  CM, WAVEIENG TH#0.  17612 CM, INITIAL FRECUENfY •  I f lO.RO 
IWEP. VAR, OMR. COEP. WAVE NO, REL.  PQ. INTERF. TENS, .  GEN, AMPl  ,  Y1 Y7 RFAL FL% I  "An,  FIAS.  
"10,  00000 0.81080 35*67595 l .OOOOO 90.20000 0,  23537 0,94885 0.  02273 -0 .0001? 
-0 ,  00005 
0.81351 35.67460 1.00055 50.20000 0,2357P 0.95001 0,02250 75549 r .  '17577 
- •». ï3 f tQ0 0,83512 35.68132 0.95779 50.  16579 0,23370 0.94408 0.02312 -9 ,  .34944 -0 ,  ,6 '»?47 
-9 ,23457 0,82079 35.AR265 0.99723 50.06316 0,23327 C,<»45f t6  0 .023CC 21735 -1 .  
-8 .93394 0,83503 35,68532 0.99613 5 0.02895 0.2324? 0.94400 0.02340 -22,  ,66140 4, 5i f ' ;3  
- f l .53f t00 0.83313 35.687ep 0.99502 49.92632 0,23156 0,94 36 3 0 .02334 -17.  ,MO?R 11,  ,114|S 
-  8,  23457 0,84223 35,6932R 0.992*1 49.61842 0,  94464 0.02360 
-11.  07167 -11,  7)40"  
93394 0,86716 35.  7C378 C.98Q35 49.10526 0.??/ .?? 0.04539 ' ) ,n '4?9 
-  f»f t329l  Q.93T Ih  35.72318 0.95009 48.14737 0,21925 0,  94M4 0.0?A23 6 ,  ,0n%3* 0 ,  .7^H31 
-  7.  45682 0.96300 35,74)46 0.97124 47.32631 0,2115"  0,94404 0,07694 6,  24715 2.  ncto)  
-7 ,28073 0.97733 35,75963 C,  964 05 46.  67631 0,20526 0,94179 0,02733 6,  ,00294 ? ,  
-7 .  12103 0.973 74 35.76577 0.96128 46.47105 0.  202R2 r .  94004 0 ,  0? 7 2 3 n ' *77;  
-  6.  67325 1,00194 35.  7R638 0,951 8P 45.47594 0,19445 0,94022 0,02«00 % 3,  
-6 .60151 1.0330? 35.79116 C.94967 45,  44473 0 .19;47 0,03619 0,0?HR6 7 MW'f  
-6 ,  31590 1,0)659 35,82046 0.91544 43.83683 0 , lR0i r  0.94016 r .  02P94 4, OT712 ;. 
-5 .972S2 1.05690 35.  e552«;  0 .  91 669 41.23653 0.16474 0.96034 0,0? '>4R 3,  u 
-5 ,50017 1.10062 35.92981 0.P7777 37,33652 0,  12873 0,96224 0,03063 2 ,  ) .  a 1T1 '1 
TAOlF fir RESULTS FTP 3 POSITION 
f.ALClM, AT en MfCl f '»  CM; wavrirNarnto. i&rcf TM. IMTUl rcr;,|p\'v . ' « 
INOCP. VAN, n»'P, cnrn.  WAVE Nn, REl ,  F'J ,  ISTERF. TFNS, f.fN. AMPL. v l  Ot4|  1  I  % I  ' 1 *1^  » 
"1 a.  C0030 0,90109 3 '« ,766R5 1.00000 50,20000 0,  .27824 C.  «4 7C7 0 .02376 ~o.  ,0 '^ot  7 "0 ,  
.  1 % 2 34 ;?  C,  901 36 3».  766=5 1,00000 50,20000 0,  ,27*24 n.Q470? 1,02)2^ ,or i  M 
-9,53600 U,91544 35.77064 0,9oq) ;  50.  165M 0,  .27935 0,04^54 '^ ,07361 
- I .  ,773 '* ' )  -1  
-9,23497 0,915<SH ?M,77253 0,99153 50,06316 0,  ,?79f l9  r ,0464 J 0 .  0)367 -0 ,  ,177?4 
-J ,  
-  8,93394 0,93746 38,  TROO7 0 ,  9965P 50.  02 «95 0 ,  ,24190 0,94780 0,02417 -p .  ,497S4 
-  M,  ,0? '* i7  
-8 .53630 0.9 3973 >8,7R3H4 C.  99540 49,92632 C,  ,2R?82 0,94261 0.0742? • |4 .  .^4,  ,4«,q7? 
-5 .23497 0.9^2 5? 30.70323 0.97)16 49,MR4? 0.  ,?P4f tP r . ,Q43n 074S' .  -1  s ,  
-7 ,93394 0.9R386 31,  81002 C,  9P<»76 49,  10526 p .  ,21777 C.943^3 
-7 ,632 M UU5667 38.84500 0,97947 4m,14737 0,  2906*.  0 ,  94157 0.07 72 0  s .  ? ,  
-  7,4568? 1,  10R6?'*  38.P5 77C 0.97615 47,32631 0 ,  ,?90 '«9 r ,9*0?ç 0.0?"^» 4.  •>4410 1,  
- f .2407% 1,12594 3S,p9f f3  C.  Q64R1 46.  67631 0,2R?4P 0,93M49 0.07R95 s .  ,  l«  7«0 
-7 .  12103 1,13451 38 .90731 0.94237 46,47105 P,  ,2Pf  17 C,  93 723 0 .0991 ? 3,  ,11 
-6 ,5?3?5 1,  12M5 38,94163 0,  95 ?S9 4^,47894 0 ,  ,2791? r ,9**- f l« .  S,  1  "  I  '  3, , "^1 
-6  ,  t» 0  151 1,16734 38.94R35 C,  950A4 4«,  44471 c .  2 793? 0 ,91921 ,«• .77» 7 
-6 ,  31590 1,16402 3m.995P4 0,93646 43,R36R3 0 ,  ,26<P? 4.  75 ' ; ' , ' ;  
-5 ,57252 1.  19742 i% C531P r ,91»38 41.23653 0 ,  25137 r .ns i  11 0,01064 7M0? 
-S,5 i )0 l7  1.27364 31,16^69 0.P7PÎ0 37,33f r "2 0 .  ?3ChS f ,«5730 1 .  
< TF F i tPfk l  MFKTf t t  TATA FTP CAPIU ABY o |PPir  r *PfBfHFNI^ 
r.r\5TANT AûfA INSILIJ«U ITMC SUMFACT ANT«t - LIA {NO F(LT EPS * FFQ |<:kP 4L(* 
«XDFKHfNtS » [< F MWP'I AT THr ,n | w Sm|l|M CHlCPHE IfPP^H 4* M?ni  /F«FSHtY [[ST I I I  FT N MTOfAUF INTEO»-^rf, 
Tnr ^vUL" UNCIH INVFS f I r.if H N [s CI'^NhKI - ( i rTAfECVL A«<»« )n  | U"* f HLPPI riF ( t k  F PC 0! S T. A«*S,  ÇTHANOl» F TOM ^  / Is ^*.-1 
^ySTFM PAPAWP 7: P<; 
LUNFK PnASt nCNSITY C.QQAO T. / "L  VI scnsi TV c. ocP9«. pni s e  s  UPPC» PhASF HfNSITV r,67P0 G/^l viscrsiTY r>,on^«6 en ISFS 
IMTIâ l  VAL' IFS ASSir^en m CALCII IAT IHN 
HEAL FLâST ICITY I  FP » 0 ,0  
hAVENIJ-KFH 31.00000 PFCtPoOCAL TM 
nrfFHKNCF MÇTfH srAlF 1,00 »'V, 
WFFFKFNCF INPUT VTG, 0 ,100 VT,  
l ^ t G l N A R V  F L A S T K I T V  ( F  P P )  0.0 
OAMPisr .  cnfpFtc iFsr  0 . 7 0 0 0 0  : • <  
INTERFACIAl  TENS | r \  SO.2000 r rNFS/CH 
D40ME 90S IT i rK omr a 
r i< f  fACfUl .ûTFn Pkf '^F SEPâWAri l îN is 4,1&P72 CM. r^ASPQ ON «E SON" r ,?604C «rSFK.  S.Hl  490 CISTGK» /». (14147 n f«;TF\ .  
CAirdLAT ICN OF ZFRH FLASTI f lTY PARAXfTERS 
' *n .  N. I ,  
I 
F-<roijrNcv 
lA I ,7)  182,3J 
?0?,R0 
OMP, CDFF.  
0 .73651)02 0, BU5»"în6 
O.M9!C4917 
t>AVE NU.  13.0465626? 
15,«7458724 
IP.  53741H5 
WAVFlEfiGTM 0. Mqp43#m 0.17514?!? 
O.U304105 
NO. WAVfS 2l.Q0ftP2<)^#. 
?1,74475404 
25,50723146 
P H S  ,CUP,WANH r ,N,  P P .  « r i . F f T o ,  
^»,0Q6 562«,2 : .0^^428*7 
15,  P745*?24 ( .  U 11 ?t  f .4  3A.53741 MS |.n«inn3<4 
I N D E P E N O E N T  V A R M 4 L F  0 »  T A  
THC î :^^) t^ '^N•)^^T VAKIAHIC IS SUPFACF rONf ENTRAT ÎCN IN MOIES/C 5C,  X |0**10 
nf» lT PAHAMFT EPS tkC WT ,  OF S' lRFAfTANT •  5'»R,OOOnO Hf , ,  WHIFCUIAR VT.  •  3 r7 .00000 KAKF-UF VClUKE'O.OPSn I ,  
T«»e APbA IS KFPT CTNST, CT ;40,00000 SC, rk  
I N T E R C A C I A l  T F N S i r h  H A T A  
I  N T K P r  A C I  Al T C k S I f  h " ;  kill F T  f  M r u i  A T  F T  U S  I k O  A N  CL F D P M  I L L  I C  W I L H F L M Y  P L A T F  A N O  » H F  « E  P A R A M F T E O * ; :  
\CCF|  . nF rJ<AVITV« C.110 WCir . iU o f  P L A T F » lA. lOMO, WEIGHT nF hETGHT- 171,40 HG. OENSITY OF HT«21.40r0n j f \sr iY r r  h ati* ?»?0<)0n tAi un AT lu PFo iwp TFwn^ f*LATF« ?, psi«;4 c,  rAiruiATfn FPicTirk is irwFR tHA«;r«o.200 
, * ' IF»f  t i» l  r .MCWUtlMNS A^5>. f r -  AK IKPlAl  |h tFn»AC?M T EN5IHN l )F ^  n,?0000 DYNF 
^  r 4  fv, » > ' N » ^ * " r - C j W O ^  
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r A P L E  O F  R E S U L T S  F O K  I  P O S  t f  I H M  
C A L C U L A T E D  w A V Ê N f I M H g K »  3 3 » 0 « ; é ! f i  R F C I P .  C 4 .  W A  V F I E N G  T H . 0 . I A 9 R 4  C ' ' ,  I M T l A l  F R P C U E N C Y  •  I f t t . î O  w f ,  
1 0  • «  I  N O  L P ,  V A R .  C M P .  C O E F .  W A V E  N O .  « a ,  F O ,  I N T E R F .  T E N S .  G E N .  A W P L .  V !  v ?  P F A l  F I S .  I ^ m G .  F l  « S ,  
U I  i)«0 0,73613 33,09656 1,00000 5C.2COOO e»143P7 0,95061 0.02225 -0.D'* '>16 •0 .10^05 
2.  \ 0»6U72 0,72967 13,1000 9 n*99TÎ3 50,0*139 0.14112 n .qtms 0,  02205 1.  
3*  I  0.9250m 0,72623 33,  10613 C,  99120 49,72599 0,13774 0.04594 0 ,0??0O 
4,  [ 0.7Z9 44 î î . lOf t»"*  0 ,99259 49.75947 0,  13776 c .  94395 0.022 01 -2 .n4»o ?0Q#,> 
•5.  I  ?.466'JP 0.77891 ;3 . i r783 0,99194 49,69740 0,13679 0.944( ;» r .02201 •2,^7C'6 1  Z5i ;  
*1.  1  O.THi- ï î  0 ,76190 33,11122 C,  9*949 49,  3528? 0,1348 7 r .94544 0.O7301 -20,95P»5 r  
7,  1 Ç.  867)4 0,76964 33,11372 0,91761 49.18339 P,13344 C.  94491 0.02321 -11.  94470 11,  15415 
I  16.0347* C,76910 33.112C5 0.O98«T 40,25116 0,13439 0,94614 1.07323 •21.  'SH' î  .JO.  n?r? 
9 .  I  21.5b9l f t  0 ,80«45 3>,V?27l  0 ,99093 49.  47175 0.12927 0.  94&P7 0.02441 17,P«.74l  7«"997 
10.  I  4; .  ?0)5P o.?Q9ym 33,1194m 0,98310 49,67507 0,13014 0,  94595 0.0241? I  4.  755*.* .  -S 
U.  I  •><;«20S21 0 ,81929 33,  12SIC 0.  97897 48,30231 0,12697 0,94440 0,0)4 71 lO,765PO 440?* 
U.  t  77.706 94 0 ,86241 33,13ÎP9 0,97012 47.4P9Q2 0,12Q5P r .  04274 07601 • i l ' - l  7 
n.  I  $6.2CP47 0,  83632 13,12"24 0,97650 47,99733 0.1250? 0,0453"» 0 , r7574 ».  31T67 I .  07f4)  
14» I  120.47731 0.83BK3 13.  13)63 C.  9721 7 47,45902 0.94654 0,02511 7.^0024 r .  
M.  1 14S 54M9 0,8« '09 l  13,14249 0,96475 46.97905 0.1165? C.  94151 0.02457 4.0014? 
16.  % %?0.21A?e U.  8466 3 U. i4 '< ;? 0,96351 46,67572 0.11567 " ,9450? 0.0?A75 5.91725 -n- ! '>47? 
17.  1  201.05193 0.90151 n , i4o«i  0.Q9P57 46,3C296 0.1122? 0,94)45 0,02T20 5.5 l?45 P»f2 
I f l .  I  25C. i«97l  0,91341 33,1500» 0,94467 45,39801 0, lC5f l l  ' ' ,94npl  0,0? 755 5 .1 ' "7  >••41 7 
iq& \ 2qi .2?4?6 0.9U21 3,  1542\  C.  Q54?4 45,79465 0,10930 94192 0,02745 
?0.  I  3U«060HO 3,91734 33.1MP4 0.94692 45,116<?1 0.10466 r .  94760 0,0>T6*« s .psas l  0 
21,  1 242.  99695 0,91201 31.  P5f l9  0,9311^ 41,69364 0»095«2 C.  P4 05P " ,02909 4,9 ' !? '»  % 14«7? 
22,  1 3? j ,7 i2 '>0 0,4)097 ?1.  1  7741 C.  92950 43.52421 0,094*7 0,94016 O.02RO6 4,OJ7«0 P44<.  
1 4%S.4049Q 0,415r t*  >3, in '>?5 0,n i999 42.50 759 0,00999 r .  9405? 0.0251 1 4.9:»«;>"» )  0 t  p r ,  
Tzr ic  HP aCSlJLT 1  Fra 2 or ,  iT iTN 
CALCUL AT EC NAVtVl^o"*  )5,«7A5";  opf . ip ,  C»*.  W^VElE\GTW.O, 17514 rw.  (HTIAL fo t  JI IFSfV « H? . IT 
to  .K I  SOL P.  VAR. [kP.  CCFF.  WAV# r r .  REl  FO,  INTERF. TFNS. MN, AMPl ,  Y2 ppM r is .  1 "An.  
1 .  ? 1.3 0 ,0  1659 15,«J74*q l ,00000 5C,2COOO 
2.  ) .  
? 0*61672 0.917 ' .2  >5.  R«l  PI  0 .9%?!  50.09139 
2 O.9250P 0,82169 35,8P<P c,  99347 49,  79315 
4 ,  ? 1,54150 0,«?02l  15,9«911 0,99142 49.701^5 
5.  2 ,464 = P 0 .92597 15.  90153 n .  99212 40,75947 
6 *  2 6 ,71341 3,M'(102 35,H9pfO 0,95903 4«.  4#44P 
7.  2  <V, 96754 0.45607 *5,599f lH 0,99*45 49.2*^04 
5 ,  2 16,3)414 ( ,96015 35,  9 f  I fh  0,95713 49,2«»504 
9 .  2 74,36016 0,90559 15,91516 0,9*115 4P. f r71C 
10,  2 40,  70359 C.901*.o 15,  51 199 0,95190 45.4 7507 
U ,  2 5^,^0921 3.91571 15,  51749 C,  99025 4R.13620 
12,  2 77,70654 J .95740 35,915*5 0,97148 47.67457 
P,  9d,2CF47 0,  * '>451 35,  92*"71 0 ,975 5* '  47.99713 
14.  2 UO.97731 0.94120 35,51474 0,97707 47,  499C? 
15,  2  145,  54615 0.V1517 >5,94511 0,96544 46,91291 
16,  2 I7J.2149F C.99010 15,  9*  166 0 .96*50 46,6 75 77 
17,  2 ?01.  )51)3 1.00175 15,9f0 '5  1.95941 46.  ^C25f t  
IH.  2 250,  iP»7l  UJ199H 15.97915 0.9SOOR 45.39511 
19,  2 2H1,22476 I .C1490 34,  57(45 0,95447 45.79465 
20,  ? 312,34 '190 1.07651 35,95561 0,94679 45.11691 
21.  ? •>42,  (96A5 I .O"" :?? 16.C1095 0,9)143 41.79511 
22,  2 373.73290 1,01769 16.01 '«r4 C,  9125 1  47.  5919« 
23,  2 4 35,40490 I ,04231 16.01144 0,92245 42.^4314 
n.2412r  ( .94573 '>.C?»74 -n .  
0,23*96 0,94415 0. '»??5l  -  4,  1 74Q T 
0,714*9 r .9427P n.or?9« >  17M « M 
f ,  7365C f ,  9477m 0. ' *?2 5*5 -4 ,  J 7414 •<. PP"» 
0.7357P 0.94114 -  - I ,  »  • » ? !  i r .  
r .73127 r .94012 «.0)174 P.  ,1**41 
0.2^79^ r .  04271 r .021*5 051^4 ? î .  
0. '3?4? 0.9410? 0.77196 f .  ,# 4«75 P .  
C. 22712 C.  94 C41 0. '»7571 29744 5 ,  
0.2775P 0.  9402^ ». 1 "515 4 .  )n* i4  
0.77422 0.94119 T.n7549 Q,  .4)1«iT 1 ,  • "C 
0,71*7*  f .  03898 0.  0 '»A44 1  1070 , | '14*  
0,7725^ r ,  940m 4 0 .02691 7.  454CB 4,  «71 l "  
C,2192* r .042* i  0.37f ' l '7  r .  197 1 2,  
( ,21^*7 ( ,  «4044 0.07741 .2»>' î  
P,212:>7 0 ,04173 1.0775* ,®*7 . '»C 7 ,  
r , 2 C * 1 9  r .  9*  QUO 0 ,0)791 , ' j04*«0 ,?*P = 
0,199*7 r .Qtpoi  0,025^5 1 14? 7 . 
r ,201*0 0,919*9 9.07*71 .31441 
( .19692 f .  91754 o, r>7( i5A 4 ,30451 
0,19506 0,9171 7 C , 0)9*4 4 .  ». 
r . l  *407 0.93917 ' ' .07*6"  . f taqf lo  . " ' "91 
C,  17515 r . * - - iH4i  0 ,0)09^ 4 ,  QM' i5 
TAPLÇ CP Mtsiurs PCP ^ prs IT roN 
C A L D t L A T C P  5 1 7 4 1  R f f | P .  V t  I  E N O T H  •  0 .  1 6 3  C 4  T " .  I N I T I A I  P O F g n F ^ r Y  «  h / ,  
I  )  , «  I  M ) E » .  V f t W .  n - P .  r r p p ,  W A V t  Nr.  R E L .  F Q .  t ^ t F U F ,  T F N S .  t e n .  A M P L .  V l  v ?  p m  u s .  I - A ' - . ,  '  
). •) U.M9505 39 ,51 74 1  l .OOOOO 50.70000 0,7#629 r .  94 715 0 ,07321 0101 7 -0  
1.01672 0.  m«65H 19,^44(4 0,99*)1 50,0*139 0,2*750 r ,94516 0.07101 -  I  9 1 7"*  
V.  »2509 0 ,9)279 1».55210 0,995«6 49.  *9501 C.75*71 O.94I4O 0.07315 I  
3 1.541HC 0,M f75a 18,55195 3,99507 49,»77?4 0.7"«94 ( .94163 0.0)32*  74 77, ,  1  
3 2 ,466*8 0,89952 1* .  5*771 C,  99438 49,79335 0.2*917 0.04216 0.02111 7*6* ' .  " l ip? 
3 6 ,7 4)93 0 ,9 7159 39,56170 0,99711 49,48817 0.7 8995 0 ,94171 0,02405 056S0 
1  c,  56 754 0 ,91565 39,570^1 3.99014 49.11971 0.79039 ( .94771 r ,  074)6 -n  *5116 -21 fc l i t  
1  lh.J1474 0,93340 39.  57C31 C,  9C014 40.28504 0.290)9 ( .941*8 0,07470 -5  9 1 775 -11 
7M. 16916 0 ,9*140 38,58911 0,9*471 49,64119 C,79069 ( .94411 0,0)544 54^6 -1 0071* 
40,7035P C.95791 3P.5P971 0.95427 48,67507 0.79066 r .94719 C.n2«.47 11 64945 -0  
3 20521 U,99692 38.59612 : .o*225 4P,  37CC9 r ,  2 9042 0.94407 •)  ,0?5Ri  444*1 - I  .7*«71 
3 77,  70694 1,02046 39.61670 0.975*4 47,69234 ( .2*950 ( .94152 0.0764* 74070 
' )  6 ,20047 1,01354 39.608*1 0.975 »0 4A,01121 0,2*947 0.9421* 0.02625 5 U49 ! 
i 120,97m 1,01146 19,67452 0.97117 47,  4*9C2 C.2 974P 0,94720 0.07619 f l . roqBT 1  
145.  54615 1.06575 39,64152 0.96 795 46,91243 0.294*4 0,9419* 0.07750 6.17*10 7.  P941 
1  170.2149* 1.04095 3P.  64 764 C.  06598 46,67572 0. )6298 0,94241 0.07601 7 07714 1 4 '>*4 l  
* 201,05113 1.07625 39.65P25 0.96257 46,3C296 r .28032 0.94245 0,07784 6 00514 n io ' ,  
3 75C,  >8971 1.  10356 38.69793 0.95266 45,39801 0.77937 r ,o i96P 0,07*57 5 6*674 ? 0*4*0 
1  291,22476 1.08686 3P.67617 C.95661 45,79465 0.27937 0.9199? 0.07*10 5 97940 2.  * l " *4  
3 j l2 ,  06090 1.10069 14.69665 0,94970 45,15090 0.27473 C.9?*12 0.02«44 5 ,  71 n*  
342.996«5 1.  10909 IF ,  77 92 7  0,91516 41.99697 0,75565 0,91963 0 .0)*6 l  ? 6«.5CA 
17J.717)0 1.102 04 38,71670 0.91590 43.  67597 0.25685 0,94001 0.02*47 5.76941 ,•» 51 161 
435.  4C490 1,11374 39.7633 3 0 .9)604 42.744*0 0.25091 0,93710 0,07*7*  s .  I  5300 
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&K&US IS OF EnPt«lMfHTAl OfcU Ht* moPlt F*9F»mfNU 
constant AWgA tNSCLuBLE MlXEH !0NIC SURFACTANTS / LIAINFI Ffrt l<îhB R L« 
PEOfn^WEO &T THÏ .005 4 KAR, .00* N&2S1(. (f RT kx M?OI /CRfSHlY nISI lllU) N I'ITr/.-.. . 
T«»r SYSTEM UNDEK INVESTIGATION IS NAClflSOiUlTAn - Sncm« nCTADFCYL SiJLcn>,.\Tt iPCT Af^tCrl HMrtMTi ««, -as mil 
SV%TPM PfcWAMPlFRS 
LUwEH PHASf OtNSlTY 0,4')M0 G/ML lll'PCM PHASf 01 N'il TV «./«l 
viscosity O.OOPQA OdISES V HCKI rv O.OOIH^ " I ' lSFS 
INITIAL VALUES ASSUMED IN CALCULAI IDS 
REAL ELASTIC I TY (tP| O.O kAVENUMBEO 31.00000 «EC IPPOCAL CM REFKMENCr HETFR SCALE 1.00 MV . 
HEFERFNCfc INPUT VTC. O.IQO VT. 
iHAr.lNAHy ELASTICITY (PPP| 0.0 OAHO INT. CUFPFICIÇNT 0. 70 MO C* iNTFOFACUl TFNSMN 50,?CCO HYNFS/r» 
PWrmF POSI TI'IN DATA 
THE CALCULATfcD PRtJRE SFPAKATION IS 3.75571 C". 4ASE0 UN OfSON» 0.?|4 70 «ESFN» 5. ?314') TISTG\» II * .'.M'--* 
CALCUL ATIHN MF 7 FHU PLASTICITY t> A»A«ETf«<S 
PUS. N3, FREQUENCY n«P. CCEF. hAVE NO, WAVFLFN'UH Ni l .  WAVIS P^'S.COP.WASn -.N. « «, Sfl .^CT' . 1 157.10 0.71Q47?73 32.46051921 0.1Q35'.176 I ").402«)44l4 46051 Q?; n.Hhl?H«-7i 
2 171.«0 0. A0hQ4 15A 35. 54*22?4Î 0. 1 767 75 76 21.2454>C42 n.S6l?^2«,3 n.75QnM(S 3 253.50 1.04476511 44.76761926 0.14035100 ?6,7594l5M 44. 767619/6 4,4lQfc4«7f 
INOEPfNOFNf VAHIARLF 1ATA 
THE lNi)EPtN0E*4T VAHIARLF IS SURFACE ClINC FNTUAT ION IN "CLES/C** SU. « 11#$ M INPUT parameters AWE WT. OF SURFACTANT • 65,00000 HG, MOLECULAK WT.. 3ft6.dnj.»U 4AKF-IIP Vl'lliw; : 1 , )s 1 ) l, 
Trit IS KEPT CfjNST. AT 240.00000 5U. CM 
INTEKEACIAL ft^NSfUN r&TA 
I NT E «FACIAL TFNSIMNS WILL Rfc CALCULATED USINf. AN OLPOPHlUIC W ILHEL "V PIATF ANT T^e^e PAKAMETFi">: ACCEL. OF GRAVITY» 0.980 WEIGHT OF PLATE- 34.10MG. WF.IGHT 3 F wF IGHT, l?U4l KG. OEN-^lTy \f wt »; I ,4 
nCNS ITY i»E PLATE» 2.20000 CALCULATfO PfRIHETFPOF PLATF» 2.^9194 r.M, C 4|, C HL ATi r) FW ACT I IN LDwri, PHASMO.?() 
*H[M t T HE CALCULATICKS ASSUME AN INITIAL I ST E «FACIAL TENSION If 50.20000 OYNfS/C». 
y ï-ï-r? ???"??? ï'ï'ï'î'î'^rrrp??? :>??????? ppfppfppp 
lllliiiiillliililiililliiiilllllîllllliilîiïili 
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA POR CAPILLARY K|DPLF EKPE^MfNTS 
CUNSTANT AREA tSSOLUPLE STRAIGHT CHAIN ACIDS -  LIAINF) FEH 1961 RLH 
EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED AT THF FRESH. Y OlSTULED WATER (4X1 /FRESHLY n |  STlLLf f î  N HfDTAf . r  |  f r r ,  
THE SYSTEM UNDER INVESTIGATION IS CUODH -  TITRAnFCANQlC ACID (U PRIM A0S» I I  ST.  BT' IMI  IN K T.W 2M.V«iW 
SYSTEM PARAMETff iS 
l o w e r  p h a s f  o e f ^ s l t v  6 / 4 1  u p j ' t k  ( j t f i s h *  i ) « ( ,  m o  u / * ' l  
v i s c o s i t y  o . n n e 9 6  p o i s e s  v is c o s i  i v  o . o o » h f )  u j n s t s  
IN l r lAL v a l u e s  a s s u m e d  i n  c a l c u l a t i o n  
REAL ELASTICITY IEPI  0 .0 iMAf . INARY ELASrtCITY (EP»I  n .O 
WAVENVMAF R 31.00000 MECIPPOCAL CM DA MP INr .  COF«^r  I  CI ENT 0 .  70000 C* 
PEPERENCE METER SCALE 1 .00 MV. INTERFACIAL TENSION 5 0 .2 030 OYNES/CH 
REFERENCE INPLT VTG. 0 .100 VT.  
PHOCE POSITION DATA 
THE CALCULATED MRORE SEPARATION IS 3 . 5 7 1 5 6  C^.  RASED CN RESON» 0 .  2 a 3 9 0  RFSFN« 5.04970 i lSTGN. 6 .  W4M IUSTCN .  >.^-5;^ '^  
















w a v e l e n g t h  
0.19071715 
0.  17411746 
C.16034U3 





PHS.CUP.WAN' l  
)2 .94S0|107 
34,1MS764U 4 2,1914cn 
SC» . f  t- ' .  
I .  3.1 h9 i\ 44 ^O i t " ,  > 
>•?77»Sf% )  
" .  V.  
i w e p f n o e n t  v a w i a 1 l  e  o a t a  
THE INDEPFNDENT VARIA^^LE IS SURFACE C^NC ENTRAT ION IS MQlE^/CM SO. X 10** in  
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE WT. OF SURFACTANT > 535.COCOO HG« MOLECULAR WT."  210.00100 wAKf -UP Vl>LUMr < ) •  >M): ]  L .  
THE ME4 IS KEPT CONST. AT 240.00000 SQ. CH 
INTERFACIAL TENSION HATA 
INTERFACIAL TENSIONS WILL BE CALCULATED l ISINH AN OLEnPHILLIC WI lHEL^rr  PLATE A NO THESE PAWAWFTE^S:  
ACCEL.  OF GRAVITY* C.980 WEIGHT OF PL ATE" 34.30MG, WEIGHT OP . fFKHT « 171.40 Ml .  n i -NSlTY t i t  m T . . •> I  1O.10 
n feNSITY OF PLATE" 2  .  200 00 CALCULATED PFRIMETEROF PLATE" 2 .876 32 C CALtULATFO FRACTDN IN Lt lKk-  sc .n. . \ , )  
WMERF THE CALCULATI  CNS ASSUMF AN INITIAL INTERFACIAL TENSION OF 50.  ;0000 DYNES/CM, 
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TABLE OF RESULTS PGR 4 POSITION 
CALCULATED 1 1 42.19349 WPCIP. CM. WAVEl ENGTH'O. 14091 CM, INITIAL FkEOUKNCY * 2 32 10 .4/. 
10 • K INOEP. VAN. OMP. CUEF. WAVE NO. HEL. FQ. INTFHF. TENS. r»FN. a m p l .  Y1 ¥2 J Al fis. MA. 
If 4 0.0 1.0053 7 42. 19349 l.noofïo 50, 200)0 0, 15U41 r. n 32 M « -0 4 0.19384 1.00636 42,19418 0.99957 50, 20000 0. 1S161 0, '54438 0 02 MS -0, ' -1, 3. 4 1.01213 42.19631 0.99828 50, 14999 n.15371 0, 94276 0 ,J2in -1 1 J \ » 1 .  J, ^  J , .  
4 .  4 46.52174 1.02 300 42.20004 0.99612 4 0. 96150 0, 15724 n. 54196 0 02424 i'6w-, -'.•"'i: 5. 4 106.61232 1.02351 42.20564 0.99311 49. 72 no 0.16225 0.  941)3" 0 ')243 1 14. #• .« ) • , )  4 lo4,76449 1.03225 42.20648 0.99269 49, 62079 0.16297 0.  94145 0 .-)244', 2 'H f  ,  H 7. 4 31Ç.«3696 1.04083 42,21351 0.9*923 49, 'IU3 o,U9*n 0, 4 45).52536 1.04RH1 42,21725 0.9H751 4A. 9J 343 0.17174 0.  1 ?444 ( . '>  s \ I  '  Q. 4 649. 36S94 l.0«>ft30 4?.22722 0.'1fl3:0 4fl •^ f.45n 0.17U4 11.")'U -0 10. 4 904.43841 1.07011 42.23146 0,98147 4fl. 36015 n, lH2H 0.  )4 2o4 .);si4 2 f  M 11 ,  -  •  > .  I .  lU '• 14A. ZTAni I.OTaTfc 42.33h97 1 1 •' '1 ' - t : IC. 41142.11997 1.0P76 1 42.24504 0.976)0 4 7, M094 0, 1 -Mr"» t .  u  j  12'. m ,  U "  . • .  13* 41 34). 96014 l.n<.574 42. 25 106 0.97415 47, 4 P4%0 0,n504 0.  VW '  \ '  ')•  » 11 14. 4l 579. 00072 1, IC',11 42,26114 0. 9 to 70 4 7, 21611 0,20115 1, DO o. 'M r 1"). 4l8fO.56159 i.n')42 42, 270 m 0.16769 46, *2916 0,20 64 1 r .  -4 It, H 1 W M-,  » f  -  .  -
lb .  42161.32246 l, 12AS9 42,2fl00l 0.96467 46» 62252 0,2UM 0,  •J4L\< f .  v  r .  1  ;  - 1  »  "  •  •  1 7, 42549, C0362 1,14156 42. 29441 C.14016 44, 14552 U,?rJ2T 94 ih? 11 iM lA. 42936.6^4 76 U15330 42. 103 39 0.95774 45, *0441 11, 22 37 1 n .  j ;  •; 7-) >> r -  \  '  1 • '  '  435U.2Q652 U It^TS 42,?u<;i 0.9534T 45, 127^1 0,2^097 n.  ' » 4 1 > « .  ,02 7 s 4  4 4  i .  1  '  20. 44293. 56fl84 1. 1PU4 42. 34170 0,94744 44. 6 4  6  1  r t  0, 24072 0.  144 0 4  02 r i  1 21. 45456.61232 1. 19517 42.37616 0.93492 41, 79460 n.25521 n.  > 4 2 s m  1 2  • • '  )  22. .7Û07.33b9b U27^B6 4?.4Î?47 C.93020 42. 77 74", 0.2 6 1 « 4  0.  ' 3 4 n  \ -i '1 : 23. 40945.74275 1. 31105 42.44S29 0.92212 41, 71 62 5 0,27944 9 « . ; 6 7  1 .  7  j  »  m  1  .  
ANALYSIS OF FXPfOfFNTftL OATA FHW CAPILLA»* "pPlf fciPfMHlNTS 
M US TA NT ABtA tNS>>LOPLs StMAtC.MÎ CHAIM Af.nS - LUtNFl f PR W IW 
fxPCRMENTS AT T'H POFS'^LV DISTlUf) WAT«"« (4:1 /FKfSML* 'U^I|Ll"« N -U-'M'.' I <. 
THC SYSTEM lINDfcN IN VFS T IMT |f)S 1^C2?UCH - DOrOS ASO IC AC 10 I I K f « "•* AH S, 1| S T. M.tMl |\Mii" ? /1 V 
st rsTfM wAWAwr rpMS 
Ldwen i»MA5e DFNSIÎY r.qcpo C/ML IIPPEM PHASF Df.sirv r.h74^1 u/-i 
VISCOSITY n.noAQA fnisFS visrisri* IMIM-. 
INITIAL VALI f i :< t  ASSUMFO IN CALCULAI |il\ 
PFAL fLASnCITV CfPI 0.0 hAvENIlMHH 3U>10Q1U NEC I PPHCAl CM PEFhWF NCP METfH SCALf l.no My, HfPkPfNCF INPUT VTC. 0.I CO VT. 
C A I I N A M Y  E L A S T I C I T Y  ( | P 0 |  ( 1 . 0  
nAHBisr .  C ' lFFf tc i rNT c-|N»PH>ACIAl TPN'ilUK SO.^CCO f)VNP Vr" 
p x o r f  p n s i  ! l ' i n  HATA 
TM» CALCULATED P«ilRF SEPAWAT ION IS Î.<»7?S« C. lASfO ON «ESCN# O.^TW^O PFSF'i» i.SnSV) OISfiN^ n.O.MU MiSTr^^ *•' •-
F4.EJUENCY li4.7Q 1*0,70 
2 0 2 . 2 0  
CALCIJI ATION OF / EPC Fl AST (f |TY PAOAMfTFKS 
n-p. :ncF, 
n.72H689<.l O.PIO<,1675 
n.  «92 76649 
taAVf NO. î2.«?QT7aS2 15.6t?6P«74 3P,4ft07«?0l 
WAVEIENCTH 0, n 141U4 0.176lH15m 0. lAD'i'iPq 
Nil, WAVM 
2^.S4744; is  
?4. .M7.)^>n 
Ph S .c  f ' k . w a n h  
^. \H2n7TO^? 
3S.662A»'A ?«.  
4 .  <;c i  '  fl 
o.nssw^)  
INOEPENDFNT VAHIAHL^ HATA 
THF NUFPfVUCNT VA* lAWLE IS SURFACE CONCENTWAT inN IN MCLFS/f.M SO, * 10#* 10 INPUT PaPAHETEMS APE WT, IJF SURFACTANT « (SIC,00000 MG. HOLFC'ILAP HT,« 322.000-10 HAKl-ljP Vt L tiT xT, I*- )0 I, 
THI AW FA IS KTPT CONST, AT 240.00000 SO. CM 
INTERFAf.lAL TFNSION DATA 
iNTtXFACUL TENSIIINS WILL BE CALCULATED US I Nr. AN IlLEDPHlLl IC rflLMEL^Y PLATE AN'I rMfS^ PA4ANFTFHS: ACCbL. IF GRAVITY» r .<3H0 WFIGHT (»F PLATE. 34,30MG, MFIGHT flF liFIUHT» 171,40 MC,, DEMSITY iir wT » j n d . i  1)1; NS ITYUF PLATf « 2 ,21000 CALCUL AT fiO PF"IMF TFPflF PL ATf» 2.497"') CM, f, ALf Ul ATEO F« ATT ION IN LUHf W '• W, ?0.) NHL H E THE CALCUIATKKS ASSUME AN INITIAL INTEfifAClAL TENSION IF 60 . 200 00 OYNtS/CM. 
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ANALYSIS f-KPEklMENTAl DATA FOR CAPILLARY HiPPLf txPPWMPNTS 
CONSTANT ARPA 53L. t INSOl. Sr«AlRMT CHAIN AlCOt-HLS - LIA ( FEU HhH PL 4 
tXPEHIMENTS PIJIFHRNED AT THE FRESHLY OISTILIEO WATRP (4Kl /FOfSMLY OlSTlLLÇ) N MPPTANF rjlgi.r/if 
IHC SYSTEM UNOff INVESTIGATION IS CAUHI U - KEXANOL iniSTIlLED 4EF0MF 'JSFI FTOH t Puac 
SYSTFH PARAMfTEAS 
LOWER PHASE ntHSlTV 0,99P0 C/4L iJPPgft PHâ^e OPNSir* O.'.MO G/Hi ViSCnsiTV O.COAQf, POISES VISCOSITY n.on)Ph PdlSFS 
INITIAL VALUFS ASSUMED IN CALCtlLATIDN 
REAL ELASTUnv UPt O.C iMAniNARY FIASTICUT IFPP) 0.0 WAVENUMneR luonooo BECIPDOCAL CM DAxaik^r. COEC^FICMNT 0. TOUlO C 
KEFRPFNCF METER SCALE 1.00 M V .  IXTFRFACIAL TFNSKIN S 0.2 0 JO CYNES/r. M  REFERFNCt INPUT VTG, 0.100 VT. 
P4!)RE POSITION DATA 
n « r  C A L C U L A T E D  P W n P E  S F R A H A T I O N  I S  3 . 1 C M .  4 A S E n  T N  R f S r . N *  0 .  3 4 2 ^ 0  P E S ^ N "  4 .  ? l l  1 C  T I S T G S .  « i . T - t n i f c  T U T T K »  ? ,  7 v V ' >  
CALCULATION OF ^fPf) FLASTITITY PARAwpTf^S 
P O S .  N : J .  F B E ' J U E N C Y  U M P .  c h e f .  w a v e  s n .  w a v e l e n g t h  sti. W A V F S  P M S . c t » W , n a n "  P " » .  s c l . F T - J .  I ism. 2 0  0. 7 2 2 7 9 7 9 5  32. 6 1 3 1 7 1 0 9  0 . 1 9 2 6 5 7  73 1 7.01517) 6 3  32.<S1317in9 V5? 
< 182.30 0.ei65H9nft 35,67451724 0. 17514292 1 S.71674152 35.87«.5P724 3 206.90 0.91060971 39.05905520 0. 1 b c f l 6 ) s 9  20. 37816450 39.05905520 1.01 747:61 
t  232.20 1.00574735 4 2.20569591 0. 144A 7143 . 0 19A519 9  4/,2n5 ' s w s 9 1  0 . « f » o t l 7 u  
|DEPf»4)FNT VARIAflLf HATA 
THE iNOfPFNIENT VARIABLE IS THE 1(1CAP1TH|M (IF THF R'JLK PHASF S'IRFACTANT C ONCE N TR AT I ON («OLFS/II. INPliT PAHAMETfRS ARE- WT. l)F SURFACTANT ««190.00000 "r., MflLFCULAR WT. ». 1)2.2)000 •*,. VAK»:-UP vriL. • 0.01030 L* TOTAL STLUT ION VOLll-E • 0.415 CO L SURFACTANT SOLUTION IS ADnEI) TO HULK PHASF AKf) Mlnço, THfi VOL ijME AO:)Çn IN "IC OL I Tf « S IS W f c A I I  |N. 
INTEPFACI AL TENSION ^^ATA 
INTE FPACIAL TENSIONS WILL RE CALCUL ATFO USINC AN OLFQOHlLLIC <<ILHEL»'Y PL AT F ANl TMgSF PAWA-F TFR^: ACCIrL. OF nwAVITY" 0.983 WfclOHT (IF PLATF» 14. 30MG. WEIGHT OF WFIGHT» 171.40 Mf,, OFNS ITf (if wT « r 1.4 }1 J.J 
nCNSITY OF PLATT* 2.20)00 CALCUl ATEC PERIHETERflF PLATF' 2.*7242 CM. CALCULATEO FRACTION IN LOtaf» f»HASE«n. 70") 
• wrUE THE CALCULATIONS ASSUME AN INITIAL INTFRF ACI&L TENSION OF 50.21000 OYNFS/C*. 
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR CAPILLARY RIPPLE EXPERIMENTS 
CONSTANT AROA SOL. C IN SOL. STRAIGHT CHAIN ALCOHOLS > LIA (NFI FEB 1968 RLR 
EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED AT THE FRESHLY DISTILLED WATER 14X1 /FRESHLY DISTILLED N HEPTANE INTERFACE. 
THE SYSTEM UNDER INVESTIGATION IS CLODH - DECANOL IDISTILLEO BEFORE USE) ETCH C PURE 2/9/66 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
LOWER PHASE DENSITY 0.9980 G/ML IPPER PHASE DENSITY 0.6780 G/ML 
VISCOSITY 0.00896 POISES VISCOSITY 0.00386 POISES 
INITIAL VALUES ASSUMED IN CALCULATION 
REAL ELASTICITY (EPT 0.0 
WAVENUHBER 31.00000 RECIPROCAL CM 
REFERENCE METER SCALE 1.00 MV. 
REFERENCE INPUT VTG. 0,100 VT. 
IMAGINARY ELASTICITY (EPPI 0.0 
CAMP ING COEFFICIENT 0.70000 CM 
INTERFACIAL TENSION 50*2000 DYNES/CM 
PROBE POSITION DATA 
THE CALCULATED PROBE SEPARATION IS 3.36940 CM« BASED ON RES(M" 0.29810 R£SFN« 4.789 30 OISTCN* 6.01314 DL STFN" 2.64394 
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INDEPENDENT VARIABLE DATA 
THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IS THE LOGARLTHLM OF THE BULK PHASE SURFACTANT CONCENTRATION (MOLES/LI. 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARE- NT. OF SURFACTANT «8292.00000 HG* MOLECULAR WT* •, 158 .  30 0 00 G. 
MAKE-UP VOL. • 0.01000 L, TOTAL SOLUTION VOLUME • 0.49 500 L 
SURFACTANT SOLUTION IS ADDED TO EULK PHASE AND MIXED, THE VOLUME ADDED IN MICROLITERS IS READ IN* 
INTERFACIAL TENSION DATA 
INTERFACIAL TENSIONS WILL BE CALCULATED USING AN OLEOPHILLIC WILHELMY PLATE AND THESE PARAMETERS: 
ACCEL. UF GRAVITY. 0.980 WEIGHT OF PLATE- 34.30MG. WEIGHT OF WEIGHT- 171.40 HG* DENSITY OF WT"21.40000 
OTNSITY OF PLATE" 2.20000 CALCULATED PERIMETEROF PLATE- 2.88413 CM. CALCULATED FRACTION IN LOWER PHA SE"0.200 
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ANALVSU Of IKPniHINTAi.  DATA #0# CAPKIAAY RIPPK exPRRMENTS 
CONSTANT imik SOL. i INSOl. STnAUMT W\H AWQWU - lU IWt fin Hôô klô 
EXPfRlHCNTS PIMQHNID AT TH# MISHLV DtSTULIO WATM t« l l  /PNfSHlY OlST ILLt l )  N HFPTAV UTENFàC 
TH! SYSTEM UNDER INVESTIGATION IS C140H -  TETMOBCANOL 11% PROM AIS. DtST. ETHANIl l I  IN ETON 2/9/44 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
Lt tER PHASE CENSITY O.MEQ G/Ml UPPER PHASE DENSITY 0.6T80 C/ML 
VISCOSITY 0«00l«6 POISES VISCOSITY 0«00)86 POISES 
INITIAL VALUE: ASSUMED IN CALCULATim 
RIAL aASTICITV ( IPI  0.0 IMAGINARY ELASTICITY lEPPI 0.0 
WAVENUMEER SUOOOOO RECIPROCAL CM DAMPING CHEPPIClENT 0.70000 CM 
RIPERINCE METER SCALE 1.00 MV. INTERPACIW TENSION 90.2000 DYNES/CM 
REPIRENCE INPUT VTG. 0.100 VT. 
PROBE POSITION DATA 
THE CALCULATED PROBE SEPARATION IS S.SA4T2 CP. BASED ON RESGN- 0.2BS40 RESP**> 4.T6R20 OISTGN" 6.02411 DtSTCK- 2.69<)9Q 
CALCULAT ICN OP 2ERQ ELASTICITY PARAMETERS 
POS. NO. PREOUENCY OMP. COEP. «AVE NO. MAVPLOlGTH NO. WAVES PHS.CUR.MANn CN. PB. SCL.FGTK. 
1 161.20 0.T)6»T1S6 SS.02TT21I1 0.190214)9 lT.6a6T26#4 »,02T?2U1 0.#44S0H? 
2 IBS.TO 0.B296B1O) S^S22B3996 0. IT29R1S6 19.491291164 36.32283996 0.74291P79 
3 211.10 0.92726277 S9.619073SB 0.1SB60979 21.21433008 19.61907338 0.77466264 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE DATA 
THE INOEPENOENT VARIABLE IS SU#PACE CC*ENTRATION IN MOLES/CM SO. X 10**10 
INPUT PARAMETERS ARB HT. OP SURPACTANT •  312.00000 MC. MOLECULAR MT. •  214.30000 MARE-UP VOLUME»0.3900 I .  
THE AREA IS KEPT CONST. AT 240.00000 SO. CM 
INTERPACIAL TEWION DATA 
INTERPACIAl TENSIONS MILL BE CALCULATED USING AN OLECPHILLIC WILHELMY PLATE AHO THESE PARAMETERS* 
ACCFL. OF GRAVITY" 0.9B0 WEIGHT OP PLATE# 34. 30MG. WEIGHT OF WEIGHT# 171.40 MG. DENSITY OF HT>?U40000 
DENSITY OF PLATE" 2.20000 CALCULATED PERIMETEROP PLATE# 2.90369 CM* CALCULATED FRACTION IN LOWEH PKASF>0,7C0 
WHERE THE CALCULATIONS ASSUME AN INITIAL INTFRFACIAL TEW I  ON OF 90.20000 OYNES/CM. 
•  • • • • • • • « • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a * *  •  
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ANALYSIS OP EXPERIMENTAI OATA POR CAPILI&RY klPPlE EXPERMPNTS 
CHNSTANT AREA SOL* L tSSOL* STKAIOHT CHAIN ALCCHCLS -  LIA INP) FEB 196* P LA 
EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED AT THE FRESHLY ntSTlLLCn WATER UXI /MFSMLf OlST I  LLH) N HFOTANc ISTE'F 
THE SYSTEM UNDER INVESTIGATION IS C200H -  EICOS&SOL UK mOH A8S. 01 ST. ETHANHLI IN ETOH 
SYSTEM PARAWETFRS 
LOWER PHASE DENSITY 0»99F0 C/WL UPPER PHASE OENSITV 0.6780 G/WL 
VISCOSITY 0.00896 OOISES VISCnSITV O.OOM^ 001SFS 
INITIAL VALUFS ASSUMED IN CALCULATION 
REAL ELASTICITY (EP» 0.0 
UAVeNUNeEM 31.00000 RECIfAOCAL CM 
REFERENCE METFR SCALE 1.00 Mv. 
REFEfi fNCf INPUT VTC. 0.100 VT. 
IMAGINARY ELASTICITY (FPP) 0.0 
CAHPINf i  COFFFICIFNT 0.70000 C* 
INTERFACIAl TENSION 50.2000 OYNFS/CM 
PROAF POSITION O&TA 
THE CALCULATED PRUBF SEPARATION IS 3.5SC2% CS PASEO f f i  RFSm* 0.10Q20 PESFN* 5.04640 OISTGN- 6.00'»Oh 01 STFN, 
CALCULATION OF f fRO ELASTICITY PARAWFTFRS 
PnS. NO. FREQUENCY COfF. WAVE NO. WAVfLFN'ÎTH NO. WAVfS PK.Crw.wAN' l  IN,  PR. SCL.F^Ti  .  
I  162.10 0.73R 10016 31. l5Mm*78 0.  U.7)M)616 )) .  15^^47# 
? 1RS.70 0.P29681O1 !6. î?2f t3S56 0.17?ORIS4 M.»21728q9 ^6.^??A3S«i6 0.9?f l f lSr4^ 
!  209.90 0.92196917 39.43ô57«I2 0.M9315M 22.?*42)72* 3Q#4)R57mi;  0.90**1041 
4 ?34.20 1.0U206R7 42.44 546615 0. I4R01552 2 $.95549908 47.44946415 1.11^649)4 
INOEPENOFNT VARIARLE OATA 
THE INUEPENOENT VARIABLE IS SURFACE CONCENTRATION IN MOLFS/CM SO. X 10**10 
INPUV PAR AMETFRS ARE WT. OF SURFACTANT •  952.00000 MO. MOLECULAR WT..  298.00000 MAKF-UP VOLUME <0.0500 I .  
TH[ AREA IS KEPT CONST. AT 243.00000 SO. CM 
INTERFACIAL TENSION OATA 
INTtRFACIAL TENSIONS Wi l l  BE CALCULATEO USING AN OLECPHILLIC WILHELNY PLATE ANO THESE PAHAMfTFRSt 
ACCEL. OF GRAVITY* 0.950 WEfOHT OF PlATg. H.  30MC. WEIGHT OF WEIGHT" 171.40 MG. OENSITY OF WT«? 1,4 I j lOO 
OENSITY UP PLATF* 2.20000 CALCUIATEC PERIMETFRCf PLATF* 2.86656 CM. CALCULATEO FRACTION IN LOWER PHASE"0.200 
WMERF THF CALCULATIONS ASSUME AK INITIAL INTFRtACUL TENSION OF 50.20000 OYNFS/CM. 
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ANMYSI S t»F EXPERIMPSTAI 14T a FOR CAPlllAPY BIOPtF FXPFP MF'fT^ 
rrNSTi-,T iwfcj I roîArfcn SUMKI«CT«nts - i iAMF i  FFP i«ftn PLP 
£<( '«•"!  ttfRtOHMen at  THÊ rwrSWLY i l  st i l lpl  w&tpr  ut) /pafshiy OI<;Tll lFO s HFOrAVjP l» 'TF 
rir syfi icw I ja  iy q mai i i  - nctf t recyl  a iofhyoe {i  * fpom nt *r» ap$,  f t thi  f t^m ?/ i  i /* ,»  
5YSTÇM PAPAMFTFPS 
l i 'weo pw*s{ ccnsi ty  0,99"»0 r7- l  i ippfr  phfl5f  oensi ty  c .a t rp  p, /ml  
VISCOSITY n, 00"': ' , PQISFS VISCCSITr O.nmuA pnjçr^ 
IMTtAL VAL'IFS ASS'IMFC IN CBiri lATION 
3Fût UaSîIClTY ( Pp 1 0,0 I^Ar.lNAeV Fl AtTiri TY IFPP» 
) l  .JOT)P BFCIPROCAL C*4 nA»»PINC COfFFIClFST C.TOnon'-
HfFKKFSCE wpTFR SCAir  l .OP My, INTFPFAC Ml TENSION ^n,7or '^  rvNC^/rw 
BFFFkfNCf IN»I»T VTl. 0,100 VT, 
prohe pos i t  ion dat» 
tmp r i l  c ' j l  a t  pn pi ' inç  sfpakat ion is  3. ' )"  ?7q [m,  basfd on pfsf ik"  n ,25t îo  be^fk# 5 .sb4?r  ni^t ' .n t  k .n&itu p |«rc ' -»  % 
C A t  cm AT ION 3f  H9n FLASTICITY pAPA"FT!BS 
Pns. Nl, f-t^PyilM'CV CrFR, WAVE M, WAVELENGTH NO, WAVF^ P f  tJR ,WAN 1 CN. P*. (f I  .  cr TP. 
I  ISQ.Rl U.T?qC»lQO ^2, %10\>SA^A 12.{..®«.»i7ap-»7 
: I "o.nj n»f}ni^'»69 H, I?40926^ 22.6511491? n,Pnk4f.in 
^ ?0?. 30 C.P«Î1*866 1«.A71S^«R0 ). IA3)11A* 2*.4|B%nRl I.ATI BA^ 
INnçoÇSDFNT VABtlRVF n&TA 
the  inorpen ) fnt  v^wiablf  i s  sukfacf  cosr  ent  h a t  ick i»j  «01 sq ,  * 10**10 
tNWir f 'ahvt t f r^  ai»f  WT. j f  SURFACTANT • IU, 00000 HniECUlAP WT.« 2A4,gonnn "AK F-<JP vnLl-f.n.O?*" l  .  
THt AW F A IS KtPT r(l\<LT .  tX ?<.0,00030 %C., CM 
INTE-tPAriAL TENSinS DATA 
iSTFfFAClAL TEKSITNS Will Pp C MOR AT 60 't< INT, AN "1 FI-^Ull |C WllHFl«V PLATf ANT THf Sf PAR A-F TP 
ACCEl ,  (IF r.KAVITY» C, 940 kE^HT HF PLATE- U.ÎIHr,, WflC.HT OF WFIGHT- ITI.AOMr,, irNSfTVor w T. ? I,/.n-no 
nfNSITY (F U| ATf .  ?.?0700 CALCULATED PrHIHFTFUlF PLATF. C". TAlCUlATFO FPACT ITS IN lOwF» PHASf"".?'*0 
WHPJF iHf- CALC'llATir.Ni ASSMMF AN |N ( T  (AL INTFUFACUL TENSION H f  ^ 0 »  7 0 0 0 0  0  Y N F  S / T  • * ,  
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INtUT n*u 
to *K INOEP# VAA. F#eOUPNCY INPUT VCL7. 0UTPU7 voir. 5PTN, V4 
1* 0.0 199,60000 0*90400 0,06290 0*90000 ?7.40'*0n U 2 1,0 l#f.9COOO 0,50500 0*07620 0*50090 17,40000 
U J 0.0 202.10000 0*51000 0,19490 b70000 3 7, 41001 u \ % 0,00000 159,70000 0,90900 0.OA 540 0,90000 37, #0006 
2. 2 10.00000 160. <0000 OiStOOO 0*07140 0,50390 37,*0001 
2. 3 10.00000 ; 202.10000 0*91000 0*13700 C,20000 37, 30000 
»• I 40.00000 1 t99.4CCC0 0.51000 0*061)0 0*50000 ^l.fOCOO 
), 2 40.00000 1^0.20000 0.51000 0.07260 0,50000 *7,60001 
3. 3 40.00CCO 201.90000 0.51000 0.13260 0,20000 17,60001 
4. 1 90.00000 159,00000 0.51000 3.06100 0,50000 20000 
»« 2 90*00000 I79«4d000 0,51000 C, 07C80 0,50000 3*,?0010 
4, 3 90. 00300 201.40000 0,51000 0,13150 0.20000 Î6, 70r01 
5, I 170.0CCC0 156,70000 0.50500 0.05950 0*50100 39,01100 
? UOiOOOOO 179,60000 0*51000 C.0&960 0, 50000 onooi 
5, 3 I ?g. gggùQ . 20 ti 200 30 0,51000 0.13060 0,20000 39, niool 
S. I 270.00000 150,20000 0* 50900 0.05660 o,'«an?o 4m,nom 
4, 2 270.00000 179,00000 0,51000 0.06600 0,50oro 40» nnnoi 
6» 1 îT'^.CCOCf ;C0.6CQOO 0,51000 0,17600 n,?oooo 40,noo'^i 
V, 1 370,10030 157,90000 C,50*00 0, 11760 r,7oocn 40.411"1 
7, 2 3 70, CCOOO 17a,70000 0«510UO n, 06 TOO O.SOOfi 4 
7. Î 371,00000 200. 70000 0,5 1000 3.12970 0,70000 40,*0101 
B, 1 900,00000 147.60000 0,50900 0. 13240 0,20000 41 ,7111") 
A. 2 500,00000 1 76, 30000 0,91301 0.06460 0,500n0 41, ?«on 
4, Î 500,0000: 119, 60000 0,51000 0.12160 o*200no 41,70 '>11 
9. I 650.10010 157*30000 0,50900 C.12590 n% 
4, 2 frSC. cccoc 177, 90 0 0 0 0,51000 0,06140 o.snonn 41,"1001 
3 650,00000 199,5QOOO 0,91000 0,11690 0*70100 41,71011 
10. I «00,10000 156.60000 0,51900 0.12100 C. 2C000 47, *0101 
10. 2 eoc,ooooc 117. 6CC00 0,51000 0.06040 0.50nnr 4?,7inoo 
10. 3 600,00000 196.90000 0, 5)900 C. 114*0 0*20«00 47,40111 
11. 1 S50,CCCP0 156.60000 0,50600 0.12740 o*?eroo 4\ ^noic 
11. ? 950,00000 1 77,20CCC 0,50900 0.06190 0*50100 4 3,40111 
U. 3 950,00000 19«.40000 0.50900 C.17CS0 0*70000 43, 3) 000 
12. 1 ICOO, 00000 156, 70000 n,51900 0,12200 0*20000 4\ 20000 
12. ? 1000,10000 177, 40030 0.50900 n,06?40 0**0000 41,10000 
17. 3 100ft,00010 11#,70000 0*50900 0*1165n 0*70000 41,10001 
n. I UCO.QOOJO 156, *0000 0.50500 .1*12151 0*70000 4*,60C''0 
n. i I ion ,00000 177,19000 0*50500 0*059(0 0*50000 41,91001 
M. 3 1110,00 000 1 M.53000 0.51900 0*11930 c«20ono 4i,«nrii 
14. 1 1250,00000 15", SCCOC 0*50600 1*11510 O.7O0O0 44,60101 
14. ?. 1251.omon 176.70000 0*50NOO 0.05610 0*50000 44,51111 
14» 3 t^)o. "icooc IIR.00000 0,50600 • C*l045n 0*7000" 44,4000" 
IS. I 14UO.OOCOO VSf.50000 C* 50*00 0*09500 0.20000 45,40101 
IS. 2 1400.0000U 176,00000 0,50900 C.12170 0.20000 45,11«01 
15. 3 14C0,CCC00 197. 400 0C 0,50900 0,0'>150 0*200"0 41,70010 
16. 1 1550,00010 155.20000 0, 506CO 0,09790 0.70000 46 ,10001 
16. 2 1550,30000 175,70000 0.50500 0,12210 0* 20000 46,01011 
16. 3 1550,00000 ICS 90000 0*50500 0,09560 0.20000 4S, 91101 
17, I 175n,noooo 154,50000 0* 50600 C.C6760 0.70000 47 ,10011 
17. ? I75tcc:10 175.00000 1,50500 0*11320 0*20000 47, )1A1'> 
17. 3 1?5%CC0^ 196. 2000C 0.5omoo 0.06290 o.?nnoo 47,100)1 
M. 1 2 0uo,')uoon 154,00000 0.50700 C, 0*550 0,70000 4^,71111 
IP. 2 2CCO ,CCCOO 174,30000 3.50700 0,10650 0.20000 46, lOroc 
IP. 3 2000,00000 19% 40000 0. 50600 0,07540 0,2010n 4*,1'J0J1 
19. 1 2300,00000 157,40000 0,50600 C.06790 0.20000 4Q,9inoi 
19, ? 23cr,oonio 173,2C0CC 0,50700 0.0*520 0.20100 49,#0f*0'" 
If, 3 2 3J1.1l'OnO 194,70000 0,50700 C. 05*90 0,20000 49,70100 
20. I 27C0, cnoiu 151,50000 0*50600 0,07060 0.70000 *2, 10000 
2n. 2 27CC.Cfir0C 177,00000 0, *0600 0*06600 0*20010 51,90100 
2", 1 2 700.000 JO 19?,90000 0*50m00 C.C6330 0, 20000 *i.*nooo 
21. 1 33CC. COCCC 150,100 00 0,50401 0.12150 0,10000 55,40000 
21 . 2 33)0.00000 170,00000 C. 50700 0.07470 0,20900 55,70001 
2U 3 5300.^0000 190,50000 0*50700 0.10760 0, 10000 55,0^000 
2?. 1 4300.00000 146, 50000 0*90700 0.11260 0*10000 59.30001 
22* 2 4300*00000 166*20000 0*90700 0* 07450 0*20000 99.00000 
22. 3 4)00. 00000 15m.50000 0*50600 0*10930 0*10000 *6,90000 
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TABLE OF RESULTS fCR 2 PnStTÏTN 
CALCULATPO NftVeNllHBtR. 35,is«92l RECIP. C4, WAVElENGTH«0.1?605 CM. INI Tf AL FRFQUFNrv • 1 •^•90 H7. 
INDEP. VAR. DMp, CCFP. WAVE NO. BEI. FQ, INTERF. TENS. CEN. AMPL. Vl V? PEAL El % fx&r., CMS. 
I. :  0, a 0 .01119 35.6A921 I,01010 50.20000 0,2)578 0.94PP5 0.02273 .c.onm ? 
2. ? 7.06320 U.i>?tl2 15. 69295 C, 99834 50.23375 0.2)454 0.94477 0.02301 -R,41590 U 
3. 2 3A%:^2Tq o,an4!» 35.6qf&67 0%996fR SC.13250 0.23127 0.0^324 1% 
4. ? A3.5f,A?7 0. p?«5e 35.7QIA9 0.99447 49,93000 0.23196 0.94248 C.02317 -4.74*17 17. 47#.|4 
5. 2 120.0741^ n. 35,70*1*0 Qt 49# (»1919 OeZSO?? 0:94419 1.07370 =n.n7^u 1. l lo)n 
k. ? 190.70432 û.tf lUÎ 35,71261 0,94950 49.32I49 0.*f?»8 0.94369 0. 02 3 20 -17, P^M7 *«, 4*ni4 
T. P 2el.3>8?«5 0. M»3S? 35, »16 ?R 0 ,957R4 49.11998 0 •12622 0.94412 0.02314 .11.0444# U 11 
4. 2 0.d*04rt 39.72111 0.9«"63 4N. 91748 0.22439 0.O4340 9.02353 -19,66113 17, ,44N«« 
9, 2 4)V. iCMl 0.901)4 35,7?592 0.98 342 48.T149T 0.22293 0.94270 0.02381 -0,47547 31, IB41J 
10. 2 «65.Cb5ï^ 0. A534? 35. 729!l C. 9n TA 4#.41122 0,22113 0.94513 1.02390 -1.PO051 -n. 1)010 
11. ? 6rUJn377 O.RAÏTfl 35.73427 0.97055 48.174Ç7 C.21925 C.«45ll 1.02365 .6.7 751': 44"P 
12. 2 70t.3ie7C •), "44U 35. 73l"9 0.9R065 48.27622 0 . 22019 0.94545 0.n?1A7 -4.4171" -s 1MI47 
13, 2 776.95147 0,6*404 3i. 735*6 0.97599 48.14127 0*21978 0.94467 0.02390 -7.45104 -14, 51770 
14. ? flH2.J9063 1,44564 35.74019 1.9747* 47.80371 0.21688 0.94462 0.02422 ».0340» •4, 7ri i 
15. 2 9A4. e4 75P U. 01849 3 5. 74A42 0.97291 47.93370 0.21)52 0.94381 0.02514 11.3480? -0, 444n 
14, 2im4,?1^S4 35»75V«2 n»nTi2« 47.2974S 0«2120T 0.44502 1.07505 49705 
17. 2123S C5S4P U.9104'5 39.76004 0.94739 46.92619 0,20PAR n .9442P 0.07544 0.11015 -1. 
U. 2M12.t3S*1 0. 92U7 35. 7610" 0.96352 46.58849 0.20526 0.94289 0.02574 9.08249 1. soq^o 
19. 21624.535V 3,97055 35.7R05" 0.05744 46.C1493 0.19987 0.04165 1.0771? 4.76047 7, 
20. 21S07. C4120 •J.9M17 35.79401 0.95050 45.30617 0.19394 C. 94211 0.02fr»* 4.71440 ), 57as» 
21. 22330.flSS02 0,9«2P7 35. Pl5e2 C. 93575 44.19240 0.18407 0.94179 0.02744 4.'^71M 7. #?4Q# 
22. ?3037.1747? 0.9TlTft 35.B151? 0.«2^50 42.90988 0.17515 0.94 798 1.12712 4.*7=75 •>. 5*"4® 
TAKE nFSPWKTS im* t POSTTînN 
calcllated kavh ^u ^RERa j?. RECtP. CM. WAVR. P< CTH'O. t9 MA CM. INITIAL FREQUENCE • M",Pn uy. 
in ,< IN 01", VA) . OMP. COFf, WAVE NP. REL. FO. INTERF. TEN% RFN, ANPt* Y1 V» "=#1 PIS. 
1. 1 (J.I 0. 779CP 32. 41450 1.01000 50.20000 0.13392 0.95080 0.02270 .r.nmiA 
?.  1 r.o' ipo 72473 12.43546 0.99037 50.23379 0.13344 0.948 80 0.02212 -I,0#A14 •>,P7«'> 
3. 1 id.?5>79 0. P744 32.5Mn5 1.O0750 50.13250 0.1320? 0.94702 0.02211 .5.P77S7 1,40447 
4. \ (,3.54477 C.7»03® 17. P4146 0, 00499 4 9.93000 0.13014 0*94580 0.07273 *. 144)1 
5. 1 12J.'17415 J,7Mll 32.84*09 0.99112 49.45999 0.1287) 0.94714 0.02232 -5.11410 1.>57*7 
4. 1 100, 706*? J. 7«IQH 12, 84(114 0,94990 49,32249 0.12641 0*94 726 0.07256 5. 704mm -r,41*R« 
7. 1 74l.n' '20 U.744f7 32,8506C C .9R811 40. 05248 0.12901 0*94865 3.0226R -7. I10P5 -1.4*711 
•«, I 2bJ.l ' i"5fl5 U.74J7J 12.85)02 0.98423 48.91748 0.12366 0*^745 0.02200 •5.61778 -1,*4705 
9. 1 459. l«7Pl C.74215 12. 8*542 0.9R414 48.68122 0*122)0 0*04822 0.02319 -1, 37044 -*.712P"» 
P. 1 565.J«'i7' '  0.7417» 32.851^5 0.9*1?) 4R, 37747 0.12005 0*94 777 0.92123 -2.45820 -4.24401 
11. 1 6 71. 0C172 J.75711 12,84190 0.97997 48.14122 0.11917 0*94086 0.02289 -0, 0775 R -1.732M 
12. 1 ?U6.3l«:7r 0.74440 32, 86013 C.9PC40 48.24247 0.11961 0*94915 0.07324 0.27240 -3,14r4i 
13. 1 776. MM7 ).7634fl 17.«6147 0.97915 4P.10744 0.11872 0.94925 0.02173 0.20679 -2.874f.o 
I*. 1 (rB2.rt ' i«;M 0. 77040 32.P4421 0.97550 47.76996 0.11610 0.O4P25 0.07345 0.00143 -5.2 473 
15. 1 9PH,R4r5R 0.81743 32. 86516 0.97309 47.4 9995 0.11438 0*94849 0.02457 5.94174 -2. 30007 
14. 11094, 79554 O.A*»505 32 .87114 1.97121 47.26)70 0.11311 0.949)7 0.02449 4.65648 -7,0447^ 
17, 112"» 6, Û^54P 0. R2559 32.87479 0,94493 46.92619 0.31020 0*94717 0*02512 7.4580% -0,34*10 
15 ,  11417.61141 0.82734 32.87972 0.96370 46. 99494 0.10R18 094R25 0.02516 4.19156 -0,74'"9O 
19, 116*4. 515&7 0.U7144 32,85793 0.99620 49.98118 0.10392 C*94451 0*02656 4. 11*11 7,56701 
2J. 1 190 7, Q432C 0.15417 37, 89359 0. 94994 49.23967 0.0998# 0*94494 0.07597 6.36978 0.84?T) 
21. 12333.45512 3.rt76l7 17.90200 0.93930 44. 12490 0.09424 0.04 844 0*02664 5.20412 rt,9T#,T4 
22. 13037. 1 74 t ?  0.84414 32.91 045 0.9792O 47.8086? 0.08962 0*95621 0.02689 1,3 70*4 1.71094 
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TAiLi n; «fsutTs nn i  pmiricN 
GAirVlATPC WAV (MIMA Age 1II.AT156 %PCf#, r>. W4V£LFNGrHa0i Ul>1( Cf» INfTfAL "FQUfSTY .  «17 • A 
in K IN1CP. VAP. i)Mp* cnfF, WAVE NP. NKl, FQ. hTERP, TENS, CEN, AU9L, VI Y5 RPAL n «. iwrno. ( 1 '  
I. ^ i .J J.H9315 34,47156 ItOOOOO 40«?n000 0.2A777 r. 94?M 0.07121 •n 6011 7 -0  
2* 1 ?.04'7C C. 9A97] 1f.477C0 0.99911 50.2Î375 0.24477 0,04441 0.02117 - 3 74148 
9* ) i«.25?79 0,@q7Q2 3m,4#044 C.(4402 yi. 13740 0.7*873 0.«4470 0,07331 -4,1Ik^q '1  n 
4. 1 63.5«.«I7T 0.90119 18,44901 0,99555 49,91000 P.7f9f6 0. 04771 0, 0)34 1 PO 374 >7* 
5. 3 120*07435 0, 90316 3R.4924? 0,99456 49,65999 0,74905 0,0447 1 3,17146 -I 7 r414 
(>• 3 143,70632 0,99R?l 3a,S026) 0.99160 49.32249 f, 2 9044 0,Q4n76 0.1)361 -I -I 
7, 3 2Al.)3e2Q 0.90650 34,50769 0,99011 49,15173 0.79069 r, 0447c 1. 0)154 -1. -0  •> 
9, '  Mi.1594% (.92112 34. 51611 0«9R764 48,91744 0,29072 0 ,  04 4 0 0 3.07112 -1 A cr-»! 
9. \ 459,11741 V.93174 34,52113 0.04616 4m,T4P73 r. 290<sl C. O4406 0,3541-ï 
W. ? 569.04576 C, 93 5 17 34,51111 3,9'^119 44,44417 0,2*1014 0.04454 1.0P477 - 1 * 01) ',u -s. 
11. « 671.00372 0.9 72 ?0 34, 536CS 0, «4171 44.2047? 0,?4977 r).04Sn4 0 ,07304 - I  
1?» '>,931 ?H 34.53444 0.94770 44.27622 0.2 4900 r, 064f.c .1,0741 7 1, 
13* 775, 45167 0.  93364 34.5)774 0.94122 44.14122 0,2P9A^ 1. -1 .  
14, ) M42, 0.95755 1ft,545<7 0. OT474 47. 81746 r.2l»H74 0,n46'4n 3,07444 »/ 1X7 . » 
15, 3 VH'<, yq 1^" irt.55576 0,07474 47.56744 0.7"76# r, 4*^6" f '  f " - J  
1». '10'^4, 7",554 0,17712 34.56345 1.«7331 4 7 .13120 0,2F617 0,0441 1  •»a?M 
1 7 .  3 l ? J 6 ,  J5Q4P 1.31096 3fl.5»50'» 0,06945 4f. 95(S5 r . 7 4 4 0 1  0.11^71 
IM. 11412. 61WI I , 0 ï 2 l 7  9,96419 4 6 , 6 7 7 4 4  f ' .74IIJ r, 04106 n . 0 7 6 T *  7. t / .  )  % 
19, 4l'W^.9^532 I.00 21*^ 3«. fO^'l C, 95996 46,04 464 0 , 7 7 9 3 ?  C."i|7 4  7  
20. 3 1  '<07. 063»0 1.073'%5 34.69644 0.O5353 45.3399? 0. 2 7 4 1 7  r, 94224 t. 
2 1 *  34»31J, E5*>Î7 1 .  On71A 3 P #  65771 0.94315 4 4 ,2509(3 O.>6092 0 . 0 4 7 0 4  C , i ' > P 3 ®  s. 1. 
2 2 .  3 ^ 0 3 7 . 1 7 4 7 7  l . Q Q ( , 4  !  34.69072 0.93178 4 7 . 9 4 1 ( 3  0.2*367 «,04S7» 1  , 1 7 4 * 4  4, 1. 14* 
A K A I V S I ^  r F  E X P E R I M E N T A I  l A T  A  M R  C 4 P Î L I & P Y  P | P M  F  f M P r w  | M F S T ^  
f . f K S T A » < T  4 K F #  I k S C L ' I R L E  C C T  A C E T Y L  S l J O F A f T A N T S  -  L I A t N F »  P F R  I S 6 «  « » L R  
e * 0 f < | ^ l N T S  « E U m - E O  A T  T H E  F ^ F S H L Y  0 1  S T T L I F H  h A T f a  ( 4 % l  / F a f S K Y  O t ? T f t t f O * <  M « o M N f  
T H f c  J N P S e  I N V f S n C A T I O N  Î S  C i m -  -  3 - O C  T A I f  r . A N D N E  l l * F * f w  D l  S t .  1 P « .  F T ( , M |  I N  P T T H  U \ * > f f  
SYSTFM D»R|-ErfB5 
L C W E O  P H A ^  E  C F N ^ I T V  O . Q Q " 0  C / M L  I f P P P q  P H ^ c p  O F N S I T V  r . 6 ? m n  C , / ^ l  
vi^ccsfTY o,0'>«»9î» eoisE^ visrrsfv r.nni#6 Bi(sp< 
I N I T I A L  V A L U E S  I S S ' i M g n  I N  f A L r i ' l A T i n k  
R P A L  S L A « I t r . l  T Y  ( c , » |  O . f l  
W A V F M I W P E »  3 1 . i n n o  W F C I P R 1 C A L  C *  
4 C F Ç U C N C F  M F T f O  S C A L P  1 , 0 0  " V .  
4 E F E W P N : e  I N C U T  V T G ,  O . I O  V T .  
|"A(;iNARY PLASTiriTY (PPPI O.a 
OAHBINC CnEePiriPNT C.TQnon fw 
INTERFAC.tAt TfNSlHN Sn,?OCr PYN^^/C 
o*T%F '>1«i!T PN TATA 
rMU CAl CUl.A TC'1 pp.IPS SFPAIATlnx | CM, HASfn CN «FSGN* RF^fK'. OISTr.Nt ^.,0?'»» "I I < f »; •» 
CAlC'tA HON r)f PLASTICITY P^PA-CTPBS 
,  1 1 ,  K ' : ) 1 > N C . V  ' " * P .  C C ^ P ,  W A V P  s r .  W A V  F l  E N C T * .  N Q ,  W A V P S  P H < ; , r . n R ,  M A N  »  H N .  P ' » .  « r i , r r * o .  
I  I f r ^ . U  ( ' . T ^ f l l O n J t  1 %  l 5 M P 4 7 m  % l H 9 5 2 ^ q O  ? 0 . 7 9 * 0 2 0 9 6  r  
?  1 4 3 , 4 0  * # - . C l 9 9 0 « 3 7 * .  1 .  1 7 4 4 3 6 1 1  7 2 ,  * 9 1 1 ^ 0 9 1  U ,  C I « » • » « ' » * • <  r , O T # . M ? n  
1  2 0 « ,  3 C  ? ,  n n / , 5 4 ? ? 9  3 m .  « 5 5 4 0 * 1 4  3 , 1 6 1 7 0 4 6 ?  ? 4 » Î 7 1 0 0 P O T  i P . a ^ < # 9 4 | 4  n ,  ?  =  
INHFP'-NnPNT VARIAAie HAT* 
YHf rulP|:f.)ChT VABIABLP IS SURFACE CCNCFNTffAT IHN IN MllES/fW SO. * 1C*»10 
iNP'ir "AW AM PTE (*; IMF WT, OF SURFACTANT •1174.00000 MO, wniPCUlAR HT.« 759.00000 •'AKf-MP vn.*»»'P«0, I . 
THk A W  (A IS KEPT CnNSt. AT 740.00000 SO. TM 
INTEPFACIAL TENSION RATI 
Ï N r É K F r t C I A l  r r ^ S  ( C N S  w f L t  P F  C A L C U L A T E D  U S  T N / Î  A N  n L f O P H K l K  W l l H F l M V  P I A T F  A M )  T H F S F  P A P A W P T F A S *  
f t C r c i  ,  O F  I . W W l  T Y .  0 . 9 R O  W E r . H T  O F  P L A T E "  3 4 , J D M r „  M F I G H T  O F  W E I G H T »  1 7 1 . 4 0  « f i .  n p N S I  T Y  O P  w T m ? i . 4 0 0 1 0  
n h N S  I I  Y  O F  P L A r p -  2 , ? o n o O  C A L C U L A T t n  P E R I M E  T E P n P  P L A T F »  2 , 9 0 5 6 1  C .  C A L C H L A T P D  F R A C T I O N  I N  L O W  P R  P H A S  P . 0 , 7 0 0  
W M f J F  THl C M C ' J l A r i C N S  A S S U M E  A N  I N I T I A L  I N T E R F A C I M  T E N S I O N  O F  5 0 . 2 0 0 0 0  D  Y N F  S / T M ,  
255 
MBIir 3ATA 
0 «< tsnf.p. VAK. PREQUeKCY IKWT VOIT, OUTPUT VOLT, K€T?« ^CàLf V TS, V« 
I .  I  1*0 162.10100 0*50AOO 0.07470 c.^ccr 17,31030 
U 2 0*1 M3.4C0C0 0*50900 0*06600 0,50000 17,11111 
U 3 0.(1 215.30000 0.51001 C* 06310 0.50100 3T,*1191 
2. 1 ?.QCC00 161.90000 0.50AOO 0*07400 0.50000 ?7. 41C10 
2, ? 2.0000n 16 3. 20000 Q. 50500 0.08460 0.53111 ?î,41000 
2. 3 ?*00000 215.20100 0*50900 C.C627C C, *0000 )?.4oron 
3. I  32.CCQOO 161.10COC 0*50800 0*17350 0,50100 »7,S001C 
3. : 3"».00000 1A3.QOOOO 0.50(00 0.0;4A0 3.5-^000 
3, 3 i?.nonoQ 205.00000 0*51000 0*06150 0. 500M 3?. 51310 
4. i  13>*0000ù Idl.20000 0*50600 0,07090 0,50100 Tp.Mlll 
2 U2.000QO U2.fOOOQ 0.50ROO C.OAVQQ 0,50000 
<ii 3 UZi 00000 21ft.40000 0.51000 0,05930 c.«ioorc 
S I 2i'.00000 . 16U1COOC 0* 50600 0.06 960 0*50000 39,11111 
9. 2 2 32.30')30 M2.40100 0*50900 0.06230 0.5P0O0 *9,10111 
S 3 2J2.0CCQC 204*30000 0*51000 0,05690 0.50000 •«9. 0110'* 
6. 1 382.00000 160.70000 0* 50600 0* 06730 0.5rt9 '>0 39.*1011 
6. 2 302*00000 182.00000 0*50600 C.CH020 c.5ooro 39. *1011 
6. ^ 382*00000 203* 500CC 0*50900 0,05790 0.50000 »9,500 '*r 
r .  I 582*00000 160* «0100 0*50600 0*06480 0*50000 40.'1111 
T. 2 562*00000 191.50000 0*50900 0.07790 0. 50000 4(.21011 
7, 3 562*00000 203* 3COOO 0*50900 0.05590 0.*01?0 41.71131 
A, I  662*00000 160.10010 0*50800 0* 06630 0*50000 41.00111 
9. 2 eep.ccooo 191.10000 0.5)000 0*0A05d O.iOlOn 4 1.^0001 
a* 3 8S7*QOQQC 202* 10000 C.ÏIOOC 0. 06040 0 .50000 41.11111 
9. I  12)0*30000 159 .  40000 0*50900 C.06530 0* 5C001 4?,71011 
9. ? 123C.cceoc 190* 20399 0*50901 0.07721 0*50101 42* ?11'^0 
9. 3 1210*00000 202* 00000 C* 51100 0. 05970 0,50431 4?.?1'»11 
10. 1 1550*00000 156.90000 0*50900 0.05*60 0,5(1001 43. 10111 
10, 2 1550* CCOOO 179*(GCCC 0*50100 0.072%0 0*40000 4"*.00111 
n. 3 1551.00000 211.40000 C* 51000 0. 055*0 0*50000 4*.1111) 
tu I i^cn* cococ 15".40000 0*50900 0.05731 e*5onoc 44.lOlOl 
11. 2 1SGO.COOJO 170, 30000 0*5 1000 1.06960 0*50100 44.11111 
11. 3 19U0,10000 230.90000 0**1000 C. 05500 0*50001 44.0T^01 
12. I  23CC. 00000 159*00000 0.50900 0.05511 0.500O0 4 4.  ^ 111: 
12. 2 230f».0QC0C 176. 60000 C*S1Q0C 0.04 600 0.50100 44.71111 
12. 3 2*00.00000 210.39^00 0.51000 C.135CO 0. 20101 44.7110P 
n. I 2eco* cooon 147* 5CCC0 0*51000 0.13220 0.700r0 45.Q0nil 
13. 2 2900*01000 176. 3CC00 0*51000 0. 06^90 9,54000 45.90001 
13* 3 2H3n.30000 IQQ.71000 0.51901 0.13250 r.2r i fo  4 5. Qiigi 
14. 1 33co*oocor 156* scroo 0*50900 0.12600 0*20001 47.>111 
14. 2 3*00.^0100 17?.?0000 C* 51000 C.0»5%n 0.5C001 
14* 3 33CO.CCCCC MQ. 00000 0*51000 0.13160 C.70CC0 4T.iim 
M. I 3»»^. oonoo 156.30Q0C 0. 51 «3 0.12341 0.20100 4B.?ll'^1 
14. ? ipoi.noooo 176*90010 0*50900 0. 06430 0,50100 4P,71111 
15. 3 aecc. CCOOO 176.20000 0*5)901 0.13360 0.20001 4«, 71110 
14. 1 430^^*10100 15;. 40COO 0* 5C60C 0,11600 0.20^^01 49.51111 
14. 2 4j00*00010 176,00000 0*50901 0,06150 r. 50000 4C,*0111 
lb. 3 4301* COOOO 197. 10COC 0.50900 0.11010 0.20000 4«..*T^CC 
17. 1 5030.00000 154,60000 C*5Q#00 0* 10960 0*70101 *1.11111 
17. 2 5001* looon 175*20000 0*50900 0*05690 0*50^00 *1.13111 
17. 3 5CC0*00000 M6. 3000C 0*51000 0.12550 0,20090 51.111}'^ 
Ifl. I 6001.10000 153.30000 0*50800 0. 10010 0,20101 51,*01*^1 
IR. 2 6000.0C001 17),«10900 0*50601 0.13510 0.70000 53. *011: 
M, 3 6con.oooio 194*fCCOC 0*50600 0*11790 0*70ini <S3.«1101 
19. 1 7003*30010 152*30000 0*50*00 (*09001 0,70001 5*. 71«31 
1<H 2 7C0«.00010 177,60000 0*51901 1.17411 0*20000 5S fOroi 
19. 3 7001*00010 193.f0010 C* 51001 C* 10990 C.20001 55.50101 
20. 1 âcco* oooju 151*10000 0*53600 0*07900 0.20000 *7.mi01i 
20* ? ecoo* 00000 171, «Q00C 0*50909 0*10760 0,20000 57.70101 
23. 3 9000*00000 197.70000 0*51900 C* 09390 0*20000 57.41111 
21. I lOCC. 00000 150,AOOOO 0*50900 0*07600 0.20000 **, 70000 
21. 2 9000*00000 170.90000 C* 50900 0.10470 0.20000 **.Aonoi 
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asalysi^  t f  k%pek;wp\t&l oat /  pdo cap!l14«v « ipol  f  
ccnst  a \ t  thtt insr i - l ' t lp  ic tanf^vl  s 'm pat tants  -  i  i  msp i  ppl)  « l«  
r x»>«;KMrNrs pc<<pa«NPn at  thc piksmlv ojs t  lui -n war eh (4%* / f rmwiv ni^t iuf i  n ^coiant  istfouff. 
rnr SVSTM l ' inëi' hv». sr ir.Af |"N \i, c IMPP T -  ' lc ta ' )PCri. ACrTATf {\t fBT" n|ST, APS. FTC».» IN Fm^ ?/ |  /,/*,« 
vsrçw PARAMETERS 
i  u  k  f  ' •ensi ty  n.f lqro r . / ' i l  uope# phasf  oe^si ty  r .a t f lo  c /^l  
viscnsitY on IS ES vismsitY o,rr>i«#v oni^s 
ini t ia l  val i j fs  \ssumfn in  caic  l la?:nn 
ta l .  ciASTIClTV (CPI 0.0 I^Afi lKAtfY fLâSUftîY If»»'»» o.n 
MvcMIH^ru 3l.;»f))0n '.FCÎ»"<'^fAL C* RAMPlNf. mrcPlflPNT 0. r* 
< rfC | . r. \ f> "ct t -  sc&l f  l . jn inter  pac |a l  tpns mn so,  ?nro r  ynt  s  r  "  
i*<f»i;r vrr,, c.iao vr, 
P^nnr nisntHN lA T\ 
THE r iAirn.Ar? )  PR J ' J l  bri»A».ATKN r> «. . I ' l lP  r*. PASFO PN PfSONt 1 .m«0 ®ESP^» • . •4*«ep n; ST'^N,  ni t i r*  . 
CftLCLLATlttN /brp PLASTIM TY PAMAWFTfPS 
I ' . l ,/ ) 
)C4.11 
IWO, f l 'Pf, 
C. 







INOPCgSOlNT VA"I APLF CAT A 
PHS.rno.kAN'" CN. «fl»rrTu, 
'».0?77'»pl 
U f, '»«4*6Pro 
7lÇ'»?t*ï r, •0771"»^! 
THF tM{PrM:i^T VA^|A"L^ K i' i«FACf (( NCFNT^A? MN I^MILtS/rM «J, * in*»ir 
INP-ir . 'A^ \-.Tr4S AU- 'A T. "f f. l.^rACTANT •'«>0'*. )0000 "f,, ^Cl FCUIA* WT .m ?l?,Snonn MAK^-UP VflL'«««0.07^0 |  .  
THt r" r,\ I ' j  <n>T ens l , M cjrcc so. r* 
INTFTPACfAl TEKS \r.K PAT A 
|Nr»;"4CIAl TENS I.W MH I:'" C At LUL A Tf n I.SINC AS OLfOPHlLllC h|LMfL"Y PIATF fSC TkFfF PARAWFTfo^I 
ACC-l. ^^f W^avlTY, '..•no -Flf^T 'IF KfTF" 14. Wf I14T HP WE ICHT# 171.4C T.. IprSITV rc wT.n.&MT' 
JE 4SI ry > 'IATK« f AI f.LI ATcl: PFB| kFTFepF PLATE" Z.QIMA C". CALCUL M FT FPAFTînN IN C^WF» PHAS^tO. T' '  
MHcy. In ( .MX IL AT I ' ! ' ,  i  ASS'lvr^.^ INITIAL INTFRFACUL TPSSIONOF 50.? COOO D VV S/f •». 
00001*65 00001*0 09121 *0 00006*0 00001*611 OCoOO*b5Vl i  *12 
oooue*6S 00002*0 01010*0 00006*0 00000*691 00330*0(91 2 '12 
00009*65 00001*0 01601*0 00006*0 CU0U5*69l jn3U0*M9T 1 '12 
00009*45 0W0J1*0 01921*0 00105*3 OOOOV*l6l OOCOO*U(P1 S *12 
3000W*95 00 002 *0 00110*0 O00C5*0 '  00339 *311 3303fc 'JAEI ? *3; 
00006*95 00001 *0 09911*0 00005*0 onooc*o5i OCOOL'nsKl t 02 
00006*^5 00002*0 00210*0 00105 *3 30006*(61 01000*0501 Î *6l 
000V0*(5 00002*0 061*0*0 OOlOy'O 00106*211 003J3 *)&">1 2 *61 
OOOOl'liS 000ul*0 01621 *0 00005*3 0000i*251 Iirooo'oçyt 1 *(1 
00000*15 00002*0 06UO*0 00005*0 30331*551 00003 *J5h 1 'bl 
ÛOtCC*1S 00002*0 0EWW0*0 00005*0 or006*(ll OCOOCObH } 'bl 
00005*15 00002*0 OCdVO *0 03669*3 3003:*(51 O'/OJCOSO I 'H 
OOOOC *6» 00002*0 05210*0 00105*0 00009*961 00303 •gJt V '11 
00005*69 00002 *J 09160*0 00005 *0 COOUO*5il CCC-CC'Ofl C  *11 
C0UCV*69 00002*0 09910*0 03305 *3 OOOOi *951 ") ( .000*3:1 1 '11 
00001 *W* 00002*0 0«S10*0 00005*0 00002*161 ÙUÙOO *330 » ' f l  
OOOOe*B9 00002*0 01101 *0 00006*0 00000*9il OCCOC'Orv 2 *91 
U000i*l9 00002*0 02610*0 00006*0 3^032 *551 X 000 *3:9 1 *91 
00001*99 00002 *0 C95w0*0 00105*0 C00v9*Wb( OCC0C*C05 i  '51 
00001*99 00002*0 06911*0 30206*0 OÙOOt'lll  OlOOf,'*CO«, ? '51 
00001*99 00002*0 050b0*0 00005*0 3003»*)51 OOOJO *33^ \  *51 
tUOOO *99 00UJ2*0 Ol5bO*J 00105*0 00l'ni*b6l 00030*04" f *91 
C0UCt*V9 C0CC2*0 01511*0 00205 *0 30001 *111 0( [00*09;; 2 *91 
00002 '49 00002*v 09260*0 000c5*0 vC005*V5l 03303 *3-9 1 *H 
00001*59 00002*0 09263*3 03EP5*0 QC0C9*661 'HOCO'Ul % 'CI 
UUU02*59 00002*0 09921*0 00905 *0 U030i*ttl 00000*Ci<i 2 '11 
JDOOK *59 00002*0 05201*0 t02t5*0 PtOCt*lM 0:300 *ofiC 1 ' fl  
OvOO(*99 00002*0 05331 *3 00505 *0 30QJ6*(i6l ••ooci^*ur I  ' i l  
0000**99 000o2*0 0C211*0 COirf 'O 30002 *WU 30C0Û *3(1 ' ( • !  
0U009 *99 00002 *0 02211*0 00206*0 00005*lkl ••»iOOO*OU 1 *21 
00005*t9 00002*0 05011*0 00605*3 03f0t*0t.2 Ol00l*l 'fi2 f *11 
O000V*£9 00005*0 05650*0 00(05*0 3:339 *^n 01033*332 2 *11 
ooooe*C9 00002*0 u26ll*3 00206*0 00005*151 CLtoC'*Lt-: t  *11 
00005*29 00002*0 02611*0 30506 *0 30003*1:2 OC303*jf2 I 'CI 
00JCV*29 00005*0 01290*0 coeo5*o 000C('611 33;03*wf2 i  '01 
00001*29 00002*0 OUll *U 00205*0 00CC«*5C1 u('oor'*if /  1 *01 
00001*29 00002*0 C2121*0 00906*0 3333f *132 00033 *361 I '® 
00002*29 00005*0 06a90*U 00i(j5*0 00009*611 3U303*t51 2 'C 
00001*29 00002*0 00291 *0 OOCOb'O 30C31*ifa1 0(,out* I 'M 1 *L 
0003.1*19 00005*0 02550*0 00905*0 33035*102 33303 *5•»! 5 *« 
00001*19 OOoOt *0 01210*0 00c05*0 CC0C2*0b1 iroCL'fc^I L «h 
O000l*l9 00005*0 01190*0 30(35 *3 00032 *651 orouft*59i 1 *w 
00O09*09 00005*0 01550*0 00905*0 00002*212 U(.wOC*fcTl ( *i 
QUO 19*09 00005*0 0*113*3 00*05*0 OuCCr*Obl orcoc*6ii L * i  
00004*09 OCuOt'O 02290*0 30(05 *U 33335*551 ftOOut*5U 1 1 
00UU9*6I 30005*0 02160*0 00105*0 00001*202 "îsoo:*»» I 
ooocv**» 00005*0 05U0*J 90906*0 00005*051 OlOOO*iN L' '9 
000C9*iC 00005*0 01990*0 00(05*0 300)^551 J&03;>*tB 1 *9 
00001 00006*0 bl090'U 00905*0 00001*U2 0fU00*i9 f *4 
00004**1 000 U*0 05110 *0 00(05*3 30009 '1,1 3(00^*0 2 *P 
:ioooi*ui 00005*0 054,90*0 00105*0 30002 '0*1 333% *19 1 X 
ÛOUOÛ'IÏ OOUOC '0 0:2V3'3 OOGOG'O OOON'fûi I  '9 
00006*iC 00005*0 OOUbO'O 00905 *3 OOUOl *151 33333*Wl ( *9 
oovoru 00005*0 o:%iu*o 00101*0 00009*091 00039 M 1 
00009*1: 00006*0 02190*0 30905*0 U0u06*(l2 00000*5 % *( 
OUOCVUi 00005*0 09150*0 00505*0 03301 *2*1 0r'003 *» I ' f  
0000 v*i% 00006*0 02(10*0 00(05*0 00006*091 3:333 *b 1 •< 
OOOOC*1C 00005*0 O5lf0*0 30905*3 00002'9G( 0000t*i % V 
oouoc*tt 00005*0 01150*0 00906*0 00032*2)1 coooo *% 2 '% 
ooooc*ic 00006*3 06210*0 00(05*0 00000*191 00000*1 1 '? 
ooouo*i.i 00005*0 09990*0 03106 *3 OOUOf*902 (*0 t *1 
00000 *lk 00005*0 0tfia0*0 00106*0 00005*251 3*0 2  *1 
00000 *1C 00005*0 09313*3 00905 *0 00002*191 Co 1 '1 




T4rtce IIP RESULTS FUR I  PCStTICN 
CâLCULtT'îU W.WIMIMDPB» 31.02772 B PC (P $ CM. WAVELENCTHbQ» IO024 C, tNtTtAL FAEQkKNCY • UU20 "K. 
lN)tP. VAN, DMt), COEP. WAVE NO. RFL. F C, I  NT ERF. TENS. GEN. AMPL. Yt V? «FAL n S, (MAC. ElA% 
1. ) J.: U. 734^7 31.0?f72 I.03000 50.20000 0. ,14044 0.Q5066 C,n?2?6 -C, 00016 -0, 00'>fl5 
i*  I 4 r.izoon f.77447 13. CZS-JC 0. 90376 5 0. 09902 0, ,13967 O.OS006 3.02193 -0.S1083 '>,*•748 
I ,  1 u?. n647 0.7'io0 >3,') *0)9 g.QQ'^l* 49.99804 0,11919 C. 95072 0,02188 -0.P1ITR 0.779*3 
4. I  ?'jr. ' i 'crc 0. 72342 U. C33C4 0.4962m 49.«9706 n, ,11776 0.96eR\ n.02110 •1,6567? 1,04441 
9. I  J,72930 ?3,336!3 C. 99 340 49, 62778 0. 13583 0.«4R96 0.02?n5 -1,61070 0,69438 
«». U32Î. 7E(S67 0.7363? 33.03999 0,99132 49.32484 0. .13392 C.R4 973 0.0222R -o,; 991" 0,068*9 
7. C. 74RR5 33.04422 0.9RR21 4R, 9*924 0, ,m5% 0,Q4QO2 0,0226h .«\237%? -r, oms» 
P. 1P4M,11)14 13,04507 0.9a7!9 4P. (1994 0. 1310P r.951 92 0.02277 1.16071 -0,07401 
0. 2?oj4. çnn 33.04923 1.9(1449 4A.4160? n, ,17H7? n. «5349 3.02119 1, «741-» 0,24616 
10. lJft73.36tf7 C. 77471 33-r^l6S O.o«263 48.281)8 c« ,12734 0.'15232 0,02356 2.2 3477 -3.41865 
II. l4fcn,33'*U ),tnyçu 33.056*^ 0.97Rqi 47.91112 n. 12457 C. 95?00 0.0242? 1.119n6 -3.54^99 
12. 15^71.icrcc J. 'J 1271 33. C58Ç1 0.0770"; 47.64184 0, C. 95354 0.0245» ?.?«0'»* 0.?12<9 
n. I  "wu ). ibf' ') 7 n,  y'id AT: 33. Cft2C3 C.C7457 47.40622 0. .l?143 r.<«ç-*i5 n.^?5i? ^.71964 n,-»«loi 
14.  1702-]. ^<»Ai7 0 .A4Q4A 33,0<S(S62 0.970R4 47, 10329 0, ,UR72 0, e5l*i7 0,02570 4,4440iS 0,4'»'46 
IS. 1 TiJS fMSb7 J.9=744 33. C673 7 0,97022 47.11694 0, ,11R2P n.94961 1.02591 5,23»6? n, 64ÇI? 
M. 1 *644. lOOlO ll»Q7*.'37 33.C7614 0. «56273 AS 39641 0, inn 0.94927 0.02650 s ,15461 I.IPAP? 
17. 1 ,4  J3.lRini 0 .95*44 4s,95981 0,  ,11020 C,0402N \  07677 5.0194^ 1,7715" 
in .  1  a a«#aa w j .4 ' ,  «4» n ,  f 37,sr  <)i  Oi ilOO^'O Ti0?7C0 i. i3:3r 
n.  1 . i ,-;m7 U,04T:n 0.94*01 44, 7PC71 0,IA24| C, M Of) " ' ,0)724 r.pT j; '» i ,«spoi l t  
20.  ' i ,^l.n4 *J.lOftlH 0.1321" 43,90 165 Oi ,09487 P, 94693 0.r?75# 5.  of toif l  1 .  76077 
a. 3J. 11JJ4 C» 9? JOfl  4Z,6ftni*J 0. 0904? n,041(92 0,0?TP6 5.' '«2'>4 l .^ înai  
T^BLE OF RESULTS FHH 2 O0StTin\ 
CiLCU^ îti l) Ai VI 3"). SOlCt BFCIP. CM, WAVELCNGTH-O. 17501 CM. INITIAL KRFQUFNCV • 192. «0 "2, 
to .  < IN "!CP, V 8k. CHD, CJCP. WAVE NO. RFL. F 3. INTERF, TENS. GFK. AWPl. VI Y7 REAL FIS, CL AS, 
1. •' ) ,3 0,A1736 35. 9C1C3 U 00000 5C.2COOO 0.24192 0.94R71 0.02277 -r,00O17 -0, ,QOf^05 
3. r 4 7. 4).» in J."7511 35.90480 0,10816 50.09902 C.240P4 0. 94720 3,072 98 -l.t51'>2 -0, ,om«i5o ), 7 12'. 1P4')7 t. 9>5''4 3S. 90605 0,99791 49.09804 0.26047 0.n4799 C.07100 -0.4 6109 -0, 7'*1"'? 
4 .  ? ;jH7,57't0' '  •. l.«7868 ÎÏ.SIIC4 C. 99562 49. 8S7C6 0.21HO6 0.04513 3,02109 -5.7>511 -3, ,90020 
5, 5 *"0. fi5>33 0.-^.13^6 35.91476 0,99197 49.6277R P.2^779 0. 04 7C1 0,02322 -1.?7771 -I. ,77844 f*. /n.":. 7='^h7 >"619 15. <;2C9^ 0.99123 49,32484 0.23579 0.Q4711 '>.02322 -1.20622 -1, 52722 
7, ?iT4t>. n3-*H \),A4766 35.92828 0.9879"; 48, 98824 0.2^327 0. 04672 0.02345 -1 .39476 -2. ,67651 
•». 2«in'u P113 U.M46r7 35.92949 3.09740 40,81994 0,7.1?fl5 0. 04886 0.02357 1.02677 
-1, ,0125» 9, 2' ')?4.s»in 0.'1^732 35. S3477 C. 9*411 4R.44968 0.2^025 0.04916 0.023B6 l%64lRn -I. ,0*006 
n, ? M71, "*' '6^7 1,(17777 3b.9401R 0.99247 48.31804 0. 2289? r. 94916 3.02642 2.«9731 
-I. ,06293 
11, 244 ?2.5m? n. HPfr9 7 15. 94637 0.97973 47.97844 0.22667 r.o69?o 0.02467 3. 18902 — 1. 081*7 
1?. ?5:7l,20010 i. 'M4i; 3S ISÎM 0# 97644 47.67550 0.77193 0,Q497«, D .07541 4.6^048 -3, ,77707 
M, 7 616 % •1*'«'J7 '1:341 35,9!» 821 3.97425 47.439QR C.22207 C. 94831 0,07560 4,P0159 
-OI ,19159 
14,  271 24^67 J. 94057 35. 96644 0.97041 47.11694 0.21879 0.94627 0.07616 6.09*95 P. 271 nP 
15, 7 ?94S , i*-hh7 0,04'jnf» 35.^)6410 0.97151 47. 136S4 0.21972 0.96H60 3.02629 4,P7R*h 0, ,37"79 
IS 7<;5:4. OCCCC r ,v6777 35.97919 l,9643fl 46.43007 0.71357 0.04777 0. 07A8P K.l091> 0, ,90997 
17, «$#* * *# •». SOÇSfc 35.903(^2 0.95"90 45.99249 0.2096" 0.06535 0.02719 <,64606 1, ,70«|« 
IH, p S«WH*AIT U4* ' , .4^à ' t7  36.00 30? 0,«:5288 45.38661 0.?0'»31 0.04469 0.0774A F.6A7A9 1, ,72">57 
19, ;>««4 •J, î '«56** 36.01415 3.94740 44.81430 0.10979 0.04400 0. C2765 5.6 970> I .  67R15 
23. i.uOl? « 36.C3SZ0 0.0)479 43.53531 ft.18704 0.<>44OR 0,02790 5.319Q0 t. «ro6 
l, M'I*» 36,09616 0.92603 42.69381 0. 17911 C. 04478 C.02R07 5.29466 1. ,67694 
T^PLE OF RESULTS FCR ^ POSITION 
CILML4T»5C K ÛV VIM 3».715o? RFCIP,  CM. 4A VP LENGTH m 0. 16??9 fH, INITIAI F»EO»«^rY - 204.20 H7, 
10 , '  " IME". VF0. NWF. CCF^, WAVE NO. AEL. FQ. tNTf-RF, TENS. GFN. ^ MPL, VI Y2 REAL US. I KAO. FLAS. 
1 .  * J, ) j , f  n  *7 19, 71502 1.0O030 50.20000 r.28C4l C. 94705 0.02326 -0.00017 -3,30005 
7. ? 7.9rrco I. 91 71 Mi, 71507 1.00300 50.0903? 0.29041 0.94 *46 0.02349 1.66036 0.01R67 
3. ? 177.71n47 J.•'1317 3k, 72irr 0.99951 49. 998C4 0.2 8190 0.04 770 0 .02159 0.75816 -0.3497* 
4, • ^ r 7. 5?fCr C. VI 7V 39, 77457 0.99755 49.897C6 0.29282 0. 04 75 1 3.02170 0.77519 -0.50159 
'  ( I ' t. dfi 13 C.'.74M 38. 7313 9 0.90559 49.62778 0.7P449 0.94841 0.023*7 1, 62779 -0.70290 
s. U >: î.746,,7 38. 74lt '  0.99265 49. 32484 0.2*661 0. n4 79«5 3.32422 1.72699 -0.97464 
7, ?lri6. 9«.13» 1.4i4Q4f 38. 75 312 0.99021 48.99924 0.28901 0. O4906 0.07451 2.3 5*42 
4. v' l i .n**; U.':517u 3f. 75Î2C 0. 9PP74 48.81904 0.28873 0.04911 0.02456 2.7908* -0.2*551 
». 1 Vij4.911 i* 1.47272 3«. 76531 0.9*580 48.4P334 0.289*1 C. 0692 9 0.02509 3.07=35 * -0.17702 
I>. ?V71.Ji4667 1, Q9H5R 3 8. 77C34 0.9843* 49.34870 0.20010 0.04873 0.02550 3.5740* -0.77758 
11. ^4472.^1 n? 1.00 7 7^ ?fi. 782fl C.98090 48.01210 0.29060 P.06789 0.02598 6.26746 -0.717*0 
12. 35? 71.  ^ oom 1ft, 79A64 0.97994 47.74282 0. 29073 C.«6B94 0.02 65 R 4.2843* 0.570O\ 
n. ituc':. i ' ,6',7 I. C9l 71 3 8. 7368« 3.97649 47.47354 0.29056 O.06fl95 0.02711 4.4?446 0, 0 7«;02 
14. *7rj?9,2Mf67 1.070Sn 39. «0931 0.97307 47, nC60 0.28990 0. 04751 0.0275R 4.83318 1.12220 
15, ? 7c».<, 6A(./,7 l.WhM ;4 39, 8099S 0.97258 47.13694 0.29977 0. 06711 0.07754 4.01716 1.39978 
16. ^')5' '4, jcur i.ro^cf- 3P, P1?5r 0. 96572 46.46171 0.286OP 0.9456O 0.02823 5.11003 I.f4Cl? 
1 7. 1,1 39, 4451" 0.96180 46.C5981 0. 29467 C. 04533 0,02 966 5.39719 1.68464 
ID. I. r  412 3% 86 544 0.95544 45.49759 0.27992 0.04311 C.02841 5.4 9001 1.9 7641 
m I, 10257 39. 603 = 2 0.94956 44, 94 805 0.2791? r.oA169 0.02936 9.417*0 1.70711 
2 0, I.I '06J 93304 3.93732 43.60243 0.74443 0. 94298 0. 02 079 5.24849 1 .91820 
21. 1, P2 Î') 39. «4531 J. 97 9 )9 42.76113 P.25694 0.06266 0.02993 *. 2 3456 1.75*54 
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âKAWSlS OP EXPERIMENTAL H&TA FPa C\PILL&rtV NIPPLE FXPERlMgMTS 
r.USUMl ii lEA INSNL'l iHt; '«CU^fCYL iUR PAC. TA^JTS - LM( NF» PER HLP 
fxpbhlvlnrf  hfob at  thf  fpbhlv ois t | l lpo watp (4x1 /mcsmiv dts t i l l fo  n mfptanp i^tet t fac  J>-t SYÎTM l^vr ITIiiA *lri\ | $ - rCTADBCYL AMint ax PRC* PUT, AP^, fTHANOL» IN HTHR 2/lO/^« 
SYSTEM PARAWgTgqS 
l . P w E -  P f - A S t  ( T E N S I T Y  C . S S 8 C  f J / M L  U P P B »  P H 4 5 F  O E N S I T V  C . f T f l C  C / " L  
V I S C O S I T Y  ï f î I S E S  V I S C O S I T Y  T , 0 0 3 f l f -  P O M P S  
ini t ia l  values  ass t fef)  in  caiculat icr  
4 ta lkl tsuci ty  iep» 0 ,0  i»aqi \apy plast ic i ty  (pppj  0 ,0  
^AvEw'HmpB n,ococc epciPRticAL cm oampino cpppfkipnt  e . T o o n o  rm 
JFTt-PCNCf meter scale 1,03 MV ,  intgrfarul tfnsion sr, ?nfip T yne 5/C »» 
1,  kêhcncf  inaut  vt ' î ,  f» , loo vt ,  
P R n U B  P O S I T I O N  D A T A  
T H E  r . A i r u u e i  p ;  m e  & k P W A T I C N  I S  4 , 1 9 7 0 5  C W ,  R A S E D  O N  R E S G N »  0 , 2 0 * 4 0  R E 5 F N .  5 , ^ n ? 0  O f S T O N *  6 ,  r # ? % l  H T S T F N »  1 ,  R  4 5  
C A L C U L A T M I N  n p  2 g a U  P L A S T I C I T Y  P A P A M t f E P S  
9 n s .  M l .  M P C U r s r v  C f ,  C C E P ,  W A V f N I ) ,  W A V E L E N R T H  N R ,  W A V F S  P H S , C n R , W A N O  r , N ,  P R .  S C I .  F C T B ,  
I Ih\j: c, 7427CA44 ^),116)8141 l. lRRSQlll ?2,2^4?^?P) )3.3163P14) 0,8?A266M 
• '  I K 3 . " " >  0 , n ? 2 a i ' « < » e  î f t , C 7 2 f t f l 2 6 0  0 , 1 7 4 1 * 1 1 1  24 , C 9 «>o? 4 0 >  i 6 , n 7 ? 6 P 7 6 n  C , 6 0 î ? T O t i ^  
1  2 C 4 , H C  a . n o ? b 4 < > 4 2  3 4 , 7 9 2 1 0 4 1 2  1 . 1 6 1 9 6 9 7 6  2 ! . 9 1 2 4 R ) r6  ^ F .  7 9 2 3 0 4 1 2  0 ,  6 ) 2 * 9 6 1  ?  
I  N O E  P E N D E  N T  V A R T A 9 1 F  C A T  A  
T H E  I N C P ^ ' C N C ^ S T  V i t - I A d F  1 1  S U R F A C E  C O N C E N T i U T l D N  I N  M 3 L E  S / C * *  S Q ,  #  Î  C « * l  C  
f f i P l j t  j f l isa^- i t fus  \ i .Q  , t ,  n e  ^ L B F A C T A N T  • 1 1 7 4 , 0 0 0 0 0  T , ,  M n L F C H  A R  W T , "  2 M 5 . 0 0 0 0 0  M A K E - U P  V O L  U M P - ^ , 0 2 ^ 0  I ,  
r t -c  a^ea i« f  e3t  cc 'nj t ,  a t  ?40,ooocc sq,  cm 
I N T E R F A C I A L  T E N S  m  D A T A  
Î N T E - .  P A C I A L  T c . ^ s i ' T l S  W I L L  4 P  C A L C U L A  T E H  U S I N G  A N  I L ^ O P H I L L I C  H L H E L M Y  P I A T P  A N C  T H F S E  P A P A M £ T F « S I  
A C C r i .  CF 1.41VI TY, r,, Mn w F I l i H T  O F  P L A T E »  1 4 , 3 9 ^ 0 .  W E I G H T  H F  W E I G H T #  1 7 1 . 4 C  mq ,  D E N S I T Y  O F  W T -21,4 9 0 0 0  
o t f  ^ L A T F «  ? ' ; : r  \  C A L C L L A T E D  O f P I M E T F U r F  P L A T E *  2 , f l 9 5 R 5  C M ,  C A L C U L A T E D  P P A C T I D N  I N  L O W F P  P H A S « » 0 , 2 C C  
W h * : )  :  T h e  C . M C ' J M T i n N S  A S S ' I M ?  A N  I N I T I A L  I N T g K F A C I A L  T F N S I U N  O F  5 C . 2 C r O O  D Y N F S / C M ,  
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INPUT OÙTA 
INOBP, VÛH, «^otoiFNCV INPUT VOLT. OUTPUT VOLT, wpTEA SCALE SPTN, VA 
l .o 0,49900 C. 13 770 c * 7 P n o n  37.R0000 
0 ,  0  193,40000 0,50100 0,06240 0,50000 17, 4 0 0 C C  
0 , 0  214,fiOOOO 0,  ^ ClOO 0,09940 0.2000>J 37,60000 
0,04000 1'>3,10000 0,99000 0,13730 0. 70000 ^7,40C0C 
0, C4COO H», 4C00C 0,50100 0,06440 0.90O00 37,4000'* 
0,}400C 204, TOOOC 0,50200 C, 10241 C. 20000 37,40000 
0, IhOOO l6',20000 0,50200 0, 14340 0» 20000 07,40000 
% uccc 1 3. 6CC00 ' 0,50200 0,06750 0,50000 *7,40100 
0 , 1 6 0 0 0  ? 14,70000 0,90300 r, 10440 C.?0000 37,40101 
C,2POOO M3,10000 0,40500 0,15090 0.20000 7, 40000 
0.2PC0C 193,50Q0O C, 5C60r 0,06570 0.50000 37,40000 
0,24000 204,70000 0,90700 0,lCPA0 0. 20000 17,40000 
p. 400?( \ &3. 1000.0 0,50500 n,14570 0,20000 7, A O C O C  
'0,40003 i^n, 40000 C, 507Cn 0,06650 0,50')00 >7,40100 
I , ' » 0 i ))0 ? 14,50000 0,5 0700 0.1C890 0, 20001 37,40000 
c .  h r o o u  160,C I Q O C  0 , 5 0 6 0 0  0,14550 0i?0000 n,44lOC 
I U , 5 0 0 0 C  C . ^ C S C O  (. CéSrn 1,  ^ 0000 37,• ' 5 0 0 0  
0 .  ' j c c c n  204,50000 0,50fl00 0.11150 0 ,20000 .3 7,45 000 
CCCJO ICCOC 0.50703 0,14610 0*20000 34,11000 
1 ,00 000 143,40000 0,ÎO0OO C.06'10 C,500C0 10001 
I.COCCC ? )4,5 0000 0.5')901 0,11120 0.20101 38, 11000 
1,4C000 142.eocoo C, 90700 0,14070 0 , 2 0 0 0 1  16.60001 
1,40000 n3«ûoioo 0,90800 C.C639G C, 50000 38, 60000 
1,4CCCC 204, lOOCC 0,90400 0,11500 0,20000 3P,60000 
l,400.)O 162. 700O0 C, 507CO 0, I  3 92 0 0.20000 •*0,60000 
1 , 1 0 0 0 0  113,10000 0,50700 0,06300 0, 91000 30,60000 
1."CCCC 204, CCOOC 0.5OAOO 0,1 1040 0,20000 •^«,#.9011 
• « , 0 0 0 0 0  162.4CC0C 0,50700 C, 13400 0,21000 30,10101 
cocoo I  43,00000 0,5J700 0,06200 C,5000C 19,00000 
1 ,  c o o c c  20\ SCCOC 0,5 0900 0,10710 0,20000 39,0000" 
5,000)0 161.60000 0,90800 C, 11440 0,2 0000 40,60000 
5, c o r c c  142,40000 0,50901 0,05770 0,50000 40, 10001 
5,CCCCC 20?. 2000C c ,  5 c s r c  C,103?0 0,20000 30,00000 
4 , ? 0 0 u 0  151,40000 0,50400 f, l?9CC r, 2000C 40,20000 
«Î,?.rc30 U2. ICCOC 0,50800 0,0»»090 1,90000 40,20000 
S,200u0 203. lOOOC C.5G9CC C. I  0930 1,20 000 40,10010 
l O . b O O O U  Ml,50000 0.50400 0.12341 C, 20''00 41,00001 
1C.60CJC 141. e c o o c  0.90401 0,05541 c,*0001 40,90101 
10.60OOO 702.900CC 0,50700 C, ICP30 C,2OO00 40,71100 
14, f t o c r u  161,90000 0,50300 0*10040 C,70CCl 42.0GO0C 
14,6nc.)0 ISU3CCCC 1.507CC 0,05050 0,50000 41,90000 
K.ftOOOO 202.200JO 0,90700 C,C«:290 0,20000 4l,«0 00C 
1 7 ,  a r c o c  140,90000 0.50600 U.11150 0,20000 42, lOlOC 
17,40000 1 = 1. 20000 C, 5C0&C 0.04970 0,50000 42,20000 
1 7,«000.0 2JU900O0 0,50800 0.09990 C, 2COOO 42, 30000 
2\ 40030 MC, FCCCC 0,50600 0,09970 0,20001 44,40110 
2 % , 4 0 0 0 U  179,90000 C,50700 C, 11400 0,20000 44,20000 
?  m u c c c  211.70000 0,53700 0,049*0 C,20000 4 4 , 10000 
2 7, f lOCOC 159,5C000 0.50600 0,09340 0,20000 44,91010 
2 7 , 4 1 0 0 0  170,71000 0.50600 C. IC9"0 0,20000 44,40101 
2 7, 4 o c o r  Î 1 1 , '*0000 0,90400 0 , 0 4 ^ 0 0  0,20000 44,7000C 
n . e c c c c  158. fCOOO C, 5060C 0,08190 0,20000 46,40000 
1*4,70000 0,50000 C,C97C0 0, 20000 46,30000 
i o , ^ c c o r  19", lOCOO 0,90000 0,07551 0,20000 46,20101 
3 1 , 1 0 0  1 0  1 = 7, 8CC0C 0, 50400 0, 06470 C ,  20000 47,50100 
















r.f l. 50CÛ0 
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I  NO»». VU* 0»»i COM* UMI NO 
TIKI C# WR \ MirrWM 
Ihteilft (#. UVILiMtH-OtlMll CN, 
iHTH#. TMI. WN$ ftHtl» RILi M, 
0,0 o.Tnir n«ioii« U00000 
ft &MMZ 11.21004 
I.TMII IMICCA QiMm 
l.uimoo 0.T411T n.iUTi O.MAIl 
T.KQOQ 0.7I4II ll.tlUT e.mQi 
o.i ivn II.IIHl 0.1IIU 
7. i.rimo C.IOQM iB.niiT O.Mtèl 
1. «lUitkT QilOPU Q.«IIU %, 3.«19YI n.3S80l 
10. IÙ .410? M.n?w l.fOOQ 
U. le.aint C.I4&1& i u m t x  kwJSS 
II. UiMOOO UilAMO n.ii4Ti O.IITII 






INITIU PKIOUINCV • UI.IO Mt. 
VI Vt MAL l i t* MAO. ILA^« 
0«14*«T 0.41011 0.01117 •0.900U -P 
0»449>* OtOmi "1&4)4M II 
tiiU O.IMOI 0.44414 o.otiu 1.47414 ) .  
0.14404 e»«4ni 0.01144 •7.41111 I l  
0.14107 0.«lt44 0.01171 UC0IR1 -r. n'4# 
0.11III 0.*4B4I n.oi4Ki »1<4>7 
0.14111 0 .41111 Q.0I4U 1,17714 -n, .14114 
O.ISIII 0.4474: 0.0X411 7.41114 -I.41A71 
OilllTS e«44M7 ^.0M44 U,#?4M 4, ,%&444 
O.IUII 0.44110 0.0X474 1,14110 
OtlOTTI 0.444*1 0,01141 4.14P14 
0.0U19 0.H741 0,01410 1.»7A10 .1711? 
0,0*140 0, 41409 O.OITOI 4.49114 , lOKi 
TAI.! or ft l iuiri vni t  POItTtON 
CIUUA TIP MAV|4U"I|4« 11,41410 4ICI». CM, NAVLMOTM.O, 17114 CM. INITIAL UIQMHCV • | t4X,on H{, 
ir ,% hOf*. Via * 04#, COfP, WAV# NO, 411. 0. MT#4P. TINI. 0X4. AMPl. VI V2 4EAI ns. fHin, (1 *4, 
li f 0.0 0.11141 11.11440 1.00000 10.20000 O.X4010 0.44171 0.02X74 -O.POOtt -c.crcpi 
1. i 0.41417 <1.11411 91.417X1 0,44140 IC.XOCOO 0X1414 0 .44444 0.07X74 -X.^0417 
k t 0,i>ll1 0,11711 11,41441 0.44411 >0.1441» 0,11444 0.4*144 0.09141 n,0'»l 7* 
4. 1 1,90000 0.II47I I1.I4C74 Ok 417X1 44.44740 0.11411 0.44*40 0,02101 1 ,144? 
1, 7.40000 0.4X114 91.44111 0.44411 44.4X740 0.X1714 0,411*1 O.OXXIT 1.11414 0,42^4 
I. f 4.11414 C.4114I II.I1IU 0.41401 44.XXII0 0.21144 0.44414 0,QI14X 4,47144 0.4#11« 
7. f 1.71090 0.44044 11.11111 C. 441X1 44.11114 0.21170 0.41044 0,02401 2,S1«I0 «0,444*5 
Hi 1 4.11447 0.11474 11.14141 0.444X4 44.71411 0,21141 0.14711 0.02441 4,4>16T •1,41240 
4. 1 19.00000 0,4474 11.41X44 0,4744X 41.91041 0,X2X97 0.44X44 0.0X477 14.14110 
td. 1 19.41447 0,14414 1I.41IIX 6.44114 44.1X410 O.X0141 0 .444X4 0,0X447 10.10104 •1 .T1I2P 
iU X 10,11141 0.4X111 11.41440 0.44740 44.74141 0.1444X 0.44711 0,02144 A.0V4?7 -1.00421 
u. 1 u.xiooe 0.41144 11.47111 0.4X147 4X.14017 0.11010 0.44144 0,02141 1 .44414 -0.41I0A 
n. 1 11.44447 0.41III 14.0X7X4 0.14414 40.14447 0.19144 Q.41T07 0,0X447 4.01444 l,4?in4 
TAIL# C4 l lSUtn 404 1 401l7!Ck 
CiLCULATIC liAU|MJ«BM* 14,41122 41014. et. 4AVXLIN07H«0,1*147 CM. INI7IAL 44ICUENCV • 202,00 HI. 
INW4, VA4, 044, C0I4. WAVE NC, 4(L. 4C. IN7E44. TEW. 0!N. AM4L. Yl V2 4(Al 4tS. |MiC. Flfk 
0.C 0.14X11 11.41122 1.00000 90.20000 0.2tlSl 0.44720 0,02121 -0.00017 •0,T*0P9 
0.414*7 0,40117 11,41112 0.41110 90.20000 0.24471 0,44419 0,02149 •0.411*2 
H .44111 0,444«4 11,41*42 0.41150 10.14432 0.24171 0 .44*71 0.02128 •0.24T94 -0.27^1* 
9,cccer 0 .42171 14.44111 0.44402 44.4**22 0,24412 0. 447*4 0.02144 1,29417 -1.104*4 7,wow U,14717 14.447*4 0.41404 4S14171 0.241*9 0.49024 0.02104 1.3*473 O.l '*"* 
4,11141 1.0*747 14.4*141 0.44010 44.12214 0,24074 0.44*94 0.0277* 1,24141 U*«702 
4 ,7iroe 0, 4*441 11.44112 0 .44111 44.1994* 0,240*4 0.44412 0.024** 2, *7144 -0.41924 
4 .1**47 0,9*411 14.47770 0.444*1 44,71141 0,24044 0.4**10 0.02917 4,t4*7!l 
10, (COCO 0.1*0** 11.10121 1.47T72 *7.47*41 0.24772 C. 44277 0.02449 im, 14*40 •11^2*740 
1C,414*7 0,17112 se.11474 0,4*040 4*,22149 0,27412 0.4144* 0,02920 19,2417* 
10 ,11111 0.1112* 11.14144 0.44102 44.474C9 0.2*911 0.4449 n.029l4 3.4111# 
U.21C00 1,0017* 14,44241 0.42421 42.42190 0.29024 0.44114 0.02*01 *.4***1 
11,444*7 0,44741 14.71717 0.44101 40.24711 0.21197 0,4124# 0.12177 3.711*" 
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ANUYSM rp I  *BprtI MPKTAL 'UTA PCP CAPILLARY N|PPLP FXPPRIMPNTS 
TNÇT'AT M>r( INS"1'I"LC CCLYWkHlC SUBPffTAMS • Lt^lNM rgH |  (AM «L ^ 
CK^m I 'nTS .>e<siMuur AT T IL P-(P<HLY TISTULgO w4TM (ftXl /PRPSMlY 0I5TICLFC N HpPTâNf ISTgapArg, 
Tufe ^viTEv ,jvp*a ikvPSTifiuirK M Bvacrui - "OLWINYL ACfraTP IAS »fCO, CITY THPS ^YI IM iCîTnw? g/?"/&» 
SVSTÇH eABâ^PTeSS 
LCkeR DHA<r OPNSITV n,93Bf) CMl UPPEM PhASÇ nÇNSITV P*f7P0 fi/ML 
viscnsiTv c.ccfl^-s onis^s visrcsiTY o.oojflfr pnisrs • 
IMrfAL VAl'JÇS 4SSUMFP IN CALCULATION 
4EAL fLASTiriTY (epi  0,0 
savfcm'* '<ieu 11 ,oonon bpciprocal  
<[P4^PXCr ^FTPH SCAIR V.ÛO wv. 
'lefpppMcr iNO'jT vTC. o.ion vt .  
JMAOIMABY PLA«TICITY JFPPI 0.0 
t îAMPINC cofcf i f l fs t  0.70000 cm 
lMTE;p&ri&i TTNçirK np.jooo CYNn/r.»' 
pqmgp OQS IT tCN HATA 
t'i'l CUC''L^r«T p«*;p|: St. '»AHATpN IS 4.2f5l2 r.w. PAWD n\ RE sn\' 0.313ÎC BP^PK" A,r4 AAO Rl^TGK» 6.00?00 OfSTP^» l.?9^#7 
calculat ion hp zemn f las t ic i ty  paba^ftfbs  
F^FCUFNCY CiîEF. WAVE NO. ,#&VFIE\GTH NO. W^VfS PHS.CDP.W ANO RN. P<*. Sn.PCTR, 
U2.03 0.72779^4^ *3. I37a»347 3.M96C74Î 65276)42 *3.11711347 0,944n?r?n 
IP1.6C O.M nq )59 %5.74195746 ).1751963? 74.460 26614 '«.7ftl957PA 0.8^2^9*54 
201.6) C.i ' î jHEfSS î®.1fl4C76Al ">.16 3 6 92 16 26.23905427 1fl,3R407641 0.9105P211 
INOpPewOENT VARIAQIE OA TA 
THP IN IB^FNJPNT ^ 5U»®ACe CONC EN T# AT IC\ IN ^CLFS/C 5C. t 
ikpir  t 'a-fvi-rpbs afcp . r ,  hp s 'UPAr. tant  12150.00070 wl .  mplfci lar  k t ."  «6.  ccooo kakp-up vr i ' lwp'o.of l ' )  i .  
mf wja l i  <p9t  r r \sr .  t \  sc .  f f  
INTG%PACIAL TFS'SirK DATA 
Trksrh^ KILL T CHCULATET USIKC AN TLEHPHlLLtC W IL KEL^Y 91 ATe ANO THPSE PAPAMÇTFftS: 
Ari.-. l, '.F 1,4 IVITY, r. ' IP *crr,HÎ IJP BLATF» 14.3")'«G. WFICHT OF kETGMT- 171.40 "G, OENSITY HP WT«2U40COC 
ÛÉ\»I1Y I t aiAlk# ;,?,nO"' C'I.CMlATfC PF® IMFTE^OF PLATÇ. ?,89<;75 G*. CALCULA TFO FOAfTlCK Ik LTWEP PHASE"0.23'^ 
WMftJf |.tf laICULATIONS Ah IMTIAL fNTt«FACML TENS MN HP 50.20010 OYNPS/CM, 




UIII 0# MIUITI PO» 1 •OtITt» 
l l tD'Kl •ICI»» H*YMHOTH«î»U»»t t»» 
«» aL'* Vâ»* f»'* Cûï' j "rt && MU PU f*TWf* TM« ll*l« f i t  




l i  
f», I  
2S l  t*>* \ 









u* woco |«.I«I«T 

























I l*lt l6« 
U«IMM 




















































































































































































IC .< INue*. VI4* CM*. CM*. 
TAIie C* *MUl7t *{1R 2 *OSIT!r)N 
)9.7«19* *eei». C«, H4V|l.eNCTH>0,179*0 CM. 
WW! SO. KK. fO* INTf*P. TCKS, OIN, 4 *U 
INtTtl l FtegUCNCY - 191**0 Ml» 
71 Y2 *E*L *LS* 
u «1.11)49 )9 .79l«* 1.00000 90.20000 0.2)*97 0*4*174 0*02279 -0*00017 u 0.41*47 0.1049* )9,7I14* 1.09000 90*20000 0,11197 (4*874 0*02244 -C.  04020 ). 2 9* n i l  3).7914* 1.00009 90*20000 0*21*97 0,4**74 •0*07979 
2 1 .190)0 )9.7*111 0.99949 9C.20C00 0.1111* 0*447*9 -1*0194)  
i !  2 19,7*113 0.949*9 90.20000 0.21*1* 0.447*9 -C.4ft179 
». 2 / .JM11 o .i2;oc 19.7*11? e .99U9 90*20000 0*21*1» 0.**»*9 
7.  2  . ' . soaac 0.I297* )9.70M) 0.49449 90.112*1 0.21811 0.02in4 0.424#* 
; .M*47 0,f l !224 99.74430 0.49440 90,0***2 0.2177* 0.784)1 
1.74 no 0.92999 39.7e!«7 0.99*19 90.  01*12 0 .2)749 0.9*14« 
10.  0 .4)9*9 19.749&? 0.499)9 *9.4*)4)  0 ,2)114 1*92*2* -0,  
M. ».J9000 0.0*409 39.  74947 0.94919 *9.929*)  0*21714 0*99090 1.90712 
12.  19.74 710 0,49729 *9.  *9924 0 .2)699 0.4**8* 0.02)97 1.24229 -1 .  
IC.  0900 9.744** 0.44*70 44.7*0*9 0,29*1# 0,4«024 0.021*2 2*1749(1 
4«. IU90CCC 11.7«C12 0.21978 0.4904* 2.49841 
19.  19,79194 49.997*9 0.21*94 C.«44*0 '3 .024*0 ) .*')049 
14.  I f .  T9CCC 9.8417t  39.74 79 0 .94)44 44.49**4 0.21412 0.45040 ) .?*779 
17.  Jl.24990 J.917*0 >9.  eOC49 0 .44)14 *4.  19*12 0 .23149 *.9*49* 
m.  22. 900'»0 0 .^2471 )4.*1274 44.09044 0.23117 4.98919 
p .  0.91920 Î9.  e09C6 44.01714 0.23029 0.94*9* 4.244*« 
,(1) .  ;« .0'»n30 19.40714 40.91979 0,2291* 0.94*21 9.02*20 9.M14* 0,  1*4197 
2). ?7.  0*1)1 19.41101 0.4*91)  4* 7124* 0 ,22712 r .  4*4)  4.04*0* 11 ,1409)  
2;. 24. |*(>f>7 99.*1(*2 0.9421* *B*)7902 0.22*09 0,02*13 9.70499 0.  ,79*74 
21. »i .ni»* 39.*2109 0.9*019 41*21901 0.22100 0.  *912 0.02 **1 ) ,  
24. »J.4CCCC )9.92979 0.97*97 47*9*4** 0.22014 0.9*172 2* ?«. ' . l .{»*C47 3!.(4ne 0. 47317 *7***9)0 0 .217)9 0*942*1 7.44794 
;*. sj . jn)}o 0.4*47* **.92179 0*209*9 0.9191)  «.429*4 
7'».  0c01« 4**427*2 0*1419* 0.9)794 9.1*241 
268 
CKCUIUIO 
to IWI#, V4<li 0"#. COMi 
Tâll l 0# ft l lVlTI 0» »  POttrtCN 
tKl>» Ci» «iVniHOWaOtUUV CM* 
H*vi NOi «III PG* INTIMi TIM* fllM* WM, 
(MtTtH PMQUmev > tQU%0 »*t* 



























































l l*S<04l  
sa .3 i i i«  
)8 .>«04|  







Sl .42t7)  
)# .4) l*l  
) i .444*1 
M.4SI74 















































































































































































ANILVSIS CP eiPMtMENTiL 017* Rl« C>rtU*>7 
CCKSrokT IK(/  IHSClUll l  »CLVHE4|C SU>F*CT<«4T9 -  lUINPI P(4 «I» 
(WE I FST9 PEIfO-INgO 47 T«E P4f$Htt  01 9711110 W4T|4 141)  /P«f9H.* CISTIII .E0 *  Mf»74Nf I 
fH8 *v&rc# JNOSB IWISTIC47I0M IS PV5T6IU -»OL*W|HtL StC*"4TI US «ICO, 4I4CCI tS TBirHlWCrTHflPNE ?/11/61 
SYSTEM f t n f t r i n  
lNir |« .  VK.UES ASSUMED tNC*LCU47ION 
4141 Ct.k97)ClTV 0 ,0  1WICÎM4T FliSTlClTT I WW) 0 .0  
M4VEWIM1E# 91.00000 HECtPKOCtL C" 04*4INO C0EPPICIEH7 0.70000 C* 
4EPEWENCP E E* Sf l l l  1.01)  MV. IMTERMClâl  7EN510N 90.2000 DVNES/C* 
«EPEBENCf |S4tJ7 VTG. O.lOO VT. 
4«0nF P05I7Î01 0*7* 
I  WE C'LCHlirier)  «HtiBE SCP*R*7I0N tS 4.2*9*9 C*",  BASEO M 4ESGN" 0 ,92400 *(SM# *,02000 CtSTCN- 9 .11401 OtST'N.  1 .72834 
C*LCUL4Ttm nP {140 ElâSTlCtTY #W*ME7E4S 
MS. S I .  F (»-OLk*«CV OXP. CCEP, WAVE NO. .  X*V El  tNC7»« NO. WIVES 4HS.C04.M4NO SN. P4.  SCUPCT4, 
\  1*2.73 Q.74Q441I4 *3.21403)99 0. l f t105«ft0 22.9*244*3* 39.29409999 1 .M9IU94 
/  142.)J 0,#1*99906 •1.87490724 0.17914292 24,99910191 99.I7498724 1.401443*7 
« 202.13 C.(129*421 98.44800909 0.1*942091 2*.10211077 98,44800909 1.90326421 
INOEPfWINT ViHtABie 0*7* 
THE |V)EPcMC47 VIPII8LE IS SU4P4CE COKCEKTRIT ION IN «XIS/CM SO* X 10*410 
[N»IT B4«Wfrf«1 4*E wT. OP SIfP4C7AN7 > 2900,00000 *0.  MOLECULl* WT.# 910.00000 PUtfHIP Vail)MP«0.0290 L.  
rH> IS 4#PT COHST. AT 240.00000 SO. C" 
tNTEM*CI*L TENSION 0*7* 
IHTfxPKUl lEkSlCKS Wil l  H t»lWL4IID US INO M niEIPHlUlC «LHllUT PL*TE 4M) THESE P4*4#ETE"Sl 
4CCEI,  lIF CRkVirv.  U.440 bCICHT OP PLATE* 94.19<4C. WCISHf OP HEICHT- 171.40 HC. OENStTTOP WT.? 1 ,40000 
DENSITY OP PI 47 [ .  2.2010P CtlCULâTEO PE4(METE40P PLATE- 2 .89142 CP* CALCU14TP0 f  PACT tCM IN iOHEP PHASP-0.700 
HHE«E TMk CtLCULATIOSS ASSISE AS INITIAL INTCKPACIAL TENSION HP 10,20000 nTNCS/Cf.  
269 
MPUT DATA 
iwur voir, out»ur VOLT. «ITIM luvi yn*. ¥*«• 
























i i i iuoeo Vit*WW 
IW,10000 
141,10000 




























































































0. 20000 C.70000 
0.20000 
















41,  40000 
4U1Q0CQ 
42,1000')  
i i i inpoo 
*2.10000 
47,00000 








749(1 0# "E 111 79 PQ4 2 »0Sl7irK 
cicculât lo  n4 in j  19.17494 nic  ip ,  d ,  «vt lhotm-o,  pî14 c».  
10 ,« ino(f .  vâ», dwf.  coer, havi  no.  r i i ,  #0,  inrenp.  tbm.  «n.  wm.,  
INITUI fMCUtHC* • l"2.3n W. 
*1 72 "Ell  ' IV l*âr. ,  »1»<.  
4, 2 





































4 .49 72 
49,42311 
44,11Its  






































7,  74 '74 
4,9%14c 
- i . ' joon* 
- l l4«)04 
-u2? ' '47 
-7,0?«4» 





|N9lP# V44» CM». CnF4.  
7441E op IISUkTS P04 i 4Q1lTt<M 
13.234C) BECIP.  CM. W4VEieNefM.0,16406 
•(Ave no. KEl. pq. INreiP, tens, oem. AM»U 
INITIAI FREOUENCV > 162.70 Mf. 
tEAl r is. MAC. fLAS. 
0.02611 
J.  1979)  
9 ,21904 
0,374)4 

























































0.  448)6 
0 ,44110 
0,«4261 
0,  44049 











2 ,44 04)  












TAOU CP «1UI.11 PC" )  POSit îON 
CAlCULATEO NAVlNUHBF4> 38.44Kfl  AECIP.  CM. MAveiENGrHaO,16342 CM. 
|KOE>, VAA. CMP. COCP. WAVE NO. 8G. ,  PO, IxrEVP, TfNS,  UN, A MPI.  
INITIAI PMEOUENCV « 
71 V2 
202,10 Nt« 
PEAL P19.  




9,  374)4 




















































































«hilvm g; iMitviNTK Wi pp» t i tfm 
(gllTAT MM INlCUtlLI •ncVHMtC l l ff igUNT* • l l ttMl »M l#l KA 
| lf |«lriwrj tl ipcaiiro IT THC f l ttHCr OtirULlO uitt» (4I| /HfS»4.V 0t$ftLLf9 *t HCftàM INTg#,#:; 
TM tNVlJtJ64TtnH tJ »VîTftl1 -•CltVtHtl IftS *««, fcHCOJ IN ttKOIOfTMnmi 
ivsTM pMMnpi 
ini tul  VàLUIt tuuxen in  CAlCttlATtCC 
HiK. l l tSrtClTV (M) 0*0 IMOtNâRV ILtSrtClTV l|*»| 0,0 
WNUNBM IliOOOOe KICIMQCAL CN OftCPINO COtVPICKNT O.TOOOn C" 
IIMKINCI "iriR ICILI l«00 *V, INTIMâCttl IfNItHN SQ» tOCO QTNt l/C" 
KIPIm INCP input  VM, 0,100 vr, 
MO»l POtlTION OAU 
ThC CâL^UATIO P#M# IIPAMiTICN || «.tlUI IttlO (M #HON" BèS*l«0 «ISPN* **n?}20 OUTAN» %# OM OriTVN* M * 
caicair ion op tiftn i las t ic i tv  PA»i«rtm 
*nt* NO, P^^OUIACY 0 p, COIP, tfâVI NO. MAVHINOTH NQ« HAVfl »Nt,COa*MNO ON. ph,  SCUPCTP. 
1 l l** lâ C*TAi«U70 n.S2lA12«1 0.UTAI1I7 II.AMAlSII SS.Slt^U^S 0.i«e**f»B 
t i» .PO q.mtllPIl SA.JCMAPJI Q*ITIS4ni I*«ni«n90 JA.ÏOMMH 0.9P3»1?»4 
1 IC4,f9 0*102mix 3S*T«230AU S.lAiniTA 3A.]«n4T2l )P.7»2104i; 0.«S«6PMt 
IHOCMNOINT VUtAU.! CAT A 
THl rSClMltiCHT «iuulcl  M skppacp CONT-tNTtltTtON |N al i */C* 18» i  lOMlO 
|N» |V »i««H|TIM Af kT. OP SUAPACTANT •tMO.OOOO') "0, "QKCUIAA WT.» SIO.OOSOC WKg-UP VQLUMP«Ok ^P90 L, 
T p «HiA tt <riT eoNtr* «r >*c,aooce to. cn 
JHTItPitiH. TINStftH W% 
INTItPirtM. TiNItQNi riUL IP CALCUlATIO UtINO AN 0Uf)#4llL|C blLHILMT #lATg AkO ThPSP VAMXCTOtt 
«CCPtr, CP OAAVITV 0,910 m IIOhT f lP PLAT#* )*.MNO, MIIQHT QP MflOHT* 171.40 "0. OtNSlTY HP WT#;|,4' )P0') 
271 
INPUT OATA 
iK INOEP, VAA. MIOJENCV INPUT VOLT, OUTPUT VOLT, "8718 SCALP S8TN, VA 
1 0.) 164*80000 0, 49200 0,13860 0,20000 39,00000 2 0.0 184,60000 0,49300 0,06740 0,90000 39, OOCOO 
} n«o 204, 80000 0, 49300 0,14080 0,20000 39,00000 1 OaOOnJO 164,90000 0,49200 C,14190 C. 20000 39, 00000 2 C. C0800 184, 40000 0,49300 0,06590 0*50000 39«00000 
3 ovoonoo 204* 60000 C,497C0 0, 13490 0,20000 39,00000 
1 0*01600 163*50000 0,49300 0*11080 0*.200c0 41,40000 
2 0*0X600 183* 400CC 0,49400 0,12750 0*20000 41*40000 
3 0*01600 203*50000 0,49600 0, 1CS50 0,20000 41*40000 
1 0, 02000 163*10000 0,49300 0*10740 0,20000 42, OOOQC 2 d*02COC 199* QQQOO 0, 49600 0*12490 0,20000 42,00000 1 0,02000' 202,a0000 0*49700 0.09970 n, 20000 42,00000 
1 0,02100 162*30000 0,49300 0*10590 0*20000 42, 90000 
2 OftQ?lOQ lÔ2i lÛOOC Ci 49400 0.12240 n,?oooû 4Z,90000 
3 0,0?100 201*90000 0,4 96 0 0 0. inoio 0,20000 42.90000 
1 0. 02300 161* KOCOC 0,49300 0.10430 0.20000 44.00C0C 
2 O.Û3200 161*40000 0,49400 Ci 12320 0*20000 44,00000 
1 0, C23 0C 201*30000 0,49700 0.10230 0,20000 44* 00000 
1 C, 02300 161, (0000 0*49300 0*10350 0,20000 44*10000 
2 0*02300 181,20000 0*49600 0. 12300 0*20000 44*10000 
? 0* 02300 201*10000 0*49700 0*10370 0*20000 44* lOOCO 
1 0*0?5CC 160* 90000 0* 49300 0.10430 0*20000 45*20000 
2 0*02900 190*30000 0*49600 C.12280 0. 20000 45*20000 
3 0* C25CC 200* 3Û0ÛC 0*49700 0*10450 0*20000 45*20000 
1 0*02600 160.lOOOC 0*49300 0. 0983 0 0*20 000 46*40000 
2 0* 02 600 179*50000 0*49600 0.12070 0*20000 46*40000 
3 0*02600 199* 3CC00 0*49700 0.10480 0*20000 46*40000 
1 0*02700 159*70000 C* 49300 0* C9690 0.20000 47*30000 
2 0* C2 700 178*90000 0*49600 0*11550 C.200CO 47* 30000 
3 0* C?700 19P.60000 0* 49 700 0*10180 0*20000 47*30000 
1 0*02900 158*50000 0*49300 0, 09160 0,20000 49,60000 
2 C* 02 900 177*50000 0*49600 0,11340 0*20000 49*60000 
3 0*02900 197* 10000 0*49600 0*10160 0*20000 49*60000 ï 0*03000 157*60000 0*49300 C.08450 0* 20000 50* 7C000 
2 0* 03CCC 176* 9000C 0,49500 0*10720 0*20000 50*70000 
3 1*03000 196*40000 0*49600 0.09730 0*23000 50*70000 
1 0.03201' 157,00000 0*49300 P.0R17O 0* 200CO 51. 90000 
2 0,02200 176. ICOOC 0*49400 0.10150 0*20000 51*90000 
3 0*03200 195.60000 0. 49700 C, 09470 0*20000 51*90000 
1 0, C34C0 155.90000 0.49200 0.07850 o*?oocc 52. 80000 
2 0* C3400 174.FCOOC 0. 49 300 0,09880 0*20000 52*80000 
3 3*33400 194.40000 0*49700 C* 09220 0*20000 52*80000 
1 0. 0370C 154.70000 0.49200 0*07080 0*20000 54* eoooc 
2 0*03700 173. 80000 C. 49600 0*09270 0*20000 54*80000 
3 0*03700 193.20000 0.49700 C,08640 0. 20000 54,BOOOC 
1 C* C4000 154. ICOOC 0.49400 0.06850 0.20000 55*80000 
2 0*04000 173. ?OOOC 0. 49600 0. 088 70 0*20000 55*70000 
3 0.04000 19?.60000 0.49700 0*08100 0. 20000 55* 60000 
1 C.0500C 154. ?C000 0*49300 0.06 480 0*?0000 56.30000 2 O.0S010 171.00000 0*49400 0*06620 0.20000 56*20000 
0. C5C00 192.20000 0.49700 0.07780 0*20000 56. 10000 
1 o.oescc ISI.^COOC 0. 49200 0. 09630 0*10000 57.40000 
) 0*06500 172,00000 0.49300 0.12260 0. lOOOO 57*40000 
3 0*06500 191.10000 0*49400 0*10310 0. lonoo 57* 40C0fl 
1 0*10500 151. 70000 0*49200 0.09050 0.10000 5A.40000 
» 0*10500 170.20000 0*49300 0*11410 0* 10000 58*40000 
» 3 C* 105C0 lee. 9CC00 0* 49 300 0.09390 0*10000 58*40000 
1 0*90500 150*30000 0.49200 0. 07910 0.10000 60*90000 
2 0* 90500 168. 50000 0 * 49 300 0*09840 0.10000 60* 90000 
, 3 0*9C500 1Q7. 30000 0* 49400 0*0fl480 0*10000 60*90000 
272 
w&KUlàfie HAtflMlHKIM 
10 »a V*», OM, eCM* 
î«ri i g' "i iuLTi fO" i  •mirto 
n.snit c .  wAvii#w!M.o.M?4» c, 
M«VI kC* IIL» PQ. MTMP, riNI. Oit* «"H* 
),) 


































iit i i i i* 
i)«ii i i i  


























































































Ml II «. f l  •}, 























































Téll l 04 •HUIT) #C4 1 #0# 17 ICN 
)4.1044) RfCt»* CM, WAMllNOM»0. 173)9 f*. 
N4VI se. 411, PO. ISTP4P, Tes). «S. 4-41. 
14.10449 )4.10440 
U.i lU» 
>4«11444 )4. 1)714 )«,14))4 
14.14 44 )(. l) l4é )4»14770 )4.174)4 )(.24nt )4.14704 )I.IC)I4 























































INITIAI F»rCUf4CT • 144.40 












































î ' ÎV 
TklLI C4 4MULT% )  #0)  17 ICS 
C#lCUliT(C •«y|SU44f4* )4.7"1)0 4en#.  €•*,  W4VIIPS0 74*0,141*7 Cf.  IMTIll  PPPCUEhrr •  ?O4.»0 hZ.  
V44.  aM. c;(4« H4V# 4C.  4  lu  PO. TPS).  CtM« "41.  4U*.  f t* .  t  •L»«.  
0 . )  U,4C1*4 )4 .7#m 1.00090 90,10000 0.27704 C.*470l  0 .01)17 -M, 00017 -Oi ,Q(tno4 
U.1C7))  C.yt940 )  .  74940 0.4490* 90.10100 0,17414 0.44441 0,02)4" - i , )4*qi  
W.l l  904 0.47744 )4.411(4 0.44)49 44.)4U( 0.449*4 1.M"14 
C.^4'11 0 .44)94 )4,4MIM 0.440*9 44,17447 0,11414 0.9499? 9»f*P«"» 
o . l ' l ir  <,44î#9 11.  1)999 0.44)04 48.  94441 0 ,1447)  l l .*4C17 0,  
0 . (4470 0,44014 )#.#4911 0.41141 41,4*411 0.14941 0,441*4 10.0149* •7(  
9 .10914 C.4'711 )M9t4l  0.44149 4I .4400A 0,24007 0,«4190 14.04701 0 |  
J.)«491 11, l«*11 0 .410)  41.044 71 0  *4044 0.44014 1*,19419 
9.  14444 0.%"917 )  ,49944 0 .47)14 47 .479 )0  0.24044 0.4)794 
•) .  I419C 0.94111 )4 . I917)  0 .4447)  47)4914 0.*44T7 0.4)499 
9 )447# 0 ,444*1 ) l .91474 0.44140 44,)#)94 0.2 #472 0 .4)414 0,0*941 «,10419 ,97C*? 
0.  40)1)  0,9*724 )4 ,4t))0 0.4)44* 44.20#14 0.21447 C.4)MI 0,0*941 4,9194? .14910 
0.41011 1,00191 14.91714 1.4)90# 4) .74,#)  0,241## 0.4)4)1 0.0*97)  
1 .49440 1,90944 )4.494M 0.444** 4) .44177 0,*7411 0.41444 0.01941 4.107*4 
0.4*7)1 1.011*1 )9.47J14 0.44)96 44.10441 0.274)1 0.4911* 0,01410 * .*)1'1 
9.91741 1.011)0 )4.9PC4» 0,4404)  4 .9)44 0,I74T) 0.99041 9,01444 9,  
9 .47114 1.014)4 )4.944)1 0.41444 44.)4994 0.27074 0,42471 4.1444'  
0 .17)44 1.11(14 94.00141 0.4))11 4) .911)7 0.24294 0 .417)0 4.14)14 ), 
1.4111# 1.14074 )4.0)t! l 0 .411)4 49.94114 0,19447 0,41109 ),*4114 1.  
11.14194 1.19444 0.41499 41.1419 0,2419) C. 41111 ),)"007 
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tSlJliUli »U*> It i ' lCdtUl-ICMC H'jnietkHTULUUM OP IM» »l • 
oi*fl i i ' i  /••ryi '  nisTmri H urtr^ir 
Nf i«tu< wsi!* isvisriciTtrk ik ««cu^ciiCHCLtii l i t  toctu" MhAT#irwoi**i##Pi IN irpM c tr* 
I ' l iM »àu«|î«a! 
INI1I41 viiuis  iss i j»lft) I#, C«LOiLiriCN 
(KsnciTv tr»i 0*0 i«Ai}tmiv riASTtntv iM»i o,n 
luec^cc •Fci*ioc4i e« oiv^iho cor^'tcirtr o,io?oo c" 
«ITW *C»tl l.OO "W. INTHiâfUl TfHJint» <P,jeoO OfKHfr* 
«CMlKCr INPUT vr0t 0.199 VT. 
HOOf POSITION CàT» 
iNf (iiriiLirK NCP# llPk*" Its IS *• 111*9 ("« ftIKO Tt «MOta 0« !U4r «PSTN* 6.C*T00 OlSTON# A»n0|)r OlSTPh* UftfOti 
CALcutTicN OP tun iLAincirv ptiwrrvt 
St. Clfp. "VI HO. «iviimcw hC, PhS.CC*,w&NC r.ti, 
« OtlMiSOlJ U0>e6Ti|T 
" 1*UK e«l)*««ue > ,  M4M*» Q»|TS«»t«a S», np*)4*» 
« T^l.T) 9.1994»ffy Otini))*) 2A««T?;0I)T )•«)«••»*{» 
ixniMioitr vMMHt MT* 
TW )fST V«HU»l* IS l iKlcK C^HCIHTIif iOH IN 411%S/P* 10. X 
i\»ir "f  *t ,  cp $y«»*CTivr •  ï i.acon n,  «nifc/ ia i  ht .»  ««.ccccp * p i#  voiu"p«o.pj '»9 i ,  
t»!  *.14 u  ««•* t t  »4c, '>g '>00 «» c"  
IHT(«p«CUL TINSirw Dirt 
m t»\SIC*$ .III mp C»LCllLâT|l5 u«tM) ts CLPOP^tlllC HHMtlW H»TP âNr T^ÏÎC tlltaitPifi 
*CC«L. < »• It?» nlir.HT n» int», H. 10«»3. rtlOMt CP kllOHTi |Tl,»P»C. n HJ If* nP «T«M .•ÎMO 
.» wiuw cnciiiPtic •(•«•iTPurp #i*Tc C". cw.citàTiD PiiriiPM IK inw## pw»*p»o,)pm 
<MC4r T it caicji.*'! Ml *%Sw"p IS iHirjii iM*«p«citi rctsiPN cp so.^onio Dv»«*s/rp« 
f- f" f  
<j«vi ^j>ov. vx — •vir^'Nj.— •-•-














fr??%;;r;;r;prrrr;fr;frs=;frrrrrrrrr=frrrrrr^ :  
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"'="''"'"""1jliiliîfill!iillilllli««llilililill ' î 
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ttKkf OP *i«um pp# » Prtirtm 
uce'i*»tc • KIP* R'ti aWPklNOrMie«PI*î CN, IxlTtll P»KU#C • »f. 
ISIl*, Vi4« JW, ci(k, mat kr, • lU »Q« tsru*. Ten on, tMi, VI • f*t ti«. l-4fV. U»», 
1,00130 ip,iinQo 0.H4S4 f.UPÏt f» .* SI*I3«»0 io*nooo 
u • fitnuQ o»Mni ICtKCCO P»»5M8 
*. » 
.• XI c? 0,1Î«»T )MU«2 «OUOOOÛ 0.0} Ml 
s . JilMOS S0tUI14 OiMM* C*<4»00 0,02in% 
u,unk MÏM» ,14*14 
% 1 JiMMJ SI.MIO in,U«U o.nMP 
inniM V), lUU cunii» Ù.•«)•<» 
I,, t ill II*1* O.^M" 
U. ic*e4p«i 0,»|TM 
If, ; Oi#MP )l*ltUI} lO.OMIt O.IUM r, 44*14 M2««i p. > 0.&1TU H* n<M 40.«««I* 0,M»M e,444Jt '»,02M4 !•. r OifHtr M.tl»!* 0,M«H 4«,l<TtA (44*94 O.Of)M 
H. It ceo •I.TTMt 5.0»»«n 
)).»7210 0.««J*0 )». H*PT 0»M1I0 t«,t9<0é 
t. HMJ «5.i«n i>.1*1*1 o.vwno ««.KCM 






;i. i • % «(IM* 
) ) •  /  o.o;i« «Mills MUM r, 0*049 1.I6M' 
TIBie f)F ro* i PflSITiri 
rftCti» tj.i XCI»» C-. ^tVritNGTMiO. 1M*9 C", IN IT til MPOlttIC* • IA2.20 
1 .. r-.. cirr. .*VI -1. •n. fo. TIKV CFh. k»Pl. •tn .15. I-C. 
1. (11000 9C.2 0000 0,tMM r-.-SO^fc .O.finiA mf 
f* I «o.toooo 0.0Î21S ir.20000 Î'.T'VJ na»'» suiceoo C,94 40T 






îî*. » 90*0«P6t 
luîjjo mpc*? 
•^4111 1, u.ini* 
9.12202 -U.p«pn« 
v\ \ Ci MÎ» 3,02l« t4T4; iI.'iV" o,nTif 
ïï-\ UJ'I*e 0,«*T6T P.PMI •2f»J.P490 0,987C« r.ijsj* 0,P90|? ",111*4 2,'ITP 
U 'Til' 
n,tlo»i 
2*. 1 e.iiPJT 
r* ' 
0,12497 )).>nOT6 i.m904o ?u \ ijrz'p 
1 
•». . r.*4m?2 
»•». I C.444JJ 
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ni; Of «MUIM M* $ PQIITtON 
CHÇUAttO UV* V' ««.11»#* ,liei». C». -âVfLI««Ûf»M.U»M C". INJTUl MPOUMCY • m.'O Wf. 
Ike»', V", r"»« en»». • H* »0« INTfM* TVOI* Otk« «MU • l*L Kl« M*0, fli)« 
lii 
il.ns» 
>>.ViV»T ji j.n»" 
ujnv 

























































































nu.ntt tip Êxmniypini o«r* pn« câ»iu«Kv rimli eip»ihents 
r.c«iSt^«t Kl* 1".*•lomoictL^lnNie ;u*'*CT*NT).ii*«**» «f» 
m; «t Tt.t riifS^LV CKTKIM W*TR U(l /»«*$•** OtSTIllED N |W 
xnk K^KXk* lAlt. IW%miR&T|nS : \ XiCU^MICHniU» m loeiu" eP»tSUl»OM*T|irMX.I$T|IOL IM #10" t KF »/?!/*.» 
JVtTM «««MITHIt 
IMtTUL VtLWS «tstllfn (n CAlCUlITICh 
(EAI. PlitriCITï (*»l 0.0 
4ivi«<<i'<*ra 5UCQOOO tEci'irriL 
•MfBINC» "Pf# sctll 1.00 "V< 
«(»r«fKr.f is»ui >11:, 0.103 vî. 
lueiNitr iiisriciTT <r»»i o,o 
OAVPINC COEmCIENT n.tOPOO f" (««rea'irUL itssnn »c,;coo 
'•n«E •nsiTtoN tiu 
) cHifE SfCtHMKK IS t.ZHM* Cf. B*SIO Ci "ESON» 0.11140 IfSPN» *.r»2*0 OISMN» f.n07}r OISWk» I.TlflTS 















• Mt.COa.UKO M. PS. SCUTTI. 
».l«S9St|T 0.10412i«l 
S9.42UT044 0.9I14STR4 }P«**e74p01 c. !»? p$4ë 
INHIPCtOEtit V**t<lt.P cati 
TH» tVCP>>(f>k'ST ViMiiClf 1% SU" ACE CO«NiaA?tON 1^ tO. 1 10»#10 
111»';* ;'A^ A#E «.T. rr SUDPACTAkT • 11,00010 "C, "OtlCltA* MT.» 449,00010 NKf-i|P VOLlP«l*fc C?9fl L. 
fh» Acct IS <*«t CMW, AT 2«o.i'*Gce se, o 
milPACta TINS DN DATA 
IHT(4r*CtlL Tt^U'NS 4|LL 4P CILCULATID LSINS AN PlEOPMllUC 4!lMElM PLATP AKC T^ESC PA«A<l|TEISt 
«ceti, r» u4ivttv. u.in «eicht pp •lati- ia.unc. hciiht dp mcionta i?i.4e hq. oensitv o# mt.*i.»)oo') 
'u i^uv ir ntt(* i.roocr calcll^ teo p; ipec# •iati» }.ii914« c". cucuiatec p*action in lom* pma<p*o»2pc 
ë # i r»» iti c<ii*r i>is as%u"e an hit mi inti«paci«i tpnsion op «c.icooe ovtips/c*. 
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INPUT 9«T» 
0 iK INOlPi Vi#, MIOIIKCV INPUT VOLT* OUTPUT VOLT, M|TM SCALP S8TN, V 
U 1 0«Q 162*20000 0,48000 C,1C4CC C, 70000 *4,00000 
U 2 CiC 1 All 90000 0,41000 0,10190 0,20000 38* OOOOO 
u s I02«2Q0QC 0,48100 0*11120 0,10000 38*00000 
I 2•00090 161*90000 0,40000 C*09850 C, 20000 39. 10000 
7« 2 2«eoooo Ml, lOCOO 0,49000 oainooo 0,20000 *9,iooor 
?« 1 2*00000 201* !000C C.4810Q 0,11170 0,10000 39.10000 
1, 1 4,00000 160,90000 0,46000 0*09290 0, 20000 40*40000 
1* 2 R,COCOO 19C*9C00C 0,48100 0,09970 0,20000 40*40000 
li 1 A.00000 201,00000 0,48100 C, 10920 0,10000 40,40001 
4, 1 iSiCOCCO 160,40000 o,4nooo 0*08950 0,20000 41, *0000 
4, 2 ISCOCCO 179* 70000 C, 48100 0,08920 0,20000 41,60000 
4, ) iH.onojo 300,20000 0,48300 C.10)00 0* 10000 41.5000C 
S» I 2». CCCCC 160,20000 0,41000 0,08690 0,20000 42, 70000 
1» 2 2d*00000 179* 7C00C C,48100 0, 09040 0,20000 42,10000 
24,00000 * n»,90000 0,48200 0, 10120 C,10000 41,QAigo 
i iU VtC, Î, 20^00 4?*40PCC 
4, 1 )A*00000 179*90000 C,48000 0,08750 0,20000 42*30000 h, 1 jM,00000 199,90000 0,49000 0,09800 0, 10000 42*20000 
7* I 4A, COCOC 160, 10000 C,48000 0,08470 0,20000 42,40000 
7i 2 4A,0000n 179,60000 0,48000 C, 08850 0,20000 42,10000 
7# 1 4A, COOOO 199,70000 0,48000 0,09830 0,10000 42, 70000 
8» 1 54,CCCCC 199. 80000 C, 48C00 0.08050 0,20000 43*10000 
m, 2 64,1000: 179,10000 0,48100 C,C82C0 0, 200O0 43.00000 
59* CCCCC 199,40000 0,48100 0,09260 0,10000 42. 80000 
Q. 1 64,03000 199,70000 C.4B000 0, 07790 0,20900 43.70000 
n. 2 tm.10030 1?9,10000 0,48100 0,08300 C,?OQOO 43,10000 
9. 3 6R*OOCOO 19C, 1CC00 0,48100 0.09030 0,10000 43.00000 
in, I 7A*0000n 199,90000 0,48000 C. 08200 0,20000 43.40000 
10. 2 78.CCCCC 179,20000 0,46100 0.08550 0,ZCOOC 43. 4OOC0 
10. 3 7% 00000 199,20000 0. 49 lOO 0.09450 0,10000 43.40000 
U. 1 49.00000 199,20000 C.48000 C. 07400 0,20000 44.40000 
It. 2 g a. cnooo 178,60000 0,48100 0,07860 0,20000 44.3000C 
U. 2 8*.CCCCC 198, 90000 0,48200 0. 08800 0,10000 44.20000 
U. 1 99.00000 199,10000 0,48000 C.C7290 0,20000 45.00000 
12. ? (f, CCCCC 17A,«0 00C 0,48100 0.07700 0,20000 44.70000 
12* 3 78.U0000 198, 1CC0C 0,48200 0.08460 0,13300 44.40000 
13, 1 114.00000 199,20000 0.49 200 0,07340 0,20000 44.60000 
I). 2 114.cnooo nf.ACCcc 0.49300 0,07650 0,20000 44,50000 
13. ? 114.00000 198,50000 0,48300 C, 0«320 0,10000 44.40000 
14, L IJC. ccccr 198,90000 0.49100 0,06990 C.200CO 45,90Q0'> 
14, 2 liC, COOUO i7T,eccco 0. «R 200 0,06 990 0,20000 45.90000 
14, 3 I 30.00000 197,90000 0,48300 C, C7530 0,10000 49.60000 
15, 1 14C* COOOO 198,40000 0.43100 0,06140 0,20000 46.lOOOC 
19. ? uo.ccoon 177, tOCOC C,4820C 0. OA 840 0.20000 46.10000 
15, 3 140.00000 197,60000 0.49200 C,C6R90 0, 10000 46.COOOO 
16, I lAC.COCOO 157, <;CQOC 0.49100 0.06140 0,20000 47.2Of30O 
M, 2 160.000')0 177, ICCOC 0.48300 0.06500 0,20000 47.00000 
16, ? 14 0. OOO'iO 197,00000 0,48300 0,06240 0, 10000 46*90000 
17, 1 19C .OPfOO 197, 9CCOO 0,49200 0,05660 0,?0000 47.90000 
17, 2 I90*')00jy 17(S,60000 0,49300 0, C5920 0,20000 47.80000 
17, Î lec. cccco 197,60000 0,49 300 0,09830 0,10000 47. 6CQ00 
19, 1 22c.crccc 196, 7CC0C C.48200 0, 05200 0,20000 40.30000 
18, ? ?2'^.oaooci 175,70000 0,49300 0,05150 0.20000 49. OOOOO 
le, 3 2<{ 0.00000 199,70000 0,49400 0,04950 0.10000 49, 8000C 
n. 1 270.000v0 19«. 2CC00 C.4820C 0,09430 0.10000 51.40000 
n. ? 2fO.OOOJO 174,50000 0,4A300 0,09670 0. 10000 91.20000 
p. 3 27C, COCOO 194, ZCOOC 0. 4A300 0.0^870 0.10000 90.90000 
29, I 330.000)0 159,00000 0,49200 C, 08490 0.10000 52.20030 
20, 2 33C, COCCC 173, 70000 0.48400 0,09060 0.10000 52, OOOOO 
20. 3 3jO,CCOOO 193. 90000 0.48400 0,03 600 0.10000 91*90000 
21, I 430.J00O0 193,40000 0.48 200 C,C7940 0. 10000 55.30000 
31. 2 43C.COOOO 171, 9C0ÛC 0*49300 0*08020 0.10000 54.90000 
21, J 430,00000 191, 9000C 0.49300 0.03330 0.10000 54.60000 
22, 1 591.30030 191,90000 0.48 200 0,06950 0. 10000 97.20000 
22, 2 590.00000 17C, 7C000 0,48300 0,07920 o.ioooo 57. lOOOO 






























>«1J *Ufhl '» i 1(«« L U *14mI *NiO «Shil *4allKI «ti M9« «OS iAf 
%M Q«*{U< • tViitht *«3 *Wl ««133« 
MililSO* ( Haj tilliVia <0 1141^ 




uUfc{0*b wiwirw (lodu* 
l"îJ; 0*1<t*0 CUS«*1* 
OÎÎIÎM! i0<»*0 »1«6S U* 
UU«*LV 
(a*»*3 9b1VI*(l 
9ikl{*G CUM*H« «I1l»*0 U»«8*&< 
i*v«*0 kObiC'V* «»>k«*fil  
iOgZ2*9 
itfeo*c C0«<>*0 ««sot*«« 9a«(i*ct «(«b<*9 
kokCb'C Vl»»^ ¥^UU*9 S<0M*O «tHtl*0 3«n% 




n'cu*-(.(«»l*0 «{ilV*6« 09«»k*0 
• UvOC*t> •w- tikll'O 03)00* 00000*1 p.O 
•«13 ntai *6» *y%% *0S JM" •iiZi .0 'Mk •««cti 
*a9 0*Sl1*0>*>i0tai>A*H «1.3 *tft3l« t4WI*St 
Naiiito4 1 #3d mnvil o  IKIX 
UiU*0 lilU'Q fie«*o 
IMOI'g 
(iV10«0 iaf»*o JIM'O 
îîîlr'i 4lV*vJV i&uro 
iUv1«i •e!u*J 1»MI*0 
omro 
i««U*t i*aft*o 10111*0 
kaik»*) U«tlS 0l«<u*0 ll«lfe*0 VCllVU 
UiU*( Oiltl'O 
00«<u*b «l«tl*U lOtU'O 
UtlOX k«iu«o JHiPO 
1»uv*u U«l**0 #01U *3 
&aic*c «ull»*0 «l«IPO 
t4Wk)l>*l.* #(*0*0 kUI»*0 mkl'o 
i«CtO*u kaU'Q Ult\*0 
(UU*l •lllb*0 l»<l»*0 mn*o 
UUI*I 11110*0 #1*1»*) Min*o 
«0110*0 Ill8»*0 m%ro 
fii(k«e lifJt'O 
uk»i*e 
tbilvM* i«m*o 0l«»**0 oil»}*® 
»uuwi *(-• 11110*0 tll«t*0 
• s«1<  «uva l  * t1 i  V i l  I*  u  KW *NIB 
vt viM't • iTUrti vj i»»n 
hjiii 
MUI'I» oiiu*o Un**U N 
Olàll*«« f(fn*o (1141*11 1 'If 
1MU*0 •OWI*lt llkkk'^ 1 H 
mitn» kOllPil 
riiii*» 1 « l 't  ib«U*A 
Itlil'C mont MMtt ' t J  iUi\y\ î  . * i l  i(»0*l* »(1«*0 1«D0i*tC l  'M  
ll«k1MI k«tllt*0 1 M» 
k\a**o UU1*C( oaw*p ( •" 
«ktlk*l« OUI» *0 kk9k1*(C u»*i*rt } 
Milium «k(ikk*Q l1UU(i \ l\\ 1:1(0*1» oni»*b UCk1*C( } .  ' j  
«Oi)il*l« u«k»*e Wkil *<C y 
1l«k1»(( k4ivi*r \ > 
uu» s» ou««*e OUI(*(( Mktl*v } • 
K1U*0 l l»«i*3 o»m*c \ 1* 
«»»01*l« ini«*c «mi'ii «1611*0 
kllit*(( 4l««l*fl } > 
Qklli»*0 k l3« l« l (  \ {" 
un i*k»  IM11*I I  tUM*C I > 
«IAI«*»*  MU1*I I  «MU' f  
I  *1  oobui*ei 00000*1 fll«1*M •«»k/*P r'C 
ai •rfiiiNi •»4 MIN •Ofl |«|M •»»* «••fSl k* 01 
'A) «IM» (flt1*ll •iMfirpttfT" nUfn?V3 
1 1 «ji timiii M 
SLZ 
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OP IIPIMHlNTiL SATA #0# CAItUHT at»*ll  M>f«l«INrS 
COHJÎAXr U|t IXSOLUBll  ICNIC tUAPiCTANTS •  ICCA IN Ai**LI»l ia  t«l» !«•« » 
tl»l*tM(NrS •d'OAOlO AT Thi ,OtN SODIUM SllPATE IPRItH «I M2Q> /PAIINir OlSTlLLiD H|»rAN| 
STttt» VNOI* IhViSTIQIÎlOk IS CUSn • SBOtU* HIIAOievi SUkPONATI 111 MO# OtST. AIS* ITNANOCI 
INITIAL VAIUCS ASSUMD IN CAICUIATIQN 
MAI IIASTICITV l!M 0.0 
KAWNUMII lUCOQQO "(CIMMCAl (' 
MPIMNCe NCTEN SCALE 1,00 Ny. 
MAMlNCe iNPjT VTC. 0«100 VT. 
INAGINAKTIlASnCltV IfM) 0.0 
0AI>*(N6 CO(«'tClCHT O.TOOOO Ct 
INTBIPACIAl rrNStON 10,2000 CTNCS/CN 
»aOII res IT ION OAT A 
TNI CALCULAT 10 "OBI SOARATIQN IS < (10 ON «(SON* *.17140 AISTN* •.)TP«0 OISTCN» ).912«6 OI^TFN>-0.0«94« 
CALCULATION Of tlKO ILASTICITT »ARAH|T(Rt 














»HS.COI.HAflO AN. Sa»*C>t. )).»*»&)» 0) 1.191 ##044 
ST.81«24(II0 0«4TT4i*nO 
44,i*mT*N44 US'ftRlîn* 
TH (HOi^CSBCHT yUliBLE IS SWfACt ttKINttATION IN "niH/C* 10* * 10**10 
U^T »iaM)(TI«i A*f ar. Q# SlMFICTANT • TO.NOOOO «O. NOLECULA* NT.» )?*,00800 PAKf-U# VOLUNf .^oSOO L. 
THE **[A IS El CCNST. AT 240.00000 SC. C" 
INTEMACIAL TENSICN flATA 
INTElflCiAL TEkSION* klLL PE CALCULATED USING AN CtEOFHILLIC WILMR.NT LATE A NO THESE MKAKTEISl 
ACCR • nP OAAVIT». C.«0 «IÎK! {* •LATE* )4.S0«C. «1CHT OP 1T1.40 "0. DENSITY 0» NT.J1.40000 
OENSITV CI KAri* 2,20000 CALCULATED PEI|"ETElfP KATE* 2.a«lM CN. CALCULATED PVACTICK IN LOtE* »HASf«0.20n 
«MUE tHi CALCULATIONS ASSUW Ah IMTIAL INTfNIACUL TENSION OP 90.20000 DVNES/CN. 
??f p 




o o o o  o o o O o o o o o o r > o o o o o o o p o a n o o p O o o O A <  
O O ^  r- ^«•O^MO^OOOO^OOOOOOOOO^OO^OO^OO^ 
•.^obOO e 
m O S a ^ OB > •*< «I J) Ul e> 0> M U» w 0» B» 0»0 M O M W ^ 0» «4 M ^ * OMO ^ M*o M O ** Ui a A 



































M1I *91111 Mm (A U 
*iH ot*«^i • TriiiMi 
'Km ilio «SHii •«iiNi ow Id* «ONIMN *4wa*4Nu •«« •«jsi *• ci 
*10 unia k40i**«* •»iSan<i)A*H oiiv-ro^T) 
WUHO# f «U« simsit 40 IVfl 
lt<t0*I i i9it*0 
(**<0*0 10200*1 t«m**c {ttOk'O i(40*'iC «•UO*l 
• u«6tn* mu*o n9iv*t« M»40*1 
;*M0*0 fmi'W t»tk*0 4«4CC*iC *0**0*1 C*tS(*i 
»0<I0*C i i i(o*o ias{*o mto*c* •11*4*0 t*fiiC'a (•tlO*1 C»1*l*l 
4«<H*0 tltiC*0 ll»U*l* it««4*0 tit«i*i( •  41(0*1 10110*1 UC9t*( *mc*o c*iO«*«« 10(«**0 i<*i«*i( 1*1*0*1 *41» *0 U9««*C IUSt*0 ^UVQ WtVlH *4«0t*lC uac*i HIC4*0 
blHU»*t «i 114*0 t«(*l*i( ct*04*e •  iri«*o 
2bSli*f (ai*o*«» OOCU*i< 
«OIK*»» tuoi*a W**0!'0 
IfeK**** <4141 *il  V4Cft«<0 1*011*0 
IZtbO* lOttO'k* • •••0 «*•(0*0 
*N%&0 01011*0 $60(0*01 *uv«*o 
«uu*o «fMO*e( («*0«*1I 
«so<c*o •*144*0 S4(1^<1( ftOwOO 
i0C<0«0 l ltd'OI •W44% Ck<t«*ll  >*<(•*0 
acio<o (oui*o ntwT'oi *<}lt^*lC to*(a*o 
<U{U*b M00< *ui»*a 04000*0 
W)JO' i l000*0> 011^0*0 CkUC*0 00001*01 00000*1 *t4U*XI Uli0*0 0*0 
•sni *0*#) •su Héi •"VIM MIO *tMll 0< <111 *01 lAVH *4IU9 «#0 *afA *<JOn: 
•]M Ot«ikl •  AOhinOiM IVlllMI w) »l#« *0«4iaM'ttAfl> *43 *«I3IV *i4U*xi •••Nnwyw Oil *11 J1I3 
NOW MO# t «Otf fimu» riO l-Mll 
Mtoa'o *4(41 1( I11«^*0 1(044'1( Kett'i 
VOVli*! «••10*0 *(ia4*j 01*10*0 1*4ll*4f 4l4^^*0 4V0^0*I( *4uir*( 
4**14*1 **4U*C 0>%U*0 •••10*0 mit M* *«104*0 kn»i*i( •••*4*0 0(114*1 
<j4w;j »Ul4*I *ia:o'a UilA'O Vl**fl*6 0!M(*n o:i(fi*e U«4«*4 ••«••^ 10010*0 •US«*(* 0*1*4*0 iiiii*i( 110*4*0 (•tk(«) 
IttnM 10ll«*t • Q^IO'O 01114*0 •0110*0 (••U*l* *04*4*0 1*111 *i( •1104*0 14110*1 Ut \%*\ • >•14*0 •4110*0 I410«*«* Il0*fe*0 M»U*M (4104*0 *k 1(1*0 (ll*l*t lillN*0 01*14*0 • 1(10*0 Utl«*i4 uin*i( «0(%«*0 
«(l«l*« •«•10*0 It*l4*0 (••10*0 (•oo(*a* «(114*0 •i(a*ii 1I1I4*0 •iii**e 
WUft • Dlt0*3 l*SU*3 »U0<0 IU*0*4* •iia**o 4I*0**U 10110*0 9(t*P*Q 
011***0- hlliii*V (1*10*0 •0IM«O 4(t40*0 *0111V 11414*0 44(14*11 11111*0 «(>0f*( (*(•*** 11110*0 ••#*4*0 («(k0*0 I4tl«*4* 11144*0 otti«*ri l**»l*0 1*0(1*8 
L40»**11» •40a *1 •*iio*o *•1*4*0 (•*40*0 10140*4* 11*44*0 Ull«*ll l*1«l*0 (*•10*0 
t*;*u*a- 01110*0 OUH*0 (1140*0 •IOM*OI «1141*0 14U»H( •**#1*0 1*0*C*0 
OUI*l (i«i»*ei- •moo IMH*0 41140*0 •(040*01 #••4 0 10*(«*tl *•0(1*0 • *1*0*0 
l0abl**« IbUli*!* 1«l<0*0 040H*D 00»40*S «1140*01 #•144*0 ll»(**ll 100*1*0 4*410*0 
lit***!" 1<I00*1- aim 0 41••«*0 •4 40 0 11111*01 40I44 % (ID** *11 •*M1*P »4V90*0 
41110*0 fk44D*e tUVPOl 40144*0 Illl4«*{( 9I«P*P 
«0014*0 l«146 *0 000:1 *0% ««444*0 ll»*««lt 11(11*0 0«(0t*0 
19980*9- • 1900*9- IIIIO'O 10114*0 •0 *0 0 00001*01 00000*1 (••***H IBIU*0 0*0 
*1*11 *0»iil *ni Twii lA U *)•<• M* ' •Nil *rfVllNI *0ë «lia *0N lAva *•109 *ë*Q ••A *«IQM 
*]M 00*111 • A9liin0l«4 IVIllNl *-9 ••(&; •0M1*»J1AVK 1•••«*#( 1 ••llnn^iAD on •1191*9 














• ii4iib(.4kV'>Vk Mtl 
«33*4# QNV OlIMT SlHUnOVinS M SlllM0lt<X4 2H1 DNUVnitA) mU 3H0 liO 9Hi 
zsz 
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tMims cf (KPiuMMUi o*ri m« c*»aiMv RtFfit (wniKNTi 
cc^rikT UM |h*civ@i! IONIC luMficràsrt • lOCi tt la'ttriia i«ct iiMt 
• i>Mi"i'<t$ »iMniiM(n «r rnf .ot« scoiuf iiu'tîi iraiSH «• Hfoi /riiSHLv oistitico u'itinf 
(W( jsct* Xi ci«9}) « 3001U» OCTkDtOL SUl'Ohtlf Itl »>0M *W. tMT. H KM» * 
*MTg# VlIMnCM 
tHITIfcl VkLVt) fcSSUHtn IH CfclCUlk^lOH 
• eti. riASTiciTv tMi 0.0 (««oiNtar aisrtcirr im»* o.n 
riivPiumia 11.00900 >Eci»*octL c# OAH'iNO cofP'tcKHt o.roooo c« 
KIPiatHCI "êTi* SC*U 1.00 MV. IHTeiftCtIt TINSIQM )0.2000 DfNI t/C» 
«MCaiNCC I "PUT vrci 0.100 vr. 
#»0@( #l:|T|nN DAU 
wt CAUUftTtO *ftOte StfUitKH ).UM« CN. ON «.miD *ISr<«> R.1TI70 DI$rCN> \ C?#0|i Ot 3TFN*>n,0«1Tft 
CiLCu.irim OF tifto eiAiTtcirr »Aai«tr{*s 
•"S. NO, rt(CU(i>Cr CM. CCI». NtVI NO. dAVILINOTH NO. Mlrtt VMUCO.MAHO in, SCU*CT«. 
1 191.sc 0.««9994U lt.6*969UT O,!»#)**#* 1S.T)9«2*II9 )t«6««69T*î U29I)A«}» 
2 141.00 O.I900t*aT ir.0l«ie044 Q.U1T41*1 I #.*0)91119 17.0UU««4 O.A40l9f#T 
% 1.09419(00 *l.«0«ia)26 O.IAM«lél :1.0904090# **.4O40#):A I.U0412M 
ItlDtHNDINT VttttKK DATA 
Tiir IkOfPEkCfKT VlBUBtl |& W*AA(t cmCPiTNATMN IN HOIIS/CM SO* I 10*»10 
tN»UT WWAMEMN* t«E NT. OP $U>FACT«Nt • 60.10000 "0. «OLtCUlAK HT,* )9»,00000 VOHf0»O«O9OO I. 
T»e H(< IS «(vr CONST, tr ^«o.oooco so. C" 
iNfWPAciAi TINS ION nar i 
tMWUCtAl t(«.SIW 41V.V. « tUCUlAMO USlhO Ah OllOWIllU MlMUWr »l*t» INO this! •»«m|rmsl 
*rCFl. c* CiAVl t». 0.440 weicht rif FlITI* IA.IONC. «HCHT of miicmt- ITUAO "C. OiNSrr* f» nt.JUAJ900 
ninsirv of BLiri* 2.20000 caicu.atc0 »cat»fic*0r hati- f.04909 c". CICUlATgO fiactfon in louir #wa9(.0.200 
UH{4( THi cticiiiar lets assu-g an initial intiafacial iinsion of 9C.20Q0o dyncs^c. 
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INPUT fJATA 
INPUT VOLT.  OUTPUT VOLT.  MFTFR SCALF 
0.1 




























































































































































































































































































































































I P. COCCC 
IB.OOOOO 
19.00000 

















































































raiki 0# «liuiri #o» i voittim 
CAiecià MO «IC>9» CM* nav&PilT»»»* mil CM* tNtn«L MIOUINCV •  llt . io NI. 
to ^ MOW* viâ. DM»* cnip* 99VI NQt 9 | i .  INmP* UNI* Itk. *"1. VI VI 91*1 m* 11*0, 11*1. 
Û 0 OtélMO lt*«4M9 1* 00990 lOtlOMO 0*019*1 P.9I110 0.02191 •0.00019 -0*00001 
a*a M,#9)99 ueoiii  i&iom OkMMO 0*91199 O.OII01 l .)9l*l 
SU94999 h9D090 99*I990» 0,0199* 8.9911: «.«m 
0*TI«I0 )UMtn &9999# ie»iini 0*01111 0.91019 0*01111 0*09419 1.02919 
t» QtOOf)! o*riiu )l*9«lll  0*99191 90*09141 0.0119) 0.991*1 0*01118 0Î91499 
' 
h 11*10 )1*9«)«* 0*99101 10*0999) 0.01III 0.91101 0*01119 1*11119 
T* tuum 0*99119 l«*0W19 0*01919 9.99091 0*91119 •0,919*9 -9.9 *9* 
1.  0.T1MI )i*94l)1 0*99119 4**99991 0.01119 «•91111 0.02)0* l .*9)2l -2.4012* 
. o«gmi IU9>12I 0*9990) 99*19191 0.01199 0**9110 0*01)11 %)4I14 -1.11 49 
10* 0 ?***» ) i*9im 0*99)19 99k *9:19 0.01*11 0.91092 0*02)14 
u» cîî lcîi  Il  «9III1 Qk«9lîl  99)9110 Q.019I0 8,91149 a* 02)41 n.)»4|4 
tl* 
' 
0*1110) M4««« SU uni 0.91941 99.19919 0*014*4 0.99190 0*0241) ) .11)14 0.04)11 
\\% lUllD? 0.9M10 49,111*9 C4 99H9 0.0249) 1.2)449 uiin» 
l4. \ 0*«U«9 9%.99999 0**9091 4*»VQm 0*H091 0*9291) 9.4011* U»)11 
11» OtDOIT 11*1109) & 91499 91*41991 0.0*«)l P.«*)*l 0.01*1* )*)914» 1,99*11 
o*ir»io )1.14114 0.99141 4*,*#**» ^99* M ««•OÎJI O.OITTI 
p.  ô*«ittr 0»Mt*t 4**10911 0*09411 0*99199 0*02*91 1.41114 
M, «lIVIIl luîVnt 0*91)01 91.11919 0.09104 0***49* I.JJ**» 2*012*4 !«• 
• 
uîlH* 4««00l« It»*ll91 0*94949 94.19911 0*09014 0.99911 2.*104M 
f)* U))*M 0*11)11 >1.*MI* 0.9IIII 41.11010 Ot99l9l 0***«9T )ti9m 2.12 Ml 
i l .  v.sim 0.1&W1 )i»4om 0.91))) 4L 119» 0.0)94* &*109* 0.0)00* ), l41i1 2.14M4 
Il* u niH O.ITIM )U)fl»l 0*99919 91*49911 0,01111 Q.*1|t9 1.099*9 2.19129 
II* t«UOtl Oifll** )U)29lé 0.99*9* )*.*1*9* 0*0499* 0.4819* 1.9919* 2.1*142 
2*. i .1)110 1.0'MI >t*(9ll1 0.91)10 )1*949)9 0.0*1*9 2.19994 
1*11# 0# IHULII Mm 1 »a9t1tON 
C4.CUt.iT 19 wimmth' 11.01*19 àicir.  c"* IMV91IWTM»@.19*1* CH. IMIIIât.  MIOUIHCV •  1*1.00 Ht, 
IHDMi vta. OM, eoip» MWI MO* w* INlil9* UNS* WN. IML, VI 12 RIAL (IS. IMâC, H*1. 
)1*01I19 1*00000 19*20000 0.1*094 0.H8O) 0.022*9 -9.00011 -0.00009 
)1.0l*t* 1.00000 9Q«IOOQO 0.2*0*4 0.*4Mt 9.9*111 
0.300TO 0*l91*f >1*01209 & 99999 90.20000 0,2999* 0,*449* -1,1*1** 
0*91*1* )1*0999) 0**91)9 90*1)2)1 0.2919* e.*49i4 -0.w*09 
otooroi O.I9«11 )1.0099) 0*9*1)1 90*04949 0.2919* 0.«491i 0.02)19 -0,*4l9> 
9*191)1 91*90919 0**9999 0,2*1)4 0.02)29 -).1***9 -1.11*92 
0» 01*07 0*9990» 0.9*991 90*0)01* 0.02)99 -9.99119 -2.14144 
QtOlUO 0*I9S0I 0.99991 49.999*9 0,02%)* ,2*991 •2.4M21 
0.042X1 9«U9*« )««*«T9* 0.9*999 49.99199 0,92)90 ^.40211 -i .Rim 
0.91)21 )**9«|)> o.*«)ri 49.9*9)9 0.29*01 0.029*1 0.91129 
0.9H«91 I9.91I9C 0.99099 0.290*) 0.02)*2 1.9**99 
9.9*119 )9*91|*9 0.*M0l 4*. 19*19 0.21994 0,02421 
6.HIIT )*«*T0«1 0.99849 49*11999 0*211)1 0,0249) 2,  *9909 
0.4I20I 49. 10192 0*210)1 0.0294* ),119*9 
0.U2T) 0.91)0) )**«IOI« 41.4998) 9*1# 1 
0,T03«t uown 99,99910 0.*94*1 2.12*94 
1.0**** )»*96fl0 0**9841 0.02919 2,290*1 
& «#»?# 1.0)491 *9.94*11 0.99999 0,02822 2,24110 
l .t l}4î 1*C)M) )9»9192) 0,0292* 2.21*1* 
9**1111) 
)*.  11199 
0*91*4 
)*.M990 0.*0)*9 )*.*1*94 1.0021) )**"*" 0.88)29 91.*4*)9 1.019*9 0.0)082 
T<9ll OP M9U1.1S 'OK 9 'OSHtCN 
CAICUUTCO kiVIMjHKa 4) .*0919 •  ICI». CM. ri*V(LINeiH>0. 1490* CM. INI l iât.  PMOUINCr •  24*,)0 Ht. 
Il  . .  «sot». VM. OW.CMI. «vt w. «U. ,0.  IHttW. 1MJ, 9IM, **91. VI 1*40. 21*9. 
U0SI16 4).10*18 1.00000 90*20000 . 0.099*4 0*444) •0.00911 -0.00099 
90.20000 0.09921 0.*4914 0,024)2 
1*0)119 1*00000 90*20000 0.04)94 0.*444) 0,01990 
UOIt*! 90.192)2 0.09449 
0.9010) 1.9111* 90.0*948 0.0*92* 
é.  $0,0*4*) 0.049*4 -0,092*9 y. 90.0)019 0.0*99* 
», 1.100)0 0.*4))9 1*14911 
1.19*9) 4i.9MI* 0*4)09 0.02991 9**9002 
10. 1.21101 4).I9((1 0.94O10 0.02119 
lU 1.2)9# 4).##*)# 0.02819 
\2* U2t99* 49.111419 
l>. J.2«tlT 1.21*1# 4& 118*9 *,)9lt* 
e.»aio5 U2«2U 49,10192 4,20401 1.9M19 
0.962?) 1.2*9)1 4)« 99)^1 41.4999) >,*10*9 1,91)9) 
4).119** 2.40091 
r .  4).1l)*1 2,9*4*1 
0.M4TI 49.92 999 0,0)20* 
V*. 0.9491* 4,88901 0,0)19* 9,1*224 2.2190) 
'?• 0.99)41 4).1101O 0.0)991 9.94902 2,98)19 1*499)9 e.*2*u 42. 9240* 0.0)940 ).4)29) 2.2*229 
i'iîSiî 1*41)41 91.49991 0.0)))* 9,29)00 2,99914 U41«0* 0.90012 99. 1*94 0.24410 0.0)241 9.019)1 2,90991 
1*914)2 0.812*9 91. *4*99 o,)t*ie 0.09494 2.94091 2.912*2 
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àHtLTSIS OP flMRlHINTAC DàTI PQR CAMIUW »|PKI llfRIHIHTt 
crnuifcT till tmokufkf Kfifr - ioc« ti mkiki* <h» i*»n 
«mffâl HU AT TMf .QIN POTASSIUK RaCHlDi t lO M MM MXO CltTUlPO M|*rMr 
TMl tTtriM UNOIt INVUTIOITICN II CTAI •  CITTITR INfTHK ANMONltA ««OaiOC <» P"C# niST. AW. ITMiNOLl 
ITtTIH PARMITIIIS 
IMTUl, VKUIt USUNIO IN CAUUlATtON 
KflL &ASTICITY (FPI 0.0 I DAOtNIRf l lASTICttt ItPP I 0.0 
«AVIMIMOC* 11.00000 KICIPIOCAL CN DAMPING (OEPMCIfNT 0.70000 C" 
MPIMNCe KCTIR KAIE 1.00 "V. INTIMACIAl TfNSION 90.MOO DVNM/(M 
REPIRPtCI M"UT VT6. 0.100 VT. 
PAOII POSITION DATA 
tHi CM.CUkAT|C PAUM SiPARATlUN IS ».10«1« CM. BAStO ON MSCta «*11100 RISPM l.)«4A0 DIST6N* kD?*4) OtStPN—0*019S« 
CALCULATION OP fMO fUSTICIIT *A#A"fT(«* 
»ns, NU. PXIOUCNCV D P. CCIP» HAVI KC. HAVflOtCTH NO. MAVIS PMS.CON.MANO CN. »)t.  ICl.PCTt. 
I 169**0 O.T«2Tt*|T }«.012)))*T 0,1#*TW»0 U.lfAO)«U }4.0U111«r I.I^OMtOl 
t 209.10 0*4l9t>6t* 1«.3iio01m o.imtmi l«.4ATC*<9a )«.21I09I4« l . l29a>T)ft 
S 2S1.IC 1. CTMiZll *4.9ASflMTt 0.UD9IAM i;.097)4|*« A&.9&S4M?# 1.99619M6 
INOIPINOINT VAKIABLI DATA 
txi itocpfnocnt yuumi is sumaci ccnctumtrion in iolis/cn m. i io»#io 
iHaUT PUWITERS ARE HT. OP SUIPACTANT •  «••40000 HQ. N)L(CULAt HT.» 941.00000 "AXC'^JP V0lll"(o0.0900 L. 
tH( Ml« IS KiPt CONST. IT 20.00000 SC. CM 
fNTCMACMl rifOtOh OATi 
|kri«P(Cl*l TtltSICKS Mill  PI CALCULAT IC USING M OLtnPMiLLiC HllHlLXV »lt | |  A NO THE SI PARAPITIRJl 
iCCEi. np OKAVITY. C,«IO HCICMT Of PLATE# It .UHC. HEICHT (V VtlCHfa IT1 .«0 MO, DINSITT DP mT*M>*0000 
SINSITT OP PtATI' 2.20000 CliCULATfO PERIHtlRQP PLATE. 2,##029 CN. CALCULATEO FRICTICN IN LOWER PKASE*O.MO 







2 .  2  
2 ,  3  




4 .  3  
5«  1  
5 .  2  
9«  3  
4 e I 
6 .  2 
4. 3 
7 .  I  
7 .  2  




9 ,  1  
9 .  2  








1 2 ,  2  
12 .  3  
13 .  1  
13 .  2  
13 .  3  
14 ,  1  
14 .  2  
14 .  3  
1% 1  
15 ,  2  
15 .  3  
16, 1 
16. 2 
16 ,  3  




IB .  2  
lA .  3  
19 .  1  
2 
INPUT 0*T4  
tNOgP .  VAR.  FREQUENCY INPUT VCIT .  OUTPUT VOLT,  METER SC*LF  
0.0 168.40000 
0,0 2C8, 10000 
0.0 291,80000 
o.cosco 168,30000 
0,00900 208, COQOQ 
0,00500 291.50000 
0, 05000 168. COCCO 
OiOSUOO 207,10000 
Os 0^000 • 251.20000 
0, 10000 160,20000 
0.10000 207,99000 
0, 10000 251,10000 
0,200CC 168, OOOOO 
0,20000 207.90000 
0.20CCC 29UOOQOC 
0,40000 167, 8000C 
0,40000 207,80000 
0« 4000ft 290«SCC0Q 
0,70000 167,40000 
0,70000 207,20000 
0, 70000 290,30000 
1,00000 167,30000 
1,00000 207,00000 
ucoooc 290, COOOO 
2,00000 166,90000 
2,CCCOO 20 6, lOOOO 
2.00000 248, 60000 
3.00000 169,40000 
3.00000 2C4, 9COOO 
3.00000 247,10000 
4,0C000 164,20000 
4,00000 203, 5COOC 
4,00000 249,30000 
9,00000 163,00000 
5,70000 202, 20000 
5,00000 243,60000 
6.00000 U2. 1000C 
6.00000 201. 30000 
6.00000 242.30000 





9. 00000 236,60000 
10.90000 156,5C000 
10,90000 194,90000 











C. 15800 0.07470 
0.39000 o.nooo 
0,15900 0.14000 
0, 15900 0,07500 
0,39000 0.10900 
0,15700 0,14200 
C. 15800 0.077CÛ 
0.3*3000 0. insoo 
0.15700 0,13800 
0, 15700 C. 07670 
0,34900 0,10100 
C. 19800 0.13900 
0. 15800 0,07(?0 
0,38900 0,099«0 
0. 15800 0.132 00 
0,19800 0.07970 
0,39900 0,09850 
0, 19800 0,127Cn 
0,19800 0,07350 
0,38900 9,99580 





0,38900 0. 08900 
0,15700 0,09850 
0,15750 0,05630 
0,38800 0, 08450 
0.15700 0.08240 
0.19700 0,11720 
0,38800 0. 07730 




0,15700 0, 10050 
0,38800 0.06820 
0,19650 0.05870 
0,19700 0. 09570 
0,38600 0,07440 
0,15600 0,10440 







0,3 8600 0,10950 
0, 19990 0.08 540 
0,15600 0,08030 
C, 38700 0,11440 
0,15550 0.07320 
0,15700 0,07050 
0,38400 C. 12840 
C.2CCCC 38. 60C00 
0,90000 38.60000 
0. ICOOO 38,60000 
0.20000 3P. ftOCOO 
0.53900 38.60001 
0. icono 38.60^00 
0.^0000 ^H.9000C 
0,90000 38,90000 





0. 9C000 3 8.90000 
0,10000 38,90000 
0.29000 39.00000 



















0. looon 48. 80C00 
0.20000 *>0.60000 
0.20000 90.60000 
C. 10000 50.60000 
0.20000 93,80000 
0.20000 93,80000 
0,10000 93, 80000 
0.19000 56,80000 
0.20000 96 ,  8 9 0 0 0 
0.10000 56.6000C 
0.10000 60,00000 
0. 20000 60,OOOOO 
0. 10000 AO.OOCOC 
0.10000 62,60000 
C. 20000 62,60000 
o.ionoo 62,60000 
0.10000 63,90000 
0.20000 63, 90000 
0.19000 63,90000 
0. 10000 67,90000 
0.20000 67, 90000 
o.inooo 67,90000 
288 
Ttavi V «iiuirt #cii  I If 10# 
CUCUlâtIO hâVtNijXKK* l«»Otin MCI»* £<*• HtmiNOtM'OétltT) CH. 
I NUI#, VIA» UfPt COfP* lf<vi M0« «11* INTIftP* fW** 6IN. &"#l.  
INIItâk »l |9(l1Cr .  Iftl .kO Hti 
VI It  Mil Plk I WO, Kà*. 
ucoooo 10,20000 0,19411 C.9499* 1.0*241 -0,0001* -0,')1009 
0. 7«>92 )*« M Of) 0» 99991 90i20000 0,19)79 0*9*900 
0,717*9 14,00401 0,997*2 0,149#9 
14,00917 0,*9#91 90*20000 
0,0*24* 94, 0Q4C1 &* 7*2 
11,9*919 90,0*190 (\*4*#1 
o^u«n 91,9*19* 0,99*0* 0,14*94 0.94*21 
0,14)12 11,94944 0,991*7 49, 72199 0,14*19 0,«4«*R .1.1)904 
0,12**9 0,7**44 n,97*t* 0,99#72 49,149*2 0,1)941 1,9449* 
C.H997 0.t»19 ». 9499Q 0.99:19 49.49IT9 0.1)114 0*99)90 ).eoM9 
0«4»)}0 0,1*990 11,9**91 0,9790* 47, *9*14 0,1*797 0,9942* ).)t01* 
0% 11*4* 0,90)11 0,9*79) 4*,7*94* 0.1**1* (,**9*9 9,1*0*4 
0.421(0 0,9*9 7* 4*,11*** 0,11*11 0.0*7*0 9,19)0* I.}2*C* 
U}*4*) 0,91117 11»M*IA9 0,99111 49,0*119 1,07^9 *,*>*7» 
U 4*4*1 0,«»**9* *4.0074* o.o**on 9. 01 MA 
0,99n*l 
olm" 11,711*7 0,9204) 41.0)199 n.9#*i7 *,)M79 
*,20417 0,9**42 )1»r209l 0,91*4* 41,9919) 0,09901 0,9990* (.e*99* 2,f49 4* 7.«"99* 
*••111» 0,9**11 11,9*999 0,902 0* *0,tM99 fl.M**» ).0**19 2,41019 1, *071/ 
TIKI o; muin i>oi t fotiTim 
CâlCAâTIO MlVlHV*#P«« )*.*11C9 •ICI*. C*. WâVlll«IOfM#0, .1*024 CK* tNt7tâl MPOUPHCV .  209.10 Mf, 
IHOM, Vâl,  CM, CCI#* HâVl Nfl,  *&, PO. IHTIM. TINS. , UN, *K»L. 71 It IMO, III),  
0*91119 19**1100 1,00000 90,20000 0,)*020 0,9**7# 0,0299* •«,00117 -o,oeer« 
e. 00012 0,919*9 19,20900 0,99*91 10,20090 0.11990 C,*4»02 0,02199 
0,00017 0,90490 19,20271 90,0*7*2 0,11920 
0,01*11 0,90421 1***0**2 iC.20000 0 )9979 o,A}|n* 
0,011** 0,901)1 19.201*2 0*9*0* 10,0*792 0)9979 0,02)17 0,7 *** 
%'}*9)l 0*102* 19*2C4 4 01**09* SO* 0*140 0,0n22 0,191** 
0.11*11 0*19*9 19,1*219 0*99*0 49,09177 C.19«0a 0.94972 0,421*) -0,40247 
0*US9I 0,92141 19.1001* 0,9**71 *9,72)** 0.1979* 0*947*1 0,021*4 0,7021) 
9.92**9 >*.U94( 0,990)9 49. 149*2 0,)99t7 0.*S1*2 0,02*99 2,44*47 
0.44*97 1**14**9 0,9***1 0.191*7 0,029*# 1,34 9** 
0.*9)10 )9.US)9 0,02*07 ).29H0 
0.91**2 )*,O#0)O **. 7294* 0,027*9 
1.0*11* )*.0*997 0,9*7)2 •**11*99 0,0279* 1.1 7*** 
UC*949 19,01912 0,99979 *9, 02019 0.12*90 1.119*1 
1,1100* 10.90211 0,94714 44,0014* 0.)21*4 
19,9)*)* 0,9)*97 42,9101) 
10.901(1 &42900 42,01)4# 
0,92*9* 
CILCUITIO avIKUHH»! 
10 .« isni*. vu. Ot*. CMF, 
Tiftki Of letii.rs »o« $ »osiiinN 
IIICI». ct* riâvaCNCTMO.lMM CH. INI Till  MIOUCNCT •  191.10 M(. 
#11, ;0, INTfâP, TIMS* SEN. âHK, RCIl IIS, I«I0, Il ls.  
boeaiT 
WW 

















































«HlirMr MIA INIMUIll IONIC llUPACTiNTI - lOCK Ik tUII 
KlMHtl'ehrft PfllfOMIO A1 TM .OW ^DTAtllUM UOHOI 11:1 IFII» MIOI /niMlV OltTIUlO MlVrANI 
TH( SVITID CMDiK INVISriSATlCtk tl CTAI • CCTAOICritRIRnNn. AMOXIUN lUNtOt 12> MO" OltT. A»U ITMItlOL) 
ststix mrahcuki 
INITIAL VAlUit AttUMO IN CAICUIATION 
MAL ILMTtCm (Ml 0.0 IHABINUT UASTtCItT IIMt 0.0 
IMVINIMU* II.00000 MCIHOCAL CN OAMINO COIMICIMT O.TOOOO CK 
• MIAnCI Mim SCAll UM NV. urtAPACUl TCNSIQN 90.1000 OTKM/C" 
IWT VTO. O.lOO vr. 
»TQ|| ROTIRION OAT A 
THI CHCUlirie tlOBt IIMRUICN It l.nTlA CM. BtSID M tlSGN* A.ITIK A|»N. kUHO OltTON* I.MI40 CtSrpN-O.OH'A 
CAlCbLATION OP IIIO (lAITICrTY »AKMniftt 
»CS. kc, MIOUINCr W. COM. HAVI NO. M«tlINSTH AO. HAVfS VNS.COK.MAMC CN. M. Sa.'CT*. 
1 TAL.TO ft.TUIDOl ».0«*IAtAI I9,?)*#|MT I.MA3WT1 
I 101.10 C.tmini )i«9T«49*> 0.U1O9S0I IO.ILSAIMI II.SIAAAM) O.OASOM*) 
) tAI.IO I.IM4S1«> 4I.9I0SI91T OikSAOfAM «l.UAMTaO AS.f|099MT 
INDIMNOetT VMtAHI UTA 
Thi INCMMDMT VARIAKI IS $U«PACI CONClNTKAtlON IN #Ol:*/Cli SO. I SO»#IO 
IN^UT «ASILTITIIS A«l HT« 0# SUAPACTANT * 04,90000 N«. NOiKUlAA VT.> SIT.OOOCO RAIE-U» Ml UNE #0.09 00 U 
THt ARIA IS Kg T CONST. AT 240*00000 SO. CN 
MTRPACIAl TENSION OATA 
INTIAAICUL TENSICKS «IU M CAICUIATIO US I AO AN CtlOMIlilC WIIHEIW MATE MD TWSE •AHAN|T|tSl 
ACCEl. 0# CAMITV- O.MO HllOHT OP LATE# 14.IOMO. HIIONT » MIOHT- ITI.40 #0. flEW tTV Q«> HT*Sl.«QOQQ 
SINIIT* OP PIATP. 2.20000 CILCULATIO Pl«l»tTIRCP KAT# I.IIAlO CN. CALCUATfO PA ACTION |N IOWA «HASE'OklOO 
NHIM THE CALCULATIONS ASSUME AN INITIAL INTtAfACIAL TEMION OP 90.20000 WNESfCN. 
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INPUT DATA 
IC «K tNCEP. VAN, n fOUENCY INPUT VOLT, OUTPUT VOLT, NETEP SCALE SFTN. V 
U 1 0,0 161. 70000 0, 17600 0,13800 0.20000 39.80000 
U 2 0,0 202,70000 0,17600 0,07060 0. 9000C 39.80000 
U 3 0,0 263. 2000C 0,43800 0,09130 0. 10000 39.8000C 
2« I 0,00900 161,50000 C,17600 0.137C0 o.2onoo 19.90000 
2. 2 0.00900 202,60000 0,17700 0*06990 0, 90000 39.90000 
2t 3 0,00900 263, 10000 0,4)400 0.08790 O.IOOOO 39.90000 
)• 1 0,02900 161,40000 0, 17600 0.13900 0.20000 40,00000 
3. 2 0. C2900 202,40000 0.17700 0.06990 C.90000 40. OOOOO 
3* 3 0,02500 263,10000 0. 43300 0.08630 O.IOOOO 40,00000 
4. I 0,09000 161,20000 0.17600 0.13200 0. 20000 40. 07000 
C, 05000 202,40000 0,17600 0,06920 0,50000 40» 07000 
4. 3 0,09000 262,90000 0. 43300 0,08690 0. lOOOO 40.07000 
)• I 0,10000 161,30000 0.17600 0.13100 0. 20000 4 0*1 0000 
9» ;  0,10000 20?. 40000 0.17600 0.06940 0.50000 40,10C00 
9. 3 0,10000 - 262.7000C C. 43300 0. 08470 o.ionoo CO.10000 
6$ ;  0,20000 161,20000 0,17800 0. 13040 0.20000 40. 20000 
6, 2 0,20000 202, 10000 0. 17800 0.07100 0.90000 40.20000 
6, 3 n.20000 262,60000 0,43900 0.084(10 0. 10000 40,?000') 
7, 1 o,4eooo 161,10000 0,19900 0.11900 0.20000 40,40000 
7, 2 0,40000 202*00000 C, 19900 0.06990 0.90000 40.40000 
7, 3 0,40000 262*90000 0,39200 C.07990 0, 10000 40(40000 
#. 1 1,ooooo 160, 90000 0,16000 0.11000 0.20000 41,60000 
8« 2 1,00000 201* 40000 C, 16000 0. 06400 0.90000 41.60000 
8, 3 1,00000 261 ,30000 0,39200 0,07990 0. 10000 41.60000 
9, 1 1, 90000 160, COCOO 0,16000 0, 10300 0,20000 42,40000 
9« 2 1,90000 201,00000 0,16000 0, 06200 0.90000 47.40000 
9* 3 1,90000 260,60000 0,39200 0,07000 0*10000 42.40000 
10. I 2,00000 199,60000 0,19900 0.09290 0.20000 43.40000 
10. 2 2,00000 200,30000 0,19900 0. 097C0 0.90000 43.40001 
10, 3 2,00000 299,90000 0,39100 0.06890 0.10000 43.40000 
n, I 2,90000 198,50000 0, 16000 0.08900 0.20000 44,70000 
11, 2 2,90000 199,60000 0,16000 C.09220 0.90000 44.70000 
11, 3 2,90000 298, ICCOC 0,39100 0.06790 0.10000 44.70Q0C 
12. 1 9,00000 198, 10000 0,19900 0. 07700 0.20000 46.10000 
12, 2 1,00000 198*80000 0,16000 0*11660 0. 20000 46.10000 
12, 3 3,00000 297, 40000 0,39100 0*06440 0.10000 46.10000 
13, 1 3,90000 197,40000 0,19900 0. 13M00 o.ionoo 47.30000 
13, 2 3,9000C 197,80000 0.16000 0.10690 0.20000 47.3000C 
13, 3 3,90000 296,40000 0.39100 0*06300 0.10000 47.30000 
14, 1 4,90000 199*70000 0, 19900 0.12300 0. 10000 9 0.00000 
14. 2 4,9CCCC 196*00000 0,16000 0.098 20 n.20000 ^0. OOOOO 
14, 3 4,90000 293, 20000 0, 39100 0,06190 0.10000 90.00000 
19, 1 9,90000 194*10000 0,19900 0,11100 Oi 10000 92,90000 
19. 2 9,90C00 194,(0000 0.16000 0,09190 0 .  20 0 0 0 92,90000 
19, 3 9,90000 290,50000 0,39100 0, 06400 0.10000 92.90000 
16, 1 6,90C00 192,90000 0,16000 0,10400 0.10000 99.10000 
16, 2 6,90000 192,20000 0,16000 0,08790 0.20000 99.10000 
lb, 3 6,90000 248,10000 0.39100 C. 0TC20 0. inooo 99.10000 
17, 1 T, 90000 190,80000 0.19900 0*01690 0.10000 98.20000 
17, 2 7,90CCC 190,30000 0.16000 0.08290 0.20000 98.20000 
17, 3 7,90000 249*30000 0,39000 C,07490 Ob 10000 98.20000 
18, 1 0,90000 149, 10000 0,19800 0.09100 0.10000 61.00000 
19, 2 4,90000 188, 3CQ00 0,19900 0,07990 0.20000 61 .00000 
im, 3 m.90000 242.60000 0,39000 0.07990 0. lOCOO 61.00000 
IQ, 1 9, 90000 147,4CC0C 0,19900 0.08380 O.IOOOO 64.90000 
19, 2 9,90000 186,10000 0.16000 0.CT39Q 0.20000 #>4.90000 
19. 3 9.90CCC 239.70000 0,39000 0.08990 O.IOOOO 64. 90000 
20. I 10,90000 149. 60000 C. 19900 0.07700 0.10900 67.10000 
20, 2 10,90000 184.40000 0,19900 0.06790 0. 20000 67.10000 
20, 3 10. 90000 237, 10000 0,39000 0*09180 0. 10000 67.10000 
21, 1 12,00000 143,90000 C, 19800 0.06700 0.10000 71.60000 
21. 2 12,COOOO 181,60000 0,19900 0.06070 0.20000 71*60000 
21, 3 12(00000 233, 90000 0,39000 0.13300 0.10000 71.60000 
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CilCXiTI» HlVlKUHlila 11,0111» 
lA tHQI», VU, OM, COI», MfcVl NO, 
) ; l  OiJ 0,101u oîruii î i lSi l t  
** 1 V*00*»T ))*«9se* 
*• I O.OOII* O.TMIl 11,01171 
1, 1 o«eiui 0,74101 ii,oirio 
•» I Q*017U 0*T1ltl  11,01171 
7. \ 0,07*71 0,>lkl« n,omk 
«• I 0,11*71 0,7AH7 », 07(9» 
«* I OilPOlT OtTIlT* >1, CI171 
OilTll» o,iun 11,01107 
\u \  9.UIII a.n:ii ».QI13 
ll« \ 0*UQM 0, l l)M 11,01117 
U« I o,ur* 0,M\ll  11,00141 
1*1 I Q,MOII 0,M«0l II, MUT 
lU I U0I7I0 Qi«Ult 11,11111 
14. t k,M4e« 0,4174» W,1*724 
IT, 1 l ,*QOII 0,11174 11» WQ4I 
l*.  I l i l l7U OitlkTI 11,11111 
1«* 1 U 77**1 0.111*1 12.72&79 
*3, 1 0,1**** III 79101 
tu Ï  0*11111 12,7011* 
LI 0* iiiuirt NK 1 vniirtBN 
lieiP, CM* HftVILlHBrHiO.lllM CM* 
Ul% UfHH tltt* UM» 
ucooeo RRM: o,nii» 0,11171 Oklint 
9,9111* 0,11110 
0,11111 ffii lQTII 0,11*41 
0,11711 10.01701 (t . l l*ll 
0,11111 IO,OftlTI 0,11*4* 
0,%1tl1 k%,114U 0,1140* 
0,11111 41.11191 Q,UII* 
0,11141 *1,18101 0,1011* 
0,11701 11*11101 e,l0T14 
9.11:11 U.ltlio 8.13111 
0,1TTT4 *1,01114 0,10111 
Q«1TI1t IT.IITII 0,01111 
0,1*111 4I,TQ0M 0,011*1 
0.11100 4i*TQ«U 0,01104 
0,44MO 44,4M 47 0,^*f44 
0,11111 *1,11*01 O.OTTI# 
0,11101 *1,11711 0.0T114 
O.lilU 41,111*7 0,0*101 
*0, lt*«l 0,0*941 
0lllT4| 11,11110 0,0*071 
INITIAL niSUINCT • |«1*T0 47, 





0,01111 •1,1UI9 -1,11*11 





0,0:41) 1«IU1I 0,14*4A 
1.5M:3 1.494I1 3. »n«) 
0,01111 M7«r» 
r»,fi»»7l nT*M» t,M414 





UH( 9 Mmrt m i »ciiriON 
C«lCA*7iO W4 INjWIln Riei», w. MtVlLIHBTMO. ,14)10 ClU IM7IAL ««eOillHCv •  202.70 ft .  
44, . .VI M. RIL. ffl .  INTll#. 7IW, > eiM, MM. •  I.KLl. ta*r.. (1*1. 
, j 0.114*7 ) l  924*9 1.00000 90.29000 0,94**2 0.14 719 -0.00017 •0.00009 U )I,)2I4I 0.11191 10,1*170 0,9*40» 0.14 70) •0.0941) 
0,00417 0.10071 11,91119 0.11192 10,1)1)1 e.)41l* 0.«4»| |  •1,l»941 
0,0004 0,10011 11,11119 0,11111 10,10791 -0,94917 •n,901*1 
0,01**1 0,1111* 11,91111 90,01701 0.02))1 •0,11492 
0.0171» )l ,111*9 0,11704 10,0*171 0.14219 1.02)2) •2.244)4 •4,01*01 
0.07471 11,10441 0,11*11 41,11411 0.14114 0.02114 •Ut9t»t 
4,  0,11*71 11.41*41 0.11)91 4% 91299 0.99164 3.02)14 0,41*4^ 
1. 3.IIC17 0,10009 )*.44TI1 0.111»! 41.19101 0.029)1 
10. O.IMU )».4?|«|  0.1141* 41,1*109 0)19)1 0.1920) 0.02400 
)I,4|74I &1I4T1 4*. 91110 0.9)24» 0.19921 
0,11*21 m,44019 0.1107» 41,0)144 0.)2ieT 0.191)4 
1,01211 >1.41141 0,1791) 4T,»2711 0.)24*T 
1.0)09* 91.17141 0,1**19 44.T001I 0.)l»)2 0,H277 0.02*19 
)l ,))*l* 0.19791 O.)0»*ft 0.02722 
31.217%» 0.21710 0.027)7 
1.4001» )*i29*flA 0.2t»71 
1.1*7*4 )*.2:*»7 0.27991 
».1*901 
U4IIII 0.10172 0.29299 
2.24118 0.11911 0.2)949 
riKf or «isars KK ) »OJITION 
"lUUIlO UViW.H.. c. 





































ttirtii '•(QuiHCv . ?63.re M*. 












ANitvlIf Cf HHMNINTAl OATi 101 Cl'llUAV l|IH» 
CCIItAkT tail  imuuill  (CMC lUUâCTtNtI •  K(* IN ANK IfM# (Ml Mill  
•HfO*«tO *r Î4 lOlt fontliui' HCNIOI Itll IMIIM (401 /MIIH* filiftllte MiKâHl 
tHl t«itc" uhoti tMitTiQtttoh » itài •  fcAHONtu» eaoMM t}i  mr# DIST. IIS* iTwimii 
)VtT1K 
thlTUl VHOU àtmio XH CALtUiATim 
•!«. nitrtctrv «1») 0.0 inutNiiv lutitciu «imi o»o 
wkvihuhuft 11 tooooe mcivmcti cn 0an»ina coiiiiciiit o*tooooc>* 
IlllUtCI MTII tCALI 1.00 HV* tNtlRfACtAL TtWION 10.1000 CVNIf/CR 
•iriaiNCi INMT vro. 0.100 vr. 
#1011 w IT ION oar I 
tmi ci^ cviiattft Hoil siak»» ion it  ci» it  no on aitON* «.iuk aiiaM i««imo distqh* t .ttaia oiitfn*-4.)atoi 
cticwUTioN OP aao nAsrieirr autaims 
•ot. s3. miouinct ow. coea* um no* mtvilihflth no. Hivit .(«".wtno on. a i. scl.actt. 
i iiitio o.noMiii lUiiTriiti &iiiiiow u*i«idoito i}.I4tt»ii<» i.tniuu 
i 101.10 DiMoioaii i i . iTiii ita o.uitmii ii.«*«io?ia ivstkmia o.winy» 
)  Itl.on uiimiki 4t.1i2i1u} 0*lllimt ti.miotta «r.iioi*!! »i1^>lairi 
l iOtaiHDtNT yuusii  oAn 
tHl in'uainoint vtai&ii# it luaatei concimatticn in aoiii/ca ie« •  to**to 
isajT »iiki«iîtn III NT. oa tuaatcTMT .  lo.ioooo mo.  woiicviia i  .» in.ooooo aair-ua voiuni-o.oioo i .  
rH( aiâ It Mat eCMT. «T *40,00000 SC. ca 
iNTiaatciai tinsica otfi  
HTIiatCUL TiatlCKf aiu CUCUlATIO Ul IhO AN OtlOaHllLIC HILHKNy aiATI ANO THCSI aARk«ITIfttl  
tecii .  lia cmavitv* c.aio misht oa aiAii,  i i . ioiio» hiioht oa hiiont* i7t.«o mo. ninsirv na nt*fi.«00Q0 
nfhtiTv ca aitri* i. ioooo Caloilatio auiHlTiaoa auATia kmmi c«. cauucatio aatcttck tK uvea awA i^.o.xgo 
WMtal IMi CALCULAT|ONI asluai as INITIAL intiiaactal TINtlON oa lOifOOOO OTNIt/CN. 
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INPUT 0»r» 
1N0I»« V*»| KMUINC* INPUT VOIT. OtTPUT VCIT. M(Tf» SCâLI 5FT«J. V4H, 
QtO U2* lOQOC 
0.0 20l.!000c 
0.0 2 79.00000 
0.00500 162* eoeoo 
0,00900 201*40000 
0.Q0900 274.80000 
otonoo 162* AQQOQ 
0,02900 201*20000 
0.02 500 . 374.60000 
0.09000 162.20000 
0.99000 201,10000 
0.09000 274, 2000C 
0 .10000 162*40000 
0*10000 201.20000 
0.lOOOO 2 74.4000C 
0.20000 162.30000 




0*40000 274* COOOO 
0.70000 161*90000 
0. 70000 200. 90000 
0*70000 273*80000 
I.ooooo 161*90000 





4. OOOOO 161.2CQ00 
4.00000 199.90000 
4.00000 2 72.40000 





9. COCOO 270. 10000 
13*00000 158. 40000 
U. OOOOO 196.60000 
13. OOOOO 267. 50C0C 
18.00000 196.40000 
18. OOCCO 194.40000 
18.00000 264. 20000 
23.00000 194.00000 
2).OOOOO 191.90000 
23.C0CCC 260. 10000 
28 .00000 191.80000 
2 8. COCOO 189. 50000 
28.00000 296. 5CC00 
33.00000 149.80000 
33.OOOOO 187. 2CC00 
33.00000 292.70000 
38. OOOOO 148.60000 






0.16000 C. 06020 
0*39100 0.10490 
C* V6000 O.V\3VO 
0* 16000 0.06080 
0.3920Q 0,10790 
0* 16000 0.11060 
0*16000 0,09990 
0,39200 0.09900 
0*16000 0. 10790 
0,16000 0*09890 
0. 39100 0.09100 
0. 16000 0. 10960 
0.16000 0.09840 
0. 39200 0.09020 
0.16000 0.10680 
0*16000 0.06190 





0.19900 0.06 090 
0.39000 0. 08900 
0.19900 0.10010 








0. 19800 0.07790 
0.15800 C.04970 
0.39000 0.06960 
0. 15800 0. 063 00 
0.19800 0.10260 
0.39000 0.06680 
0. 15800 0. 10130 
0.15800 0.09290 
0.39000 0.06180 
0.19800 C. 08820 
0.15800 0.08330 
C. 39000 0.09 890 
0.19700 0.08110 
0.19700 0.07750 




0.19600 0.074 70 
0.19690 0. 06 820 
0.38600 0.06640 










0. 90000 38,20000 
O.C^OOO 38,20000 
0.20000 38,10000 
0,90000 38, 10000 
0.09000 38.10000 
0.20000 38,10000 
0.90000 38. 10000 
0.09000 38.10000 
0. 20000 38.30000 
0.90000 38.30000 
0.09 000 38.30000 
0. 20000 38.50000 
0.90000 38.90000 
0.09000 38.90000 
0.20000 38, 80000 
0.90000 38.80000 
0. 05000 38.80000 
0.20000 39. 20000 
0.90000 39.20000 
0. 09000 39.20000 
0.20000 4O.200C0 
0.50000 40.20000 





0. 50000 43.00000 





0.20000 9 0. OOOOO 
0.09000 90.00000 
0.10000 93.70000 
0.20000 53. 70000 
0.09000 93.70000 
0. lonoo 97.2 0000 
0.20000 97.20000 
9.09000 57.20000 
C. 10000 61.OOOOO 
0.20000 6 1.00000 
0.09 0 00 61.00000 
0.10000 63. 20000 
0.20000 63 .  20 0 0 0 
C. 09000 69.20000 
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TàÊlP 0# «ISUltl #0» 1 »«trtCN 
CiLCULtttO MtVINJNIM* n.2*irT KCt». CN. MkVlllH0TH«O.lll«« 
13 r huit». V««i 0«» C«». "VI NO» «II. '9» IWIM. T«N». CIN. MU. 
INHIll VXOUIMCV • M*,#0 M!. 






















































































t*HE Of lEsum ni 1 1 •CBtTtON 
CiLCUlITIC 3>.]7U; KECl». CH. UWIEWW' >d.U)?9 Cf. UniAL »i(CuiK(r . iol.M Kf. 
IXUf*. VtR. 0"p. cntp. HiVt ••Q. «EL. fQ. IITEIP. rms. CfN. «ML. txtO. H<«. 
O.MOlt 1.00000 90.10000 0.94001 0.01)10 -0,J"OIT -'>•01009 0.000)) 10.10000 )».)eili 0.))1f>T P.WAM 
0*00)16 0*68)00 n.10319 ».0««ft1 0.))M« C.M»*4 






0,1)970 0.49000 )9.Sie60 0.1*19» 0.1)1»; 
0.«M»l 0,11649 
0.1T9»» 0,9111* 
l.SOOOC 1.01161 0.1«>990 
l.01*«9 0.1»!)) 
1.0)711 0.1110} 0.16419 
91.09014 & 1*199 
TAKE o; RKUirS rOH s »n9IT|0N 
CUClAâTEO «av{Nir<it"< ' 4M««ï w»vEiMaw*o, .13111 CM, I1ITIM. nEQU^«C7 • 179.00 41. 
ISOEP. Vil. CM», cocr. HiVt «40. HTEIF. 78NS.  CEN. »H»l. Tl MIL m. (liu 
LM)») 4T.1#1!9 l.OCCOO 90. 10000 0.(B40» 0.^«9T O.OM61 -0.00017 -0 .0000» 0.0003) 47.16149 90.10000 ).)mi»4 
90. 0)071 lZ»l»M .449»# 
1.74101 .49214 47.17<î< 
47.17#»* 
0.11099 0.14080 «k 89901 •oi »1)#9 0.18717 9.1&091 0. >)4K)7 
ufn"i 
0.0)009 
4.0 49* .0719# l. 90000 
î'.îl"? V.9»I2) 0.190 1 ).77)9» inHP U91U0 0,HI»4 0,19)M 9,61011 z. 11711 
295 
iKiin It o> ii»i>iH|Nrik iku foft ci»iu<>v >iMti ivfitmNTi 
ecstftsT tfti thtoutki IONIC luiPtcrinri - loci tNAiHiPii* i#i# itiii 
lOiatMhtS »fl»Oa«IO IT TnI ,91" IQOIUM cm.OKIOI (NliH HS I /nil»lT OilTICklO NlVTtNl INTIl'âCfé 
r»t svsTit iHviiTiatTtoi is oMSite - siM|THniTiiiriicNin AUDOhtun chloiioi «ti mom oist, aïs» MMAsmii 
svsrm PAR ATMS 
inituc vaiwi assuwo in caicuiaiicm 
(lAk llASriCITT IIPI 0.0 IMOIMAAT IkAStlCITT l(»»l 0.0 
MAVINUtllB ll.OOOOC AlCIAAOCAt. C# OAMItQ COCMICtlNT O.TOOOO C« 
imiacnci «re* scaii 1.00 «v. intikpacial tcnsiqn 9o.roao otnis/c>> 
AiMniHCt imut vto, o.too vt, 
*•081 «OIITION DATA 
T*! CAkCULAtee »IOti SIPAAATICN IS l.init C". SASIO 9* KISON* «.2«)S0 1.46090 OISTON* ),0M3T OlStPN—O.lOTTb 
CAkCUlATIDN 0# {(«0 CkASTICm MAAMtltS 
*au  sc .  »ateulhct om« cc t r .  mavi ko. mavuinotm no. «avis vhs.cm.uno on. pa. scu'CT*. 
1 i««»io &T«*rtoo« n.4*1*0901 o.iiriisis i*.«>i4i94a n.4«i409Qi uo4«M49t 
2 <01.90 0.M922I0T 1t.ATT7C9l> 0. U244H» l«.2292U40 II.ATTTOSW 0.94tAT«}l 
1 }TT.90 l.lT2T4t2» 4T.9T044T&4 O.lllOllSI >».«494«>C9« 4T.9T044T«4 |.MTTA«n 
indimndiht VARiaait OAT a 
t f l  IhCMIKCIKT VAAIAtk l  IS  lUaPACC CONCINTAATtON IN tOk lS /CH SO.  »  i e** lO  
INPUT pa#a g e») am MTt cp sippactavt t 46.90000 ho. mokcula* ht.i 989.00000 nake-UP vdlu*f«0.0900 i, 
tkp aaea IS  kept CnsST.  at 240.0000c SO.  cm 
int lap ac I al TtNSION data 
INTClfACIAk TENSIONS " I lk  IE CAkCULATED USING AN nk lOPHIk l lC  PIkMElW PkATE AKC T»>tSI PAPAMETEPSI 
ACCIk. Cf OPAVlTTa 0.«I0 MftOKT OP PlATf* S4.S04G. NtlOHT 0# HIIOHTa 171.40 MO. OENSiTT OP WT'M.AOOOO 
OINSITt OP PLATE* *.20000 CAkCUiATEO PEAIPEEACP PkATE# 2.1102* CM. CAlCUkATEO PPACT ION IN lOMR PHASE 0200 
•inrai r»-t cakoiiations assume an mituk innapacui tension op sc ioooo ovnes/cs 
296 
INPUT DATA 
0 . K INDEP. V«R. FBECUENCY INPUT vnLT. OUTPUT VOLT. METER SCALE SFTN. V/ 
1. 1 0.0 164.30000 0.15800 0. 10310 0.20000 38.60000 
I. 2 0. 0 203.90000 0.15900 0.09050 0.20000 38. 60CC0 
1. 3 O.T 2 77. 50000 C. 39000 0.08300 0.05000 38.60000 
0.00500 164.30000 0.15800 0.10470 0. 20000 3 8.70000 
2! 2 0. COSOO 203. tOOOC 0.15903 3.09610 0.20000 38.70000 
2. 3 0.00500 2 77. 1CC0C 0.38900 0.07990 0. 05000 38.70000 
3. 1 0.02500 164.10000 0.15800 0. 10340 0. 20000 30.80003 
3. 2 n.02500 203. 50000 0.15900 0.09500 0.20000 30.00000 
3. 3 0.02500 ZTT.30000 0.38900 0. 07620 0.03 000 se.Boooo 
s 1 0. 07500 164.10000 0.15800 0.10320 0,20000 30. 80030 
0.07530 203.SOOOC 0.15800 0.09710 0.20300 38.80003 
0.07500 277.70000 0.38700 0. 07330 0. 05000 38.80003 
5.' 1 0. 2 7500 164.00000 0.15600 0.09730 0.23000 39. 00000 
9. 2 0.27500 203.50000 0.15700 0.09230 0.20000 39,00000 
5. 3 0.27500 277.30000 0.38400 C.07150 0. 05000 39,00000 
6. 1 0. 57500 163. 70000 0.15600 0.09870 0.20000 39.60000 
6. ? 0.57500 203.2000c 0.15700 0. 397 40 0.20000 39,6,0000 
6. 3 0.57500 276.90000 0.38300 0.10100 0. 05000 31,60000 
7. 1 0.07500 163. 60000 0.15600 0.09780 0.20000 39.90003 
7. 2 0.87500 202.90000 0.15700 C. 09890 0.20000 39.90030 
7. 3 0. 87500 276.50000 0.38300 0.09720 0.050CO 39. 90000 
3. 1 1.37500 163.40000 0.15600 0.09700 0.23000 40 . 20000 
8. ? 1.37500 202.60000 0.15600 0.10320 0.20000 40.20000 
P. 3 1.37500 276.20000 0.38200 0.09940 0.05000 40.20000 
9. l 2.97500 162.60000 0.15600 0.08950 0.20000 42.00000 
9. ? 2 .87500 201.60000 0.15700 0.10180 0. 20000 42.00000 
9. 3 2. 87500 275. COOOC 0.38200 0.09480 0.05000 42.00000 
13. 1 4.87500 161.10000 C.15500 0. 07550 0.20000 44.40000 
10. 2 4. 87500 200.10000 0.15600 0.09010 0.20000 44.40000 
10. 3 4.8750C 272.50000 0.38100 0.09270 0.05000 44,40000 
11. 1 6.87500 159.80000 0.15500 C. 06C50 0.20000 47,20000 
11. 2 6. 875 00 198.40000 0.15550 0.07190 0.20000 47. 20000 
11. 3 6.87500 270. 00000 0. 38100 0.08660 0.05000 47.20000 
12. 1 0.87500 158.00000 0.15500 0.05240 0.20000 50. 00000 
12. 2 0. 87500 196.3C000 0.15550 0.06270 0.20000 50.00000 
12. 3  8.87500 266.40000 0.38000 0.08450 3. 05000 50.00000 
13. 1 10.87500 156.00000 0.15500 0.04860 0. 20000 53.30000 
13. 2 10. 07500 194. 10000 0.15500 0.12540 0.10000 53.30000 
n .  3  10.07500 263.00000 0.38000 C. 08920 0.05000 53,30000 
14. l 13. 87500 152.90000 0.15500 0.08330 0.10000 60. 60000 
14. 2 13.87500 190. SOOOC 0.15500 0.11860 O.lOOOO 60.60000 
14. 3 13.87500 250.40000 0.30000 C. 09790 0.05000 60.60000 
15. 1 16.375C0 150.50000 0.15500 0.07590 0.10000 65.00000 
15. 2 16.37530 187. 50000 0. 15500 0.11130 0.13000 65.00000 
15. 3 16.37500 253.70000 0.38000 0.10630 0.05000 65.00000 
16. 1 10. 87500 147. 50CC0 0.15500 0.06850 0.10000 69.70000 
Ih. 2 18.87500 184.20000 C.15500 0.09970 0.10000 69.70000 
16. 3 10.87500 249.50000 0.38000 0.11240 0.05000 69. 70000 
17. 1 21. 37500 144. 60000 0.15500 0.05870 - 3.13300 74.70000 
17. 2 21.37500 180.60000 0.15500 0. 08810 0.10000 74.70000 
17. 3 21. 37530 244.20000 0.37900 0.12520 0.05000 74. 70000 
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CkCUkATID «AVINU**'*' 
IKnl», Véli S"»! Mlf, 
Tllkl C# ailUlTI KK 1 POttTIW 
MCI»* C4, ii«miiiQrH*oa«TU (#, 
WWIW, KKt P4« ilTIM* TINS* un* ft»u 
0,3 0*T4»fl )»*44)4\ U00000 
0,810)0 e«T4lTI )I.4II41 1*00000 
0,74:4) )l*44in 0,«*ITI 
0«T44U l>,44«*4 e.*)iTi 
0.11 T44 0*T)T7* )),44?l« 0***«lT 
3,0)T4l 0*T4*tl 1)*44C1T 0,)40l 
;.)U&4 3.1)1%) 5i*4)«e «*14)T4 
o,imo 0,1)11# II*4I4H 0*1*4)1 
Oil«KU oiTin» 11*4111) 0.)4H) 
0,4«A44 0,«Q)ll )) ,)4T10 0,440)1 
OkIIIM )),14014 0*)T|41 
?ÎM"» 0.4IP0 l).»}**4 0.44144 
U049II 0»II404 n,1*141 
1,14010 0.11444 iLiini 
1,441)4 0*1)11) 11,14744 
1,11114 0,I1#)T lltlOlM 0,I1TM 



















tNtntL PlIOJItCV • 10,10 M|« 




















































tuner» vw* es cctr» 
TAIlt o; limTI KR I PO* IT ION 
)I.»TTT1 HCIP, CH. vavil(NeTH»0iU*49 CH. 
«Kl NO, KSL« P9, tITKP. r«NSt oe*. 4MH. 
iNirtâL raioucNCY > *o).%o Ht. 
T| V} m(4i en. tuâC* IIU> 
1.00000 )C.*COOO 0.)4I)1 0.02)2) -O.OOOIT -0.0000* 
)l.47)94 90.14)47 0.1471) -O.T0070 
0.tT*ll )0.1)1*) 0.)4T14 0.44)*4 0.0**T) 1.141*) 
0.1)4) )S44142 )0.1)l*) o.*4):4 n.o**)4 l.Tlt"? 
0.0* T)4 0.4)4) 0.**404 90.041*0 0*449) n.A)&4* 
).39T41 Q,**4)T 4*. 1)47) 
0.044* 0.*4)10 4*.7)T4T 0.14911 
**o'"îc 0»1)T)0 O.I44)T 0.**)4t 4*4)940 0.14404 
0*11411 0.*9I7* 4*. 04)19 0.)40)* o.ozimo 
0,4*4)4 )I.)*I44 0.441)4 0.11491 
0,4##1* )).)4)T% 0.47)01 47.27114 e.)*Tii *, T»4*T 
>1.110*1 0.44IT) 44. >1114 0.)lTT) *.4*1*4 
»»4T44> 0.4)144 4).1*411 0.904*7 0.444)6 *.#)*4T )4.40eC) 0.*)4I# 41.7144) 0.147#* 0.**2TI 0.0*)14 *.)4174 2.4441» 
1.44104 0t)44l0 )).))TIT 0.*1*)7 41. mil 0. ITOM 1,0011) 0.0*)*0 1.14124 1,44441 )#.*444) 0.401)1 >4.41120 0,1)1)1 1,01101 0.02)94 2.7444* 
0.*IT)4 *4.144#* 17. *141) e.22**T i.o:i4A *.71791 
Tiflti c# •iiucrt #0* % »ositi(M 
CiLCv.iTto wiviNU"#:#" 4r.9rc4f ifct*. ci. utvri(NGrH*o*niofl es tNitrii niouiNcv • stt.io hi. 












1 * 4 4 1  
1**440 
l.lllll 
4T.9T04I 
4T.|Tt4» 
4T.imi 
4r.sTe*t 
4%SAU4 
4snl>4 
4?, HO?) 
4?. 4411) 
1.00000 
u 00000 
l.OOOt* 
0.44*11 
0,44000 
0.HTT5 
aMtiT 
0*141# 
0.1**10 
0,11000 
se* 10000 
5S;iîî:î 
S0.1SI4S 
90.0*1*0 
4*.M4M 
44.7SHT 
4*49940 
4*. 0411» 
4l.**tM 
4T.17M4 
44,)1U4 
4I«IM)| 41.nui 
4U1UII 
14.41110 
ST. *1499 
0.021» 
0.021M 
0.02*1* 
SOlllO 
0.01*44 
0.)11TO 
0. 02**4 
ÔlMW» 
0.04171 
0. 04194 
0.0)417 
0.04**) 
0.«42l) 
C.<44I4 
0.0*444 
0,017» 
0.0174* 
•O.OOOIT 
l*404M 
U*M04Ï 
I.OIITO 
0.7)441 
n.T4l44 
1.T40X 
t.T«t*4 
).ei42) 
3.1*441 
*4)94) 
-0.00004 
•0.«07I4 
